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PREFACE

i—from a member of the Sugar Creek Gang!

It’s just that I don’t know which one I am. When I was good, I was Little
Jim. When I did bad things—well, sometimes I was Bill Collins or even
mischievous Poetry.

You see, I am the daughter of Paul Hutchens, and I spent many an hour
listening to him read his manuscript as far as he had written it that particular day.
I went along to the north woods of Minnesota, to Colorado, and to the various
other places he would go to �nd something di�erent for the Gang to do.

Now the years have passed—more than �fty, actually. My father is in heaven,
but the Gang goes on. All thirty-six books are still in print and now are being
updated for today’s readers with input from my �ve children, who also span the
decades from the ’50s to the ’70s.

The real Sugar Creek is in Indiana, and my father and his six brothers were the
original Gang. But the idea of the books and their ministry were and are the
Lord’s. It is He who keeps the Gang going.

PAULINE HUTCHENS WILSON
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here were two very important things I didn’t have time to tell
you about in my last story, Screams in the Night. One of those two

things was what happened when we ran ker-smack into the
kidnapper himself and had a terrible �ght with him, and the other
was a strange moonlight adventure in an Indian graveyard.

In fact, the two were sort of mixed up together. The kidnapper
was doing something mysterious in that Indian graveyard, and some
of the gang accidentally stumbled onto him. Did you ever see an
Indian cemetery, the kind the Chippewa Indians have away up in
northern Minnesota? That’s the country where the Sugar Creek Gang
was spending its awfully fast vacation. Those cemeteries are the
strangest-looking places in the world. I’ll tell you about the one we
had our adventure in just as soon as I get to it.

I was sitting on the farther end of the long dock with my back to
the shore, swinging my bare feet. I was holding onto my �shing rod
and watching the red-and-white bobber way out in the lazy water.

Now and then the bobber would bob a little and move around in a
small, lazy circle on the surface of the big blue lake, which meant
that the live minnow I had put on the hook for bait was down there
in the water somewhere and was still frisky enough to be a very
attractive afternoon lunch for any hungry bass or walleye or
northern pike that might be dumb enough to come along and eat it.

I’d been sitting there for maybe ten minutes, not getting any bites
except from deer-�ies, which had terribly sharp stings. So I smeared
some insect repellent on my bare hands and arms and face and legs
and feet and was getting a good tan to take back home with me
after vacation would be over.



It was about three o’clock, and all the gang except me were in
their tents taking an afternoon nap, which was what we all had to
do every day. A boy feels so good on a camping trip that he might
get too tired, and when a boy gets too tired without enough rest and
sleep, he can get sick easier or catch cold, and his body will be a
good growing place for most any kind of germ.

I’d already had a short nap and had sneaked out by myself to the
end of the dock, put a frisky, wiggling chub on for bait, and cast my
line way out into the deep water. I was hoping that by the time it
was time for the gang to wake up, I’d be getting a terribly big �sh
on my line. Then I could yell and scream, and we’d all have a lot of
excited noise to start the rest of the afternoon o� right.

After that, there’d be a picture to take of the �sh and me, and
maybe it would be big enough to enter in the northern Minnesota
�sh contest. And then maybe our hometown paper, The Sugar Creek
Times, would publish the picture, and the write-up would say
something like this:

SUGAR CREEK BOY 
LANDS FOURTEEN POUNDER

Bill Collins, eleven-year-old son of Theodore Collins, who
lives just three and one-half miles west of here, has
distinguished himself to anglers by landing a �ghting, wild-
running, very �erce-looking northern pike at Pass Lake,
Minnesota, where he and his pals are camping.

I was still a little sleepy, and, since it’s never very good �shing
that time of day anyway, I sort of nodded. I must have dozed o�,
because all of a sudden I felt the dock shaking a little behind me,
and looking around I saw one of the gang coming, his �shing rod in
his hand and his straw hat �apping. His round face was grinning,
although he had the �nger of one hand up to his lips, meaning for
me to keep still.

“Hi, Poetry!” I whispered.



He stopped close to me and looked down into my freckled face
and said, “Hi, Bill! Sh! Listen! I’ve just thought of something
important.”

I watched him wiggle-twist his pudgy �ngers into his khaki shirt
pocket and pull out a piece of white cloth with something wrapped
up in it.

“What you got?” I said.
And he said, “See this piece of glass we found up there beside the

sandy road last night where the kidnapper’s car was stuck?”
I remembered all about it—the kidnapper’s car stuck in the sand,

the wheels spinning, him swearing and swearing, and Poetry and I
hiding behind some bushes watching and listening, not knowing till
afterward that a little kidnapped girl was in the backseat of the car
right that minute.

The man all of a sudden had climbed out of the car and let out
some of the air of his back tires to increase traction and then had
climbed in again and roared away. After he’d gone, our �ashlights
had shown us something bright, and Poetry had picked it up and
kept it, saying it was a clue. But it was only a broken piece of glass.

I stared at the piece of thin glass in Poetry’s hand and thought of
how it was curved like a piece of broken bottle.

“He was maybe drinking,” I said, “and threw the bottle away and
it broke and—”

“It’s not a piece of broken bottle,” Poetry said. He lifted the
minnow pail that was sitting beside me and put it behind him so he
could set himself down beside me. Then he said, “Take a look
through it. It’s a piece of lens from somebody’s glasses, and I’ll bet
the kidnapper broke them while he was having trouble getting his
car out of the sand. Or maybe the little Ostberg girl wiggled and
twisted, trying to get away, and they broke that way.”

Poetry made me look through it, which I did, as he held it so that
it wouldn’t get dropped. While I was looking through it, I noticed it
magni�ed things and also brought things up closer.



And then I saw my red-and-white bobber start moving faster than
a four-inch-long minnow could have pulled it. Out—out—out it
went. Then it dunked under, and the line on my rod tightened, and
then the ratchet of my reel started to sing. As quick as a �ash I
tightened my grip on the pole and my thumb on the reel, letting the
line unwind, waiting for the �sh—or whatever was on the other end
of the line—to get the minnow swallowed.

I quick dodged my face away from Poetry’s hand and the piece of
glass and got set to sock the line. I gave a quick �erce jerk, and you
should have seen what happened.

Away out there about �fty feet, there was a �erce boiling of the
surface of the water and a wild tugging on my line. I heard the reel
spinning and felt the line burning hot on my thumb. I was sure I’d
hooked a terri�c northern pike, and Poetry and I all of a sudden
started making a lot of �shermen’s noise.

I scrambled to my feet and didn’t even bother to notice what was
going on behind me. I heard Poetry trying to get out of my way and
out of the way of the minnow pail, which he was having a hard time
doing, but I couldn’t look back to see. I had to hold onto my �sh. I
did hear Poetry grunt �ve or six quick grunts, though, and heard the
pail get itself knocked over and heard and felt a heavy body go ker-
whamety-thump on the dock.

Then there was a noisy splash beside me, and I knew it was the
minnow pail. It’d had about twenty-�ve live chubs in it and
shouldn’t have been left on the dock in the �rst place but should
have been down in the fresh water to keep the minnows alive.

Then there was another splash. I took a sideways look and saw
Poetry himself down there in the water.

He grabbed the pail, yelling, “The lid wasn’t fastened, and the
minnows are all spilled out!” Poetry held up the empty pail with
every single minnow gone that Barry, our camp director, was
supposed to �sh with that evening.

Well, my heart would have been beating hard with being to blame
for losing the minnows if it wasn’t already beating terribly fast with



excitement because of the �sh on my line. It was no time to worry
over spilled minnows, though. So I yelled down to Poetry, “Look-
look!”

And when Poetry looked, he saw what I saw. A great two-foot-
long �sh of some kind I’d never seen before jumped out of the
water, showed every bit of himself in a long leap, and then splashed
back in again and dived straight to the bottom.

And then all the gang were waking up in their tents. They came
running out to the end of the dock to help by yelling and telling me
what to do and what not to do all at the same time.

Splash! Zip! Swish!
I tell you it was an exciting time there for a few noisy minutes,

with one member of the gang after another bounding onto the dock,
and all of them telling me what to do and what not to do and why,
and also how to and how not to.

But soon I had that big �sh coming in a little closer to the edge of
the dock where I was. Then, because he may have felt the way a boy
would feel if he saw some giants yelling and waving their arms, he’d
get scared and make a �erce run for the deep water again. And
every time, I’d let him run and let the hot line go sizzling under my
thumb from the whirring reel, so as not to let him break the line.

In about �ve minutes the �sh was up close enough for Big Jim,
the leader of our gang, to reach out with a long wooden-handled dip
net and get him into it. In another ji�y he was landed.

“It–it–it’s a dog�sh!” Dragon�y, the pop-eyed member of our gang,
yelled when he saw the lunging, �erce-looking, large-mouthed �sh
in Big Jim’s net. I looked at Dragon�y’s eyes, which, when he’s
excited, get extra large the way a dragon�y’s eyes are.

“It is not,” Circus said, squinting at it and at the same time
shading his eyes with his hand to keep the sun out of them. Circus,
being our acrobat, felt so good after his afternoon nap that he
started walking toward the shore on his hands. He wound up in the
shallow water beside the dock, because he accidentally lost his



balance and fell o� in a sprawling splash right beside Poetry, who
was already there.

Little Jim, the greatest little guy in the gang and the most
innocent-faced one of us, squeezed his way through to where I was
and said, “It’s a two-foot-long bullhead!”

“It can’t be,” red-haired Tom Till said, squinting his blue eyes at
the �sh. “Bullheads have horns, and there isn’t a one on him!”

Well, it turned out that Dragon�y was right—it was a terribly big
dog�sh and wouldn’t be good to eat, although some people might
want to eat it.

Anyway, that’s how the minnow pail with Barry’s two dozen
minnows got turned over and all the minnows spilled out, and why
Barry, for a friendly sort of punishment, decided that Poetry and I
had to go to a resort about a quarter of a mile up the lake and get
more minnows.

And that’s how Poetry and I ran ker-smack into the kidnapper
mystery again. This is the way it happened.
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hen Poetry and I realized that we had to take a hike up the
lake to a resort on the other side, all of a sudden the weather

seemed terribly hot, much too hot for two boys to have to hike so
far to get a pail of minnows. In fact, it wouldn’t be good for the
minnows to stay in the pail all the way back without changing the
water, the same as it is not good for boys not to have fresh air. All
�sh need plenty of oxygen.

“I’m sorry, boys,” Barry said, his one all-gold front tooth shining
in the sunlight, “but there’ll be plenty of time. And besides, wasn’t
there a rule about the afternoon rest period lasting until a certain
time? And didn’t two boys break that rule? What do you say, gang?”
He whirled around and asked Big Jim and Little Jim and Little Tom
Till and Circus and Dragon�y.

Not a one of the gang answered at �rst, on account of all of us
were very loyal to the rest of us, and nobody wanted anybody to be
punished.

Then Dragon�y spoke up and said, “I think it’s a good idea if I can
go along with them.”

He looked wistfully at my freckled face, then at Barry, just as
Poetry said, “We could save time, and wouldn’t have to stop on the
way back to change the water on the minnows, if we could take the
boat and the outboard motor.”

The very thought sent a thrill up and down my spine. If there is
anything I’d rather do than anything else, it is to sit in the stern of a
boat with the steering handle of an outboard motor in my left hand
and feel the vibrating rubber grip on the handle and hear the
motor’s roar. I like the feel of the wind in my face, too, as the boat



shoots out across the water with its sharp prow making a V-shaped
path and with water spraying over the gunwale and spattering a
little on my freckled face.

Boy, oh boy! If Barry would only let us! It would be wonderful if
the minnows could be brought back in just maybe �ve minutes after
they were put in the pail!

Barry looked from one to the other of us—at Poetry’s round,
mischievous face, at my freckled and maybe excited face, and at
Dragon�y’s thin face with his dragon�y like eyes. I noticed that
Dragon�y’s eyes were squinting at things as if he had eyestrain and
needed glasses. Then he sneezed and pulled out his big red
handkerchief to stop the second and third sneezes by squeezing his
nose shut and pressing hard against his upper lip at the same time.

Barry looked at Dragon�y and said to the three of us, “I believe
there are a lot of wild-�owers along the shore, and you boys might
stir up a lot of extra pollen walking, and that’d be hard on
Dragon�y’s hay fever, so—well, go ahead, you three!”

Whew! I was glad we’d spilled the minnows!
Little Jim piped up and said, “It’d be hard on my hay fever to

have to walk too if I had the hay fever. And if I had to be punished,
I’d rather go in the boat too!”

Barry grinned at Little Jim and said, “All right, if you think you
can stand the punishment.”

Little Jim said he could.
Pretty soon we were ready to go after the minnows. Now I hardly

noticed the hot weather, even though right that minute the sky was
like a big, upside-down, all-blue breakfast-food bowl that had a big
round yellow hole in its bottom. Through that yellow hole a lot of
�erce heat was pouring down on us and on the blue lake and all
over the Paul Bunyan Playground, which was what people called
that part of the North where we were. Paul Bunyan was an
imaginary big lumberman who used to live up North. It was
imaginary Paul Bunyan’s imaginary big blue ox, Babe, whose
imaginary footprints formed all the big lakes in Minnesota.



Dragon�y, Poetry, Little Jim, and I were just ready to shove o�
and go roaring out across the lake when Big Jim yelled to us from
the shore and said, “Wait a minute!” which we did. He came
hurrying out to the end of the dock to where we were.

“You forgot the roll call.”
I was surprised, because we were going to be gone only thirty

minutes maybe. I’d forgotten that that was one of Barry’s rules. He’d
given us a list of things that he said were “standard” for anybody in
a boat, and the whole gang had been memorizing the list. And here
I was, forgetting it the very �rst day all on account of wanting to get
going in a hurry. Every time any of us went out in the boat
somebody “called the roll” to see if we had all of our equipment.

Big Jim looked at a slip of paper he had in his hand, which
showed he wasn’t trusting his memory either, and read o� the list of
things for us, and we answered. It reminded me of our teacher at
Sugar Creek School calling the roll of his seventeen pupils and we
answering our names if we were there.

“Fire extinguisher!” Big Jim read.
Dragon�y said, “Present,” and held up an empty tin can, trying to

be funny and giggling to make it sound funny, which it didn’t, but
Dragon�y’s giggle did. There was a �re extinguisher on one of the
big boats we used, but none of the small boats had any. The �re
extinguisher was in case the outboard motor caught �re. It wouldn’t
be any fun if you were far out on a big lake and your motor and
boat caught �re and your boat burned out from under you.

“Extra gasoline!” Big Jim called from his slip of paper.
And Little Jim answered by tapping with his stick on the two-

gallon red gasoline can in the bottom of the boat. Little Jim always
took his stick with him wherever he went.

“Screwdriver, pliers, and wrench!” Big Jim yelled.
Poetry opened Barry’s tackle box, and there, right in the top

drawer, were all three.



“What do we need pliers for?” Dragon�y asked me, he being the
kind of person who always wants to know all the whys of
everything.

“To take the hooks out of the big �sh we catch,” Poetry said, and
Dragon�y said in a complaining voice, “Let’s get started—we aren’t
going �shing.”

“An extra spark plug!” Big Jim went on calling the roll, and I
noticed that the spark plug was also there in the �rst drawer in a
plastic bag.

“Oars!” Big Jim said.
We didn’t have any.
Poetry said, “Don’t need ’em. We’ve got plenty of gasoline and a

good motor.”
“Oars!” Big Jim said again, louder. “Go get ’em! They’re in Barry’s

tent!”
Poetry, who nearly always had a hard time having his mind

changed for him, scowled but knew that scowling wouldn’t help. So
up he stood, and out he stepped, and pretty soon back he pu�ed
with two long green oars. He shoved them under our boat seats,
where they’d be safe and wouldn’t fall out easily.

Big Jim went on. “Life vests or safety cushions for each person on
board!”

There were only three cushions in the boat and four boys, so
Dragon�y had to chase back to the tent for another one.

“An extra length of starter cord,” Big Jim said.
We had to have that too, on account of one might break or get

dropped in the water while we were away out in the lake, and who
would want to row back?

“Hurry up!” I called to Big Jim on the dock. “We’re in a hurry!” I
was just itching to get out there on the lake and feel the boat doing
what I wanted it to. If there is anything any boy likes, it is to run
something that will do what he wants it to do when he wants it to,



which is maybe why my dad and mom feel good when I do what
they want me to, I thought—which was a crazy time to think it.

And for a second I felt a wave of homesickness go swishing over
me like a big wave of water, and I wondered what my folks were
doing at Sugar Creek and how my baby sister, Charlotte Ann, was
standing the heat. And I wished Mom could have a chance to come
to a lake like this and get cooled o�—only it was hot here too today.
I could imagine her sitting in this pretty green-and-white boat with
Charlotte Ann and Dad and with me steering and roaring fast out
across the blue water.

Dragon�y came dashing back with a red safety cushion.
Big Jim stooped over and unwound the starter cord, which I had

already coiled around the starter disk of the motor so as to be ready
to give a quick sharp pull the very second we were out in deep
water.

“You can’t go with that starter cord!” Big Jim said and held it up.
“Hey!” I said. “Let me have it. We’re in a hurry!”
“Oh no, you’re not!” Big Jim argued. He pulled out of his pocket a

round piece of wood about �ve inches long and quick made a
special knot in the end of the starter cord and tied the cord to the
middle of the stick.

“There you are,” he said. “Now if anything happens and this cord
falls into the water, it will �oat, with this piece of wood tied to the
end to hold it up.”

Well, that was the end of the roll call, and in a minute we were
o�, just as Big Jim called to us to hurry back because we were all
going to visit an Indian cemetery before supper.

“I don’t see any sense in taking all those things along every time
we go out,” Dragon�y complained, and I agreed with him until a
little later.

It was a great ride and felt just as I thought it would, and I wished
it could have lasted a long time. Soon, though, we rounded a bend
in the lake and started zipping along the shore toward the resort



where we were to get the minnows. Straight ahead of me, I could
see a neat little rustic log cabin, which most of us saw at the same
time and started talking about.

“There’s Santa’s cabin,” Little Jim said. “Look! He’s painted his
boathouse green!”

Santa, you know, was the big man who had invited us to come
North in the �rst place to camp on his property.

“Yeah,” Poetry yelled above the sound of the motor, “he’s painted
the inside green and white both—we saw it last night. That’s where
the kidnapper had the little Ostberg girl.”

That started me thinking of the exciting time Poetry and I had had
last night.

We took turns yelling to Little Jim and Dragon�y all the di�erent
things that had happened—how Poetry and I had got up in the
middle of the night and with our �ashlights had sneaked out of our
tent and down to the boat-house, because earlier last evening we
thought we’d heard something inside.

“You know what I wish?” Poetry yelled to me.
I yelled back, “What?”
“I wish we’d got a good look at his face so we could maybe help

the police �nd him. He’s pretty sure to be hiding out up here
somewhere.”

“I wish I had been with you last night,” Little Jim said. His small,
mouselike, innocent face had a tense look on it, and he was gripping
the stick in his hand so tight the knuckles showed white.

“What’d you have done?” Dragon�y, who was sitting in the prow
of the boat, yelled to him.

And Little Jim said, “I’d have socked him with this stick.”
I looked at him and, remembering how he loved everybody and

didn’t like to see anything or anybody get hurt, I was surprised.
But then he said in one of the �ercest voices I’d ever heard him

use, “Anybody that’d treat a helpless little girl like that ought to be



socked.”
Dragon�y said, “Aw, you wouldn’t hurt a �y.”
Little Jim got a set look on his face, gripped his stick tighter in

one hand and the side of the boat with the other, and said, “I say I’d
have socked him!” He raised his stick and whammed it down on the
gunwale right close to where Dragon�y was sitting.

“Hey!” Dragon�y yelled, “I’m no kidnapper!”
We steered close to Santa’s dock, then I swerved the boat so that

we went swishing past and started a lot of rolling waves toward his
shore. Then we zipped on up the shoreline toward the resort where
we were going to get the minnows for Barry.

I noticed that Poetry had his hand on the pocket of his khaki shirt
where his clue was—the piece of lens that we both had decided was
from somebody’s broken glasses.

Dragon�y, who had been looking toward the green-painted
boathouse, asked, “How’d you know the little Ostberg girl was in
that boathouse?”

“’Cause we found a girl’s scarf up there where the kidnapper’s car
was stuck in the sand, and it had fresh green paint and white paint
on it.”

We were nearly there. We steered toward the dock of the resort,
not knowing that we were about to have another experience that
would start us to thinking even harder about the kidnapper.
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he minute the resort owner saw our boat coming toward his long
dock, he stood up from where he’d been sitting in the shade of

an oak tree and came wobbling out to the dock to meet us, waving
his arm to let me know on which side of the dock he wanted us to
put our boat.

“He wants us on the opposite side from which the wind blows,”
Poetry said.

As I shoved the steering handle in the right direction, the green-
and-white boat swerved in a wide curve, and we came gliding up
right to where we were supposed to—almost.

I was coming in pretty fast, not realizing maybe how fast we’d
been coming.

“Cut the motor o�!” Poetry yelled to me.
I did, quickly shoving the speed control lever to the left as far as it

would go. I was trying to tilt the whole motor forward quick, the
way you’re supposed to when you’re coming into shallow water and
don’t want the propeller to strike the bottom, which wouldn’t be
good for it and which a good boatman never lets it do.

The lake must have been more shallow right there than I realized,
because even before it had happened I realized it was going to, and
it was too late. My hand on the steering handle felt what was
happening at the same time I heard it, and I knew my propeller
down there in the water had struck the bottom of the lake before I
had shut o� the motor.

I quick tilted the motor forward far enough to lift the propeller o�
the bottom and out of the water too, just as the prow, where
Dragon�y was sitting, struck the sandy shore instead of the dock.



Dragon�y yelled, “For land’s sake! Watch where you’re going!”
“For the land’s sake, is right,” Poetry yelled, trying to be funny.
“Watch what you’re doing!” Little Jim yelled to Dragon�y, just as

Dragon�y stood up.
As the boat struck the sandy beach, Dragon�y lost his balance and

tumbled forward and sideways. He landed half in the water and half
out. The parts of him not getting wet in the very shallow water were
his hands, head, and shoulders, and also his feet, which were up in
the air.

Dragon�y sneezed, as he always does when he smells anything he
is allergic to and also most any other time. But he was a good sport.
He squished himself out of the water, grinned, and said to all of us,
“The water’s �ne.” Then he pulled his wet bandana out of his wet
hip pocket and wiped his face with it.

“What can I do for you boys?” the resort owner said to us.
We told him, and pretty soon we were all out of the boat

watching him get the minnows for us. He kept them in a big cement
tank �lled with running water. It was in an open pavilion with only
a roof over the tank, so there would be shade and lots of air.

I never saw so many minnows in my life. It was fun watching the
resort owner dip a long wooden-handled net into the tank and scoop
up several dozen di�erent kinds and carefully pick out the chubs,
letting them slip into our minnow pail. Chubs were the kind Barry
wanted.

Just as the man was counting out the last �ve or six minnows,
Little Jim, who was squeezed in between Poetry and me, with
Dragon�y on my other side, all of a sudden looked up from
watching the wiggling, squirming, slippery minnows in the net and
said, “There’s somebody else coming for minnows.”

I looked where he was looking and saw what he saw. A big white
boat with a powerful outboard motor propelling it was coming
toward the dock.



The stranger acted as if he knew exactly how to run a motorboat.
He swerved around the end of the long dock, shut o� his motor
right away, tilted it forward to save the propeller from striking the
bottom, and in almost no time was standing up, wrapping his
anchor rope around one of the dock posts, and climbing out.

He didn’t want any minnows but some gasoline instead. He called
up to us and said, “I see you’ve got gasoline drums up there against
the garage. I’d like to have some for my boat.”

“Sure!” the resort man called. “Take your can over and help
yourself! Be through here in a minute!”

In a minute we were �nished. Poetry paid for the minnows, and
the four of us followed the footpath down to the dock.

On the way, Poetry whispered to me and said, “He’s wearing dark
glasses.”

And I said, “What of it? I wish I had some. That sun has a terrible
glare to it.”

“Sh!” Poetry said in a mysterious whisper, which somehow sent a
scared feeling through me, and I knew what he meant.

Right away my mind was as alive as a pailful of minnows, with all
kinds of ideas leaping and wiggling and slithering over each other—
some of the ideas getting all tangled up with a lot of other ideas.

I always hated to have Poetry think of things �rst, though, so I
said again, “Dark glasses? What of it?”

“What of what?” Dragon�y asked.
And I said, “The man up there getting gasoline for his motorboat

is wearing dark glasses.”
“What of it?” said Dragon�y. “I’ll bet they’re restful to his eyes.

I’ll bet if I had a pair I wouldn’t have so much eyestrain and
wouldn’t sneeze so much.”

“Whyn’t you buy a pair?” Little Jim asked.
Then I remembered that Dragon�y’s folks didn’t have much

money and that a real good pair of dark glasses, if they had ground



lenses, maybe would cost a lot.
Before we got to our boat, the man with the dark glasses had his

can �lled and was hurrying back down to his own boat, which he’d
tied to the dock post.

Since our boat had been beached, instead of docked, it took us a
little while to get it un beached. But the stranger was in his boat
right away, rowing out a little to where it would be safe to start his
motor without the propeller’s striking on the bottom.

“Let me run the boat back,” Poetry said. And as soon as he could,
he stepped in and sat his big self down in the stern like a king on a
throne.

Little Jim was last to get in. Then he spoke up in a commanding
voice, which sounded funny for him, and said, “Hold it! Wait for the
roll call!”

“We’ve had it!” Dragon�y said. “Get in and let’s get going. I want
to see that Indian graveyard.”

Pretty soon we were all in. Little Jim and I grabbed the oars and
started rowing us out toward deep water. Poetry had the starter
rope coiled around the starter disk and was waiting to give the rope
a sharp pull as soon as we were out far enough.

I was glad to be sitting beside Little Jim, because for some reason
he was a very likeable little guy. I liked the way he handled his oar.
It also felt good to tell him how to do it and have him believe me
and do exactly what I told him to and do it exactly right.

Just then there was a roar, and I looked out beyond the dock to
where the man with the dark glasses was. He’d started his motor,
and his boat was vrooming away real fast.

“I wish we could have a boat race,” Poetry said. “I’ll bet our boat
could outrun his.”

“Don’t you dare try it!” I said.
Little Jim piped up and said, “If it was a terribly long race, and

we had to have our gas tank �lled a lot of times, I’ll bet we’d lose.
We only got a two-gallon can, and he just bought �ve gallons.”



Dragon�y, trying to be funny and not being, said, “But our can’s
new, and his is an old battered up one with nearly all the paint o�
it.”

Little Jim, also feeling mischievous, said, “But his shirt had more
paint on it than ours do.”

For some reason I jumped as if I was shot when he said that.
“What?” I said.

And Little Jim said, “Yeah, his shirt had green paint on its right
sleeve.”

Poetry looked at me, and I looked sort of waveringly into his
bluish eyes, and I knew he and I were thinking the same thing.

I said to Poetry, “We’re out far enough. Give her a whirl. Let’s see
if we can catch up with him and see if there’s any white paint on his
shirt too.” I held my fore�nger up to my lips to let him know I was
thinking about the kidnapper who’d been in Santa’s boathouse last
night.

Poetry already had the gasoline shuto� valve open as far as it
would turn, and the air vent open, and the speed control lever
pushed over to the place where it said “Start.”

When I said, “Give her a whirl,” Poetry quickly got set, with his
right hand on the �ve-inch-long piece of wood Big Jim had tied on
the end of the starter cord, and gave a quick sharp pull. And just
like a boy ought to get out of bed in the early morning when his dad
calls him, that motor leaped into noisy life and let out a terri�c roar,
and we were o�.

That is, we thought we were. The motor was running terribly fast,
and Poetry was pushing the steering handle around so the boat
would turn and we could go racing after the man in the other boat
to see where he went and if he had green and white paint on his
shirt.

But we weren’t moving. We were just sitting still out there. In
fact, we were drifting toward the dock and the shallow water again.
Also, right that second a little breeze whisked across the lake, and



our boat swung around sideways. And in spite of the motor’s
whirring �ercely, and Poetry’s shoving the steering handle this way
and that, nothing happened!

What on earth! I wondered, and so said we all, only each of us
used di�erent words. And all the time the man in the big white boat
was roaring up the lake to a place where, pretty soon, his boat
would round the bend in the shore and he would disappear.

Poetry looked at me and I at him, and he said to me, “You broke a
sheer pin back there when you didn’t stop the motor soon enough
and tilt it forward soon enough to keep it from hitting bottom.”

I knew it was true and that, even though the motor was racing
like a house a�re, the little propeller down there in the water wasn’t
even moving.

“You mean we’ll have to row back?” I asked.
“We will.” Poetry shoved the speed control lever to the left as far

as it would go and shut o� the air vent and the gasoline shuto�
valve. And that’s how come we were very glad Big Jim had called
the roll and made us put the oars in the boat.

“It’s a great punishment for spilling minnows,” Little Jim said,
grinning and grunting at the same time, as he and I sat beside each
other, pulling away on our two oars while Dragon�y and Poetry
rode free.

“Poetry ought to have to help.” Dragon�y spoke up from behind
Little Jim and me. “He broke the rest hour rules the same as Bill
did.”

Little Jim and I sat facing Poetry, who, as you know, was in the
stern in front of us where the motor was. Poetry and I kept our eyes
looking straight into each other’s. We both knew we were thinking
the same thing—that the man with the dark glasses, whose boat
right that very minute was rounding the bend in the shore, was
maybe the kidnapper of the little Ostberg girl.

Poetry spoke up then and asked all of us, “Did any of you guys
notice whether the boat had any name on it?”



None of us had noticed any name, which meant maybe there
hadn’t been any. If there had been, it might mean that the boat
belonged to some resort, and most resort owners had their boats all
named the same name as their resort and also had a number beside
the resort name, so as to identify the boat.

“I’ll bet it was his own boat,” Little Jim said.
“Privately owned, anyway,” Poetry said with a puckered

forehead. “He probably stole it.”
Little Jim scowled at that, because he never liked to think

anybody was bad until he found out for sure he was.
We rowed along. Little Jim and I pulled steadily toward the bend

in the lake. When we got there, it’d be Dragon�y’s and Poetry’s turn
to row.

“Who said I had to row?” Dragon�y asked.
I looked back over my shoulder and saw him lean his skinny self

back and raise his spindly legs and put his feet up on the sides of the
boat and yawn.

Then he said, “It’s wonderful to breathe all this fresh air and not
have to sneeze,” which it was, but right that minute he sneezed.

Maybe it was because he had leaned back and had looked up
toward the sun and that had maybe made tears in his eyes, some of
which had started down on the inside of his nose and had tickled
him and made him sneeze.

“You need dark glasses,” I said to Dragon�y.
That reminded Poetry of one of the 101 poems that he knew by

heart and was always quoting, and it was:

Once a trap was baited with a piece of 
            cheese,
It tickled so a little mouse, it almost made 
            him sneeze;
An old rat said, “There’s danger, be careful 
            where you go.”



“Nonsense,” said the other. “I don’t think 
            you know.”

So he walked in boldly, nobody in sight, 
First, he took a nibble, then he took a bite; 
Snap the trap together, close as quick as a 
            wink,
Catching mousey fast there, ’cause he didn’t 
            think.

I’d learned that poem last year, and I liked it.
“Dragon�y’s the mouse that got caught,” I said.
And Poetry said, “This boat was the mousetrap, and a free fast

ride was the cheese he bit on, and the oars are the jaws of the trap.”
Little Jim said with a grin in his voice, “Who was the old rat that

said, ‘Danger, be careful where you go’?”
“Hey!” Dragon�y yelled out all of a sudden, “Be careful where you

go!”
At the same second I felt leaves swishing across the back of my

red head, and right away we were in the shade of an overhanging
tree along the shore.

It was a good place to change oarsmen. Since Poetry was too
heavy to sit side by side with anybody as light as Dragon�y—then
the boat wouldn’t be balanced right—we decided to let him row by
himself. Little Jim and I sat where Poetry had been, and Dragon�y
stayed where he was.

The rest of the way to our dock and camp, Poetry and I kept
looking each other in the eyes. I knew that as soon as we got to
shore, he would have a secret to tell me, and that it would be
something very important he had thought up about the kidnapper
and how to catch him.

The gang was there on the dock, waiting and yelling and razzing
us because we had to row back, and wanting to know why. Circus,



who had been practicing the loon call, kept calling over and over
again to us in a long, trembling high-pitched wail that sounded even
more like a loon than a loon does.

Everybody was in a hurry to get started to the Indian graveyard
when Barry, who was in his tent, came out with some letters in his
hand, which he’d been writing. He said, “Any of you boys have any
letters or cards to send to your folks? I’ll have to run these into town
right away if they are to make the late afternoon train.”

He looked around at di�erent ones of us and acted surprised
when nearly all of us, even little red-haired Tom Till, had written
cards or letters to our folks—even Dragon�y, whose handwriting was
terrible and who hated to write anything he didn’t have to.

When Barry took our letters, I noticed that Big Jim gave him two
letters to mail. I managed to be real close to Barry when Big Jim
handed the letters to him, and one of the envelopes was a sort of
pinkish color, and I knew it wasn’t written to his parents. I knew also
whom it was written to. She was maybe one of the nicest girls in all
the Sugar Creek territory and was our minister’s daughter, whose
name was Sylvia.

Right away Big Jim had his back turned to Barry and was
whistling a mixed-up tune of some kind. He had a stick in his hand
and was stooped over, poking it into the ashes of our dead �re,
where we’d cooked our dinner that day.

The �re was dead because we’d put it out. It’s not safe to leave
any �re anywhere in any woods. In fact, it’s against the law to even
start one in some places, or the whole dry forest might catch �re
and burn up thousands of dollars’ worth of timber and people’s
houses and wild animals and everything.

For some reason I got a stick real quick and helped Big Jim poke
around in the dead ashes, because I had also handed Barry two
letters, and one of them had been to my parents.

“You boys are on your own for a while,” Barry said. “I’ll meet you
at the cemetery. Just follow the old sandy road from Santa’s cabin
up the hill and past the �re warden’s house, and you can’t miss it.



About a half mile up that road you’ll come to an opening on the
right side, and there you are.”

Then Barry was gone in the station wagon, which is what we’d all
come up North on our vacation in, and we were left alone, which is
what we wanted anyway. It is ten times more fun to have fun when
you are alone with your gang than when a grown-up person is with
you, doing what is called “supervising” your play.

Of course, we all liked Barry plenty, but a gang needs to be by
itself part of the time if it wants its fun to be fun.

In minutes we would all be tumbling along together toward
Santa’s cabin, past the boat-house, where Poetry and I had heard
strange noises the night before, and on up the hill to where the
kidnapper’s car had been stuck in the sand, and where Poetry found
the piece of broken glass.

Then we’d go past the �re warden’s house, where, I remembered,
the police had made a plaster of paris cast of the kidnapper’s tire
tracks. And then we would hike on the rest of the way, following the
same sandy road the kidnapper had followed last night till we came
to the Indian cemetery.

There we’d look around at the tombstones and see the di�erent
things and tell ghost stories and maybe pick some ripe raspberries—
there might not be any raspberries, but then there might be, I
thought. The graveyard we sometimes had our gang meetings in at
Sugar Creek was full of weeds and had sumac and blue vervain and
wild roses and wild raspberries and, earlier in the year, wild
strawberries. And sometimes we’d �nd a bumblebees’ nest and �ght
the bees and kill them and get a lot of honey.

Boy oh boy! It felt good to be all alone with nobody except just
the gang.

“We’ll have a gang meeting in the cemetery,” Big Jim said.
“There’s something very important to vote on. Remember, school is
going to start in about two weeks after we get home again.”

“School!”



Nearly all of us yelled at Big Jim at the same time. What did he
want to spoil our vacation for—reminding us of school?

And then we were on the way, running and jumping and playing
leapfrog and laughing and having fun. I noticed that Big Jim had his
pocketknife in his hand and was looking at the di�erent trees as we
went past. For some reason I had mine out too and was helping Big
Jim look for a beech tree, which is the kind of tree you carve
anybody’s initials on.

We didn’t �nd any, though, but we did walk past and through
what seemed like a whole forest of white birch. But it was against
good campers’ etiquette to spoil the whitish, silvery bark on a birch
tree, so we didn’t stop to carve anybody’s initials.

Every now and then Circus would let out a loony loon call, and
Dragon�y would sneeze, and Little Jim would sock something with
his stick, and Poetry would start a poem and be shushed up by some
of us. We all liked Poetry, but we didn’t like poetry the way he did.

All the gang knew about Big Jim’s thinking our minister’s
daughter was almost the nicest girl in the whole Sugar Creek
territory. She was pretty and polite and studied hard and could
throw a snowball as straight and as hard as any boy. She was also
an honest-to-goodness Christian and wasn’t ashamed of it and acted
as if she’d rather be a real one than be the queen of anybody’s
country.

I kept on helping Big Jim try to �nd a beech tree—and was
wondering how long it would take me to grow a little black fuzz on
my upper lip like Big Jim had on his, and wishing I would hurry up
and grow as big as he was.

Pretty soon Big Jim stopped and looked at a pretty silvery white
birch tree’s bark, and I knew he was wishing it wasn’t against good
woodsmen’s etiquette to carve initials on white birch trees.

Little Jim had been walking along close to Big Jim and me as
though maybe he was looking for a beech tree himself. But I knew
he wasn’t—not because he wanted to carve anybody’s initials on
one, anyway. He was awfully smart, though, that little brown-haired



guy, and sometimes he got a mischievous streak, which surprised
everybody because he was almost always kind of serious.

He had a mischievous grin on his small face right that second, and
I guessed he was thinking of something. Sure enough, he was.

He stopped beside Big Jim and me and looked at the silver bark of
the birch tree and said in Big Jim’s direction, “It’s a very pretty
bark, isn’t it? It’s all Sylvia colored!”

Then he gave a terri�c whack with his stick at a cylinder-shaped
brown cattail that grew right close by and was o� on the run to
where the rest of the gang were, up ahead of us. His short legs
pumped like a small boy’s on a tricycle, and his brown curls shone
in the sunlight like the brown �owers at the top of a long cattail
stalk.
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n the way to the Indian cemetery we had a lot of di�erent kinds
of excited talk, mostly about the kidnapper. Poetry and I

showed the rest of the gang the place out in the woods where we’d
found the little girl the night before, wrapped in an Indian blanket.

Then we stopped at the �re warden’s gate, where the police had
made a plaster of paris cast of the tire tracks. The friendly �re
warden came out of his cabin and told us he was glad to see us
again. We had been to see him the night before.

And then we went on up the old sandy road toward where the
Indian cemetery was supposed to be.

“Where do you suppose the kidnapper is now?” Dragon�y wanted
to know.

Little Tom Till said, “Maybe a million miles away, spending all
the ransom money the little girl’s daddy gave him.”

I didn’t think he was a million miles away, and neither did Poetry.
He squeezed my arm, and I knew what he was thinking.

Pretty soon, our winding, twisting snakelike road, which had a lot
of surprise turns in it as it wound its way through the trees, came to
a little open place, and Dragon�y said, “Look! There’s some farmer
living up here. See all those chicken coops?”

I looked where he was looking, and o� to the side of the road in
an open space were what looked to be twenty or maybe thirty
weather-beaten, unpainted, very small houses about two or three
feet high. But there wasn’t any farmer’s house—or barn or horses or
cows or chickens or ducks or geese or sheep or children playing.

“It’s the Indian cemetery,” Big Jim said.



“What?” Little Tom Till asked. “Where are the tombstones?”
I was thinking the same thing myself. I’d been wondering what

kind of gravestones there would be and what would be chiseled on
them. I guess I’d been imagining it was like the graveyard at the top
of Bumblebee Hill at Sugar Creek.

The little houses were used instead of tombstones, he told us.
Dragon�y had a very weird look on his face. He was the only one

of the gang who was more afraid than any of the rest of us when we
were in a graveyard, because his mother is superstitious and
believes in ghosts.

We stopped in front of a rather new chicken-coop-looking house,
and Dragon�y said, “It’s awful spooky here. Let’s get out.”

“Can’t,” Big Jim said. “We have to have a meeting here.”
“We have to wait for Barry,” Circus said. “He’s going to explain

about Indian funeral rites and why they use little houses like these
and stu�.” Circus was looking at the long row of small houses all
facing the same way, and I knew him so well, and what a good
athlete he was, that I imagined he was thinking that those little
houses would make good hurdles for him to hurdle over in a race.

“What are the little holes in the front of the houses for?”
Dragon�y wanted to know.

Poetry, who did more reading than any of us, had read about that
in a book, so he said, “That’s to let the Indian’s spirit go in and out.
And also, the live Indians bring food and di�erent things and leave
it on the little shelf there in front of the hole for the spirit to reach
out and get it. They come in the evening sometimes to bring any
kind of thing to eat that the dead Indian used to like when he was
alive.”

Well, it certainly was an interesting place to be. We walked
around, waiting for Barry.

And then Big Jim said we’d better have a meeting, which we
started to have way up at the other end of the cemetery behind
some sumac shrubs in some long mashed-down bluegrass. We were



on the other side of a very special grave, which was larger than the
others and had a low wooden fence around it.

“They bury the medicine men in an enclosure like that,” Poetry
said.

We were lying down in di�erent directions, getting ready for Big
Jim to call the meeting to discuss something important and to vote
on it.

“I think the idea’s crazy—bringing food for the Indian’s spirit to
eat,” Circus said, rolling over all of a sudden from having been on
his back and sitting up and saying what he said.

“Sh!” Big Jim said. “There comes an Indian now. Quiet,
everybody. Don’t make a sound.”

I looked in the direction of the cemetery entrance, and somebody
was coming. It was a man with black hair hanging down on his
shoulders, with a feather stuck in it, but wearing ordinary people’s
clothes like most Indians up there wore. I got the strangest feeling.
It was a half-scared and half-curious feeling, but it was a di�erent
kind of scared feeling than I’d ever had before.

He had a small brand-new-looking Indian basket in one hand like
the kind we’d seen along the road on our trip up here, which the
Indians were selling in their open-air roadside stores.

“He’s coming this way.” Big Jim shushed us with a very quiet but
very �rm shush, and we shushed quick.

Yes sir, he was coming our way, shu�ing along with his brownish
face very sober and looking around as if he was scared there might
be an Indian ghost around somewhere.

I could hear all of us breathing now as we lay there. Little Jim, I
noticed, had his hand on his stick real tight. Big Jim’s face was set,
and his jaws were working the way they do when he’s thinking and
wondering about something. And his eyes were squinted as he
watched through the foliage of the sumac that was between us and
the Indian.



Dragon�y was blinking and swallowing and had his handkerchief
up to his nose and was stopping what might have been a whole
�ock of noisy sneezes.

I noticed something weird about Poetry, though. His forehead was
puckered, and he was writing something in his notebook, which
would probably be something he’d use to write a paper on when
school started two or three weeks from now.

Just that second, Poetry’s hand reached out and touched mine,
and he pointed toward the Indian with the new basket in his hand.

“He’s pushing something through the little hole,” Poetry
whispered in my right ear.

The man was squatted down, taking things—I couldn’t see what—
out of his basket and pushing them through the hole of the grave
house in the little fenced-in enclosure, which Poetry had told us was
the grave of a medicine man.

A second later, the Indian stood, looked around as if he was still
scared of somebody’s spirit watching him, and then hurried back
toward the exit of the graveyard, where he ducked behind a tree
and began to whistle a strange tune. He was soon out of sight and
far enough away not to be heard.

“That was a very interesting tune,” Poetry said.
Little Jim, who takes piano lessons and whose mom is the Sugar

Creek church pianist, was lying on his back with his two hands up
in the air making his �ngers move as if he was playing the piano.

“What’re you doing that for?” Little Tom Till wanted to know.
And Little Jim said, “I’m playing the music for the song he

whistled, trying to think what it was, and I can’t.”
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e were still all sprawled out in di�erent directions in that old
Indian cemetery, wondering, What on earth? because of what

we’d just seen and heard, trying to explain things to ourselves.
I was watching Little Jim’s puckered forehead and wondering

whether he’d be able to think of the tune the Indian had been
whistling. I knew that if anybody in the Sugar Creek Gang could
think of it, he could, because his mom was not only the best pianist
in the whole Sugar Creek territory but had a music library with two
copies of nearly every hymnbook that ever was published. She also
had copies of lots of music by nearly all the important composers.

Little Jim had to live in what my dad sometimes called “a musical
atmosphere.” So I knew if the tune the Indian had been whistling
was any of the famous old songs, Little Jim would probably have
heard his pretty mom play or sing it, and he might remember it.

But Circus, who has the best singing voice of any of us,
remembered it �rst and said, “It’s ‘Old Black Joe.’”

Right away he started whistling it himself, and right away I
remembered it, because we sometimes sang it for opening exercises
in the Sugar Creek School.

“It might not be ‘Old Black Joe,’ though,” Little Jim said. “It
might be something else. Somebody wrote some church words to
that tune once too. Mother sometimes sings it.”

Then Poetry remembered it himself and started quoting some of
the church words:

“Gone from my heart the world with all its 
            charm. 



Gone are my sins and all that would alarm. 
Gone evermore, and by His grace I know 
The precious blood of Jesus cleanses white 
            as snow.”

“I wonder which words he was thinking about,” Little Tom Till
wondered. “The church ones or the ‘Old Black Joe’ ones.”

Big Jim answered, “It depends on whether he goes to church.”
“There’s an Indian mission church up here,” I said, remembering

one we’d seen last year. It was in an old railroad coach out in the
forest.

“If he goes to church,” Little Jim said, “then he might be a
Christian. And if he is, then maybe he wouldn’t stick anything in
through a hole in somebody’s grave house for the Indian’s spirit to
eat or smell—or maybe to look at, if it’s something pretty.”

That made good sense, I thought, but it also wrinkled up Poetry’s
forehead. He was still writing in his notebook, and it looked as
though he was puzzled about something. I quick looked over his
shoulder and saw this: “Might be a Christian Indian whistling a
hymn. But if he was, then he wouldn’t believe in making o�erings to
a dead Indian spirit. He might be an ordinary Indian, singing ‘Old
Black Joe,’ which he learned somewhere.”

“Wonder what he shoved through the little hole—something to
eat, maybe?” I said.

“I’m hungry.” Poetry closed his notebook and rolled over and sat
up.

“Let’s go look in and see,” Tom Till suggested, and Dragon�y got
a scared look on his face and said, “M–m–maybe the Indian’s ghost
has got whatever it was and ate it up.”

We called a meeting, and we were just going to vote to decide
whether to go and look in through the little hole, when all of a
sudden we heard an outboard motor coming. Before I knew what I
was going to do, I’d scrambled to my two kind of awkward feet and
made a dive in the direction I thought the sound was coming from.



Most of the rest of the gang came after me.
I had to run only about �fty feet to get to where I could look

down a little hill to the lake. And there I saw a big white motorboat
plowing fast right straight toward the shore down below us.

In a �ash Poetry, who had my binoculars, lifted them to his eyes
and let out a low whistle.
“It’s somebody in a white boat wearing a pair of dark glasses!”

“Boats don’t wear dark glasses,” Dragon�y said and sneezed.
“But dragon�ies can sneeze,” Poetry said, being only a little bit

funny.
I could see with my bare eyes that Poetry was right. It was a man

in a white boat all right, and he was heading straight toward our
shore. Right away I remembered the man we’d seen earlier that
afternoon, who had bought �ve gallons of gasoline at a resort on the
other lake.

I sidled up close to Poetry and whispered to him, “How’d he get
on this lake with that boat?”

Dragon�y must have guessed what we were thinking, since he
had been with Poetry and me when we’d gone after the minnows.
He said, “He came here on the Mississippi River.”

I knew he was right. Anybody who knows anything about the
country up where we were spending our vacation should know that
the Mississippi River �ows right through nearly all the lakes around
where we were, and that a narrow channel of it leads from one lake
to another.

“Sh!” Big Jim shushed us all and said quickly, “Quiet! All of you!”
We shushed.
It took the man with the dark glasses almost no time to bring the

white boat up to shore, toss his anchor out, and wrap the anchor
rope around a tree. Then he climbed out with a new-looking brown
tackle box in one hand and made his way up the hill toward the
cemetery. I noticed that in the boat was the �ve-gallon gasoline can,
and for some reason I had the funny idea that we actually had,



honest-to-goodness for sure, as plain as the nose on your face, run
onto the trail of the kidnapper again.

We didn’t dare let ourselves be seen, so we beat it back to where
we’d been and �opped ourselves down on the grass behind the
sumac again, panting and with hearts pounding, watching to see
what the man was going to do.

He acted very strangely. He walked around in the graveyard as
though he was half blind. Once he stumbled over a small grave and
almost lost his balance as he came toward where we were, near the
long grave house inside the fence.

Poetry, who was lying with his face close to my ear, whispered,
“He acts like a half-blind man.”

And Dragon�y, who was close to my other side, said, “Maybe he
needs glasses.”

I was sure that, whoever he was, he was the kidnapper. I wished
the gang were near enough to make a dive for him in football style
and get him down and sit on him until we could tie him up and call
the police.

He just walked around through the cemetery as if he was
somebody curiously looking around, the way people wander
through other graveyards, reading the tombstones and thinking. But
I noticed that all the time he was getting closer and closer to the
medicine man’s grave, where the Indian had stuck something inside
a little while before.

I looked at Little Jim’s face. It was tense, and the muscles of his
jaws were working exactly like Big Jim’s jaw muscles were. I also
noticed he was crouched down as close to Big Jim as he could get.

You could have heard a pin drop, we were so quiet. The only
noise was the swishing sound the man’s shoes made as he walked,
and the sad sighing noise that a very gentle wind was making in the
boughs of the pine tree above the medicine man’s grave house.

Just that second I saw a �ash of something lemon yellow colored
�it across from one choke-cherry shrub to another, not far away.



Then I heard a sweet song exactly like that a wild canary sings.
There were a lot of wild canaries up where we were but not many
other birds.

Even while I was all mixed up in my mind with a tangled-up
mystery worrying me a little, I all of a sudden had a strange, good
feeling sweep all over me.

It was the way I sometimes feel when I’m all by myself down
along Sugar Creek and I hear birds singing all around in the trees,
and one of the little ri�es in the creek is bubbling cheerfully, and
honeybees are droning in the old linden tree above the spring, and
the heat waves are dancing above the wild rosebushes along the old
rail fence that I’m maybe sitting on. It’s a wonderful feeling, and
makes you wish you had wings yourself so that you could �y. You’re
glad you’re alive and feel that you and the One who made
everything all around you are good friends. You’re glad that
everything you’ve ever done that’s wrong has all been forgiven, and
you wish all the people in all the world felt as you do.

When that pretty yellow canary �ashed across that old Indian
cemetery, I kind of wanted to �y inside again.

Then I heard the sound of a car coming up the road. I came down
to earth and wondered if it was Barry and hoped it was. I also hoped
it wasn’t, because then the man might get scared and run away, and
we wouldn’t get to �nd out what he was doing.

The man must have heard the car too. He dropped down inside
the fenced-in enclosure as if he had been shot, and you couldn’t see
anything of him.

It wasn’t our station wagon though, because it had an old-
fashioned noisy motor and it rattled on past. I could see a whirl of
white dust rising above the shrubbery between us and the road.

Then the sound of the engine died out, and I saw the man’s bare
head rise above the low fence, then duck down again. And then the
guy was squatted down in front of the long grave, looking in
through the little spirit hole.



I looked at Dragon�y’s dragon�ylike eyes, and he was worried. I
knew it was because his mother believed in ghosts. Little Jim had a
half-afraid look on his face too, but I knew it wasn’t for the same
reason. He believed the same as his parents and also our pastor—
that the very minute a Christian dies, his spirit goes straight to
heaven and doesn’t hang around anybody’s graveyard. Besides, they
don’t get hungry or cold or need anything in heaven.

It’s an odd feeling to have, though, when you’re in a spooky
graveyard with a lot of chicken-coop-shaped grave houses with
holes in them like the holes Dad has in front of his beehives and you
know that some people actually do believe in ghosts but shouldn’t.

The next second the man was creeping away from the grave. The
branches of the pine tree were very low right there, and he was
stooped over to keep from getting his head bumped. He still had his
�shing tackle box with him.

Then, just as if nothing had happened and he hadn’t done
anything strange, he started walking around among the grave
houses again, working his way toward the outside of the cemetery. I
knew he’d be going back to his boat within minutes and would be
gone.

I just knew there was something in that tackle box, and I
wondered if it was the ransom money for the little Ostberg girl. I
wished I’d all of a sudden scramble to my feet and that all the gang
would run like wild animals on a �erce stampede straight for the
man and get him down, the way I’d wished we’d done before. But I
felt so scared I was numb all over, and since Poetry and I were the
only ones who maybe imagined he might be anybody suspicious, we
didn’t do a thing.

Then I heard another car coming and guessed that this time it was
Barry’s station wagon.

Quick as a �ash, that man with the tackle box looked toward the
entrance, made a kind of awkward dive straight for the other side of
the cemetery, and disappeared over the edge of the hill.



Why on earth didn’t we do something? I thought. Why just lie here
like a bunch of scared cats? I’d started to get to my feet, when Big
Jim reached out his hand and grabbed me and pulled me down
hard, saying, “Don’t move-not a one of you!”

I looked just in time to see our brown-and-yellow station wagon
swing in at the other end of the cemetery. The minute its engine was
shut o�, I heard another motor start up down at the foot of the hill,
and I knew it was the kidnapper, who had started his outboard
motor and was about to roar away to safety. I just knew it!

What on earth! I thought again. Didn’t Big Jim have any idea what
was going on? Couldn’t he think? I was half mad and was going to
say something kind of �erce, when he said, “That was a wicked-
looking gun he had in his pocket.”

“Gun?” I said. “I didn’t see any gun.” But now I understood why
Big Jim hadn’t let us do anything. He’d seen the gun and knew it
was more important—as my dad had also taught me—to have good
sense than it was to be brave.

We all scrambled to our feet, just as Barry looked over to where
we were and saw us and called, “Quick, boys! There’s news on the
radio about the kidnapper!”

As quick as seven �ashes, all seven of us were untangling
ourselves from ourselves, and tumbling over each other on our way
to our feet, and then running fast toward Barry.

Poetry and I were together, because he and I had a secret we were
sure the rest of the gang didn’t know about. We were hurrying past
the big pine tree whose swooping branches hung down over the
medicine man’s grave house, when Poetry stopped, stooped over,
and scooped up something that was lying right inside the fence, a
few feet from the grave. Even before he put it into his pocket, I saw
what it was, and it was a case that eye doctors give people to carry
their glasses in.

Then we dashed on behind the rest of the gang to the station
wagon.



We got there just in time to hear a radio news commentator say,
“The man is heavily armed and dangerous and may be disguised
either as an Indian or a �sherman on vacation. The sheri�’s o�ce
reports that he is restricted to wearing glasses while driving. It is
thought that he may have abandoned his car, whose license number
when last seen was Minnesota …”

All of us were crowded around the front doors of the station
wagon, listening. When the commentator said that, Poetry’s elbow
jabbed me in the ribs so hard it made me grunt, and I said, “Ouch!”
and the rest of the gang said, “Keep still!”

My “Ouch!” and the gang’s “Keep still!” smothered some of the
announcer’s other words so that when I heard him again he was
saying, “… report to your local police at once.” Then the news went
on talking about something else, and Barry snapped o� the radio.

Right away there was a bedlam of Sugar Creek Gang voices
starting to tell Barry di�erent things we had just seen that
afternoon.

First, we told about the spooky-looking Indian who had come to
the longest grave house in the cemetery and stu�ed something
through the grave opening. We all got interrupted by Dragon�y,
who exclaimed, “Look, everybody! There he is now—that Indian! He
—he—he’s sneaking back to the grave again!”

I looked toward the pine tree away at the end of the cemetery,
and there as plain as day was that same Indian, creeping along
under the branches of the old pine tree to the front of the grave
house.

Every one of us kept as still as mice and watched. Once, when I
let my eyes stray to Barry’s tanned face, I thought I saw an odd look
on it, and I couldn’t tell whether he was scared or not.

The Indian crawled back to the low fence, stepped over,
straightened up, looked all around, shaded his eyes, and with the
little Indian basket in one hand, raised both arms up toward the top
of the pine tree as though he had an o�ering to make to some kind
of a spirit. Then he stopped, as if he had seen us for the �rst time.



The next minute he was taking long, slow strides straight toward
where we were.
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hile the Indian was swinging along toward our station wagon, I
was halfway between being scared and being surprised. I guess

I was both scared and surprised and also worried. I noticed that he
had a broad grin on his face, and he certainly didn’t look like the
pictures of any of the �erce Indian warriors I’d seen in books.
Except for his hair, he looked just like anybody else.

When he got close to where we were parked at the side of the
road, he reached up a brown hand, caught hold of his long black
hair with the feather stuck through it, and with a quick movement
swept it o� his head just the way a boy of the Sugar Creek Gang
swishes o� his cap. I knew right away that the long hair was a wig.
His real hair was short like ours, and his big white-toothed grin had
something very familiar about it, as if I’d seen him before.

And right away I knew I had, because Little Tom Till let out a
glad yelp and said, “It’s Eagle Eye!”

And it was! It was the big brother of the great little Indian boy
we’d met up here last year, whose name was Snow-in-the-Face. All
of a sudden I remembered that Snow-in-the-Face had been very sick
and that we hadn’t been to see him yet. Also I remembered that last
year Poetry and Dragon�y and I had borrowed Eagle Eye’s boat very
early one morning to go �shing, and our little outboard motor
hadn’t been powerful enough to push the boat through the big
waves that we accidentally got ourselves into, and we had had an
upset. If we hadn’t had our life vests on, we’d have drowned,
maybe.

Well, it didn’t feel very good to have half of our mystery spoiled
for us. We found out that Barry and Eagle Eye had made it up



between them that Eagle Eye was to put on a wig and do what he
had done, just to give us an adventure in that Indian cemetery.

I say half of our mystery was explained right away, but we still
had the other half left about the man in the white boat who had
stopped at the medicine man’s grave house. We all knew from last
year that Eagle Eye was a Christian and didn’t believe in leaving
food and things at any of his dead relatives’ graves. He knew what
all the boys of the Sugar Creek Gang knew who listened to Sylvia’s
dad preach—and that was that when a Christian dies, he goes
straight and quick to heaven to be with Jesus. He doesn’t stay
around his graveyard at all.

Part of one of the verses that Sylvia’s dad quotes to us to prove
that is “Absent from the body and … at home with the Lord,” which
means that dying is the same as leaving your body here on earth
and going straight to heaven where Jesus is. I’d heard a lot of
sermons about that, and that’s why I didn’t believe in ghosts in
cemeteries or abandoned houses.

Even while Eagle Eye and Barry and the gang walked around
quietly among the grave houses, and while Eagle Eye was explaining
a lot of the Indian customs to us, I kept thinking about the white
boat and the strange man and also the glasses case Poetry had in his
pocket right that second, which none of the rest of the gang knew
about.

Also I kept thinking about what we’d heard on the radio—that
you’re supposed to report any suspicious-looking persons to the
police or the sheri� or the FBI right away. I knew that pretty soon
the other half of our mystery would be spoiled for us too. For some
reason I hated to have the police know about it, because I hoped
maybe some of the gang could have a lot of dangerous fun catching
the kidnapper ourselves.

But I knew also that it would be silly not to tell the police about
any clues we might have. Police are smart, and any person who tries
to be a thief or a murderer or any kind of a bad man is just plumb
crazy. And even if he could get by with being wicked for a while



here on this earth, he’d have to face God in the judgment after he
died.

We were near the medicine man’s grave when I was thinking
about that, and Eagle Eye was explaining how glad he was, now that
he was a Christian, that he believed the Bible about heaven.

Then he got a sad look on his face as he said, “But all my people
don’t know about the Lord Jesus Christ. Many who have heard
about Him do not believe in Him and are still bound by superstition.
My people are a very �ne and wonderful people, and I have given
myself to the Lord to try to win as many of them as I can to Christ.”

Poetry and I were standing near each other, and the rest of us
were listening respectfully to Eagle Eye as he told about Indian
funeral rites, which are very interesting. All the time I was looking
at the opening in the medicine man’s grave and wondering di�erent
things.

Almost any second now, I thought, maybe some of the gang
wouldn’t be able to keep still any longer and would start telling
about the other man who had come here between Eagle Eye’s two
visits.

Eagle Eye was explaining that, if an Indian funeral was held in
cold weather, one of the members of the family would come in the
evening for three evenings and start a little �re in front of the grave
house to keep the spirit from getting cold on his journey to the spirit
world.

It was Little Jim who piped up and said, “But they don’t get cold
in heaven, do they?” and Eagle Eye, who had been studying in a
Bible school in Minneapolis, said, “No, but many of my people up
here don’t know that.”

Then Little Jim said, “Do any people who aren’t Indians
sometimes come to the grave houses and bring o�erings of food or
things?”

Then I knew it was time to tell what we all knew. So we all
started in, and each one of us squeezed in his words wherever he



could �nd a place to squeeze them in between the hundreds of
excited words of the rest of us.

In only a little while we were through, and Poetry had given
Barry the glasses case and the piece of broken glass he’d found, and
the broken piece of lens exactly �t part of a lens that was still
fastened into the glasses frame.

We looked into the grave house and saw only a few dozen
reddish, smooth-skinned June-berries, which grow on a lot of small
shrubs and trees up here in the forest. They were what Eagle Eye
had pushed into the hole half an hour before.

Pretty soon the afternoon’s adventure in the cemetery was over.
We didn’t know there was going to be an even more exciting one
later on. We’d had a lot of fun and had learned a lot of things about
Indians. Also some of the things we had learned from the Bible
seemed even more wonderful than they had before.

After we’d all told about the man in the white boat with the
�shing tackle box, we drove as fast as we could to the �re warden’s
house, which was between where we were and our camp. There
Barry phoned the police about what we’d seen, and we knew that
some of the smartest men in the North would pretty soon be
watching all the lakes and all the resorts in our territory for a man
in a white boat with a new tackle box and a large battered gasoline
can.

Pretty soon the man would be caught—maybe that very night,
although nearly half the boats up here were white! Poetry and I
were alone for a minute after we got back to camp, and we talked it
over.

Almost right away it was time to go on the �shing trip with Barry,
who was going to use the new minnows we’d bought for him earlier
in the afternoon. It was almost two hours to sundown, and just
before sundown would be the very best time to �sh.

I was still feeling a little sad, though, and I said to Poetry, who
was doing something to his �shing tackle, “It hardly seems fair that



we didn’t catch the kidnapper ourselves, when we could have done
it as easy as pie.”

He was winding a new nylon line onto his reel. “Detectives and
police have to work together,” he said and grinned as though he
wasn’t worried a bit.

“That’s a pretty line you have there. What test is it?”
“Oh, about �fty or a hundred pounds,” Poetry said proudly. “In

fact, you can’t break it, it’s so strong. We could almost make a swing
out of it like we do out of ropes down home at Sugar Creek.”

We were sitting on a log not more than �fteen feet from the
Indian kitchen we’d made when we pitched camp the afternoon
before. Big Jim and Circus were laying sticks of wood in place,
getting it ready for cooking supper, which we’d have to cook quick
so that we could get going right afterward.

Away over on the other side of the Indian kitchen, I could see
Barry with his �shing rod, walking back and forth, back and forth
between two trees and winding up his line.

“What’s he doing that for?” Tom Till wanted to know, and Circus
said, “He’s winding up his dry line.”

“How’d it get unwound?”
“Goof!” Circus said. “Any good �sherman always unwinds his line

just as soon as he comes in from �shing so the line’ll dry. If you
leave your wet line on your spool, it’ll rot, and then sometime when
you get a big �sh on, it’ll break and your �sh’ll get away.”

I looked at Poetry’s yellowish new nylon line and wished I had
one that was strong enough to catch a one-hundred-pound �sh, if
there was such a big one in any of the lakes up there.

When Barry had his line wound up, we watched and also helped
him put a new sheer pin in his outboard motor.

After a while we were ready for our hurry-up supper, which was
fried eggs and bacon. We used paper plates instead of our tin plates,
because we didn’t want a lot of dishes to wash when we were in a
hurry to get started �shing.



At the dock our two boats were waiting. Besides Barry’s two
dozen chubs, we had two other pails with smaller minnows in them,
which were called shiners and were good for catching crappies, the
kind of �sh most of us were going to �sh for.

One of the boats belonged to Eagle Eye, who was going along
with us to show us just where to catch the biggest crappies.

Dragon�y, Little Jim, Poetry, and I went with Eagle Eye. Eagle
Eye himself was running the motorboat. Barry took Little Tom Till
and Circus and Big Jim in his boat and came along behind us,
following the widening V-shaped path our boat made as we plowed
our way up the crooked woodsy shoreline.

It certainly was fun to go put-puttety-sizzle along on the water like
that, and it felt good to sit where I sat, in the prow, riding
backwards, with the cool early evening breeze blowing against my
hot neck and �apping my shirt sleeves and with drops of spray
splashing up against me.

I liked to watch Eagle Eye’s bronze face, with its very high
cheekbones, and the big reddish-brown muscles of his arms, which
made me wish I was as strong and as big as he was. When he moved
his arms, which were bare up to just above his biceps, I imagined
that the bulging muscles looked like snakes wiggling under the skin.

On the way, Eagle Eye told us di�erent things about the Indians
of this part of the country. “There are eleven thousand of our tribe
up here,” he told us, which was ten times as many people as lived in
Sugar Creek and was a lot of people.

Pretty soon, after a mile or so, we came to a place called The
Narrows, and Eagle Eye said, “We’re in the Mississippi now. This’ll
take us into another lake.”

Poetry looked at me, and I at him, and we knew from the
direction we’d been coming that this was the same route the
kidnapper had taken when he’d gone to the lake where the cemetery
was.
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t was certainly an interesting ride. Our boat glided along in The
Narrows. Sometimes tall weeds were on either side, and

sometimes there were just shores with all kinds of trees growing on
the riverbanks. All the time I was thinking about the mystery and
the man with the newish tackle box.

Also all the time, Eagle Eye was telling us things about his people.
This month, August, was the month when the wild rice up here
turns yellow and looks like the golden wheat �elds in other parts of
the United States. Indians gathered the rice from the rice lakes just
as they used to gather it almost three hundred years ago when an
exploring Franciscan, Father Louis Hennepin, �rst came up here in
1680. The men still stood up in the bows of the canoes and with
long poles poled their way into the rice lakes. In the stern of each
canoe would sit an Indian woman.

Eagle Eye went on to tell how each woman would very gently
reach out and press the tall rice sheaves between �ails, which she
had in her hands, and knock the ripened rice heads o� the stalks
into a basket or a piece of canvas in the bottom of the canoe. “Any
rice that is left in the lake, sinks to the bottom to take root and grow
for next year’s mah-no-men,” Eagle Eye explained.

“What’s mah-no-men?” Little Jim wanted to know.
Eagle Eye said, “That’s the Chippewa name for wild rice.”
And Little Jim, who’s studied the Bible a lot, said, “Sounds like

manna, the kind of food the people of the Old Testament used to eat,
which God gave them from heaven every day.”

“That’s right,” Eagle Eye said. “It does. Our people call wild rice
mah-no-men, which means ‘the great gift from the Spirit of Heaven.’”



Our boat putt-putted along with none of us saying anything for a
while, only thinking. The other boat was behind us maybe a
hundred feet, nosing its way along as the rest of the gang got their
lines and hooks ready for the �shing we were going to do in that
other lake.

I was also working on my line, getting it ready so that the very
second we reached the place where our anchor would be let down,
I’d have my hook in the water and ready to catch a whale of a big
crappie.

All of a sudden Little Jim, who had had a faraway look in his eye
—and who wasn’t doing anything to get his line ready but was just
sitting there with a dreamy expression on his smallish face—piped
up and said, “I’ll bet if Sylvia’s dad was preaching a sermon to the
Indians up here, he’d start out by telling them how much he liked
wild rice—he’d probably eat some �rst—and how easy it is to digest
or something. And then he’d tell them about the manna of the Bible,
like he does us sometimes. And after that he’d tell them about how
Somebody once called Himself the Bread that came down from
heaven …”

Little Jim got interrupted just then by our coming out into an
open place where we saw a bridge up ahead with maybe �fty
people, Indians and white people, �shing from it. I didn’t get to hear
the rest of what Little Jim was thinking about and was going to say,
but I knew it was important, because he had those kind of ideas
nearly all the time.

Our boats slowed down while we went under the bridge, so that
we wouldn’t seem impolite to the people whose lines were hanging
down in what is called the channel of the Mississippi. Some of the
�shermen moved their lines to one side so our boats could get
through.

Out in the other lake, Eagle Eye opened the throttle wide, and so
did Barry behind us, and we roared out in the direction of what was
going to be a very pretty sunset after a while, to a place where the
hungry crappies would be waiting for us.



And then we were there. Eagle Eye shut o� our motor and let our
boat drift to a slow stop o� a point of land that jutted out into the
lake. We let down our anchor, and those of us in Eagle Eye’s boat
started �shing for the crappies he said were there, and which in
only a short time we found out really were.

The guys in the other boat—Big Jim, Circus, Tom Till, and Barry
—rode around in their boat farther up the lakeshore, where there
was a sandy bottom, all of them doing what is called “trolling” for
walleyes.

Boy oh boy! It was wonderful to catch a �sh every few minutes
and slip it into the net that we had tied to the side of the boat. Even
Little Jim caught almost as many as I did, and also Dragon�y and
Poetry. I caught not more than three more than each of the rest of
them.

Time passed, and the sun went down and left the place in the sky
where it had been the prettiest red-gold and purple I ever saw. The
colors spread out over almost all the sky and made the water we
were �shing in the same colors.

Suddenly I noticed that Little Jim was leaning a little against
Eagle Eye, who was in the seat beside him, as though he was either
tired or sleepy or else he liked that big bronze friendly Indian very
much. Little Jim didn’t have a big brother of his own to like, and
maybe he was wishing he had one. He was looking up at the sky as
I’d seen him do along Sugar Creek sometimes when he was thinking
about something important and maybe getting ready to ask a
question.

And because I wasn’t getting any bites right that minute, I looked
at the sky too.

Then I heard Little Jim say to Eagle Eye, “It’s a pretty sky.”
And Eagle Eye’s voice answered, “The Great Spirit made it.”
Then Little Jim said, “Is the Great Spirit the same as God?”
“There is only one true God,” Eagle Eye said. “And He is

everywhere.”



I watched Little Jim watching the sky, and all of a sudden I had a
feeling that maybe the thoughts that were in his mind were as
pretty as the very pretty red and gold and purple sky that, because
of its being re�ected in the water, seemed to be all around us as
well as above us.

“How come the Indians don’t believe in Jesus?” Little Jim asked.
Eagle Eye right that minute got a terri�c bite on his line and

quickly landed a whopper of a crappie before answering. And this is
what I heard him say, “Many do. But they are like anybody else—
they have to hear about Him �rst.”

Little Jim sighed as if he was wishing something important, which
maybe he was. And right that second he got a whopper of a crappie
on his line too, and you should have seen him come to life and land
him in real Little Jim style.

Well, it was nearly dark, and we knew that on the shore it would
be darker than it was on the lake.

Barry and the rest of the gang came around a bend just then with
their motor roaring and came down toward us. We all got our lines
out of the water, winding them onto our reels, and got ready to
make the long motorboat ride back to camp.

“I’m hungry!” Dragon�y said.
And so said we all to each other. We wished we were already

back in camp so we could have a bedtime snack. But we wouldn’t
get there as quick as we wanted, because Eagle Eye lived in a
di�erent direction from where we did, and he needed to get home
right away.

Since there wasn’t room enough in Barry’s boat for all of us, Barry
decided to let some of us stay at the bridge and �sh if we wanted to.
He would go as fast as he could through The Narrows and out into
our own lake again and back to camp, get the station wagon, and
drive back to the bridge and get the rest of us.

I say “us” because I had already made up my mind I wanted to try
�shing from the bridge. If it got real dark before the station wagon



came for us, we would use my pocket �ashlight to bait our hooks.
It only took a minute or two to decide who was going to stay and

wait for the station wagon, because di�erent ones wanted to go in
the boat. And a little later, Poetry, Dragon�y, Circus, and I were left
alone to wait on the bridge.

It was fun �shing from the bridge with all the other people, some
of whom were Indians. But after while, when Barry didn’t come, we
got tired of waiting.

Poetry said to me, “Maybe they had a �at tire or got stuck in the
sand. Let’s start walking up the road to meet them. We can’t miss
them, because that’s the only road there is to here.”

It sounded like a good idea.
But Circus stopped us by saying, “Maybe the station wagon had a

�at tire right at the camp. If it did, they’ll maybe come for us in the
boat. We’d better wait a while longer.”

“We could have hiked almost all the way to camp by now, if we’d
started at the same time they did,” I said.

Dragon�y yawned and said sleepily, as he and all of us reeled in
our lines, winding them up clear to the ends of our rods, “I’m too
tired to walk an inch. I’m so sleepy I could lie down right here and
sleep forever.”

“If you want to sleep forever,” Poetry said mischievously, “better
wait till we get to the Indian graveyard. The road goes past there,
you know.”

Say, did Dragon�y ever come to wide-awake life. “Indian
graveyard!” he exclaimed so loud that two or three people near us
jumped.

We �nally decided not to wait any longer but to follow the lonely
old sandy road back to camp. All the way to the Indian cemetery,
we had trouble with Dragon�y, who made us let him carry the
�ashlight so that he could shine it on di�erent things along the road
to be sure there weren’t any bears or a kidnapper or something else.



“What would a kidnapper want with a dragon�y?” Poetry asked
him. “They only want people, not insects.”

But it wasn’t funny—at least not to Dragon�y. He didn’t let his
feelings get hurt, though, and was smart enough to think to say,
“And who would be dumb enough to kidnap a lot of poetry?”

“That reminds me,” Poetry said. “I haven’t quoted a poem for a
long time. When there’s a pretty moon like that one up there, it’d be
a good time to say:

“Hey, diddle, diddle, the cat and the �ddle, 
The cow jumped over the moon; 
The little dog laughed to see such sport, 
And the dish ran away with the spoon.”

Circus, who hadn’t let out a bloodcurdling loon call for a long
time must have been reminded of a loon because of “moon” and
“spoon” rhyming with one another. All of a sudden he stopped in
the road in front of me, straightened himself up with his face
looking toward the moon, and let out a �erce, long, trembling wail
that was so much like a loon that nobody could have told the
di�erence.

“Stop!” Dragon�y burst out. He also said �ercely, “You’ll wake up
all the ghosts in the Indian cemetery!”

We were trudging along, half happy and half worried, wondering
what had happened to the station wagon and the rest of the gang
and Barry, when Poetry shushed us all from what we were saying
and said, “It’s right up ahead of us.”

And it was. In the moonlight, those little grave houses looked very
spooky. You couldn’t see the one for the medicine man though,
because it was in the shadows under the big pine tree.

We all stopped at the same time, I guess because we all must have
heard something at the same time. I felt a tingling sensation up and
down my spine, for I had heard something very strange.



We all huddled close to each other, and only our quick breathing
and the sound of something out in the cemetery could be heard. The
sound came from somewhere way at the other end, beyond the pine
tree. In fact, it sounded as if it was coming from behind the sumac
where we’d been hiding in the afternoon.

What on earth? I thought, and then I knew what the sound was.
Somebody was sawing a board.
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t’s a strange feeling knowing you and three of your pals are alone
on a sandy roadside at the edge of an Indian cemetery. And it’s

night, and the moonlight on the eerie-looking grave houses makes
them look like somebody’s farmyard full of chicken coops or dozens
and dozens of extralarge beehives.

For just one minute while Circus, Poetry, Dragon�y, and I were
standing in the dark shadow of an oak tree looking out on that
moonlit cemetery, I was reminded of home. And right in the middle
of my spooky feeling I was remembering my dad, who sometimes
would have his straw hat on, with mosquito netting thrown over it
and tucked into his leather jacket at the throat to keep the bees out,
and wearing leather gloves to keep from getting his hands stung. He
would be stooped over, using a smoker with bellows to squeeze
little pu�s of smoke into the hive and make the bees scatter in
di�erent directions, so he could get the honey.

And also even at that very second I got a sort of lonesome feeling
for my folks. I thought about how Dad and Mom would maybe right
that minute be sitting quietly out on the side porch of our house on
our two red outdoor chairs that I had painted myself that very
summer. Maybe they’d be talking about me being away up North.
And Mom would be worrying out loud a little, the way she
sometimes does. She does most of that kind of worrying at our
house. And Dad would say, “Oh, don’t worry about Bill! He’s with
Barry, and they have camp rules that won’t let them be out at night
where there’s any danger.”

Mom would believe him but would keep on worrying a little. And
before they went to bed, Dad would maybe quote a verse from one



of the psalms out of the Bible, and one or the other of them would
pray out loud and name me by name.

Then they’d go in the house and stop in the moonlight that would
be coming through the bedroom window and look down at my baby
sister, Charlotte Ann, in her baby bed. And Dad would maybe give
Mom a hug and say, “They’re great kids—Bill and Charlotte Ann,”
as I’d overheard them say a hundred times. And Mom would maybe
say, “Yes, but Bill—he’s so impulsive, you know. He runs into all
sorts of danger.” I’d heard her say that maybe two hundred times.

That was as far as I got to think right then, because Poetry, who
had hold of my arm, squeezed it so hard I almost yelled. My
thoughts came quick from Sugar Creek, where they didn’t have any
business being at that dangerous minute, as Poetry whispered to all
of us, “Who in the world would be sawing a board or something out
here at night?”

Then the sawing stopped, and a hammer began to pound. And I
knew it was a hammer driving in a nail.

I peered as hard as I could through the moonlight but couldn’t see
anybody.

Poetry surprised me by saying, “Let’s go see who it is and what he
is doing.”
What? I thought. I certainly didn’t have any intention of doing

anything of the sort—not on your life. I said so.
“Then I’ll have to go alone,” Poetry said, and his husky whisper

sounded �ercely brave.
Dragon�y whispered, “Somebody’s got to s–s–stay h–h–here and

stop the st–st–station w–w–w–wagon wh–wh–when it c–c–comes.”
I could hear his teeth chattering with fright, and I quick shut my

teeth tighter together so that nobody could hear mine, which had
started doing the same thing.

Well, I don’t know how we ever decided to do what we did, but
we did. Dragon�y was too scared to go out to see what was going
on, so Circus agreed to stay with him while Poetry and I sneaked



around behind the pine tree to see what we could see. And you
couldn’t believe your eyes unless you’d seen it yourself, but as soon
as we got to where we could see, there it was.

Poetry and I didn’t dare whisper to each other about what we saw
until we heard the pounding again. Then we went a little farther
into the shadows and crawled along on our stomachs till we were
closer. When I saw what was going on, I gasped with surprise, and
Poetry did the same thing.

He whispered to me his absolute astonishment, and this is what
his hot breath in my ear said: “It’s an Indian building a new grave
house. Some Indian maybe has died!”

I knew right away that Poetry was right, because there was a
brand-new grave house, made of nice new boards and nearly
�nished. The Indian had a gasoline lantern sitting on the ground
beside him.

“See!” Poetry’s warm breath hissed into my ear again. “There’s a
shovel too. He’s been digging the grave—no, it’s already dug!”

It looked as if Poetry was right again. I felt very sorry for the
Indian. I noticed, even in the gasoline lantern light, that he had a
very bronze face and hands and that his jacket was like what I’d
seen other Indians up there wear.

Just that second he straightened up and listened, and for a minute
I thought he had a frightened look on his face. He glanced all
around in di�erent directions and, at just the wrong time, in our
direction. For I suddenly lost my balance, and, in spite of everything
I could do, I tumbled over on my side from behind the grave house
where we’d been hiding.

The Indian held up the lantern and �ashed it on me, right ker-
smack into my face.

I don’t know what I expected to happen right that second, but I
knew that—if I’d been standing—I’d have been wobbly in the knees.

The tall Indian let out a moan as though he was in pain and said,
“White boy, don’t be afraid. I build spirit house for papoose. We



bury papoose tomorrow.”
His voice sounded afraid and very sad at the same time.
“White boys go away. Leave Indian father alone with sorrow!” he

said when he saw Poetry too.
Well, that was that—a very crazy that—but it made sense when

we saw the hammer and saw and shovel and the pile of new earth
and the little grave house nearly �nished.

So Poetry and I scrambled awkwardly to our feet and started to
leave. It was what Poetry started to do next that surprised me.

First, he said, “We are sorry, Mr. Indian, very sorry! We will go
now.”

But instead of going back toward the road, Poetry turned and
started walking through the center of the cemetery. He had the
�ashlight and used it a few times, although here the moonlight was
so bright that we didn’t need it.

I noticed, though, that he was working his way over to the side
next to the lake. Once he shot the light beam down toward the
water real quick and then turned it o� just as quick. Then he started
doing the craziest thing, and it was then that I noticed that he’d
brought his �shing pole along with him.

“What on earth!” I said to him.
“Sh! I’m going to dry out my line. Keep still!”
Poetry fastened the big �shhook that was on the end of his leader

to the limb of a sapling down about two feet above the ground.
Then he adjusted the ratchet control of his reel so the line would
unwind quietly, and we walked along, unwinding his new nylon line
as we went. It was the most ridiculous thing I’d ever heard of.
Poor Indian daddy, I thought. What if it was my father whose little

Charlotte Ann had died, and he had had to dig the grave himself and get
ready to bury her?

A very sad feeling welled up in my throat, right beside the half-
disgusted feeling I had toward Poetry for wanting to dry out his new
nylon line at such a ridiculous time of night and in such a ridiculous



place. Why, it wouldn’t even get time to dry before the rest of the
gang would be here in the station wagon. What on earth! I kept on
thinking.

It certainly was a terribly long line, I thought, remembering that it
had completely �lled his big reel.

He let it unwind all the way back to where Circus and Dragon�y
were waiting for us. When we got there, we stopped, and Poetry
started back again, this time walking very fast, still unwinding as he
went, leaving me to tell what we’d seen, which I started to do in an
excited whisper.

“Wh–wh–wh–what’s Poetry doing?” Dragon�y managed to
stammer out.

I said, “He’s going to dry out his line to keep it from rotting.”
We could see Poetry moving along in and out of the shadows out

there on the lake side of the cemetery. Then he would walk around
in the cemetery, hurrying from one grave house to another and back
again.

Then he came toward us fast and said, “There! I guess that’ll
tangle him up. If he tries to make a dive for the opening that goes
down to the lake to his boat, he’ll stumble on my line. And with all
of us running wildly after him, he’ll tumble head over heels down
the hill, and we’ll all land on top of him and catch him and tie him
up and phone the police to come and get him.”

“But he—he’s an Indian!” I said. “He’s digging a grave for his
baby! He—”
“Sh—sh!” Poetry said when my whisper seemed too loud to him.

“That’s the same guy that was walking around out there this
afternoon! The same one that bought the gasoline at the minnow
place. And his boat is down there at the foot of the hill waiting for
him to �nish burying the ransom money where nobody in the world
would ever think of looking for it.”

“You’re crazy!” I said to Poetry, maybe partly because I hadn’t
thought of it myself �rst, and wishing I had. Still, it didn’t seem



possible.
“He had brownish skin,” I objected, “and he’s got to be an

Indian.”
“He also had a brownish tackle box right behind him on the

ground,” Poetry said. “The same one he had this afternoon. He’s
probably got the money in that.”

Well, it certainly was a tangled-up surprise. I wished like
everything that Barry and Big Jim and the rest would hurry up and
come quick, so we could maybe walk right out there with Barry’s
ri�e and capture the kidnapper ourselves, if it really was him. Boy
oh boy!

I was wondering, too, where the police were. Barry had phoned
them from the �re warden’s house a long time ago, and police are
always on the job. There isn’t a crook in the land that can keep on
being a crook and not get caught sooner or later.

All of a mysterious sudden, I heard somebody’s footsteps plodding
along the sand road, coming from the direction we’d been expecting
the station wagon. I shoved myself back into the shadows, hissing
for Dragon�y, Circus, and Poetry to do the same thing, which they
did.

Strange things were really going on around here tonight, I
thought, when I saw that whoever this was was swinging something
in his hand that looked like a basket or a pail.

It was Dragon�y who recognized who it was. “It’s Big Jim!”
We hissed to him.
He stopped as though he’d been shot at, and when he found out it

was us, he sneaked over into the shadows where we were.
“We ran out of gas back there, about halfway between here and

the �re warden’s cabin—” Big Jim started to say.
“B–but we just had the tank �lled yesterday,” Dragon�y said, and I

remembered that we had, just before we’d driven into camp.
“I’ll bet some gasoline thief must have siphoned it out while we

were �shing,” Circus said.



Well, it wasn’t any time to try to �gure out what had happened
and why. It only took us a ji�y and a half to �nd out that Barry had
stayed in the station wagon with Little Tom Till and Little Jim and
had sent Big Jim back to the �re warden’s house for gasoline. But
there wasn’t anybody at home. So Barry then had sent Big Jim on to
the bridge, where we were supposed to be waiting, to tell us we’d
have to walk partway home.

“What you carrying the can for, then?” Poetry wanted to know.
Big Jim said he thought maybe he’d be able to borrow some gas

from some of the people who were �shing on the bridge, if any of
them who had cars were still there. Or maybe some of the �shermen
in boats might let him have a little, just enough to drive to town.

“I know where there is some—real close,” Poetry whispered.
We quickly told Big Jim what we knew was going on in the

cemetery and that there was maybe a whole �ve-gallon can of
gasoline down there in the kidnapper’s boat!

“That gasoline hasn’t any business being in that boat,” Big Jim
said. His voice had the good old Big Jim ring of authority in it,
which always made me feel good whenever we needed somebody to
take charge of us.

I felt braver right away, because even though Poetry was maybe
sometimes even braver than Big Jim, Poetry’s bravery didn’t have as
much good sense mixed up with it. Besides, in a �ght Poetry’s �sts
couldn’t sock half as hard as Big Jim’s could.

We knew what we were going to do. We were going to sneak
around the cemetery and down to the boat and set the �ve-gallon
can of gas out in the bushes somewhere. We would also open the
�ller cap of the kidnapper’s motor, and—if we could get the motor
turned upside down—we would let all the gasoline in the tank spill
out into the lake.

“But we ought to tell the police,” I said to Big Jim, remembering
what we’d heard on the radio that afternoon.



“Don’t worry about the police,” Big Jim said. “They know plenty,
and they’re on the job somewhere. Besides, we haven’t any time
now to get to a telephone. Hurry, before he gets his papoose’s grave
�nished!”
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ell, we were in for it—another whirlwind experience. And
when I realized I was going to be right in the middle of it, with

Big Jim as our leader to tell us what to do and what not to do—and
with Circus with us, who was almost as strong as Big Jim—I felt
wonderful inside.

We had to go closer to the Indian-looking man with the gasoline
lantern and shovel, and we must have made more noise than we
thought.

Anyway, he must have gotten scared, and suddenly Poetry
gasped, “There he goes! He’s making a dash to get to the boat before
we do!”

It looked as if Poetry was right. I could see, as all of us stumbled
along together and dodged through brush and trees to get to the
boat ahead of the man, that he had grabbed up his lantern in one
hand and his tackle box in the other. He was running through the
cemetery, dodging the grave houses, and beating it for the edge of
the hill that would lead down to his boat.

If he got there �rst, he’d shove o�, start his powerful motor, and
go roarety-sizzle out onto the lake. It’d be like looking for a needle in
a haystack to try to �nd him unless you had a still faster motorboat.
And even then, there’d maybe be a lot of other boats on the lake.
And the Mississippi ran through most of the lakes, from one to
another. Well, nobody’d �nd him tonight, anyway.

I didn’t have time to think what would happen if something else
happened, though. Right there in front of my eyes, I saw that dark
form out there in the cemetery make a head-over-heels somersault.
His gasoline lantern swung in a wide arc of white light and went



ker-wham into the top of a grave house. There was an explosion and
a blinding �ash that was as bright as a terribly powerful
photographer’s �ashbulb. And the next thing I knew there was a big
ragged circle of �re in the middle of that cemetery.

“He’s stumbled over my line!” Poetry said.
The guy must not have gotten hurt, because he rolled over and up

onto his feet and dashed awkwardly for the brow of the hill and
started down. There he must have struck some more of Poetry’s line,
for I heard him let out a string of swear words that didn’t sound
much like an Indian who couldn’t talk plain English. And then he
disappeared down the hillside.

“We’ve got to catch him!” Big Jim said. “Come on!”
All �ve of us broke out into the open and, like a football eleven,

dashed wildly after him, being able to see better now in the light of
the �ames that were leaping up all around one of the grave houses.

At the top of the hill, I saw the kidnapper, halfway down,
unscrambling himself from what was probably a tangled-up
somersault. He was on his feet again and starting on when he let out
a terrible yell as though he’d gotten hurt in some way. He started
swearing again like a cemetery a�re, and it sounded as if he was not
only hurt but was terribly mad at something or somebody.

One of us had a �ashlight focused on him. He was sitting up with
Poetry’s �shing line in both hands and was pulling and straining to
try to break it because he was tangled up in it. Even in the �eeting
�ash of the �ashlight I saw that Poetry’s hook was caught in the
man’s trouser leg. Maybe that was the reason he had yelled bloody
murder a while ago—that hook probably was caught in his leg as
well as in his trousers.

Poetry was just dumb enough and also mischievous enough to
yell, “Look, you guys! I’ve got a big �sh on my line!”

“All right!” Big Jim barked savagely. “Up with your hands!
Quick!”



I guess I never had heard Big Jim’s voice sound so �erce as it did
right that minute. It sounded like a terribly authoritative
policeman’s voice.

The man gave a �nal �erce tug with both hands on that
unbreakable nylon line. Then he shoved one hand into his pocket
for something, which I guessed was a knife to cut the line.

Behind us, the light from the leaping �ames was getting brighter,
and I knew we’d have to get that �re put out or we’d maybe have a
whole forest �re. There hadn’t been any rain up here for a long
time.

But we couldn’t a�ord to run any risk of what that guy might be
going to pull out of his pocket, because it might be a gun. Quick as a
�ash, one of our gang, which I found out later was Circus, made a
�ying leap from beside me somewhere, like a �erce tiger leaping on
an enemy wild animal. He crashed against that guy and bowled him
over and scrambled on top of him, and nearly all the rest of us dived
in to help.

The next thing I knew I had a bulldog hold on one of his legs, and
no matter which way it moved or dragged me, I �ercely held on,
feeling myself getting kicked in the chest and chin but holding on
for dear life. I could hear myself grunting and feel myself happily
mad and awfully glad to be in that kind of �ght.

I knew that we were going to win and would pretty soon have the
kidnapper under control. He’d have to go to jail, which wouldn’t be
even half enough punishment for anybody who would kidnap an
innocent little girl, and scare her half to death, and do the same
thing to her parents and all the people who had lived in their
neighborhood back in St. Paul.

Even while I, with all the rest of the gang helping me, was
capturing the big �erce man, there came into my mind a Bible verse
that says, “Vengeance is Mine, I will repay.” It sort of seemed that
the Sugar Creek Gang was actually helping God catch a man who
needed to be punished for his sins, and I was proud to be on God’s



side. In fact, there isn’t any other side in all the world that’s worth
being on.

In less than several ji�es of grunting and straining and rolling
around on that hillside, we had our man under control. Poetry’s
nylon line with the �shing hook stuck in the man’s leg helped us to
do it. While some of us held him down, Circus dived for the boat
and with his knife cut o� enough of the anchor rope to tie him up.

Then Big Jim said, “All right, gang. O� with your shirts! Soak
them in the lake and get up there quick and put out that �re!”
which we started to do in an awfully quick hurry.

“Hey!” Circus, who got to the lake �rst, yelled. “There’s a �re
extinguisher in the boat!”

Well, I won’t have time to tell you about how we fought and put
out that �re with our sopping-wet shirts, all of us working like mad
until the last spark was out and there was only a lot of smoky
moonlight, like bluish-gray fog, over that old Indian cemetery.

When the last spark was out, I wasn’t a bit tired. In fact, I’d never
felt so wonderful in my life.

The police still hadn’t come, so we decided to get our prisoner up
the hill and out to the road so he would be handy for the squad car
when it came.

My bluish shirt certainly was a mess, being soppy wet and all
black from the burned grass and also from being badly scorched
from the �re I’d squished it onto again and again.

How to get the kidnapper up the hill was the question, when he
was all tied up hand and foot. We certainly didn’t want to carry
him.

“He’s still on the hook,” Dragon�y said. “Let’s untie his feet and
let him walk and hold onto the line so he can’t get away, just like a
big dog�sh!” which is what we decided to do.

Poetry managed to get his line untangled and all wound up again.
He followed along behind, ready to keep a tight line if he had to.



His hook was deep into some of the �esh of the man’s right leg just
above the knee.

We soon got him up to the road and made him sit down on the
grass, where we tied him up again.

We certainly didn’t have any trouble at all. He acted as though he
was kind of faint. He just rolled over on his side when he got to the
road at the edge of the cemetery and groaned.

He said, “My leg! Get that hook out. It’s killing me!” Then he let
loose a whole volley of swearwords, enough to have come from �ve
or six other guys as foulmouthed as he was. But all of a sudden he
stopped right in the middle of his cursing, let out a mu�ed groan,
and quit, like an outboard motor with its propeller caught in a
tangle of weeds.

I hardly knew what had made him stop swearing until I came to
myself and realized that I was the one that had stopped him by
grabbing up my soaking wet shirt and pushing it ker-slop right into
the kidnapper’s face—which is what I wish I could do to most
anybody’s face when I hear him swear. It’s such a �lthy way to talk.

“OK,” Poetry said. “Let’s unhook my �sh. Anybody got a pair of
pliers?”

“Here’s his tackle box,” Circus said.
And I got a mysterious feeling again, remembering that some of

the gang had said maybe the ransom money was in it.
Circus lifted the tackle box catch, opened it, and there I saw on

the top tray a lot of new-looking lures: a green Jitterbug, a red-and-
white Daredevil, a King�sher, a Jointed Pikie, a Hawaiian Wiggler,
and two or three other kinds of fancy lures, which my dad used to
say are put on the sporting goods shelves for the �shermen to bite
on.

There was a pair of pliers in the top tray too.
On the second tray, I saw in the light of Big Jim’s powerful

�ashlight some other newish tackle, such as a River Runt, a
Shannon spinner, and other stu�.



But in the bottom, where I was hoping we’d see the ransom
money that the daddy of the little Ostberg girl had paid the
kidnapper, there wasn’t a thing but air. I got a very letdown feeling.

“Give me the pliers,” Big Jim said, and we watched him perform
an operation on the kidnapper’s trousers, cutting a little slit with his
knife so he could get at the hook.

“Be careful,” the kidnapper groaned.
And Big Jim was just as careful as he would have been if it had

been one of the gang. “Here’s why we have pliers on the roll call
when you take a �shing trip,” Big Jim explained to us.

He took those pliers, which had a place on them for cutting wire,
and quick snipped the hook o� just above the hook’s eye. As easy as
pulling out a needle, it just slipped it out.

“Anybody got any �rst aid stu�? Look in the tackle box.”
Circus looked, and there wasn’t any.
“Which,” Big Jim said, “is something else we have to add to our

roll call as standard equipment for a boating or �shing trip—a �rst
aid kit.”

Well, that’s the end of this story, and also almost the beginning of
another, because even though we’d caught the kidnapper, the
ransom money still wasn’t found—and somebody ought to �nd it. We
knew it had to be somewhere. I had a notion the money was buried
in the “papoose” grave—but when the police came a little later and
dug all around, it wasn’t there at all.

Poetry and I talked about it the next day when we were by
ourselves on the dock again with our lines out and our frisky chubs
down in the water, making our bobbers on the lake’s quiet face look
as if they were alive.

“I wonder where he did hide it,” I said.
Poetry gave a short friendly tug on his line to sort of remind his

minnow to come to life down there in the water and be a little more
active. Then he answered between chews on some bubble gum and
said, “I don’t know.”



“We’ll have to read the newspapers to get any more news about
him, I s’pose, now that he’s really caught and has been taken to
jail.”

The rest of the gang were making noisy campers’ noise in and
around our tents near the station wagon.

Poetry sighed. “I’ll bet the rest of our vacation’ll be as dead as
Sugar Creek after the circus has left town.”

“Why?” I said.
And he said, “Because nothing could possibly happen that would

be as exciting or as interesting as what has already happened in our
�rst two days.”

“Oh, I don’t know,” I said. “Something interesting could happen.”
Just that second I heard a motorboat coming from up the lake

somewhere, and I looked up to see that it was the big launch that
always came this time of the day to bring our mail.

We had to pull in our lines, which we started to do, and Poetry,
being in a lazy mood, started to quote one of his poems, making its
rhythm keep in time to the turns of the lazy winding of his reel, as
he mumbled:

“Sailing, sailing over the bounding main, 
For many a stormy wind shall blow 
E’er Jack comes home again …”

It felt good to think maybe there ’d be a letter from home. It also
felt good just to look far out over the water, away past the launch
that was bringing the mail, to a very pretty tree-covered island
about a mile away.

All of a sudden I got the idea that I wanted to be Robinson Crusoe
and explore that island! The idea hit me like lightning striking a big
maple tree down along Sugar Creek.

“That’s what I want!” I exclaimed excitedly. “Hurrah!”



Poetry came to half-interested life and said, “What’s what you
want?”

And I said, “I want to play Robinson Crusoe and explore that
island and �nd buried treasure and …”

That’s how I began to think we still might �nd the ransom money
ourselves. And that’s the beginning of another thrilling story I’ll tell
you about just as quick as I can possibly �nd time to dive into it.

Boy oh boy oh boy oh boy!
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H
PREFACE

i—from a member of the Sugar Creek
It’s just that I don’t know which one I am. When I was good,

I was Little Jim. When I did bad things—well, sometimes I was Bill
Collins or even mischievous Poetry.

You see, I am the daughter of Paul Hutchens, and I spent many an
hour listening to him read his manuscript as far as he had written it
that particular day. I went along to the north woods of Minnesota,
to Colorado, and to the various other places he would go to �nd
something di�erent for the Gang to do.

Now the years have passed—more than �fty, actually. My father
is in heaven, but the Gang goes on. All thirty-six books are still in
print and now are being updated for today’s readers with input from
my �ve children, who also span the decades from the ’50s to the
’70s.

The real Sugar Creek is in Indiana, and my father and his six
brothers were the original Gang. But the idea of the books and their
ministry were and are the Lord’s. It is He who keeps the Gang going.

PAULINE HUTCHENS WILSON
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was sitting in a big white rowboat. It was docked at the end of
the pier that ran far out into the water of the lake. From where I

sat in the stern, I could see the two brown tents where the rest of
the Sugar Creek Gang were supposed to be taking a short afternoon
nap.

That was one of the rules about camp life none of us liked very
well but which was good for us because then we always had more
pep for the rest of the day and didn’t get too tired before night.

I’d already had my afternoon nap and had sneaked out of the tent
and to the dock, where I was right that minute. I was just sitting
there and imagining things such as whether there would be
anything very exciting to see if some of the gang could explore that
big tree-covered island about a mile away across the water.

Whew! It certainly was hot out there close to the water with the
sunlight pouring itself on me from above and also shining up at me
from below. The lake was like a big blue mirror that caught sunlight
and re�ected it right up under my straw hat, making my hot
freckled face even hotter. Because it was the style for people to get
tanned all over, I didn’t mind the heat as much as I might have.

It seemed to be getting hotter every minute, though. It was the
kind of day we sometimes had back home at Sugar Creek just before
some big thunderheads came sneaking up and surprised us with a
�erce storm.

It was also a perfect day for a sunbath. What on earth made people
want to get brown all over for anyway? I thought. Then I looked down
at my freckled brownish arm and was disgusted with myself. Instead
of getting a nice tan like Circus, the acrobatic member of our gang, I



always got sunburned and freckled, and my upper arm looked like a
piece of raw steak instead of a nice piece of brown fried chicken.
Thinking that reminded me that I was hungry, and I wished it was
supper time.

It certainly was a quiet camp, I thought, as I looked at the two
tents where the rest of the gang was supposed to be sleeping. I just
couldn’t imagine anybody sleeping that long—anyway, not any boy
—unless he was at home and it was morning and time to get up and
do the chores.

Just that second I heard the sound of footsteps from up the shore.
Looking up, I saw a smallish boy with brown curly hair coming
toward me along the path that runs all along the shoreline. I knew
right away it was Little Jim, my almost best friend and the greatest
little guy that ever lived. I knew it was Little Jim not only because
he carried his ash stick with him—which was about as long as a
man’s cane—but because of the shu�ing way he walked. I noticed
he was stopping every now and then to stoop over and look at some
wild-�ower. Then he’d write something down in a book he was
carrying, which I knew was a wild-�ower guidebook.

He certainly was an interesting little guy, I thought. I guess he
hadn’t seen me, because I could hear him talking to himself, which
he had a habit of doing when he was alone. There was something
kind of nice about it that made me like him even better than ever.

I think that little guy does more honest-to-goodness thinking than
any of the rest of the gang—certainly more than Dragon�y, the pop-
eyed member, who is spindle-legged and slim and whose nose turns
south at the end; or Poetry, the barrel-shaped member, who reads
all the books he can get his hands on and who knows 101 poems by
heart and is always quoting one; and also even more than Big Jim,
the leader of our gang, who is the oldest and who has maybe
seventeen smallish strands of fuzz on his upper lip, which one day
will be a mustache.

I ducked my head down below the dock so Little Jim couldn’t see
me and listened, still wondering, What on earth!



Little Jim stopped right beside the path that leads from the dock
to the Indian kitchen, which was close by the two brown tents. He
stooped down and said, “Hm! Wild strawberry.” He leafed through
the book he was carrying and wrote something down. Then he
looked around him and, seeing a balm of Gilead tree by the dock
with some �ve-leaved ivy on it, went straight to the tree and with
his magnifying glass began to study the ivy.

I didn’t know that I was going to call out to him and interrupt his
thoughts. That was something my mother had taught me not to do
when a person is thinking hard, because nobody likes to have
somebody interrupt his thoughts.

But I did. “Hi, Little Jim!” I said from the stern of the boat.
That little guy acted as cool as a cucumber. He just looked slowly

around in di�erent directions, including up and down. Then his blue
eyes looked absentmindedly into mine, and for some reason I had
the kindest, warmest feeling toward him.

His face wasn’t tanned like the rest of the gang’s. He was what
people called “fair”; his small nose was straight, his little chin was
pear-shaped, and his darkish eyebrows were straight across. His
small ears were the way they sometimes were—lopped over a little
because that was the way he nearly always wore his straw hat.

When he saw me sitting there in the boat, he grinned and said,
“I’ll bet I’ll get an A in nature study in school next fall. I’ve found
forty-one di�erent kinds of wild�owers.”

I wasn’t interested in the study of plants at all right that minute. I
was interested in having some kind of an adventure. I said to Little
Jim, “I wonder if there are any di�erent kinds of �owers over there
on that island where Robinson Crusoe had his adventures.”

Little Jim looked at me without seeing me, I thought. Then he
grinned and said, “Robinson Crusoe never saw that island.”

“Oh yes, he did! He’s looking at it right this very minute and
wishing he could explore it and �nd treasure or something,” I
answered, wishing I were Robinson Crusoe myself.



Just that second another voice piped up from behind some sumac
on the other side of the balm of Gilead tree. “You can’t be a
Robinson Crusoe and land on a tropical island without having a
shipwreck �rst, and who wants to have a wreck?”

I knew it was Poetry, even before he shu�ed out from behind the
sumac and I saw his round face and his heavy eyebrows that grew
straight across the top of his nose, as if he had just one big long
eyebrow instead of two like most people.

“You are a wreck,” I called to him, joking. We always liked to
have word �ghts that we didn’t mean, after which we always liked
each other even better.

“I’ll leave you guys to �ght it out,” Little Jim said to us. “I’ve got
to �nd me nine more kinds of wild�owers.” With that, that little
chipmunk of a guy scu�ed on up the shore, swinging his stick
around and stooping over to study some new kind of �ower he spied
every now and then.

And that’s how Poetry and I got our heads together to plan a
game of Robinson Crusoe, not knowing we were going to run into
one of the strangest adventures we’d had in our whole lives.

“See here,” Poetry said, grunting and sliding down o� the side of
the dock and into the boat where I was, “if we play Robinson Crusoe,
we’ll have to have one other person to go along with us.”

“But there were only two of them,” I said, “Robinson Crusoe
himself and his man Friday, the boy who became his servant, and
whom Crusoe saved from being eaten by the cannibals, and who,
after he was saved, did nearly all Crusoe’s work for him.”

“All right,” Poetry said, “I’ll be Crusoe, and you be his man
Friday.”

“I will not,” I said. “I’m already Crusoe. I thought of it �rst, and
I’m already him.”

Poetry and I frowned at each other.
Then his round face brightened, and he said, “All right, you be

Crusoe, and I’ll be one of the cannibals getting ready to eat your



man Friday, and you come along and rescue him.”
“But if you’re going to be a cannibal, I’ll have to shoot you, and

then you’ll be dead,” I said.
That spoiled that plan for a minute, until Poetry’s bright mind

thought of something else, which was, “Didn’t Robinson Crusoe
have a pet goat on the island with him?”

“Sure,” I said.
And Poetry said, “All right, after you shoot me, I’ll be the goat.”
Well, that settled that, but we couldn’t decide right that minute

the problem of which one of the gang should be the boy Robinson
Crusoe saved on a Friday and whom he named his man Friday.

It was Poetry who thought of a way to help us decide which other
one of the gang to take along with us. It happened like this.

“Big Jim is out,” I said, “because he’s too big and would want to
be the leader himself, and Robinson Crusoe has to be that.”

“And Circus is out too,” Poetry said, “on account of he’s almost as
big as Big Jim.”

“Then there’s only Little Jim, Dragon�y, and Little Tom Till left,”
I said.

Then Poetry said, “Maybe not a one of them will be willing to be
your man Friday.”

We didn’t have time to talk about it any further. Right then
Dragon�y came moseying out toward us from his tent, his spindly
legs swinging awkwardly and his crooked nose and dragon�ylike
eyes making him look just like a ridiculous Friday afternoon, I
thought.

“He’s the man I want,” I said. “We three have had lots of exciting
adventures together, and he’ll be perfect.”

“But he can’t keep quiet when there’s a mystery. He always
sneezes just when we don’t want him to.”

Dragon�y reached the pier and let the bottoms of his bare feet go
ker-plop, ker-plop, ker-plop on the smooth boards, getting closer with



every ker-plop.
When he spied Poetry and me in the boat, he stopped as if he had

been shot at. He looked down at us and said in an accusing voice,
“You guys going on a boat ride? I’m going along!”

I started to say, “Sure, we want you,” thinking that, when we got
over to the island, we could make a man Friday out of him as easy
as pie.

But Poetry beat me to it by saying, “There’s only one more of the
gang going with us, and it might not be you.”

Dragon�y plopped himself down on the edge of the dock, swung
one foot out to the gunwale of the boat, caught it with his toes, and
pulled it toward him. Then he slid himself in and sat down on the
seat behind Poetry. “If anybody goes, I go, or I’ll scream and tell the
rest of the gang, and nobody’ll get to go.”

I looked at Poetry, and he looked at me, and our eyes said to each
other, Now what?

“Are you willing to be eaten by a cannibal?” I asked, and he got a
puzzled look in his eyes. “There’re cannibals over there on that
island—one, anyway—a great big barrel—shaped one that—”

Poetry’s �st shot forward and socked me in my ribs, which didn’t
have any fat on them, and I grunted and stopped talking at the same
time.

“We’re going to play Robinson Crusoe,” Poetry said, “and whoever
goes will have to be willing to do everything I say—I mean
everything Bill says.”

“Please,” Dragon�y said. “I’ll do anything.”
Well, that was a promise, but Poetry wasn’t satis�ed. He

pretended he wanted Tom Till to go along, because he liked Tom a
lot and thought he’d make a better man Friday than Dragon�y.

“We’ll try you out,” Poetry said and caught hold of the dock and
climbed out of the boat.

The other two of us followed him.



“We’ll have to initiate you,” Poetry explained, as we all walked
along together. “We can’t take anybody on a treasure hunt who
can’t keep quiet when he’s told to and who can’t take orders without
saying, ‘Why?’”

“Why?” Dragon�y wanted to know.
But Poetry said with a very serious face, “It isn’t funny,” and we

went on.
“What’re you going to do?” Dragon�y asked, as we marched him

along with us up the shoreline to the place where we were going to
initiate him.

I didn’t know myself where we were going to do it. But Poetry
seemed to know exactly what to do and where to go and why, so I
acted as though I knew too.

Poetry made me stop to pick up a big empty gallon can that had
had prunes in it—the gang ate prunes for breakfast nearly every
morning on our camping trip.

“What’s that for?” Dragon�y asked.
And Poetry said, “That’s to cook our dinner in.”
“You mean—you mean—me?”
“You,” Poetry said. “Or you can’t be Bill’s man Friday.”
“But I get saved, don’t I?” Dragon�y said with a worried voice.
“Sure, just as soon as I get shot,” Poetry explained.
“And then you turn into a goat,” I said, as he panted along beside

us, “and right away you eat the prune can.”
With that, Poetry smacked his lips as though he had just �nished

eating a delicious tin can. Then he leaned over and groaned as if it
had given him a stomachache.

Right that second, I decided to test Dragon�y’s obedience, so I
said, “All right, Friday, take the can you’re going to be cooked in
and �ll it half full of lake water!”

There was a quick scowl on Dragon�y’s face, which said, I don’t
want to do it. He shrugged his scrawny shoulders, lifted his eyebrows



and the palms of his hands at the same time and said, “I’m a poor
heathen. I can’t understand English. I don’t want to �ll any old
prune can with water.”

With that, I scowled and said to Poetry in a �erce voice, “That
settles that! He can’t take orders. Let’s send him home!”

Boy, did Dragon�y ever come to life in a hurry! “All right, all
right,” he whined, “give me the can.” He grabbed it out of my hand,
made a dive toward the lake, dipped the can in, and came back with
it �lled clear to the top with nice clean water.

“Here, Crusoe,” he pu�ed. “Your man Friday is your humble
slave.” He extended the can toward me.

“Carry it yourself!” I said.
And then, all of a sudden, Dragon�y set it down on the ground

where some of it splashed over the top onto Poetry’s shoes.
Dragon�y got a stubborn look on his face and said, “I think the
cannibal ought to carry it. I’m not even Friday yet—not till the
cannibal gets killed.”

Well, he was right, so Poetry looked at me and I at him, and he
picked up the can, and we went on till we came in sight of the
boathouse, which, if you’ve read Screams in the Night, you will
already know about.

It was going to be fun initiating Dragon�y—just how much fun I
didn’t know. And I certainly didn’t know what a mystery we were
going to run into in less than �fteen minutes.

In only a little while we came to Santa’s boathouse. Santa, as you
know, was the owner of the property where we had pitched our
tents. He also owned a lot of other lakeshore property up there in
that part of the Paul Bunyan country. Everybody called him Santa
because he was round like all the di�erent Santa Clauses we’d seen,
and he was always laughing.

Santa himself called to us with his big laughing voice when he
saw us coming. “Well, well, if it isn’t Bill Collins, Dragon�y, and
Poetry.” Santa, being a smart man, knew that if there’s anything a



boy likes to hear better than anything else it’s somebody calling him
by his name.

“Hi,” we all answered him.
Poetry set down the prune can of water with a savage sigh as if it

was too heavy for him to stand and hold.
Santa was standing beside his boathouse door, holding a hammer

in one hand and a handsaw in the other.
“Where to with that can of water?” he asked us.
And Dragon�y said, “We’re going to pour the water in a big hole

up there on the hill and make a new lake.”
Santa grinned at all of us with a mischievous twinkle in his blue

eyes, knowing Dragon�y hadn’t told any lie but was only doing
what most boys do most all the time anyway—playing make—
believe.

“May we look inside your boathouse for a minute?” Poetry asked.
And Santa said, “Certainly. Go right in.”
We did and looked around a little.
Poetry acted very mysterious, as though he was thinking about

something important. He frowned with his wide forehead and
looked at di�erent things such as the cot in the far end, the shavings
and sawdust on the �oor, and the carpenter’s tools above the
workbench—which were chisels, screwdrivers, saws, planes, and
hammers and nails. Also, Poetry examined the di�erent kinds of
boards made out of beautifully stained wood.

“You boys like to hold this saw and hammer a minute?” Santa
asked us. He handed a hammer to me and a saw handle to
Dragon�y, which we took, not knowing why.

“That’s the hammer and that’s the saw the kidnapper used the
night he was building the grave house in the Indian cemetery,”
Santa said.

I felt and must have looked puzzled till he explained, saying, “The
police found them the night you boys caught him.”



“But—but how did they get here?” I asked.
Poetry answered me by saying, “Don’t you remember, Bill Collins,

that we found this boat—house door wide open that night—with the
latch hanging? The kidnapper stole ’em.”

I looked at the hammer in my hand and remembered. I tried to
realize that the hammer I had in my hand right that minute was the
same one that, one night last week, had been in the wicked hand of
a very �erce man who had used it in an Indian cemetery to help him
build a grave house. Also, the saw in Poetry’s hand was the one the
man had used to saw pieces of lumber into the right lengths.

“And here,” Santa said, lifting a piece of canvas from something in
the corner, “is the little nearly �nished grave house. The lumber was
stolen from here also. The police brought it out this morning.
They’ve taken �ngerprints from the saw and hammer.”

“Why on earth did he want to build an Indian grave house?” I
asked, looking at the pretty little house. It looked like the chicken
coop we had at home at Sugar Creek, only almost twice as long.

Dragon�y spoke up then and said, “He maybe was going to bury
the little Ostberg girl there.”

But Poetry shook his head. “I think he was going to bury the
ransom money there, where nobody in the world would guess to
look.”

Well, we had to get going with our game of Robinson Crusoe,
which we did, all of us feeling �ne to think that last week we had
had a chance to catch a kidnapper, even though the ransom money
was still missing.
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had a weird feeling as we left the boathouse and went up the
narrow, hardly-ever-used road to the top of the hill. Then we

followed that road through a forest of jack pine and along the edge
of a little clearing. I was remembering what exciting things had
happened here the very �rst night we’d come up North on our
camping trip.

I think Poetry was remembering too, because he said in a
ghostlike voice to make the atmosphere of Dragon�y’s initiation
seem even more mysterious to him, “Right here at this sandy place
in the road is where the car was stuck in the sand. And right over
there behind those bushes is where Bill and I were crouching half
scared to death, watching him.”

“Yeah,” I said, “and he had the little Ostberg girl he’d kidnapped
right in the backseat of the car all the time, and we didn’t know it.”

“How’d he get his car unstuck?” Dragon�y wanted to know, even
though the whole Sugar Creek Gang had probably been told a dozen
times by Poetry and me.

So I said, “Well, his wheels were spinning and spinning in the
sand, and he couldn’t make his car go forward. But it would rock
forth and back, so he got out and let air out of his back tires till they
were almost half �at. That made them wider and increased traction.
And then, when he climbed back into his car and stepped on the
gas, why he pulled out of the sand and went lickety-sizzle right on up
this road.”

“You going to initiate me here?” Dragon�y asked.
I started to say, “Yes,” but Poetry said, “No, a little farther up,

where we found the little girl herself.”



We walked along in the terribly sultry afternoon weather. Pretty
soon we turned o� the road and came into a little clearing that was
surrounded by tall pine trees. I was remembering how right here
Poetry and I had heard the little girl gasping out half-smothered
cries. And with our �ashlights shining right on her, we’d found her
lying wrapped up in an Indian blanket.

“She was lying right here,” Poetry said, “right here where we’re
going to initiate you.” Poetry’s ordinarily ducklike voice changed to
a growling bear’s voice. He sounded very �erce.

There really wasn’t anything to worry about out here, though. We
knew the police had caught the kidnapper, and he was in jail
somewhere, and the pretty little golden-haired Ostberg girl was safe
and sound with her parents again back in St. Paul.

“But they never did �nd the ransom money,” Poetry said, which
was the truth. “And nobody knows where it is. But whoever �nds it
gets a thousand dollar reward—a whole thousand dollars!”

“You think maybe it’s buried somewhere?” Dragon�y asked with
a serious face.

“Sure,” Poetry said. “We’re going to play Robinson Crusoe and
Treasure Island both at once. First we save our man Friday from the
cannibals, and then we quit playing Robinson Crusoe and change to
Treasure Island.”

Well, it was good imagination and lots of fun, and I was already
imagining myself to be Robinson Crusoe living all by myself on an
island. In fact, I sometimes have more fun when I imagine myself to
be somebody else than when I am just plain red-haired, �ery-
tempered, freckled-faced Bill Collins.

It was fun the way Poetry and I initiated Dragon�y into our secret
game—anyway, fun for Poetry and me. This is the way we did it.

I hid myself out of sight behind some low �r trees with a stick in
my hand for a gun. Poetry stood Dragon�y up against a tree and
tied him with a piece of string he carried in his pocket.



“Now, don’t you dare break that string!” Poetry told him. “You’re
going to be cooked and eaten in a few minutes! You can pretend to
try to get loose, but don’t you dare do it!”

I stood there hiding behind my �r trees, getting ready to shoot
with my imaginary gun just in time to save Dragon�y from being
cooked.

Dragon�y did look funny standing there tied to the tree and with
a grin on his face, watching Poetry stack up a little pile of sticks for
our imaginary �re. We wouldn’t start a real �re. Nobody with any
sense starts a �re in a forest, because then there might be a terrible
forest �re. Thousands of beautiful trees could be burned, and lots of
wild animals, and maybe homes and cottages, and even people
themselves.

When the stack of sticks was ready, Poetry set the big prune can
on top. Then he turned to Dragon�y and started to untie him.

“Groan!” Poetry said to him. “Act like you’re scared to death!
Yell! Do something!”

Dragon�y didn’t make a very scared native boy. “There’s nothing
to be afraid of,” he said.

And there wasn’t, I thought.
But all of a sudden there was. As soon as Poetry had Dragon�y cut

loose, he dragged him toward the imaginary �re. Dragon�y was
making it hard for him by struggling and hanging back and making
his body limp so that Poetry had to almost carry him. And just as I
peered through the branches of my hideout and pointed my stick at
Poetry and was getting ready to yell, “Bang! Bang!” before rushing
in to rescue Dragon�y, there was a crashing noise in the underbrush
behind me.

I heard footsteps running and then a loud explosion that sounded
like a gun going o�, which almost scared the living daylights out of
me—and also out of the poor boy and the cannibal that was getting
ready to eat him.



When I heard that shot behind me, I jumped almost out of my
skin, I was so startled and frightened. Poetry and poor little pop-
eyed Dragon�y acted as if they were scared even worse than I was.

When you’re all of a sudden scared like that, you don’t know what
to say or think. Things sort of swim in your head, and your heart
beats �ercely. Maybe we wouldn’t have been quite so frightened if
we hadn’t had so many important things happen to us already on
this camping trip, such as �nding the little kidnapped girl in this
very spot the very �rst night we’d been up here—and then the next
night catching the kidnapper himself in a spooky Indian cemetery.

I was prepared to expect almost anything when I heard that
explosion and the crashing in the underbrush. And then I could
hardly believe my astonished eyes when I saw right beside
Dragon�y and Poetry a little pu� of bluish-gray smoke, and I knew
that somebody had thrown a �recracker right in the middle of our
excitement.

“It’s a �recracker!” Dragon�y yelled.
And then I had an entirely new kind of scare. I saw a little yellow

�ame where the explosion had been. And then I saw some of the dry
pine needles leap into �ames, and the �ames start to spread fast.

I knew it must have been one of the gang who’d maybe had some
�recrackers left over from the Fourth of July at Sugar Creek.

Quicker than I can write it for you, I dashed into the center of
things, grabbed up our prune can full of water, and in seconds had
the �re out.

Then, seconds later, I heard a scu�ing behind me and a grunting
and pu�ng. Looking around quick—the empty prune can was still
in my hands—I was just in time to see Circus scramble out of
Poetry’s pudgy hands and go shinnying up a tree, where he perched
himself on a limb and looked down at us, grinning like a monkey.

I was mad at him for breaking up our game of make-believe and
for shooting o� a �recracker in the forest, where it might start a
terrible �re. So I yelled up at him and said, “You crazy goof! Don’t



you know it’s terribly dry around here and you might burn up the
whole Chippewa Forest?”

“I was trying to help you kill a cannibal,” Circus said. But he had
a hurt expression in his voice and on his face as he added, “Please
don’t tell Barry I was such a dumbbell.” Barry was our camp
director.

I forgave Circus right away when I saw he was really trying to
join in our fun and just hadn’t used his head, not thinking of the
danger of forest �res at all.

“You shouldn’t even be carrying matches to light a �recracker
with,” Poetry said up at him.

“Every camper ought to have a waterproof matchbook with
matches in it,” Circus said. “I read it in a book that told what to take
along on a camping trip. Besides,” he said down to us, “we can’t
play Robinson Crusoe without having to eat, and how are we going
to eat without a �re?”

I knew then that he’d guessed what game we were playing and
had decided to go along.

“We don’t need you,” I said. “We need only my man Friday and a
cannibal that gets killed—”

“And turns into a goat,” Poetry cut in to say.
“Only one goat would be terribly lonesome,” Circus said. “I think I

ought to go along. I’d be willing to be another goat.”
Well, we had to get Dragon�y’s initiation �nished, so I took

charge of things and said, “All right, Poetry, you’re dead! Lie down
over there by that tree. And you, Dragon�y, get down on your knees
in front of me and put your head clear down to the ground.”

“Why?” Dragon�y asked.
And I said, “Keep still. My man Friday doesn’t ask, ‘Why?’”
Dragon�y looked a little worried. But he did as I said and bowed

his head low in front of me with his face almost touching the
ground.



“Now,” I said, “take hold of my right foot and set it on the top of
your neck—no!” I yelled down at him. “Don’t ask, ‘Why?’ Just do
it!”

Dragon�y did.
“And now, my left foot,” I ordered.
“That’s what the boy did in Robinson Crusoe, so Crusoe would

know he thanked him for saving his life from the terrible cannibals
and that he would be his slave forever,” I said to Dragon�y. “Do you
solemnly promise to do everything I say from now on and
forevermore?”

Dragon�y started to say, “I do,” but got only as far as “I—” when
he started to make a funny little sni�ing noise. His right hand let
loose of my foot, and he grabbed his nose and went into a tailspin
kind of sneeze. He ducked his neck out of the way of my foot and
rolled over and said, “I’m allergic to your foot.”

The dead cannibal on the ground thought that was funny, and he
snickered, but I saw a little blue �ower down there with pretty
yellowish stamens in its center, and I knew why Dragon�y had
sneezed.

My man Friday, rolling over, tumbled ker-smack into the cannibal.
The two of them forgot they were in a game and started a friendly
scu�e, just as Circus slid down the tree and joined in with them. All
of a sudden Dragon�y’s initiation was over.

He was my man Friday, and from now on he had to do everything
I said.

Up to now it was only a game we’d been playing. But a minute
later Circus rolled over and over, clear out of reach of the rest of us,
and scrambled up into a sitting position. He said to us excitedly,
“Hey, gang, look! I’ve found something—here at the foot of the tree.
It’s a letter of some kind!”

I stared at the old envelope in Circus’s hands, remembering that
right here was exactly where we’d found the kidnapped girl. I
remembered that the police hadn’t been able to �nd the ransom



money and that the captured kidnapper hadn’t told them where it
was.

In fact, he had absolutely refused to tell them. We’d read that in
the newspapers.

Boy oh boy, when I saw that envelope in Circus’s hands, I
imagined all kinds of things, such as its being a ransom note, or
maybe it had a map in it that would tell us where we could �nd the
money and everything! Boy oh boy oh boy oh boy!
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hen you have a mysterious sealed envelope in your hand,
which you’ve just found under some pine needles at the base

of a tree out in the middle of a forest, and when you’re playing a
game about �nding buried treasure, all of a sudden you sort of wake
up. You realize that your game has come to life and that you’re in
for an honest-to-goodness mystery that will be a thousand times
more interesting and exciting than the imaginary game you’ve been
playing.

We decided to keep our assigned names, even though we had an
argument about it �rst. I was still Robinson Crusoe, and Dragon�y
was my man Friday. Circus and Poetry wanted us to call them the
cannibals, but Dragon�y wouldn’t.

“I don’t want to have to worry about being eaten up every
minute,” he said. “You’ve got to turn into goats right away anyhow.
Besides, one cannibal’s already been shot and is supposed to be
dead.”

“You’d make a good goat yourself,” Circus said to me. “A Billy
goat, because your name’s Bill.”

But it wasn’t any time to argue, when there was a mysterious
envelope right in the middle of our huddle at the base of the tree
where Circus had found it.

Poetry said, “All right. I’ll be the goat if you let me open the
envelope.”

“And I’ll be the other goat,” Circus said, “if you’ll let me read it.”
“Let me read it,” Dragon�y said to me. “Goats can’t read.”
“You can’t read either,” I said. “You’re a native boy who doesn’t

know anything about civilization, and you don’t know how to read.”



So it was I who got to open the soiled brown envelope, which I
did with excited �ngers, and then we all let out four disappointed
groans. Would you believe it? There wasn’t a single thing written on
the folded white paper inside—not one single thing. It was only a
blank piece of typewriter paper.

Well, that was that. We all sank down on the ground in di�erent
directions. I felt as though the bottom had dropped out of our new
mystery world. I looked at Friday, and he looked at me. And the
roly-poly goat started chewing his cud, while my acrobatic goat
rolled over on his back, pulled his knees up to his chin, and
groaned. Then he rolled over onto my man Friday, which started a
scu�e, making my man Friday angry.

All of a sudden Dragon�y remembered something about the story
of Robinson Crusoe. He grunted and said, while he twisted and tried
to get out from under the goat, “Listen, you—when Robinson Crusoe
and his man Friday got hungry, they killed and ate one of the goats.
And if you don’t behave yourself like a good goat, we’ll—”

But Circus was as mischievous as anything and said, while he
rolled himself back toward Dragon�y again, “Isn’t your name
Friday?”

Dragon�y grunted and said, “Sure.”
And Circus answered, “All right. I’m sleepy, and there’s nothing

better than taking a nap on Friday,” which he pretended to do. He
shut his eyes and started snoring as loud as he could, which sounded
like a goat with asthma.

That reminded Poetry of something funny he’d read somewhere.
It was about two �eas who were supposed to have lived on the
island with Robinson Crusoe and his man Friday. Both of these �eas
had been chewing away on Crusoe and were getting tired of him
and wanted a change. So pretty soon one of them called to the other
and said, “So long, kid, I’ll be seeing you on Friday.”

I barely giggled at Poetry’s story, because my mind was working
hard on the new mystery. I was thinking about the blank piece of



paper, and why it was blank, and why the envelope was sealed, and
who had dropped it here, and when, and why.

So I stood up and walked the way Robinson Crusoe might have
walked, in a little circle around the tree, looking up at the limb
where Circus had been perched and then at the ground. I looked at
Poetry, my roly-poly goat, who right then unscrambled himself from
the rest of the inhabitants of our imaginary island and followed me
around, sni�ing at my hand like a hungry goat that wanted to eat
the letter I held.

Abruptly Poetry stopped and said to me, “Sh! Look, here’s a sign
of some kind.”

I looked but didn’t see anything except a small branch about four
or �ve feet long that was broken o� and had been left with the top
hanging.

My man Friday and the acrobatic goat were still scu�ing under
the tree and didn’t seem interested in what we were doing.

“What kind of a sign?” I asked, knowing that Poetry was the one
of our gang who was more interested in woodcraft than most of the
rest of us and was always looking for signs and trails and things.

“See here,” he said to me, “this is a little birch branch, and
somebody’s broken it part way o� and left it hanging.”

“What of it?” I said, remembering that back home at Sugar Creek
I’d done that myself to a chokecherry branch or a willow, and it
hadn’t meant a thing.

“But look which way the top points!” Poetry said mysteriously.
“That means it’s a signal on a trail. It means for us to go in the
direction the top of the broken branch points, and after a while we’ll
�nd another broken branch, and whichever way it points we’re to
go that way!”

Say, did my disappointed mind ever come to quick life! I still
doubted it might mean anything, but right away we called the other
goat and my man Friday and let them in on our secret. Then we all
started o�, pretending to be scouts, going straight in the direction



the broken branch pointed, all of us looking for another broken
branch farther on.

We’d walked about twenty yards through the dense growth before
we found another broken branch hanging, but we did �nd one. This
time it was a broken oak branch, and it was bent in the opposite
direction we’d come from, which meant the trail went straight on.
Then we did get excited, because we knew we were on somebody’s
trail.

My man Friday was awfully dumb for one who was supposed to
be used to outdoor life, though. He wanted to �nish breaking o� the
top of the oak branch and cut o� the bottom and make a stick out of
it to carry and to take home with us back to Sugar Creek when we
�nished our vacation.

“For a souvenir,” he whined complainingly, when we wouldn’t let
him and made him fold up his knife and put it back into his pocket.

“That’s the signpost on our trail!” Poetry explained. “We have to
leave it there so we can follow the trail back to where we started
from, or we might get lost.”

I thought that was good sense and said so.
We scurried along, getting more and more interested and excited

as we found one broken branch after another. Sometimes they were
pointing straight ahead and sometimes at an angle. Once we found
one broken clear o� and lying �at on the ground, at a right angle
from the way we’d been traveling, so we turned in the direction it
pointed and kept going.

Another time when Poetry was studying very carefully the
direction a new broken branch was pointing, he gasped and said,
“Gang! Look at this!”

We scrambled to him like a �ock of little �u�y chickens making a
dive toward a mother hen when she clucks for them to hurry to her
and eat a bug or a fat worm.

“See here,” Poetry said. “Here’s where our trail goes o� in two
directions—one to the right and the other to the left.”



He was right. Only a few feet apart were two broken branches,
one an oak and the other a chokecherry. The chokecherry was
pointing to the right and the oak to the left.

“Which way do we go for the buried treasure?” Poetry asked me,
and I didn’t know what to answer.

Then Poetry let out a gasp and said, “This one pointing to the
right looks like it’s fresher than the other. We certainly are getting
the breaks.”

We all studied the two broken branches, and I saw that Poetry
was right. The one pointing to the right did look a lot fresher than
the one pointing to the left. Why, it might even have been broken o�
today! I thought. And for some reason, not being able to tell for sure
just how long it had been since somebody had been right here
making the trail, I got a very peculiar and half-scared feeling all up
and down my spine.

“I wish Big Jim was here,” my man Friday said.
I wished the same thing, but instead of saying it, I said bravely,

“Who wants Big J—” and stopped as if I had been shot at and hit.
I’d heard a sound from somewhere, a sound that was like a high-
pitched, trembling, woman’s voice calling for help. It also sounded a
little like a screech owl’s voice, wailing along Sugar Creek at night.

“It’s just a loon,” Circus said and was crazy enough to let out a
long, loud wail that trembled and sounded more like a loon than a
loon’s wail does.

I looked at my man Friday and at my roly-poly goat to see what
they thought it was. Right away, before I could read their thoughts,
there was another trembling, high-pitched voice that answered
Circus. The second I heard it, I thought, That didn’t sound like a loon
but like an actual person calling and crying and terribly scared.

You can’t hear a thing like that out in the middle of the Chippewa
Forest, where there are di�erent kinds of wild animals, and not feel
like I felt, which was almost half scared to death for a minute. I
knew there weren’t any bears or lions in the forest—only deer and
polecats and coons and possums and maybe mink, but …



“It’s not a loon,” I whispered huskily and felt my knees get weak. I
wanted to plop down on the ground and rest. I also wanted to run.

Then the call came again not more than a hundred feet ahead of
us. And as quick as I had been scared, I wasn’t again, for this time it
did sound exactly like a loon.

Right away we all felt better and said so to each other.
The newest broken branch was pointing in the direction the sound

came from, so we decided there was probably a lake right close by,
which is where loons nearly always are—out on some lake
somewhere, swimming along like ducks and diving and screaming
bloody murder to their mates.

We plodded along, being very careful to look at the broken
branches so we’d remember what they looked like when we got
ready to come back.

My roly-poly goat and I were walking together ahead of my man
Friday and my acrobatic goat. We dodged our way around fallen
tree trunks and old stumps and around wild rosebushes and wild
raspberry patches and chokecherries. And still there wasn’t any lake
anywhere.

I certainly had a strange feeling, though, as we dodged along,
talking about our mystery and wondering where we were going and
how soon we would get there.

“It’s funny how Circus found that envelope way back there with
only a blank piece of white paper in it,” I said. “Do you s’pose the
kidnapper dropped it when he left the little Ostberg girl there?”

“I suppose—why, sure, he did,” Poetry said.
“How come the police didn’t �nd it there, then, when they

searched the place last week for clues? If it’d been there then,
wouldn’t they have found it?” I asked those two questions as fast as
I could, because it seemed that envelope in my pocket was hot and
would burn a hole in my shirt any minute.

Poetry’s forehead frowned. He was as stuck as I was over the
mystery.



In fact, all our minds seemed as blank as the blank letter. Not a
one of us could think of anything that would make it make sense, so
we went on, following our trail of broken twigs. What we were
doing was fun, and we didn’t feel very scared because we knew the
kidnapper was in jail.

In fact, I think we were all thrilled with the excitement. For some
reason, we were sure we might �nd something terribly interesting at
the end of the trail, if we ever came to it. We didn’t know that we’d
not only �nd something very interesting but would bump into an
experience even more exciting and thrilling than the ones we’d
already had on that camping trip—one that was just as dangerous.

We came to a hill. I looked ahead and spied a wide expanse of
blue water down below us. On the hillside between us and the lake
was a log cabin. It had a big log door and a chimney running up the
side next to us. We all saw it at once, I guess, because we all
dropped down behind some underbrush and most of us said, “Sh!”
at the same time.

We lay there for what seemed a terribly long time before any of
us did anything except listen to ourselves breathe. I was also
listening to my heart beat. But not one of us was as scared as we
would have been if we hadn’t known that the kidnapper was all
nicely locked up in jail and nobody needed to be afraid of him.

I guess I’d not had such a wonderful feeling for a long time as I
did right that minute. I realized that we’d followed the trail like real
scouts and we’d actually run into the kidnapper’s hideout. And we
might �nd the ransom money. Boy oh boy oh boy oh boy!

Why, all we’d have to do would be to go up to that old-fashioned-
looking house, push open the door, and look around until we found
it, I thought.

It was certainly a weathered old house, and it looked as if nobody
had lived in it for years and years. The windows had old green
blinds hanging at crooked angles. Some of the stones had fallen o�
the top of the chimney, and the doorstep was broken down and
looked rotten. I could tell from where I stood that there hadn’t been



anybody going through that door for a while because there was a
spider web spun from the doorpost next to the old white knob to
one of the up-and-down logs in the middle of the door.

“Let’s go in and investigate,” Poetry said.
“Let’s n-not,” my man Friday said.
And I scowled at him and said �ercely, “Slave, we’re going in!”
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ven though there was a spiderweb across the door, which
probably meant that nobody had gone in or out of the door for

a long time, still that didn’t mean there might not be anybody
inside. There might be another door on the side next to the lake.

Poetry and I made my man Friday and the acrobatic goat stay
where they were while we circled the cabin, looking for any other
door and any signs of somebody living there. The only other door
we found was one that led from the cabin out onto a screened front
porch. But the porch was closed in and had no door going outside,
because there was a big ravine just below the front of the house and
between it and the lake.

So we knew that if anybody wanted to go in and out of the house,
he would have to use the one and only door or else go through a
window.

We circled back to Dragon�y and Circus. Then we all lay down on
some tall grass behind a row of shrubbery that somebody years ago
had set out when maybe a family had lived there. It had probably
been someone’s summer home, I thought. Somebody who lived in
St. Paul or Minneapolis or somewhere had built the cabin up here.

I noticed that there was a cement walk running all around the
back side of the cabin, which was set up against the cli�ike hill.
Also, a long stone stairway began about twenty feet from the
spiderweb-covered door and ran around the edge of the ravine,
making a sort of semicircle down to the lake. On the shore I saw an
old dock, which the waves of the lake in stormy weather, or else the
ice in the winter, had broken down, and nobody had �xed it.



We waited in our hiding place for maybe ten minutes, listening
and watching, before we decided nobody was inside. We decided to
look in the windows and later go inside ourselves.

We didn’t think about that being trespassing, because there was
an old abandoned house back at Sugar Creek that our gang went
into anytime we wanted to. Nobody thought anything about it,
because the house belonged to a long-whiskered old man whom
everybody knows as Old Man Paddler. Anything that belonged to
him seemed to belong to us too, since he was a very special friend of
anybody who was lucky enough to be a boy.

Anyway, soon we were peeking in through the windows, trying to
see what we could see, but it was pretty dark inside. We knew that
if we wanted to see more we had to �nd some way to get in.

I decided to see if my man Friday was my man Friday or not, so I
said, “OK, Friday, go up and knock at that door.”

Well, Dragon�y got the most scared look on his face. As you
maybe know, Dragon�y’s mother believed in ghosts and in good
luck from �nding a four-leaf clover or a horseshoe. Dragon�y
believed it too. Most boys believe and do what their parents believe
and do.

Dragon�y not only had a scared look on his face but also a
stubborn one. He said, “I won’t.”

He refused to budge an inch, so in a very �erce voice I
commanded Poetry and Circus, “OK, cannibals, eat him up!”

“They’re not cannibals!” Dragon�y whined. “They’re goats, and
goats only eat tin cans and shirts and things like that!”

“What’s the di�erence?” the roly-poly goat said and started
head�rst for Dragon�y.

But we couldn’t a�ord to waste time that way, so Poetry, being
maybe the bravest one of us, went up to the door, while we held our
breath. I knew that there wasn’t anybody inside but wondered if
there was—and if there was, who was it, and was he dangerous, and
what would happen if there was a �erce man in there.



First Poetry brushed away the spiderweb. Then he knocked on the
door.

Nobody answered, so he knocked again and called, “Hello!
Anybody home?”

He waited, and so did we, but there wasn’t any answer. So he
turned the knob, twisting it this way and that, and the door didn’t
open. He turned around to us and said, “It’s locked.”

Well, I had it in the back of my mind that the ransom money
might be in that cabin and that we ought to go in and look—as I
told you, not thinking that it was trespassing on somebody’s
property to go in without permission.

We found a window on the side of the cabin right next to the hill,
which on that side of the house was kind of like a cli�. That
window, when we tried it, was unlocked.

“You go in and unlock the door from the inside and let us in,” I
said to my acrobatic goat, and he said, “It’s private property.”

Well, that second I felt a drop of rain on my face, and that’s what
saved the day and made it seem all right for us to go inside. We all
must have been so interested in following the trail of broken
branches and in our game of Robinson Crusoe that we hadn’t noticed
the lowering sky and the big thunderheads that had been creeping
up. Only a few seconds after that �rst drop of rain splashed onto my
freckled face, there was a rumble of thunder, then another, and it
started to rain.

We could have ducked under some trees for protection, but it was
that kind of rain that seems as if the sky has burst open and water
just drives down in blinding sheets.

“It’s raining pitchforks!” Circus yelled above the roar of the wind
in the trees. He quick shoved up the window and scrambled in.

All of us scrambled in after him and slammed down the window
behind us.

The rain was coming down so hard that it made a terrible roaring
on the shingled roof, reminding me of storms back at Sugar Creek



when I was in the haymow of our barn. If there was anything I liked
to hear better than almost anything else, it was rain on a shingled
roof. Sometimes when I was in the upstairs of our house, I would
open the attic door on purpose just to hear the friendly noise the
rain made.

It was darkish inside the old cabin because the walls were stained
with a dark stain of some kind, maybe to protect the wood, the way
some north woods cabins are. It was also dark because the sky
outside was almost black with terribly heavy rain clouds. I noticed
that the window we’d climbed through was the kitchen window and
that there was a table with a few dirty dishes over next to the wall.
Also there was a white enameled sink and an old-fashioned pitcher
pump like the one we have outdoors at our house at Sugar Creek.

The main room, where the �replace was, was in the center of the
cabin and was so dark you could hardly see anything clearly at �rst.
But I did see two big colored pictures on the back wall.

We didn’t even bother to look around inside the cabin for a while
—anyway, I didn’t. I hurried out onto the porch at the front, just to
get a look at the storm. Storms are one of the most interesting sights
in the world. They make a boy feel strange inside, as if maybe he
isn’t very important. They also make him feel that he needs the One
who made the world in the �rst place to sort of look after him,
which is the way I felt right that minute.

I noticed that there was a sheer drop of maybe �fteen feet right
straight down into the ravine, and I remembered that if anybody
wanted to get out of the cabin by a door, he’d have to use the only
one there was, which was the one that had been locked when Poetry
had tried the knob.

I also noticed there were two or three whiskey bottles on the front
porch. One with the stopper still in it was half full, standing on a
two-by-four ledge running across the front.

I could see better out there, although the terribly dark clouds and
also the big pine trees all around with their branches shading the
cabin made it kind of dark even on the porch. Two big colored



pictures were on the back wall of the porch. The pictures were
advertising whiskey and showed important-looking people drinking
or getting ready to.

Circus had come out, and I looked at him out of the corner of my
eye, remembering how his dad used to be an alcoholic before he
had trusted the Lord Jesus to save him. Circus was looking �ercely
at those pictures, and I noticed he had his �sts doubled up, as
though he wished he could sock somebody or something terribly
hard. I was glad right that minute that Little Tom Till wasn’t there,
because his daddy was still an alcoholic and a mean man.

I left Circus looking �ercely at those whiskey pictures, and I
turned toward the lake. It was a pretty sight. The waves were being
whipped into big whitecaps and were blowing and making a noise,
which, mixed up with the noise on our roof, was very pretty to my
ears. Away out on the farther side of the lake there was a patch of
sunlight, and the water there was all di�erent shades of green and
yellow.

Suddenly there was a terri�c roar as a blinding �ash of lightning
lit up the whole porch, and then it did rain. The wind blew harder
and whipped the canvas curtains on the porch, and the pine trees
between us and the lake acted as if they were going to bend and
break. Six white birch trees, which grew in a cluster down beside
the stone stairway, swayed and twisted. They acted as though they
were going wild and might be broken o� and blown away any
minute.

“Hey! Look!” Circus said. “There are little moving mountains out
there on the lake!”

I looked, and that was what it did look like. The wind had
changed its direction and was blowing parallel with the shore,
instead of toward it, and other high waves were trying to go at right
angles to the ones that were coming toward the shore. It was a
terribly pretty sight.

All of a sudden, while standing there and feeling a little bit scared
because of the noise and the wind and the rain, I got to thinking



about my folks back home. And then I was lonesome as well as
scared.

Also I was thinking that my parents had taught me that all the
wonderful and terrible things in nature had been made and were
being taken care of by the same God who had made growing boys—
and that He loved everybody and was kind and had loved people so
much that He had sent His only Son into this very pretty world to
die for all of us and to save us from our sins. My parents believed
that and had taught it to me.

And nearly every time I thought about God, it was with a kind of
friendly feeling in my heart, knowing that He loved not only all the
millions of people in the world but also me—all by myself—red-
haired, �ery-tempered, freckled-faced Bill Collins, who was always
getting into trouble, or a �ght, or doing something impulsive and
needing somebody to help me to get out of trouble.

Without knowing I was thinking out loud, I did what I sometimes
do when I’m all by myself and have that very friendly feeling
toward God. I said, “Thank You, dear Savior, for dying for me.
You’re a wonderful God to make such a pretty storm.”

I didn’t know Dragon�y was standing there beside me, until he
spoke up all of a sudden and said, “You oughtn’t to swear like that.
It’s wrong to swear.”

All the gang knew it was, and none of us did it. Little Jim
especially couldn’t stand to even hear swearing without getting a
hurt heart.

“I didn’t swear,” I said to Dragon�y. “I was just talking to God.”
“You what?”
“I was just telling Him it was an awful pretty storm.”
“You mean—you mean you aren’t afraid to talk to Him?”
Imagine his saying that! But then, he hadn’t been a Christian very

long and didn’t seem to understand that praying and talking to God
are the same thing, and that everybody ought to do it, and if your



sins have been washed away, then there isn’t anything to be afraid
of.

I was aroused from what I’d been thinking by my acrobatic goat
calling to us from back inside the cabin, saying, “Hey, gang! Aren’t
we going to explore this old shell and see if we can �nd the ransom
money?”

That brought me back in a hurry from where my mind had been
for a few minutes.

I took another quick look at the little moving mountains on the
lake, and pretty soon we were all inside where Circus had been
looking around to see what he could �nd.

It was too dark to see anything very clearly in the main room, and
we didn’t have any �ashlight. I looked on the high mantel above the
�replace to see if there was any kerosene lamp, but there wasn’t.
There wasn’t any furniture in the main room except a table, three
small chairs, and one big old-fashioned Morris chair like one my dad
always sat in at home in our living room. It had a �erce-looking
tiger head with a wide-open mouth on the end of each wooden arm,
which gave me an eerie feeling when Circus lit one of his matches.

“There’s a candle out on the kitchen table,” Dragon�y said and
brought it in to where we were.

There was only a stub of candle left. It wouldn’t burn long. But
Circus lit it while Poetry held it, and then we followed Poetry all
around wherever he went.

It certainly was the darkest cabin on the inside that I’d ever seen.
The brown walls were almost black, and the stone arch at the top of
the �replace was black from smoke. The noise of the storm and the
darkish cabin made it seem we were having a strange adventure in
the middle of the night.

There was dust on things, and it looked as if nobody had lived
here for an awfully long time, maybe years and years. There were
just three rooms: the kitchen with the sink and pitcher pump, the
main room with the �replace, and a small bedroom, which had a



curtain hanging between it and the main room. In the bedroom was
a roll-away bed all folded up and leaning against a wall.

Even though the broken twig trail had led us to this place, still we
couldn’t �nd a thing that looked like the ransom money might have
been hidden here. So, since the rain was still pouring down, we
decided to call a meeting and talk things over.

We pulled the three hardback chairs up to the table in the center
of the main room. I turned the big Morris chair sideways and sat on
one of the wooden arms. Poetry set the �ickering candle in a saucer
in the center of the table, and I, the leader, called the meeting to
order, just the way Big Jim does when the gang is all present. It felt
good to be the leader, even though I knew I wasn’t and Poetry
would have made a better one.

We talked all at once and also one at a time part of the time, and
not one of us had any good ideas as to what to do—except, when
the storm was over, to follow our trail of broken branches back to
where the girl had been found and from there to camp.

I looked at Poetry’s broad face, and at Dragon�y’s large eyes and
crooked nose, and at Circus’s monkey-looking face, and we all
looked at each other.

All of a sudden Poetry’s forehead puckered, and he lifted his head
and sni�ed two or three times. He said, “You guys smell anything
funny, like—kinda like a dead chicken or something?”

I sni�ed a couple of times—we all did. And as plain as the nose
on my face I did smell something—something dead. I’d smelled that
smell many a time back along Sugar Creek when there was a dead
rabbit or something else and the buzzards were circling around in
the sky or had swooped down and were eating it.

Dragon�y’s dragon�ylike eyes looked startled, and I knew that if I
could have seen mine in a mirror, they’d have looked just as
startled.

“It smells like a dead possum carcass that didn’t get buried,”
Circus said. He especially knew what they smell like, because his
pop catches many possums and sells the fur. Sometimes when his



father catches a possum, he skins it before going on and leaves the
carcass in the woods or in a �eld.

It was probably a dead animal of some kind, we decided, and
went right on with our meeting, talking over everything from the
beginning up to where we were right that minute—the kidnapping,
the found girl, the police who had come that night and made a
plaster of paris cast of the kidnapper’s tire tracks, and the kidnapper
himself, whom we’d caught in the Indian cemetery.

“Yes,” Poetry said, “but what about the envelope with the blank
piece of typewriter paper in it?”

There wasn’t any sense in talking about that again. We’d already
decided it had maybe been left there by the kidnapper, who had
planned to write a note on it and had gotten scared and left it,
expecting to come back later. Anyway, anything we’d said about it
didn’t make sense, so why bring it up again?

“That’s out,” I said. “I’m keeping it for a souvenir.” I had it in my
shirt pocket and for fun pulled it out and opened it and turned it
over and over in my hands to show them that it was as white as a
Sugar Creek pasture after a heavy snowfall.

But as I spread it out, Poetry let out an excited gasp and
exclaimed, “Look! There is something written on it!”

I could hardly believe my eyes, but there it was as plain as day,
something that looked like writing—scratches and crooked lines and
long straight lines and down at the bottom a drawing of some kind.
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ou can imagine how we felt when we suddenly saw that almost
illegible drawing on paper that, when we’d found it, had been

without even one pencil mark on it. Now as plain as day there was
something on it. But we saw it wasn’t drawn on with pencil or ink
or crayon but looked sort of like what is called a “watermark,”
which you can see on di�erent kinds of expensive writing paper.

All of us leaned closer, and I held it as close to the smoking and
�ickering candle as I could so that we could see it better.

Then Poetry gasped again and said, “Now it’s getting plainer.
Look!”

And right in front of our eyes as I held the paper near the candle,
the di�erent lines began to be clearer, although they still looked like
watermarks.

Dragon�y turned as white as a sheet. His eyes almost bulged out
of his head. “There’s a—a—a ghost in here!” He whispered the
words in such a ghostlike voice that it seemed there might be one.

For a minute I was as weak as a cat, and my hands holding the
paper were so trembly that I nearly dropped it. In fact, as quick as a
�ash, Poetry grabbed my hand and pulled the paper away from the
candle, or it might have touched it and caught �re.

Whatever was going on didn’t make sense. My brain sort of
whirled, and I sni�ed again. I thought of something dead, and then
of the writing that was on the paper and hadn’t been before, and
about Dragon�y’s idea that there was a ghost in the old cabin. I
wished I were outside in the rain running lickety-sizzle for camp and
getting there right away.



But it was Poetry who solved the problem for us by saying, “It’s
invisible ink, I’ll bet you. Being in Bill’s pocket next to his body
made it warm, and now the heat from the candle is bringing out
even more what was written on it.”

It took only moments to see that Poetry was right. As we all
looked at the strange drawing, I was sure we’d found a map of some
kind and that if we could understand it, and follow it, we would
�nd the kidnapper’s ransom money.

Poetry took out his pencil, and, because the lines weren’t any too
plain in some places, he started to trace them. Then he gasped and
whistled and said, “It’s a map!”

When he got through tracing it, we saw that it was a map of the
territory right around where we were. Di�erent places were named,
such as the Indian cemetery, the �re warden’s cabin, the boathouse,
two summer resorts, the di�erent roads running from one to
another, and the names of the di�erent lakes, on one of which we
had our camp.

We all crowded around the table, looking over Poetry’s shoulders,
all feeling mysterious, I think, and also a little bit scared. But not
much, because I was remembering that the kidnapper was locked up
in jail and couldn’t get out.

“What’s that X there in the middle for?” my man Friday wanted to
know.

And Poetry said, “That’s where we initiated you,” and there was a
mischievous sound in his ducklike voice.

“What?” I said. I was beginning to get a letdown feeling.
Dragon�y burst out with a savage sigh and said, “I might have

known there wasn’t any mystery. You made that map yourself.”
By now I was thinking the same sad thing, and said so.
But Poetry shushed us and said, “Don’t be funny. That’s where Bill

and I found the little Ostberg girl.”
“Yeah,” Dragon�y said, “but that’s also where Robinson Crusoe

stepped on my neck!”



“Oh, all right,” Poetry said. “That’s a dirty place on your neck
which needs washing.”

But Dragon�y didn’t think that was funny, which maybe it wasn’t
very.

Just a little distance above the X, we noticed there was a big V, a
drawing of a broken twig, and a line pointing toward the cabin
where we were right that minute. Also a line ran from the top of the
other arm of the V o� in another direction until it came to a
drawing that looked like a small mound. Lying across that was a
straight short line that made me think of a walking stick.

It didn’t make sense until I noticed that Poetry’s pencil had missed
tracing part of it, so I said, “Here, give me your pencil. There’s a
little square on the end of this straight line.”

I made the square. Then I saw there was a small circle at the
opposite end of the straight line. So I traced that, and the whole
map was done.

It was Circus who guessed the meaning of the square and the
circle at opposite ends of the straight line. He said. “It’s a shovel or
a spade! That circle is the top of the handle, and the square is the
blade.”

We knew he was right. And that meant, as plain as the nose on
Dragon�y’s face, that if we left this house and went back to where
our trail had branched o� and followed the broken twigs in that
other direction, we’d come to the place where the money was
buried.

Boy oh boy oh boy! I felt so good I wanted to scream. It was just
like being in a dream, which you know isn’t a dream—and you’re
glad it isn’t. Only in dreams you always wake up, which maybe I’d
do in just another excited minute.

“Is this a dream or not?” I asked my roly-poly goat.
And he said, “I don’t know, but I know how I can �nd out for

you,” and I said, “How?” and he said, “I’ll pinch you to see if there
is any pain, and if there is, it isn’t, and if there isn’t, it is.” He was



trying to be funny and not being, because right that second he
pinched me, and it hurt as it always does when he pinches me, only
worse.

“Ouch!” I said, and right away I pinched him, so he could �nd out
for himself that the map wasn’t any dream and neither was my hard
pinch on his arm.

The rain was still pounding on the roof, sounding like a fast train
roaring past the depot at Sugar Creek. We all sat looking at each
other with weird expressions on our faces and mixed-up thoughts in
our minds. And then the candle burned out.

I was still smelling the dead something-or-other. The odor seemed
to come from the kitchen, which was on the side of the cottage next
to the steep hillside. Right above its one window I noticed there was
a stubby pine tree growing out of the hill, its branches extending
over the roof.

Because the rain wasn’t blowing against the window, I opened it
and looked out. Water was streaming down the hill like a little river,
pouring onto the cement walk and rippling around the outside of
the cabin. I thought how smart the owners of the cabin had been to
put that cement walk there, so the water that gushed down the
hillside could run away and not pour into the house.

It was while I was at the window that I noticed an old rusty wire
stretched across from the stubby pine tree toward the cabin. I yelled
to the rest of the gang to come and look, which they did.

“It’s a telephone wire,” Dragon�y said.
Poetry, squeezing in between Dragon�y and me and looking up at

the wire, said, “I’ll bet it’s a radio aerial!” His voice got excited right
away, and he turned back into the kitchen. “There might be a radio
around here somewhere!” With that he started looking for one.

We helped him, going from the kitchen to the darkish main room,
where the �replace was, and through the door curtains into the
bedroom, which had the roll-away bed in it, all folded up against
the wall. Then we hunted through the screened porch and looked



under some old canvas on the porch �oor, but there wasn’t any
radio anywhere.

“There’s got to be one,” Circus said. “That’s an aerial, I’m sure.”
Poetry spoke up and said, “If it is, let’s look for the place where it

comes into the cabin.”
We did, and we found it. It was through the top of a window in

the bedroom. But that didn’t clear up our problem even a tiny bit,
because there was only a piece of twisted wire hanging down from
the curtain pole, and it wasn’t fastened to anything.

Well, that was that. Besides, what’d we want to know whether
there was a radio for? “Who cares?” I said, feeling I was the leader
and wishing Poetry wouldn’t insist on following out all his ideas.

“Goof!” he said to me, which was what he was always calling me,
but I shushed him and said, “Keep, still, Goat! Who’s the head of
this treasure hunt?”

He puckered his forehead at me and half yelled above the roar of
the rain on the roof, “If there’s a radio, it means somebody’s been
living here just lately.”

“And if there isn’t, then what?”
It was Dragon�y who saw the edge of a newspaper sticking out

from between the folded-up roll-away bed in the corner. He quick
pulled it out and opened it.

We looked at the date, and it was just a week old! In fact, it was
dated the day before we’d caught the kidnapper, so we were pretty
sure he’d been here at that same time.

Well, the rain on the roof was getting less noisy, and we knew
that pretty soon we’d have to be starting back to camp. We wouldn’t
dare try to follow the trail of broken branches to the place where we
thought the money was buried, because we had orders to be back at
camp an hour before supper time to help with the camp chores.
That night we were going to have a very special camp�re service
with Eagle Eye, an honest-to-goodness Chippewa Indian, telling us a
bloodcurdling story of some kind—a real live Indian story.



“Let’s get going,” I said to the rest of us, “just the minute it stops
raining.”

“Do we go out the door or the window?” my man Friday asked.
I took a look at the only door and saw that it was nailed shut,

tighter than anything.
I grunted and groaned and pulled at the knob, then gave up and

said, “Looks like we’ll use the window.”
It was still raining pretty hard, and I had the feeling I wanted to

go out and take a last look at the lake. I’d been thinking also that if
this cabin was �xed up a little and the underbrush between it and
the lake and the battered old dock was cleared away, and if the
walls were painted a light color, it might make a nice cabin for
somebody to rent and spend a summer vacation in, the way a lot of
people in America do.

On the wall of the porch I noticed a small mirror. It was dusty and
needed to be wiped o� before I could see myself. I stopped just a
second to see what I looked like, as I sometimes do at home,
especially just before I make a dash to our dinner table. Sometimes I
get stopped before I can sit down. Then I have to go back and �nish
washing my face and combing my hair before I get to take even one
bite of Mom’s great fried chicken.

I certainly didn’t look much like the pictures I’d seen of Robinson
Crusoe. Instead of looking like a shipwrecked person with
homemade clothes, I looked just like an ordinary wreck without any
ship. My red hair was mussed up, my freckled face was dirty, and
my two large front teeth still looked too big for my face, which
would have to grow a lot more before it was big enough to �t my
teeth. I was glad my teeth were already as big as they would ever
get—which is why lots of boys and girls look funny when they’re
just my size, Mom says. Our teeth grow in as large as they’ll ever be,
and our faces just sort of take their time.

“You’re an ugly mutt,” I said to myself and then turned and
looked out over the lake again. Anyway, I was growing a little bit,
and I had awfully good health and felt wonderful most of the time.



While I was looking out at the pretty lake, some of the same
feeling I’d had before came bubbling up inside of me. For a minute I
wished Little Jim had been with us. In fact, I wished he were
standing right beside me with the stick in his hand that he almost
always carries wherever he goes.

I was feeling good inside because the gang was still letting me be
Robinson Crusoe and was taking most of my orders. Sometime, I said
to myself, I’d like to be a leader of a whole lot of people, who would do
whatever I wanted them to. I might be a general in an army, or maybe
a governor. But I wanted to be a doctor, too, and help people to get
well. Also I wanted to help save people from their troubles and from
being too poor, like Circus’s folks. And I wished I could take all the
whiskey there was in the world and dump it into a lake, except that
I wouldn’t want the perch and northern pike or walleyes or the
pretty bluegills or bass or sun�sh to have to drink any of it. Maybe I
wouldn’t care if some of the bullheads did.

While I was standing there, thinking about that pretty lake and
knowing that Little Jim, the best Christian in the gang, would say
something about the Bible if he was there, I remembered part of a
Bible story that happened out on a stormy, rolling lake just like this
one. Then I remembered that in the story of Robinson Crusoe there
had been a Bible and that he had taught his man Friday a lot of
things out of it and Friday had became a Christian himself.

My dad used to read Robinson Crusoe to Mom and me many a
night in the winter. Dad read good stories to us instead of letting me
listen to whatever there was on the radio that wouldn’t be good for
a boy to hear, and my folks having to make me turn it o�. Dad
always picked a story to read that was interesting to a red-haired
boy and would be what Mom called “good mental furniture”—
whatever that was or is.

All of the gang nearly always carried New Testaments in our
pockets. So, remembering that Robinson Crusoe had had a Bible, I
took out my New Testament and stood with my back to the rest of
the cabin, still looking at the lake. I felt terribly good inside with
that little brown leather Testament in my hands. I was glad that the



One who is the main character in it was a Friend of mine and that
He liked boys.

“It was great of You to help us �nd the little Ostberg girl,” I said
to Him, “and also to catch the kidnapper. And it’s an awful pretty
lake and sky and—”

Right then I was interrupted by music coming from back in the
cabin somewhere. I heard some people’s voices singing a song I
knew and that we sometimes sang in church back at Sugar Creek. It
was:

Rescue the perishing, care for the dying, 
Jesus is merciful, Jesus will save.

I guessed quick that one of my goats or else my man Friday had
actually found a radio in the cabin and had turned it on. I dashed
back inside and through the curtains into the bedroom where I’d left
them, where what to my wondering eyes should appear but the roll-
away bed opened out. There, sitting on the side of it, were my two
goats and my man Friday with a little portable radio. It was on my
roly-poly goat’s lap and was playing like a house a�re that very
pretty church hymn:

Down in the human heart, crushed by the 
        tempter, 
Feelings lie buried that grace can restore.

As I got there, the music stopped, and a voice broke in and said,
“Ladies and gentlemen, we interrupt this program to make a very
important announcement. There is a new angle regarding the
ransom money still missing in the Ostberg kidnapping case. Little
Marie’s father, a religious man, has just announced that the amount
represented a sum he had been saving for the past several years to
build a memorial hospital in the heart of Palm Tree Island. In St.
Paul, the suspect, caught last week near Bemidji by a group of boys
on vacation, still denies knowing anything about the ransom money.
He claims he never received it. Police are now working on the



supposition that there may have been another party to the crime.
Residents of northern Minnesota are warned to be on the lookout for
a man bearing the following description: He is believed to be of
German descent, about thirty-seven years of age, six feet two inches
tall, weighs one hundred eighty pounds, is stoop-shouldered, has a
dark complexion and red hair, is partly bald, has bulgy steel-blue
eyes, bushy eyebrows …”

The description went on, but I didn’t need any more. My heart
was already bursting with the most awful feeling I’d had in a long
time, because the person they were describing was exactly like old
hook-nosed John Till!

John Till was the mean, liquor-drinking father of one of the Sugar
Greek Gang, little red-haired Tom Till himself—one of my very best
friends, whom all of us liked and felt terribly sorry for.

We knew that Tom had the kind of father who had been in jail
lots of times and who spent his money on whiskey and gambling.
We knew that his mother had to be sad most of the time. In fact,
about the only happiness his mom had was in her boy Tom, who
was a really great little guy and went to Sunday school with us. She
also got a little happiness out of a radio that my folks had bought
for her, and she listened to Christian programs, which cheered her
up a lot.

Even while I listened to the radio that was on my roly-poly goat’s
lap, I was thinking about Little Tom’s mom and wondering if she
had her radio turned on back at Sugar Creek and would hear this
announcement, and if it would be like somebody jabbing a knife
into her heart and twisting it.

But we didn’t have time to think or talk or anything else.
Suddenly I heard a noise coming from the direction of the kitchen
window that we had climbed in. I took a quick peek through the
door curtains, and I saw the face of a �erce-looking man. It took me
only one second’s glance to see the bushy eyebrows that met in the
center just above the top of his hooked nose. And even though he



had on a battered felt hat that was dripping wet and his clothes
were sopping, I recognized him as Little Tom’s father.

I remembered the �rst time I had seen John Till. He’d been hired
by my dad to shock oats, and he had tried to get Circus’s dad to take
a drink of whiskey. It had been a terribly hot day, and Circus and I
had been helping shock oats too. Circus’s pop hadn’t been a
Christian very long, and because I didn’t want him to do what is
called “backslide,” I had made a terribly fast run across the �eld to
try to stop him from taking the drink. I’d run ker-wham, with both
�sts �ying, straight into John Till’s stomach. A little later I’d landed
on my back under the elderberry bushes after a �erce wham from
one of John Till’s hard �sts.

After that, the gang had had a lot of other trouble with John Till,
but we’d seen Little Tom saved, and Tom had been praying for his
dad every day since. Up to now it looked like praying hadn’t done
any good. His father still was a bad man and caused his family a lot
heartache.

Talk about mystery and excitement! I knew Tom’s dad hated us
boys. Also he was pretty mean to Tom for going to church with us,
and on top of that he was mad at my folks for taking Tom’s mom to
church. Whenever he came into the house and she had a Christian
program on the radio, he would either make her turn it o� or he
would turn it o� himself.

I’ll have to admit that I was afraid of old hook-nosed John Till.
And right then I didn’t feel much like being the leader of the gang,
which for some reason all of a sudden seemed to be made up of only
four very small boys. The only thing I felt like leading was a very
fast footrace out through the woods and toward camp.

“Quick!” I whispered. “There’s somebody looking through the
kitchen window. What’ll we do?” Before anybody could answer, I
saw the man’s hand shove up the window. One of his wet long legs,
which had a big wet shoe on the end of it, swung over the window
ledge, and he started squirming his long-legged self in after it.
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ell, what can you do when there isn’t a thing you can think
of doing? When you are looking through an opening in a

curtain and see a mean man coming into your cabin? And when you
know there isn’t any door you can dash through to get away?

Poetry already had the radio shut o�, and all of us were as still as
scared mice, listening. Also, all of us were trying to peep through
the opening in the curtain.

I noticed that John Till had a new-looking �shing rod, which he
stood against the wall by a window. Then he turned his back,
reached out of the window, and bent over to pick up something that
he had left out there. A moment later I saw what it was—a stringer
of �sh, looking like �ve or six big walleyed pike and an extra large
northern pike, which he probably caught out in the lake.

He lifted the stringer, and I heard the �sh go ker-�ippety-�op-�op
into the sink. Then the iron pitcher pump squeaked as if he was
pumping water on the �sh, maybe to wash the dirt and slime o� of
them.

The curtain we were peeping through looked like the material one
of my mom’s chenille bedspreads is made out of. It was sort of fuzzy
on one side. Even before I heard Dragon�y do what he did just then,
I was afraid he would do it. He had his face up close to the curtain,
not far from mine, and all of a sudden he got a puzzled expression
on his face, his eyes started to squint, his mouth to open, and he
made a quick grab for his crooked nose with one of his hands.

But it was too late. Out came a loud sneeze, which he tried to
smother and didn’t. It sounded the way his sneezes nearly always



sound—like a Fourth of July �recracker that didn’t explode but just
went ssss-sh-sh instead.

John Till jumped as if he’d been shot at and hit. He whirled
around and looked through the main room and at the curtain
behind which we were hiding. If it had still been raining hard, he
wouldn’t have heard us, maybe, but Dragon�y’s sneeze seemed to
have been timed with a lull in the rain. In spite of the fact that it
was a smothered hissing noise, the sneeze was loud enough to be
heard.

I expected most anything terribly exciting and dangerous to
happen.

First, John Till took a wild look around as though he wanted to
make a dash for a door or a window and disappear. He must have
thought better of it, though, because then he fumbled at his belt,
and in a second I saw in his right hand a �erce-looking knife, just
like the kind Barry carried. Its wicked-looking blade was about �ve
inches long and looked as if it could either slice a �sh into steaks or
do the same to a boy.

Not a one of us had any weapons except our pocket knives. And
also not a one of us was going to be foolish enough to start a �ght.
If only we could make a dash for the door and get out—if the door
wasn’t nailed shut, I thought. Then we could run like scared deer and
get away.

But there wasn’t a chance in the world—not against a �erce man
with a �erce-looking hunting knife in his hand.

Then big John Till’s voice boomed into our room and said, “All
right, whoever you are. Come out with your arms up!”

“What’ll we do?” Dragon�y’s trembling whisper asked me, but I
already had my arms up, and in a second he had his spindly arms
pointed in di�erent directions toward the ceiling.

“Get ’em up!” I whispered to all of us. If we got a chance, I
thought, we could make a dive for the open kitchen window and
head for camp terribly fast.



But Poetry’s forehead was puckered with a very stubborn pucker,
and before I knew what he was going to do, he yelled, “Come on out
on the porch and get us!”

Of course, we weren’t on the front porch, and it didn’t make sense
at all until a little later.

As you know, Poetry’s voice was changing. Part of the time it was
a bass voice, and the other part of the time it was a soprano,
because he was old enough to be what my dad called an
“adolescent.” Part of what Poetry said was in a man’s voice and
sounded pretty �erce, but right in the middle of the sentence his
voice changed, and it was like a scared woman’s voice, the kind that
would have made Dragon�y think it was a ghost’s voice if he had
heard it in the middle of a dark night in an old abandoned house.

To make matters worse, Dragon�y sneezed again, and we knew
we were found out for sure.

Maybe John Till really thought we were out on that front porch.
All of a sudden he left the sink, where he’d been pumping water on
his �sh. With his big knife in his hand, he charged out of the kitchen
and through the main room, dodging the table and the Morris chair,
and made straight for the porch.

And that was our signal to make a run for the kitchen and the
open window. Poetry let the baby-sized radio plump down on the
roll-away bed. Even as I led the mad dash to the window, I noticed
that the radio’s side panel had dropped open. And that was what
turned it on.

Most of us got to the window at the same time. My acrobatic goat
grabbed the kitchen table and shoved it into the doorway between
the kitchen and the main room to block John Till’s way if he tried to
come back quick and stop us. Poetry was out �rst, then Dragon�y,
then Circus, and Robinson Crusoe last of all. In the seconds the
others took to get out, I got a glimpse of the big stringer of �sh John
Till had caught and which was right that second covered with water
in the sink. The northern pike was especially very pretty. Before I
left the North this summer, I wanted to catch a big �sh, have it



mounted by a taxidermist, and then put it on the wall of my room
back at Sugar Creek.

I didn’t understand why John Till—as soon as he found out we
weren’t out on that porch but had tricked him—didn’t come dashing
madly back and jump over the table in the doorway and grab the
last ones of us to get through the window. But he didn’t, and I was
too scared to stop to �nd out why.

We raced around the corner of that cabin, made four dives in the
direction we knew the broken-twig trail went, and sped through the
still-sprinkling rain, through the wet shrubbery, and under the trees
that were dripping water like a leaky roof, and headed for camp.

Was I ever glad we had our trail of broken branches to go by.
When we got to the �rst one, Dragon�y, whose feet were getting
wet, as were all of ours, stopped and made a grab for his nose. I
knew he was allergic to something—maybe to wet feet. When he’d
�nished his sneeze, he said, sni�ng at something he couldn’t see,
but which he knew was there, “I still smell something—d–dead!—
something in that direction over there!”

I sni�ed in that direction, and there was that same dead smell
that we’d smelled in the cabin. But this time it was mixed up with
the friendly odor of a woods after a rain.

My roly-poly goat smelled in the same direction, and so did my
acrobatic goat, and we all smelled the same very unpleasant odor of
something dead.

“I wonder who it is,” Poetry said, and Dragon�y looked as if he
was thinking about a ghost again.

And then I heard music coming from somewhere—in fact, from
the direction of the cabin we’d been in, and I knew it was the radio,
which had plopped open when my roly-poly goat had left it in a
hurry. Though I couldn’t hear the words, I recognized the tune, and
it was “Since Jesus Came into My Heart.”

We hurried on, following our trail, happy that we had managed to
get out of trouble so easily. But we wondered aloud to each other if
old hook-nosed John Till had had anything to do with the



kidnapping, if maybe he knew where the ransom money was, and
why he hadn’t come rushing back into the kitchen to catch us.

“I think I know why,” Circus said. “He’s just like my dad was
before he was saved. He couldn’t stand to see a bottle of whiskey
without taking a drink. And I’ll bet when he saw that half-empty
bottle out on the porch, he just grabbed it up and started gulping it
down.”

Then Circus, being a little bashful about talking about things like
that, as some boys sometimes are, looked up at the tree limb
extending out over where he was going to walk. He leaped up and
caught hold of it with his hands. He chinned himself two or three
times, while Dragon�y, who was beside him under the leaves of that
branch, let out a yell and said, “Hey, watch out! Quit making it rain
on me!”

That is exactly what Circus had done. The leaves of that branch
got most of the water shaken o�, and a lot of it fell all over
Dragon�y.

We hurried on, talking and asking questions and trying to �gure
out what on earth the deadish smell was. Also we were wishing we
had all the Gang with us, and a shovel, and time to follow the other
trail of broken branches and actually �nd the ransom money right
now.

In a little while we came to the place where we’d �rst found the
envelope with the invisible-ink map in it. There we stopped for a
minute and looked all around to be sure we would remember the
place when we came back.

And about twenty minutes later, we came pu�ng into camp in
sunshiny weather. The sky had cleared after the storm, but we were
as wet as drowned rats.

The minute the others saw us come sloshing up to our tents, Big
Jim called out, “Where on earth have you been?”

Well, we’d agreed to keep our secret a secret for a while. At least
we’d not tell Barry right away. Sooner or later we would tell the rest
of the gang—except Tom Till. We might decide to tell Tom too, but



we wouldn’t if Big Jim said not to, because it might spoil Tom’s
vacation, and then he wouldn’t have any fun the rest of our camping
trip.

Dragon�y answered Big Jim’s questions in a mischievous voice by
saying, “Bill’s been walking on my neck, and Poetry and Circus have
been making soup out of me, and I am a native boy,” which
wouldn’t make sense to anyone who didn’t know about Crusoe, his
man Friday, and the cannibals.

As soon as we could, we changed to dry clothes, and Big Jim took
command of us by saying, “OK, boys, I’m in charge of camp for the
rest of the day. Barry got a terribly important letter in the mail an
hour ago, and he’s had to go to Bemidji. He’ll be back in time for
our camp�re get-together.”

Well, if there was anything I liked better than anything else, it
was to be alone with only our gang, when it can be its own boss,
even though we all liked Barry a lot and would do anything he said
anytime.

“Bill’s my boss,” Dragon�y said.
I looked at Dragon�y and then at Big Jim and winked.
Big Jim grinned back and then said to all of us, “Let’s get the

camp chores done.” He gave commands to di�erent ones of us to do
di�erent things. Poetry and I had the job of burying the entrails and
heads of some �sh that Barry had caught and which had just been
cleaned before he left. That is the best thing to do with �sh heads
and other parts of the �sh that you aren’t going to eat.

“The shovel’s in Barry’s tent,” Big Jim said, and a minute later
Poetry and I were on our way up along the shore to the burying
place.

We hadn’t gone far when we heard somebody coming behind us
on the run, and it was Dragon�y, with an excited face, who said,
“You crazy goofs! You going to dig for the treasure without letting
me go along?”



“Why, hello, my man Friday!” I said pleasantly and told him what
we were having to do. “Here—you carry the shovel and do the
digging.”

And Poetry said, “You can carry these �sh insides.” And with that
he handed him the small pail he’d been carrying.

But Dragon�y wouldn’t do that, so I let him disobey for once.
When we got to the place, we saw all kinds of little mounds of

fresh dirt where other �sh entrails had been buried. And then all of
a sudden Poetry said, “There’s �sh heads scattered all over the
ground here!”

I looked, and he was right. All around were old half-eaten
bullheads, and the eyes and ugly noses of walleyed pike, and two or
three spatulate-shaped snouts of big northern pike.

Dragon�y said, “Somebody’s been digging them up—” And then
he grabbed his nose just in time to stop most of what might have
been several very noisy sneezes.

“I—ker-chew!—I smell—ker-chew!—s–some-thing d–dead.”
Well, that was that, and I got a sinking feeling in my stomach,

because right away I knew that what we’d smelled back in and
around the mystery cabin was maybe something like this.

“It’s raccoons,” I heard a voice saying behind us and recognized it
as Circus’s voice. Since his pop was a hunter, Circus would know
about coons’ habits.

“Big Jim sent me to tell you guys to bury them deep, because the
chipmunks and coons have been digging them all up again.”

Well, we buried our stu� very deep, each one of us doing a little
bit, but for some reason I wasn’t feeling very happy. I was beginning
to feel that all the mystery and excitement we’d been having and
which had been getting more exciting every minute, was all made
out of our own imagination.

“Do you suppose that map with invisible ink on it was only maybe
showing somebody where a �sh cemetery is?” Poetry asked, and I felt



terribly sad inside. We all looked at each other with sad eyes and
felt even sadder.

“Then Tom’s dad is only up here on a �shing trip, and he’s maybe
rented the old cabin from somebody for a while,” I said.

We went back to camp feeling dreadfully down.
After supper and when it was almost dark, it was time for Eagle

Eye’s bloodcurdling Indian story. We knew that since he was a
Christian Indian, he would tell us a Bible story too, which is one
reason why our parents had wanted us to come on this camping trip
in the �rst place.

Every night before we tumbled into bed, we would listen to a
short talk from the Bible, and then somebody would lead us in
prayer. Sometimes somebody gave us a talk about what boys ought
to know about themselves and God, and how God expected
everybody in the world to behave themselves—things like that. Not
a one of the gang was sissi�ed enough to be ashamed of being a
Christian, and, as you know, every single one of us nearly always
carried his New Testament with him wherever he went.

So we started our evening camp�re, which was going to be what
is called an “Indian �re.” It was after Eagle Eye’s story that I found
out about Little Tom’s terribly sad heart, and I was even gladder
than before that he hadn’t been with us that afternoon. I think I
never felt so sorry for anybody in my life as I did for red-haired
Little Tom Till at the close of our camp�re.
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t was fun having our big Indian guest, Eagle Eye, whom we all
knew and liked very much, take charge of our meeting. First, he

showed us how to build an Indian �re. It was like this: To begin
with, he made a little wigwam of some dry tinder and slender sticks
and some larger sticks, all stacked up in the shape of a tepee, with
the top ends overlapping each other a little. Then he had us boys
drag �ve or six big long poles from a little shelter nearby, where
there was a place for keeping wood dry.

It was interesting to watch him. Just for fun he was wearing real
Indian garb, a headband �lled with long, di�erent-colored feathers,
and clothes that looked like the kind I’d seen in pictures of Indians
in our school library.

As soon as the wigwam �re was laid, but not started yet, he took
his bow and arrow and what he called a “�re board,” and in almost
no time had a small �re started. It was a pretty sight to watch that
little wigwam of tinder and sticks leap into �ame and the reddish-
yellow tongues of �re go shooting toward the sky. The smoke rose
slowly and spread itself out over our camp and sort of hung there
like a big, lazy bluish cloud.

Little Jim and I were sitting side by side, and Tom Till was right
across the �re from us. The ground was still wet, so we were sitting
on our camp chairs. Since it was a little chilly, I had a blanket
wrapped around me and had it spread out to cover Little Jim too,
because he was my favorite small guy of the whole gang.

For some reason, whenever Little Jim was with me, I seemed to
be a better boy—or anyway, I wished I was. It was the easiest thing
in the world to think about the Bible and God and about everybody
needing to be saved and things like that, when Little Jim was with



us. And yet he was as much a rough-and-tumble boy as any of the
rest of us. I never will forget the way he shot and killed that �erce
old mother bear down along Sugar Creek—which you know about if
you’ve read Killer Bear.

“Here’s a good way to save labor,” Eagle Eye told us as soon as
our wigwam �re had burned down a little.

He picked up one of the long thick poles and dragged it to the �re
and laid the end of it right across the still burning wigwam. Then he
dragged up another pole and laid the end of it across the end of the
�rst one. Pretty soon he had the ends of all the poles crisscrossed on
the �re with their opposite ends stretching out in all directions like
the spokes of a wagon wheel. Almost right away the big hot �ames
were leaping up like Circus’s pop’s hungry dogs leaping around a
Sugar Creek tree where they’ve treed a coon. It was certainly a
pretty sight.

“Pretty soon, when the ends of the poles are burned up, we’ll push
the poles in a little further,” Eagle Eye said, “and you won’t have to
chop them in short pieces at all. When you want your �re to go out
at bedtime, just pull the poles back from the �re and pour water on
the ends.”

I looked across at my man Friday, and he grinned back at me and
said, “I’d rather have him for my boss than Robinson Crusoe
himself,” which was maybe half funny, I thought.

“Tomorrow night, you can use the same poles, and you don’t have
to chop,” Eagle Eye explained.

Then Eagle Eye wrapped his blanket around him and sat down on
a log and began his story. First he took out his Bible—he is a
missionary, you know, to his own people.

Before he got started, though, Little Jim, who was cuddled up
under my blanket, whispered, “That pretty blue smoke hanging up
there—it’s like the pillar of cloud it tells about in the Bible. When it
hung above the camp of the people of Israel, it meant God wanted
them to stay there awhile. And when it lifted itself up higher, it
meant they were supposed to travel on.”



I’d heard that story many a time in Sunday school or church, and
I liked it a lot. I didn’t understand it very well, though, not until that
very second when Little Jim, who had his eyes focused on Eagle Eye
as he opened his Bible and also on the blue smoke cloud, said in my
ear, “I’ll bet the cloud was there to show the people that God loved
them and was right there to look after them and take care of them.”

Imagine that little guy thinking that, but it seemed maybe he was
right.

Then Eagle Eye told his story, which was a di�erent kind of story
than I’d expected. It was all about how his father had been such a
good father until he learned to drink whiskey. And then one night
he had gotten drunk and drove his car into a telephone pole away
up at the place where the highway and the sandy road meet. “You
boys notice next time you’re there. There’s a cross, which the
Highway Commission put there, to remind people that somebody
met his death there by a car accident.”

Eagle Eye stopped talking a minute, and I saw him fumble under
his blanket for something. It was a handkerchief, which he used to
wipe a couple of quick tears from his eyes. It was the �rst time I’d
ever seen him with tears in his eyes, and I realized that Indians were
people like anyone else and could feel sad inside and love their
parents the same as anybody else God had made.

Then my eyes went across the circle to where Tom Till was sitting
beside Big Jim, and I saw him swallow hard as though there was a
big lump in his throat. He was just staring into the �re as though he
wasn’t seeing it at all but was seeing something or somebody very
far away. I knew that if he was imagining anything about his father,
his thoughts wouldn’t have to travel very far but only to an
abandoned old cabin on a lake—but he didn’t know that.

Then Eagle Eye brought something else from under his blanket,
and the minute I saw it I realized it was going to be hard for Tom to
sit still and listen. But there it was—a big whiskey bottle with pretty
�owers on its very pretty label.



Eagle Eye held up the bottle in the �relight for us all to see. He
said, “This is the enemy that killed my father. I found it half empty
in the car where he died. This bottle is responsible for my father’s
broken neck and the broken windshield that cut his face beyond
recognition.”

Eagle Eye stopped then. He took the bottle in both of his hands,
held it out and looked at it, and shook his head sadly.

While everything was quiet for a moment, with only the sound of
the crackling �re and the sound of Little Jim’s irregular breathing
beside me, I noticed that Tom Till had both �sts doubled up tight as
if he was terribly mad at something or somebody.

Then Eagle Eye talked again. “The evil spirit, the Devil, paints all
sin pretty, boys, but sin is bad. All sin is bad, and only Jesus can
save from sin. You boys pray for my people. Too many of them are
learning to drink.”

Well, the story was �nished, and Barry wasn’t back yet to take
charge of the last part of our camp�re meeting, so I knew Big Jim
would have to do it. It was what we called Prayer Time, and just
before somebody was supposed to lead us in a prayer, the leader
asked questions around the circle, in case any of us had anything or
anybody we wanted prayer for.

So Big Jim took charge and started by saying he wanted us to
pray for him, because someday he might want to be a missionary.

Circus was next, so he spoke up and said, “Everybody thank the
Lord for saving my pop from being a drunk.” The very minute he
said it, I was both glad and sad and looked quick at Tom Till, who
was still staring into the �re with his �sts doubled up.

Dragon�y said, “Pray for my mother.”
Poetry frowned, trying to think, then said, “For new mission

hospitals to be built in foreign countries like Africa and other
places.”

It was Tom Till’s turn next, but he sat with his head down and
was looking at his doubled-up �sts. I could see he was afraid to say



a word for fear his voice would break and he’d cry.
So Big Jim skipped him, and it was Little Jim’s turn. He piped up

from beside me and said in his mouselike voice, “Everybody pray
for Shorty Long back home.”

I certainly was surprised. Shorty Long was the new tough guy
who had moved into Sugar Creek territory last winter and had
started coming to our school and had caused a terrible lot of trouble
for the gang. But that was like Little Jim, praying for someone like
that.

Next it was my turn. I’d been thinking all the time while the
di�erent requests were being made and hadn’t decided yet just what
to ask for. But all of a sudden I remembered something my bushy-
browed, reddish-brown-mustached dad prays for when he asks the
blessing at the table at our house. So I said, “Pray for all the
brokenhearted people in the world.” When Dad prays, he always
adds, “A broken and a contrite heart, O God, You will not despise.”

For a while after I said that, and thought that, I was lonesome for
my folks—for my dad; and my brown-haired mother; and my neat
baby sister, Charlotte Ann; and our black-and-white cat; and our
kind of old house; and our big gray barn; and Dad’s beehives; and
our potato patch.

Also I wished, for just a second, that I could stand and take one
big happy look at Sugar Creek itself, at the weedy ri�e just below
the old swimming hole, and the leaning linden tree above the
spring, and Bumblebee Hill, where we’d had �rst met Tom Till and
his big brother, Bob. That was where we’d had a �ght, and I licked
Tom, and at the bottom of that hill we had run ker-smack into the
angry mother bear and her cub. And to save himself and all of us,
Little Jim had shot her.

Well, that was all our prayer requests, except Little Tom’s, and Big
Jim was going to be courteous enough not to ask him, so he
wouldn’t be embarrassed. But then Tom spoke up and said, “Pray
for my daddy, that he’ll come home again and will get a good job.”



Then he picked up a stick that was in front of him and reached
out and shoved the end of it into the �re, where it sent up a lot of
pretty yellow sparks toward the blue smoke cloud up there.

For some reason a thought �ashed into my mind as if somebody
had turned on a light in my head, and it was that Little Tom’s
request was already on its way up to God, just as the sparks had
shot up toward the sky. I felt that someday God was going to answer
and give him a good daddy just like Circus’s pop was after he was
saved. And Tom’s mother would be happy, and the whole family
could go to church together. They would have enough to eat, and
better clothes to wear, and everything.

It certainly didn’t look as if the answer was going to come very
soon, though—not after John Till was described by a radio
announcer as maybe the one who had helped the kidnapper. Right
now maybe John Till knew where the ransom money was buried, if
it was. And if he got caught, I thought, he’d have to go to jail, and
this time maybe he’d have to stay a terribly long time—years and
years.

Well, Eagle Eye gathered up all our requests, like a boy gathering
up an armload of wood, and took them to God in some very nice
friendly words, handing them to Him to look over and to answer as
soon as He could and in the best way.

I felt good inside just watching Eagle Eye pray, although I shut
my eyes almost right away. First, he took o� his big Indian hat, and I
noticed he had an ordinary haircut. He left his blanket wrapped
around him, though, and shut his eyes and just stood there with his
brown face lit up by the �re, and he talked to the heavenly Father
as though they were good friends.

Then the meeting broke up, and pretty soon it was time for us to
go to bed.

All of us were as noisy as usual at bedtime except Tom, and I
noticed he still had a sad expression on his face. I had a chance to
talk with him alone a minute, just before we went to our separate
tents. I walked with him to the end of the dock, where we stood



looking out over the shimmering waves of the lake under the half-
moon that was shining on it, and I said, “’S’matter, Tom? Something
the matter?”

He stood there, not saying a word.
I said, “You’re one of my best friends, Tom.”
Then he answered me very sadly. “The mail boat brought a letter

from Mother, and she’s worried about Dad. He’s gone again, and
nobody knows where he is.”

I didn’t know what to say for a moment, so I just stood beside
him, thinking and feeling sorry for him, wishing his dad was saved
like Circus’s pop and that the Till family would all be Christians.

I don’t know why I thought what I did just then, but it was
something I’d heard Old Man Paddler say once. He said, “A lot of
husbands are murdering their wives a little at a time. Someday a lot
of mean husbands are going to look down into the co�ns at their
wives’ funerals and realize that, by not being kind to them, their
wives died ten years sooner than they should have—and that’s the
same as murder.”

In that way, old John Till was a murderer too, I thought, as well
as an alcoholic. And it made me feel even more sorry for the great
little red-haired, freckled-faced guy who stood beside me.

Tom had his back to me. Both of his hands were clasped around
the �agpole at the end of the dock, and he was just weaving
backward and forward and sideways as though he was nervous.

“Don’t worry, Tom,” I said. “You’ve got a lot of friends, and my
mother thinks your mother is great.”

Right then I got the surprise of my life. I hadn’t realized that this
little guy liked his wicked father a lot too. He said, “There are a lot
of crosses all over the country like the one Eagle Eye told us about,
just like the one they put up for his Indian daddy—”

Then Little Tom stopped talking, and I heard him sni�e, and I
knew it wasn’t because of the breeze from the lake or because he



was allergic to anything. He liked his daddy and didn’t want him to
get drunk and have a car accident and get killed.

I felt terribly sad, but at the same time a sort of wonderful feeling
came bubbling up inside of me. I liked that little guy so much it
actually hurt inside my heart.

I reached out the way my dad does to me sometimes, and before I
knew I was going to do it I’d given him the same kind of a half hug
Dad gives me. I said, “Listen, Tom. I think God’s going to answer
Eagle Eye’s prayer for you.”

Then I was bashful as anything and just stood there beside him
while he kept on weaving back and forth with his hands still on the
�agpole. Neither one of us said a word; and the waves of the lake
made a friendly sound, lapping against the dock posts and washing
against the sandy shore.

Well, the gang started yelling from the tents for us to hurry and
come to bed, so Tom and I started back toward the Indian �re. The
�re was still alive, although the �ames were kind of lazy, and the
big blue cloud of smoke that had been hanging above our camp,
mixed with the night sky, seemed to be gone.

Tom and I stopped beside the �re a minute and looked down into
it. Then just as he’d done before, he picked up a stick and shoved it
into the coals, and a whole lot of sparks came out and shot toward
the sky.

“Hey, you—Bill,” Big Jim called to me from his tent, “it’s your
turn to put out the �re. The water pail is here in Barry’s tent—”

Every night we had to pour water on our camp�res so that there
wouldn’t be any danger of them suddenly coming to life in a wind
and starting a forest �re.

It didn’t take me long to get the pail, dip up some water from the
lake, and pour it on that �re till there wasn’t even one tiny spark
visible.

Little Jim came out and went along with me as I made two or
three trips from the �re to the lake and back.



“There’s something I want to ask you,” he said to me just as I was
about to leave him at his tent. He had been sleeping in Big Jim’s
tent with Tom Till and Barry Boyland. The rest of us—in fact, the
whole Robinson Crusoe gang—slept in the other tent. It was my two
goats and my man Friday and me.

“What?” I said.
“Can I play Robinson Crusoe with you tomorrow?”
I was dumbfounded. “What?” I said. “Who told you about—about

our game?”
“I just guessed it,” he said, “when Dragon�y said you walked on

his neck, and he was a native boy, and that they’d been trying to
make soup out of him.”

I wouldn’t promise him, because I wasn’t sure what my man
Friday and my two goats would think of the idea. But later when my
goats and my man Friday and I were alone in our tent, we talked it
over.

Friday said, “Let’s let him—and he can be my slave.”
Poetry spoke up from his sleeping bag beside me and said, “Let’s

let him, because he didn’t get to help us �nd the little Ostberg girl
and he wasn’t even with us when we caught the kidnapper in the
Indian cemetery!”

So that was that. We wouldn’t take Tom Till along though. We
didn’t want him to know his daddy was up here and that he might
be mixed up with the kidnapping mystery. Also, for some reason it
didn’t seem right to have Big Jim come along and be our leader,
when Robinson Crusoe had to be the leader himself.

Boy oh boy! I could hardly wait till tomorrow!
For a long time I lay awake in our dark tent, smelling the smell of

mosquito lotion and hearing the noise of Dragon�y’s snoring and
the regular breathing of Poetry and Circus. I was thinking a lot of
things. I hadn’t said my prayers yet, and I was already in my
sleeping bag with the zipper zipped up, although I’d prayed with the



rest of the gang around the �re when Eagle Eye prayed out loud for
all of us.

But it seemed it had been a dangerous day, as well as a very
wonderful one, and God had taken good care of all of us, and I
ought to tell Him so. Of course, I could just talk to Him without
kneeling, the way I sometimes do, but this seemed extra important.

So very quietly I zipped open my sleeping bag, squirmed myself
into a kneeling position, and while a mosquito sang in my right ear
without stinging me, because the ear had mosquito repellent on it, I
said a few extra special words to God. I wound up by saying, “And
please don’t let John Till murder Little Tom’s mother. Please save
him as quick as You can, and if there is anything I can do to help
You, let me know, and I’ll try to do it.”

A little later, while I was lying warm and cozy in my bag,
listening to Dragon�y’s crooked nose snoring away like a handsaw
cutting through a board, it seemed there was kind of a warm secret
between God and me and that it might not be very long until Tom
would have a new daddy. Then I dozed o� into sleep, and right
away, it seemed, I was mixed up in the craziest dream I ever was
mixed up in.

My dream was about John Till, and it seemed he was all tangled
up in the kidnapping mystery. John had a bottle of whiskey in one
hand and was standing beside the sink in the old cabin, pouring the
whiskey over a stringer of �sh. He kept on pouring and pouring. In
fact, the whiskey bottle sort of faded out of the dream, and John
was pumping the old iron pitcher pump, which, quick as an eyewink
was standing at the end of the board walk in our backyard at Sugar
Creek. Whiskey instead of water was coming in big belches out of
the pitcher’s mouth and was splashing down over the �sh, which
were in our water tank, where our cows and horses drank.

All of a sudden I noticed that the stringer o�sh had all changed,
and there wasn’t a walleye or a northern pike among them, but only
big, dark brown, ugly bullheads. And they weren’t on the stringer
anymore but were swimming around and playing and acting lively



in our water tank �lled with whiskey. Poetry, who was standing
beside me in my dream, said in my ear, “Look, Bill—the whiskey’s
changed all the �sh into bullheads.” It was a silly dream.

Right that second I felt something touching me in the ribs. I
forced my stubborn eyes open a little but couldn’t see much because
it was very dark in our tent. But I did see the shadow of someone
leaning over me, and after such a crazy dream I was scared of who
it might be.

Then I heard Poetry’s husky whisper right close to my face saying,
“Hey, Bill!”

“What?” I whispered up at him. My mind was all tangled up with
mixed-up ideas.

Poetry’s whisper back in my ear was, “Let’s take a look at the
invisible-ink map. I just dreamed there was another line running o�
in a di�erent direction. Let’s hold a hot �ashlight down real close to
it and see if there is.”

I didn’t want to wake up—rather, I did want to go back to sleep
again—but Poetry kept on whispering excitedly about his dream. So
I reached over to my shirt, which I had hung on my camp chair
close by, and ran my hand into the pocket where I’d kept the map.
Well, I hadn’t any sooner got my hand inside than a very scared
feeling woke me up quick.

“Hey!” I whispered to Poetry. “It’s not in my pocket!”
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ure it is,” Poetry said. “It’s got to be!”
“But it’s not!” I said, more wide awake than I usually am

when I am wide awake. I must have made a lot of excited noise
because Dragon�y stopped snoring, sneezed a couple of times, and
wanted to know what was going on and why.

“Nothing,” my roly-poly goat said to him. “We’re just looking for
something.”

“Well, look with your eyes instead of your voices,” Dragon�y said.
“I’m allergic to—ker-chew!—to—ker-chew!—to noise!”

“It’s your own snoring that woke you up,” Poetry said to my man
Friday. “Now go back to sleep.”

I certainly felt strange. “Somebody’s stolen it,” I said to Poetry. I
was running my hands frantically through all the pockets of my
trousers and shirt and all the other clothes I’d had on during the
day.

We �ashed the �ashlight all around the tent and into every corner
where the envelope might have fallen out of one of my pockets.

“We’ve got to �nd it,” Poetry said. “Where do you suppose you
lost it?”
“Lost it! Somebody’s sneaked in here and stolen it!”
“Hey!” Poetry said, as though he had thought of a bright idea.

“When do you remember looking at it last?”
My thoughts galloped back over the evening and then the

afternoon, and I couldn’t remember.
“What pocket did you have it in last?” he asked.



I thought and said, “Why, my shirt pocket where I keep my New
Testament. I put it there when I—”

And then I stopped talking and gasped. I’d thought of something.
“Maybe we—maybe it dropped out of my pocket back there in the
cabin when we were climbing out of the window.”

Then Poetry said, “Yeah, or maybe you left it out on the front
porch, and that’s why John Till didn’t come back to try to stop us.
Maybe he found it on the �oor out there and picked it up—if it was
what he’d been looking for.”

My acrobatic goat came to life then. He groaned and turned over
and tried to go back to sleep.

Poetry was more excited than I was. He said, “Bill Collins, we’ve
got to �nd that map, and I don’t think we lost it around here
anywhere.”

“Let’s all go back to sleep,” my man Friday said.
“Go ahead. Who’s stopping you?” I said.
I scrambled into my clothes, while Poetry did the same thing,

each of us knowing what the other one of us wanted to do. In less
time than it takes to tell, we had on enough clothes so we wouldn’t
get cold when we stepped outside into the chilly night, as nights are
up North even in the summertime.

We had our two �ashlights and were soon looking around the
outside of our tent, sneaking along as quietly as we could so as not
to wake up any of the rest of the gang in the other tent. We �ashed
our �ashlights on and o� all around the circle where we had been
sitting at the camp�re service. But there was no sign of any
envelope there. Then we looked all around the lean-to where we
had gotten the dry logs for Eagle Eye’s Indian �re. But we still didn’t
�nd anything.

So Poetry and I followed the path up the shore to the �sh
cemetery and looked all around where we had been digging to bury
the �sh heads and entrails.



“Maybe it fell out of your pocket when you were digging here,”
he said.

But there wasn’t a sign of what we were looking for there, either.
It was just like looking for a needle in a haystack when there wasn’t
any needle to look for.

“Will you ever!” Poetry exclaimed, tossing his light all around in a
circle at the newly made �sh graves. “The coons have already been
here.”

I could see they had. I �ashed my light from place to place and o�
into the woods in a big circle and up into the trees. But I didn’t see a
thing that looked like bright shining eyes or pretty gray fur or a
furry tail with black rings around it, which is the kind of tails ring-
tailed coons have.

From the �sh cemetery we went out to the end of the dock and
back, then to our tent again. When we stopped in front of the closed
�ap we listened, but my man Friday and my acrobatic goat were as
quiet as mice, so we decided they were asleep.

“Do you know what?” Poetry said, and I said, “What?” and he
said, “I think we’d better go back up along the trail where we were
this afternoon to see if maybe we dropped it along there
somewhere.”

I couldn’t imagine being able to �nd it at night even if it was
there. Besides, I still had the notion—in fact, a very creepy feeling
inside of me—that somebody must’ve sneaked into our tent while
we were asleep and stolen it out of my pocket.

“Well,” Poetry said, “when did you last look at it? When did you
last have it out of your pocket? Where were you when you last saw
it?”

And I must confess that the last time I had seen the envelope was
when we were still at the cabin. I had shoved it into my shirt pocket
right beside where I kept my New Testament.

When I told Poetry that, he said, “OK, then, when did you last
have your New Testament out of your pocket?”



Well, I gasped out loud when he said that, for I remembered that
I’d had my New Testament out of my pocket when I was on the
porch of the old cabin where John Till was. I’d been holding it in
my hand while I was looking out across the very pretty, terribly
stormy lake.

“You mean you haven’t looked at it since then?” Poetry asked me,
astonished, and I said, “No.”

I was astonished at myself, but then of course we’d all decided not
to tell the rest of the gang but to keep the map secret for a while.
That explained why I hadn’t taken it out of my pocket. Eagle Eye
hadn’t asked us to read any verses out of the Bible, so I hadn’t even
thought of opening my New Testament. If I had, I would no doubt
have noticed that the envelope was missing.

“OK, come on,” Poetry said. “Let’s get going,” which we did,
hurrying as fast as we could through the wet grass and along the
path that was bordered by the still wet bushes, although the late
afternoon sun had dried things o� quite a bit.

Down the shore we went, past the boat-house, up the steep hill,
and along the sandy road, shining our �ashlights on and o� as we
went. I carried with me a stout stick, just in case we ran into
anything or anybody that might need to be socked in order to save
our lives.

As we hurried along in the moonlight, I was glad there weren’t
supposed to be any bears up here and that where we were camping
there weren’t supposed to be any wild animals at all except deer,
polecats, raccoons, chipmunks, and maybe a few other more or less
friendly wild animals—all of which would be half scared to death if
they saw us hurrying past carrying �ashlights.

When we came to the place where we had found the little Ostberg
girl, we �ashed our lights on the tree Circus had climbed and all
around where my acrobatic goat’s �recracker had started the little
�re that we had put out in a hurry. I even went over and picked up
the empty prune can, which the cannibals had left and which the



goats hadn’t eaten, and looked inside, knowing, of course, that the
envelope wasn’t there.

“We’d better follow the trail of broken twigs down to John Till’s
cabin,” Poetry said. “Maybe it fell out of your pocket down there
some place.”

I was scared to get anywhere near John Till, remembering his big
hunting knife, but I kept thinking all the time what I had been
thinking before, which was, What if John Till has found the map and
has gone to dig for the treasure? If the police �nd him with it in his
possession, the newspapers will print the story, and the Sugar Creek Gang
will get a black eye all over the country. On top of that, Little Tom Till
will be ashamed to come to Sunday school or even to school. Besides, if
we could save old John Till from having to go to jail, he might not
ever have to go again.

I knew that if he had to go once more, having been in jail a good
many times in his life, he’d maybe have to stay in ten or �fteen
years this time. So if we could stop him from �nding the ransom
money, it’d be a good idea. Besides, the money was supposed to be
used for a hospital on a foreign missionary �eld, which made it
seem important that we �nd it ourselves.

We came to the �rst broken branch. And even as scared as Poetry
and I were, we zipped on, using our �ashlights till we came to the
next, and the next. In a little while we were at the top of the hill and
looking down at the moonlight on the lake. Between us and the lake
was the cabin where we had had all our excitement in the
afternoon.

“Look at that!” Poetry said. “There’s smoke coming out of the
chimney!” And there was. We could see it in the moonlight, rising
slowly from the brick chimney top and spreading itself out into a
large lazy cloud just like the one Little Jim had whispered to me
about—the one that had been hanging above our heads and had
reminded him of the one that had been above the camp of the
people in the Bible, meaning that God was right there looking after
them and loving them and protecting them.



For a minute, right in the middle of all that excitement I got a
warm feeling in my heart that God was right there with Poetry and
me and that He loved us and was looking after us, and also that we
were doing the right thing.

“Look!” I whispered, holding onto Poetry’s arm so tight he said,
“Not so tight. I am looking!”

Through one of the windows, we could see a �ickering �re in the
�replace. From where we were, we could see past the kitchen
window but couldn’t see into it. Then I felt my hair rising right up
under my cap, for there was the shadow of a man climbing out that
window. A �ashlight went on and o� real quick.
“Sh!” Poetry said, because I had gasped. “He’s coming this way.”
He was, but only for a few feet till he got to the corner of the

cabin. Then he would turn and follow the cement walk that led
along the side of the house and down the slope to the dock.

I could hardly believe my ears, but I had to. The man was
whistling a tune, and it was “Old Black Joe,” which we sometimes
sang out of a songbook at Sugar Creek School. We also used
di�erent words to it in our church, which were:

Once I was lost and way down deep in sin, 
Once was a slave to passions �erce within. 
Once was afraid to trust a loving God, 
But now my sins are washed away in Jesus’ blood.

I knew John Till wouldn’t be thinking of those words when he
whistled but would be thinking of the “Old Black Joe” ones.

At the corner he came out into the moonlight, where we saw him
as clear as anything. He had on a pair of rubber boots, a �shing pole
in one hand, and a big stringer of �sh, which looked like the very
same stringer he had in the sink in the afternoon.

“He’s going out to clean his �sh,” Poetry said.
“And he’s got a shovel to bury the insides with,” I said, noticing it

for the �rst time.



We stood glued to our tracks and holding onto each other,
wondering, What on earth! We hardly dared move or breathe
because the cement walk came in our direction before it turned to
make its long half circle down to the dock and the lake.

“Or maybe he’s going down to put his �sh in a live box,” Poetry
said, which is what �shermen sometimes do with the �sh they’ve
caught, especially if they don’t want to clean and eat them right
away. They keep them alive in what is called a “live box” down at
the lake near their dock.

“But those �sh would have been dead by now,” I said. “They
wouldn’t stay alive in that sink all this time—not with all that
whiskey all over them.”

And Poetry said, “What whiskey all over what, where?”
Then I remembered that I had only dreamed about the whiskey

coming out of the pump and �lling the sink. I felt foolish, but that
dream had seemed so real that it was just as if it had actually
happened.

John Till’s whistle sounded farther and farther away as he turned
the corner and went down the hill, and pretty soon we saw him
coming out in the moonlight on the dock away down at the lake.

“There’s a boat!” Poetry whispered. “He’s getting into a boat,”
which is what John was doing.

In the next minute and a half, while we stood up there with our
teeth chattering, partly because it was a cold and damp night and
partly because we were scared, we saw the �ash of an oar blade in
the moonlight. A little later the boat was shoved out from the dock,
and we saw John Till rowing along the shore.

Well, I didn’t know what was going to happen next, or whether
anything would, because it seemed like everything that could
possibly happen had already happened.

But Poetry was as brave as anything. Certainly he was braver than
I was right at that minute, or else we decided to do what we decided
to do in spite of being afraid.



“Let’s go in the cabin and look around and see if we can �nd the
map,” Poetry said.

The very minute John Till’s boat disappeared around the bend of
the shore, we sneaked down the hill to the kitchen window. We
could see the �ames leaping up in the �replace in the main room. In
a �ash Poetry had the window up, and we had climbed in. We could
smell �sh and also a sort of a dead smell in the cabin, but the cabin
was warm and cozy with the �re going.

We took a quick look in the bedroom, and there was the roll-away
bed all nicely opened out with blankets on it and ready for
somebody to use.

We shone our lights in quick circles all over the �oor, thinking
maybe John Till might not have known there was an envelope,
which we might have dropped here. Then we went out onto the
front porch and looked very carefully in the direction his boat had
gone, to be sure he was really around the bend and couldn’t see our
lights.

“Here’s the whiskey bottle, standing just where it was,” Poetry
said. “And it’s still just as half full as it was!”

I looked and could hardly believe my eyes, but it was true.
“It must have had water in it instead of whiskey,” Poetry said, “or

John Till would have drunk it up the very minute he laid his eyes on
it.”

I put my nose close to the top of the bottle and smelled, but it
smelled just like whiskey, which is an even worse smell than
something that has been dead for a week.

I looked down at the place where I had been standing that
afternoon when I’d pulled the New Testament out of my pocket—to
see if the envelope with the map in it was there, and it wasn’t. Then
we turned and walked back toward the door that led into the main
room.

When I got to the place where the mirror was on the wall, I
looked in it just to have a look at myself. Then I looked past my face



and away out onto the very pretty lake, shimmering like silver in
the moonlight. Even though I didn’t have time to think about how
pretty it was, I remembered the happy feeling I’d had in my heart in
the afternoon.

And while Poetry and I were going through the main room, past
the �replace and into the kitchen, and were climbing out of the
window to go back to camp, I thought that God could make just as
pretty a moonlit night as He could a thunderstorm. In spite of the
fact that I was all tangled up in a very interesting and exciting
adventure, I couldn’t help but be glad that I was on God’s side and
that He could count on me to be a friend of His anytime He needed
me.

We didn’t have any trouble following our broken twig trail to the
place where it turned o� in another direction. There we stopped,
and Poetry said, “I wish we could follow this trail of broken
branches tonight and not wait till tomorrow. It might be too late
tomorrow. Do you know that it goes in the same direction John
Till’s boat was going?”

“What of it?” I said. My teeth were still chattering, and I was cold
and wet and tired and wished I was back in camp, snuggled down in
my nice, warm, cozy sleeping bag. “We’d get lost in less than three
minutes,” I said to Poetry, “and then what would we do?”

“It’s as easy as pie not to get lost,” he said. “You stay right here
with your �ashlight, and I’ll go in the direction the broken twigs
point until I �nd the next one. Then you go to the next one, and we
can keep doing that from one to another until we get there.”

“Get where?” I asked.
“Where the treasure is buried,” he said with an impatient voice.
“But we haven’t anything to dig with,” I said in a voice just as

impatient.
We stood for a little while arguing with each other as to what to

do and whether to do it.



“Let’s try it anyway!” Poetry said. “You stay here till I go and see
if I can �nd the next broken branch. Keep your �ashlight turned o�
as much as you can—to save the battery,” he ordered.

And for some reason, I, Robinson Crusoe, gave up and let my roly-
poly goat be the leader.

I watched him go in a sort of zigzag style in the general direction
the broken twigs pointed. I could hear him swishing around up
ahead of me. It felt awfully spooky there in that dark woods with
my light turned o� and only little patches of moonlight around me,
coming through the leaves and pine needles of the trees overhead.

After about four minutes, Poetry’s half-bass and half-soprano
voice called to me, saying, “Turn on your �ashlight, so I can �nd
out where I am!”

I turned on my light and shot its long beam in the direction from
which I had heard his voice.

He shone his toward me. Then his half-worried voice called, “Is
your broken twig pointing toward me?”

“No!” I said. “You’re o� in a di�erent direction. Why don’t we get
out of here and go home? I don’t think we can follow any trail
tonight.”

I knew it would have been easy if we had followed the trail in the
daytime and had known what kind of broken branches to look for
and how far apart they were.

Poetry didn’t like to give up, so when he got back to where I was,
he wanted to start out again.

But I said, “What if we would get lost out there somewhere?”
“We’d just follow the trail back again,” he said, but his voice

sounded as if he had already given up.
We decided to go back to camp and get some sleep, and tomorrow

we would come back in broad daylight and be able to see where we
were going.
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e hurried back to camp as quickly as we could, sneaked into
our tent where my acrobatic goat and my man Friday were

sleeping, and started undressing and getting into our pajamas. I felt
pretty sad because the map was gone, but there wasn’t anything we
could do till morning.

We kept our �ashlights turned o� so as not to wake up the other
two guys. We could see a little because of the moonlight that was
pouring down on the top of our tent.

“Where you guys been?” my man Friday said to me from behind.
His voice scared me because I’d thought he was asleep.
“We’ve been out looking for the invisible-ink map,” my roly-poly

goat answered for me. “Either somebody stole it out of Robinson
Crusoe’s shirt pocket, or we lost it back on the trail somewhere this
afternoon.”

“Oh, is that where you’ve been?” my man Friday said. “Why
didn’t you tell me? I’ve got it here under my pillow. I was afraid
somebody would steal it, so I took it out of Crusoe’s pocket and hid
it here.”

“What!” I said �ercely, more disgusted with him than I had been
for a long time. I made a dive for him, so half mad I could have
beaten him up.

“Don’t hurt me!” he cried, turning his face and burying it in his
pillow. The minute he did it, his nose objected by making him
sneeze. “Your man Friday—ker-chew!—has to look after you, doesn’t
he?”

Well, that was that. Poetry and I were so tired and so sleepy that
we didn’t feel like telling Dragon�y and Circus what we had seen



going on up at the old cabin.
I got the map away from Dragon�y and put it down inside my

sleeping bag with me, next to my chest, happy that it wasn’t lost
and feeling cozy and warm and glad to have a warm bed to sleep in.

And the next thing I knew it was morning.
Our mystery was still unsolved, but it was a wonderful sunshiny

day with blue sky, and the lake was as smooth as a pane of blue
glass.

Barry still hadn’t come back, so Big Jim was in charge of us till
noon.

Little Tom Till was our main problem. I’d promised to let Little
Jim play Robinson Crusoe with us today, but what to do about Tom
Till? I hated to tell him his daddy was up here in the north woods
and that the police were looking for him.

“How’ll we get away without taking Big Jim and Little Tom Till
and without having them ask all kinds of questions?” I asked Poetry.

He grinned and said, “It’s as easy as pie. The rest of you just sneak
away without anyone noticing you. And I’ll leave this note on Big
Jim’s tent pole.”

He had a note already written. It was in poetry, and it said:

Please, Big Jim and Little Tom Till, 
Do not worry, for we will 
All be back in time for lunch— 
We are following a hunch. 
Robinson Crusoe, his man Friday, 
And his three goats

It was an easy way for us to get away without having to explain
where we were going and why.

In only a little while we were gone, following the sandy road
toward the place where, the week before, Poetry and I had found
the Ostberg girl. We all explained some of the mystery to Little Jim
as we went along.



My man Friday was carrying the shovel we were going to dig up
the money with, and Little Jim was carrying his stick and an empty
gunnysack he’d found.

“What’s the gunnysack for?” Dragon�y asked him.
And Little Jim said, “We’re going after buried treasure, aren’t

we?”
When we came to the place where we’d built the imaginary �re

with which to cook Dragon�y, Little Jim got the cutest grin on his
face and said, “Here’s where I come in. Somebody shoot me quick,
so I can turn into a goat.”
“Bang!” I said, pointing my �nger at him. “Now you’re dead.”
Little Jim plopped himself down on the ground, then jumped up

and said, “Now I’m a goat.” He began to sni� at my hand like a
good goat.

He surely was a great guy and had a good imagination, I thought.
But somehow our game had turned from innocent fun to a very
serious and maybe dangerous game.

We followed our broken-twig trail to where it branched o� in two
directions—one trail going toward the cabin where we’d seen John
Till twice, and the other going toward where the ransom money was
buried—we hoped.

“Which way �rst?” my man Friday asked. Then he got a screwed-
up expression on his face, sni�ed, and said, “There’s that deadish
smell again.”

And it was. I turned my nose in di�erent directions to �nd out
which way it was coming from. But I couldn’t tell for sure.

“Come on!” my acrobatic goat said. “Let’s get going.” And he and
my roly-poly goat started down the trail we hadn’t followed yet.

There was no use for me to get mad that they didn’t wait for my
orders before going ahead, so I said, “Sure, that’s what I say.”

Away we all went, Little Jim carrying his stick, wearing a grin
and also a very serious expression on his smallish face. He held his
stick as if he was ready to sock anything that might need socking.



It was fun following the trail. Yet, as we moved along from one
broken twig to another and to another, I was remembering what a
dangerous surprise we had found yesterday when we came to the
end of that other trail.

It certainly wasn’t a straight trail. It kept zigzagging in di�erent
directions, and it seemed from the direction of the sun that it was
working around toward the lake again. Soon we came to a hill and
looked down, and there was the lake ahead of us. At the foot of the
hill we could see through the heavy undergrowth a building of some
kind. The broken wild plum twig where we were standing pointed
straight toward the old building.

We stood surprised. I had expected to �nd a little mound of some
kind, or some markings on a tree, or something else, but certainly
not an oldish building.

We got out the invisible-ink map and studied it. There wasn’t
anything on it that looked like a house.

“It’s an old icehouse,” Poetry said.
And so it seemed to be, a dilapidated, unpainted log icehouse. An

icehouse is a building where people up in the lake country stored
ice in the wintertime, so that in the hot summer they could have
plenty of ice for their iceboxes.

“Our hot trail suddenly turned cold,” my roly-poly goat said,
trying to be funny and not being very.

It certainly wasn’t what I’d expected to �nd.
“OK,” Little Jim said, “let’s go down and start digging.”
“In an icehouse?” my man Friday said, astonished. “You wouldn’t

expect to �nd any buried treasure in a thousand blocks of ice!”
“Why not?” Poetry said. “Most icehouses have as much sawdust in

them as they do ice. The money’s maybe buried in there in the
sawdust.”

Well, that seemed to make sense, so we circled around and came
up to the icehouse on the side where there was the most shrubbery



and where we’d be the least likely to be seen in case anybody was
watching.

We stopped about twenty feet from the place and listened but
didn’t hear a thing. And then I got a sort of feverish feeling in my
mind. I felt that maybe we were actually going to �nd the ransom
money—the whole $25,000 in ten and twenty and �fty dollar bills.
The mystery of playing Robinson Crusoe seemed to be an honest-to-
goodness reality! I felt mysterious and afraid and brave all at the
same time.

“All right, come on, you three goats. Come on, Friday,” I said, all
of a sudden waking up to the fact that I was supposed to be the
leader. “Let’s go in and dig.”

The entrance was on the side away from the lake. The very old
heavy door stood wide open on its rusty hinges, but there were
short boards nailed across the entrance like the kind some people
use to board up the entrance to the coal bin in their basement.

I looked over the top of the highest board, which was just about
as high as my chin, and didn’t see a thing inside except sawdust.

Quickly we all scrambled up and were inside the icehouse, which
didn’t have any windows and was only one big room, maybe twenty
feet square. It seemed a little like the haymow in our barn at Sugar
Creek, except that instead of having nice alfalfa hay in it, it had
sawdust. Down underneath, I knew there were scores of big blocks
of ice that somebody had cut out of the lake in the wintertime and
had stored away here for summer use.

The old icehouse was also about the same shape as the woodshed
beside the Sugar Creek schoolhouse, where we had had many a
gang meeting.

About the only light that came in was from the door, although
there was a small crack between two logs on the side next to the
lake. It took a short while for our eyes to get accustomed to the
dimness. And then I couldn’t see anything but sawdust.

“Hey,” Poetry said all of a sudden from the other side, where he
had gone to look around. “It looks like the sawdust has been



disturbed over here—like somebody had been digging here lately.”
You can imagine how we felt. I could just see in my mind’s eye

Little Jim’s gunnysack stu�ed with money and all of us coming
grinning happily back into camp, with Big Jim and Little Tom Till
and maybe Barry Boyland looking at us with astonished eyes. I
could imagine what The Sugar Creek Times would print about us and
also how happy the Ostberg girl’s dad and mom would be, so I said,
“OK, Friday, give me the shovel.”

“Me dig,” Dragon�y said, “me white man’s slave.” With that he
scrambled across to where Poetry was.

But Poetry hadn’t waited for him. He was already down on his
knees, digging with his bare hands, which is a good way to dig in
sawdust.

Then all of us were down on our knees, digging as fast as we
could. Little Jim was using his stick to help him, and I was using the
shovel, which I’d taken away from Dragon�y, to move aside the pile
of sawdust that I was digging out of my hole.

My roly-poly goat spoke up then and said, “D’you guys know that
Minnesota is called the Gopher State?”

Pretty soon my shovel struck something hard, and I felt a thrill go
through me. I said, “I’ve struck something! I’ve found it!” I was
expecting it to be a box or a small trunk or maybe a �shing tackle
box like the kind the kidnapper had had the night we caught him.
And you know about that if you’ve read The Indian Cemetery.

Almost before I had the words out of my excited mouth, there was
a mad scramble of boys’ feet swishing through the sawdust from
di�erent directions. In seconds, most of the rest of them were all
around me looking down into my hole to see what I had found.

I pushed the shovel in and out a few times, but it didn’t sound as
if it was striking a tin box or a trunk or anything like that.

“Listen!” I said, which we all did, but I couldn’t tell what the
noise sounded like.

“Let me get it out for you!” my acrobatic goat said.



I let him run his long right arm down into the hole.
Circus scooped out several handfuls of sawdust and then let out a

disappointed sni�. “You’ve struck ice, Robinson Crusoe! This is an
icehouse!”

I put my own hand down in the hole, and my �ngers touched
something cold. I also pulled out a small piece of ice that my shovel
had chipped o�.

“Anybody else strike ice?” I asked. And then I noticed Little Jim
over in a corner, prying at something with his stick. His tongue was
between his teeth the way he has it sometimes when he’s working at
something or other. He had a happy grin on his face also, which I
could see because he was facing the opening where the light was
coming in.

“What you got there, Little Jim?” I asked my blue-eyed goat.
He said, “I don’t know. It’s all covered with sawdust.”
Almost before he’d said that, I saw two great big round glassy

eyes, a very large snout, and a longish body that looked like a small
log of �replace wood.

Poetry saw it at the same time I did, but he thought quicker and
exclaimed, “Hey, gang! Little Jim’s dug up a terribly big northern
pike!”

Quickly we started to help him get it out of the hole, although
what we wanted to get it out for, I didn’t know. That buried �sh
could mean only one thing. Somebody had caught it in the lake and
had dug down here in the sawdust till he reached the ice and had
laid the �sh down on it and covered it up so it would keep cold and
wouldn’t spoil the way �sh do almost right away in warm weather.

“Hey!” Dragon�y cried. “I’ve found another �sh over here!”
We all looked at each other, and I felt as though the bottom of my

life had fallen out. Almost before I had thought the next sad,
disappointed thought, I’d said it to the rest of the gang. “So this is
what our mysterious map brought us to. We should have known
anybody wouldn’t be dumb enough to leave a map right out in plain



sight for anybody to �nd, if it showed where to dig for any buried
treasure!”

There certainly wasn’t anything unusual about digging up �sh in
an icehouse. We’d buried some ourselves in the icehouse at our
camp when we’d been up here last year. Then, a week later when
we’d been ready to go home, we’d dug them up and packed them
with sawdust and ice in a keg and taken them back to Sugar Creek.

So that was that. We might as well go home, I thought and said so.
“Let’s get out of here and go home. And keep still to everybody
about what fools we’ve all been and—”

But Poetry interrupted me by saying, “We’ll have to bury them
again, or they’ll spoil, and John Till will be madder than a hornet!”

“What?” I said and then remembered. We weren’t very far from
John Till’s cabin—and we’d seen him coming this very direction last
night in a boat—and one of his �sh had been about the size of the
one Little Jim had just dug up.

Thinking about John Till again made me decide it was time for us
to get out of there in a hurry. So I started to dig fast with the shovel
to make Little Jim’s hole deep enough and long enough all the way
down so we could lay the big northern pike’s whole length on the
ice before covering it up.

“You bury yours again too,” I said to Dragon�y, and he started to
dig his hole again, working as fast as he could.

Poetry, who was on his knees beside me, said, “Did you ever see
such a fat-stomached northern pike in your life?”

I stopped digging and looked at it and decided I never had, except
one I’d seen dead lying on a sandy beach once. The �ies had been
on that one, and it was bloated. But this one wasn’t bloated. It was
like it had been caught only maybe yesterday.

In a little while I had the long sawdust grave ready to lay the �rst
corpse in it, when Poetry said to me in a whisper, “Bill—feel here,
will you? There’s something weird about this �sh’s stomach!”



The very excited sound of his whisper went clear through me and
made me think that maybe he’d discovered something terribly
important. I felt where he was feeling on the sides and stomach of
the extralarge northern pike, which, even while I was doing it, I
thought was about the same size as the one I’d seen in the sink in
the cabin where John Till had been pumping water yesterday.

I could tell that there was something inside the �sh that wasn’t a
part of him.

“Look!” Poetry whispered again, using his pudgy right hand to
wipe the sawdust from the pike’s stomach. “Here’s a place where it’s
been sliced open and sewed up again! What do you s’pose it’s got in
it?”

Well, you can guess what I was supposing. I was remembering
that yesterday in the old cabin I’d seen a northern the same size as
this one and that John Till had a big hunting knife in his hand like
the kind Barry uses to clean �sh. Also I remembered that we’d seen
John Till get into a boat with a stringer of big �sh, right in the
middle of last night, and row up the lake in this direction.

Dragon�y must have been listening to Poetry and me instead of
burying his �sh as I’d ordered him, because he said, “This one’s
been cut open and sewed up again, too.”

You can guess that we were an excited gang of treasure hunters.
Of course, we didn’t know we’d found anything for sure, but it
certainly looked as if we had. It wouldn’t take any more than a ji�y
and three-fourths to �nd out.

Poetry took out his knife, which was an o�cial Boy Scout knife. It
had a heavy cutting blade, a screwdriver, a bottle and can opener,
and a punch blade. He opened the sharp cutting blade and carefully
sliced through the heavy string the �sh was sewed up with, and
right in front of our eyes—all the rest of the gang was gathered
around—Poetry pulled out a package of something wrapped in the
same kind of waterproof oil paper my mother has in our kitchen at
home.



In another second we had unwrapped the package, and what to
my wondering eyes should appear but a packet of money that
looked like dozens and dozens of twenty dollar bills.

If I could have been somebody else standing close by and looking
down at me, I’ll bet I’d have seen my eyes almost bulge out of their
sockets with surprise and wonder and excitement.

“We’ve found it, gang!” I said to us, and I knew we had.
Dragon�y piped up and said, “I’ll bet there’s a dozen other big

�sh buried here with money in ’em.”
It was a wonderful feeling. First we’d found the invisible-ink map,

and then the trail of broken twigs, and now we’d found the money
itself. Boy oh boy oh boy! It was too good to be true!

“Now we know what the deadish smell was,” Dragon�y said.
But Little Jim said, “What deadish smell?”
Dragon�y answered, “John Till took the �sh’s insides out while he

was in the cabin and maybe, instead of burying them, just threw
them outside somewhere,” which I thought was pretty sensible for
Dragon�y to �gure out.

But we couldn’t just stay there and be like King Midas and count
our money. We ought to get back to camp and tell the gang and
Barry and let the whole world know what we’d found.

“Let’s get all of it dug up and take it away before John Till �nds
out we discovered his hiding place,” Poetry said.

“But there might be a dozen other �sh with money in them,” I
said, “and it won’t be safe to stay that long. It might take a half hour
to �nd all of ’em. We’ve got to get out of here quick and get some
help.”

Well, it certainly wasn’t any time to argue, with maybe the whole
$25,000 buried in the sawdust all around us. But we did have to
decide whether to take what we’d found and beat it to camp and
come back with help, or to dig up all the �sh we could �nd right
now, take the money out, shove it all into Little Jim’s gunnysack,
and come happily back into camp with every dollar of it.



Little Jim came up with a bright idea. “Let’s dig up all the �sh
real quick, stu� ’em in my gunnysack, and beat it home to camp.
We can take the money out on the way maybe—or else take the �sh
home for dinner.”

I looked at his excited blue eyes and forgot that he was a goat. I
thought how much I liked him.

“Boy!” he said, with a big grin on his mouselike face. “Won’t Mr.
Ostberg be pleased to have his money back for the mission
hospital!”

Here I’d been thinking about what a big reward Bill Collins was
going to get for �nding the money, and Little Jim wasn’t thinking of
himself at all. He was thinking of the folks in another land who
needed the gospel for their souls and a doctor’s help for their bodies.
What a great guy, I thought.

But this story is long enough—and, anyway, that’s really all there
is to tell about how we found the ransom money. So I’ll have to
wind up the whole thing in another paragraph or two.

That wasn’t the last exciting adventure we had on our northern
camping trip, though, because a new and very dangerous adventure
began to happen to us even before we got out of that old icehouse.

While we were digging and �nding �sh with sewed-up stomachs
and stu�ng them into Little Jim’s gunnysack to take home to camp,
suddenly I thought I heard a noise outside.
“Sh!” I said. “Somebody’s coming!”
We all stood dead still and listened. And I had heard a noise. Out

on the lake there was the roar of a high-powered outboard motor
that sounded as though it wasn’t any more than a hundred yards
from shore.

I could imagine that somebody on the other side of the lake had
seen us and was coming across roarety-sizzle to stop whatever we
were doing.

Little Jim grabbed up his stick. Poetry’s grip tightened on his
Scout knife handle till the knuckles on his hand turned white.



“Quick!” I said to all of us. “Let’s get out of here with what we’ve
got, or it’ll be too late!”

I grabbed the gunnysack and lugged it toward the exit. All of us
got there at about the same time. Boy oh boy, if only we could get
out and make a dive for the woods and start to camp without being
seen! That outboard motor was roaring toward our shore as though
whoever was driving it was in a terrible hurry to stop us from doing
whatever we were doing.

But as I said, this story is already �nished, and what happened
next is the beginning of another exciting adventure. Even while we
were climbing out of that icehouse, I just knew that long before we
got home with our ransom money, there’d be some dangerous
excitement that would take not only a lot of quick thinking on the
part of every one of us but some quick acting as well.

I hope I’ll have time right away to tell you this last story of the
Sugar Creek Gang’s adventures in the north woods.
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H
PREFACE

i—from a member of the Sugar Creek
It’s just that I don’t know which one I am. When I was good,

I was Little Jim. When I did bad things—well, sometimes I was Bill
Collins or even mischievous Poetry.

You see, I am the daughter of Paul Hutchens, and I spent many an
hour listening to him read his manuscript as far as he had written it
that particular day. I went along to the north woods of Minnesota,
to Colorado, and to the various other places he would go to �nd
something di�erent for the Gang to do.

Now the years have passed—more than �fty, actually. My father
is in heaven, but the Gang goes on. All thirty-six books are still in
print and now are being updated for today’s readers with input from
my �ve children, who also span the decades from the ’50s to the
’70s.

The real Sugar Creek is in Indiana, and my father and his six
brothers were the original Gang. But the idea of the books and their
ministry were and are the Lord’s. It is He who keeps the Gang going.

PAULINE HUTCHENS WILSON
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hen you just know there’s going to be some exciting trouble
in the next twelve minutes or less, you have to make your

red head do some quick clear thinking, if you can.
Not a one of the Sugar Creek Gang knew what was going to

happen, but the very minute I heard that outboard motor roaring
out on the lake, sounding as if it was coming straight toward the
shore and the old icehouse we were all in, I said, “Quick, gang! Let’s
get out of here and get this ransom money back to camp!”

Little Jim’s gunnysack had a lot of money in it right that minute,
money that we’d dug up out of the sawdust in that abandoned
icehouse. The sack was nearly �lled with stu�ed �sh, big and
middle-sized northern and walleyed pike with thousands and
thousands of dollars sewed up inside.

I won’t take time right now to tell you all you maybe ought to
know about how we happened to �nd that ransom money buried in
the sawdust of the icehouse. That’d take too long, and, besides,
you’ve probably read all about it in the last story about the Sugar
Creek Gang, which is called The Treasure Hunt.

I’d better tell you, though, that a little St. Paul girl named Marie
Ostberg had been kidnapped and the kidnapper had hidden up in
the Chippewa Forest of northern Minnesota in what is called “Paul
Bunyan Country,” where we were camping. Our gang had found the
girl in the middle of the night and then captured the kidnapper in
an old Indian cemetery the next night.
Then we had a very mysterious and exciting time hunting for the

ransom money in one of the strangest places in all the world to �nd
money. At last we found it in this very old icehouse, sewed up



inside these great big �sh, which we’d been digging up and stu�ng
into the gunnysack.

In maybe another seven minutes we’d have had it all dug up and
into the sack and would have been on our way back to camp. But all
of a startling sudden we heard that outboard motor roaring in our
direction. We knew that unless we moved fast we would never be
able to get out and far enough away into the bushes not to be seen.

“What’s the sense of being scared?” Dragon�y, the pop-eyed
member of our gang, asked me right after I’d ordered us all to get
going quick. “The kidnapper’s caught and in jail, isn’t he?”

“Sure, but old hook-nosed John Till’s running loose up here
somewhere,” I said.

John Till was a very �erce man and the unpleasant dad of one of
the members of our gang. He had been in jail a lot of times in his
wicked life and was staying in a cabin not more than a quarter of a
mile up the shore from where we were right that minute.

Poetry, the barrel-shaped member of the gang, who knew 101
poems by heart and was always quoting one, turned around quick,
scrambled back across the sawdust we’d been digging in, and
peeped through a crack between the logs toward the lake.

“Who is it?” I asked.
And he said in his ducklike, squawky voice, “I can’t tell, but he

looks awful mad.”
Well, anybody knows that nobody could see well enough that far

to see a person’s face and be able to tell whether it had a mad look
on it. But if it was John Till, who hated us boys anyway, he
probably would be mad and would do savage things to all of us if he
caught us in that icehouse taking the money.

So we all scrambled as fast as we could out of that icehouse and
into the open, carrying Little Jim’s gunnysack full of �sh. We made
a dive across an open space to a clump of bushes, where we
wouldn’t be seen by anybody on the lake.



Circus, the acrobatic member of our gang, was with us, and he,
being the strongest of us, grabbed up the sack, swung it over his
shoulder, and loped on ahead.

“Hurry!” we panted to each other and didn’t stop running until
we reached the top of the hill, which we did just as we heard the
outboard motor stop. There we all dropped down on the grass,
gasping and panting and happy that we were safe. But I was feeling
pretty bad to think that there were probably a half dozen other �sh
still buried in the sawdust in that old log icehouse.

“Quick, Poetry, give me your knife,” Circus ordered.
“What for?” Poetry said and at the same time shoved his hand in

his pocket and pulled out his o�cial Boy Scout knife. He handed it
over to Circus, who quick opened the heavy cutting blade and
started ripping open the sewed-up stomach of the northern pike he’d
just pulled out of the sack.

“There’s no sense in carrying home a six-pound northern pike
with only a quarter of a pound of twenty-dollar bills in it,” Circus
said.

I knew he was right. It was a long way back to our camp, and if
for any reason we had to run fast, we could do it better without
having to lug along those great big �sh, especially the biggest one.

I didn’t bother to watch Circus then, because I started peering
through the foliage of some oak undergrowth back toward the lake.
And I saw a man come around the corner of the icehouse and stop.
The old door hung open, but I could see several boards nailed across
the opening on the inside.

“Look!” Dragon�y said. “He’s got a big string of �sh.”
And sure enough he had.
Little Jim, who was beside me, holding onto the stick he always

carried with him when we were on a hike or out in the woods,
whispered close to my ear, “I’ll bet he’s got a lot more money sewed
up in a lot more �sh and is going to bury it in the sawdust where
these were.”



I happened to have my high-powered binoculars with me, so I
quick unsnapped the carrying case they were in. I zipped them out
and raised them to my eyes, and right away it seemed I was only
about one-third as far away as I really was. I gasped so loud at what
I saw—or rather whom I saw—that my gasp was almost a yell.
“Sh!” Circus said to us, just as if he was the leader of our gang,

which he wasn’t.
I was leader today—that is, I was supposed to be, because our real

leader, Big Jim, wasn’t with us. He was back at camp with Little
Tom Till, the newest member of our gang.

“It’s old John Till, all right,” I said. I could see his stooped
shoulders, dark complexion, red hair, bulgy eyes, bushy eyebrows,
and hook nose.

“What if he �nds we’ve dug up part of the �sh and run away with
them?” Little Jim asked in a half-scared voice.

“Maybe he won’t,” I said and hoped he wouldn’t.
While I was watching John Till toss his stringer of �sh into the

icehouse and clamber up the boards after them, Circus was slashing
open �sh and taking out the ransom money, which was folded in
nice plastic bags, the kind my mom uses in our kitchen back home
at Sugar Creek.

We all helped Circus do what he was doing, all of us maybe more
excited than we’d been in a long time, while di�erent ones of us
took turns watching what John Till was doing.

I knew that soon he would be out of that icehouse again and
probably would go back to the big white boat he’d come to shore in.
He’d shove o� and row out a few feet, and then there would be a
roar of his motor, and away he would go out across the sunlit water,
his boat making a long widening V behind him. Then we would
sneak back and get the rest of the money.

Everything was now pretty clear in my mind as to what had been
going on the last day or two. Perhaps John Till had been what
police call an “accomplice” of the real kidnapper, and it had been



his special job to look after the ransom money. He’d decided that
the best way in the world to hide it where nobody would ever think
of �nding it would be to catch some big �sh, cut them open, clean
out the entrails, fold the money in plastic, stu� it inside the �sh, and
sew them up, the way my mother sews up a chicken she’s stu�ed
with dressing just before she slides it into the oven for our dinner.

Then he would dig down deep in the sawdust of the icehouse till
he came to some ice, lay the �sh on it, and cover it up. Nobody
would ever think to look inside a �sh for money. Even if they
accidentally dug up a �sh, it’d be covered with sticky wet sawdust,
and they wouldn’t see the stitches in its stomach.

While I was thinking that and also watching the shadow of John
Till through the doorway of the icehouse, all of a sudden there was
a quick gasp beside me.

I said to Circus, “What on earth?” thinking maybe he’d found
something terribly special.

But he hadn’t. He dropped his knife, leaped to his feet, and said,
“You guys stay here! I’ll be right back.”

“Stop!” I said. “Where are you going?” I remembered I was
supposed to be the leader.

But Circus had his own ideas about that. He squirmed out of my
grasp, almost tearing his shirt because I had hold of it and didn’t
want to let go.

The next second there were only four of us left—barrel-shaped
Poetry; kind-faced, great Little Jim; pop-eyed Dragon�y; and me,
red-haired, �ery-tempered, freckle-faced Bill Collins. Circus, I saw,
was streaking through the bushes as fast as he could go toward the
lake and the icehouse but not getting out in the open where John
Till could see him.
What on earth? I thought. I didn’t dare yell or try to stop him by

whistling, or John Till would have heard me. And then who knows
what might happen? I didn’t have the slightest idea what Circus was
up to.



He darted like a scared chipmunk out from some bushes not far
from the icehouse and made a dive for the open door.
He’s crazy! I thought. He’s going to try to—what is he going to try to

do?
I soon found out. It happened so fast that I didn’t even have time

to think.
Swish! Wham! A half-dozen �ying movements and it was all over.

Circus grabbed that icehouse door, swung it shut, lifted the big
heavy bar and threw it into place, and old hook-nosed John Till was
locked inside.
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ircus no more slammed that icehouse door shut and dropped
the heavy bar into place, locking John Till in, than there was a

loud pounding and a yelling that sounded as if there was a madman
inside.

What to do next was the question. We were an awfully long way
from camp, and we �ve boys certainly weren’t big enough to
capture him ourselves. Besides, yesterday when we’d �rst seen him,
he’d had a big hunting knife, and who knew but what he might have
a gun too? Anybody as �erce and as mad as John Till was right that
minute—well, you couldn’t tell what he might do if he got a chance.

Circus was coming in our direction now as fast as he could. When
a few seconds later he came pu�ng up to us, he exclaimed, “Come
on, gang. Let’s run back to camp and get help.”

And right that minute I got a bright idea of my own. In fact, it
had been swishing around in my mind ever since I’d seen Circus
wham that door shut. I said, “Come on, gang. Follow me, and we’ll
get help in a hurry.”

I grabbed up the gunnysack, which had the rest of the stu�ed �sh
in it and the packets of ransom money, and it felt as light as a
feather as I started on a dash straight toward the icehouse again.

“Where are you going?” Poetry yelled.
“Back to camp,” I said. “Come on!”
“Camp’s in the other direction,” Dragon�y called after me.
“Do as I say,” I yelled back over my shoulder and kept on running

like a deer, right for the icehouse.



It felt good to realize that all the gang was following along after
me, that I was actually the leader—for a while anyway. I had what I
thought was a great idea. My dad once told me what happens to a
person when he becomes a leader. First, he gets an idea about
something that he thinks is wonderful and that ought to be done,
and right away he starts getting a lot of people to help him do it.

You see, while Circus was slamming that door and shutting old
John Till inside, I was watching with my binoculars. I’d seen John’s
white boat, which was beached there at the lake, and had noticed
that the outboard motor, which was tilted forward in the stern, had
a beautiful black shroud on it. I saw it was the same kind our camp
director had, and I’d been learning how to run it during the past
week. That boat had a powerful motor and could go terribly fast on
a lake.

(If there is something I’d rather do than anything else, it is to sit
in the stern of a boat, with one hand on the steering handle and,
facing the prow, go roaring out across the water with the wind
blowing into my freckled face as I watch the shoreline �ash by.)

I also knew that the water in many of the big blue-water lakes up
here in the north woods was kept fresh because the Mississippi River
�owed through them, �owing from one lake to another. I’d studied
a map of the territory and knew that, if we could use that boat, we
could go roaring up the lake terribly fast, pass the old Indian
cemetery in three or four minutes, and a little later come to a place
where the Mississippi �owed out of this lake into a long narrow
channel into the lake on which we had our tents pitched. Once we
got into that other lake, we’d race up the shore and get back to
camp in less than half the time it would take us to hike through the
woods carrying a heavy sack of �sh.

We could leave John Till locked up in the icehouse while we were
gone and hurry back with Big Jim and maybe some other help.
Before long we’d have John Till really captured. After that, we’d tell
the police what we’d done, and then we could claim the reward for
�nding the thousands and thousands of dollars that the little
Ostberg girl’s dad had paid to the kidnapper.



In a minute I was hurrying past the icehouse with my gunnysack
of �sh. I stopped just for a second to listen, but everything was
pretty quiet. I noticed that the heavy door was really strong, and I
didn’t see any way John Till could get out. There also was only one
place where he could even see out, and that was through a crack on
the side next to the lake.

And then all of us were in the boat, had shoved o�, and were
rowing out to deep enough water to make it safe to start the motor
without its propeller striking on the bottom. It was a pretty sunshiny
day, with only a few scattered white clouds in the sky.

I was pretty nervous and scared and also brave at the same time.
It wasn’t our boat or our motor, but we weren’t stealing it. We were
amateur detectives using the criminal’s boat to get some help to
capture him.

In another minute we’d be gone. Poetry sat in the middle on a
seat by himself, Dragon�y and Little Jim were in the one right in
front of me, and Circus had a narrow seat up in the prow.

“I don’t see why you don’t let me run it,” Poetry complained.
“After all, I taught you how to run it in the �rst place.”

“Sh!” I said. “Can’t you cooperate?” That is a word my dad
sometimes uses when he wants me to obey him. “You keep your eye
on the gunnysack there between your feet.”

I quick opened the gasoline shuto� valve as far as it would turn,
being sure �rst that the air vent on the tank was open. Then I
shoved the speed control lever over to where it said “Start,” primed
the motor, and gave the starter knob a fast sharp pull. John Till’s
powerful motor roared itself to life, and the boat started whizzing
up the lake. I made a couple of other quick adjustments, and away
we went, the wind blowing hard in our faces or against our backs,
depending on which direction we were facing.

Circus yelled over the tops of the other kids’ heads to me and
said, “Hey, Bill. He’s yelling and screaming for us to stop.”

“Let him yell,” I said. “We’ll give him something to yell about a
little later.” I shoved the speed control lever to the right, and our



boat really shot forward, Circus’s prow raised itself partway out of
the water, and we went �ying up the shore at a terri�c rate of
speed.

It had been a wonderful vacation for all of us, I thought, and yet
we still had a half-dozen days before we would get into the station
wagon and drive the long day and a half back to Sugar Creek. We’d
had a lot of fun �shing and swimming and solving mysteries, such
as �nding a kidnapped little girl, capturing the kidnapper, and
digging up the ransom money—a lot of which was right there in the
boat with us, some still in the stomachs of the �sh in the gunnysack.
The rest of the money was probably all sewed into the other �sh
that John Till had with him right that minute while he was locked
up in that icehouse jail. Of course, we still had to actually capture
him.

Thinking that, I said to Poetry as he sat grinning in front of me—
one of his pudgy hands holding onto the gunwale on each side—“I’ll
bet Big Jim’ll want to call the police and let them capture John.”

Not a one of us liked that idea very well, and we all said so,
although we’d all had enough dangerous experiences for one
vacation.

It was Little Jim’s newest hobby that helped make this last story
of our northern camping trip one we’d never forget as long as we
lived.

And this is the way his hobby got mixed up with our mystery. Our
boat had just rounded a bend and was about to swish past the old
Indian cemetery where we’d had so many exciting experiences and
—as you maybe know—where we’d caught the kidnapper himself
one spooky night, when all of a sudden Little Jim yelled, “Hey,
gang, there’s a whiskey bottle �oating out there in the water. Let’s
stop and get it.”

He pointed toward the shore where the cemetery was, and there
was what looked like a whiskey bottle �oating on the surface.

“We don’t have time to stop,” I yelled to Little Jim and didn’t
bother to throttle the motor even a little bit. But when I saw that



little guy’s happy face suddenly get a sad expression on it and saw
him drop his head the way a friendly dog does when you scold it, I
felt sorry for him and decided that maybe seventeen seconds’ lost
time wouldn’t make any di�erence. So I shoved the speed control
lever to “Slow” and shoved the steering handle around so that we’d
cut a wide circle, and then we were putt-putting slowly back toward
the �oating bottle.

You see, all the members of the Sugar Creek Gang were almost as
interested in Little Jim’s new hobby as he was. For about a week
he’d been collecting all the old empty whiskey bottles he could �nd.
Being an honest-to-goodness Christian boy who hated whiskey
because it was a terrible enemy of mankind and made so many
people in the world sad and caused so much trouble, he had been
putting gospel tracts in the bottles with a little note, which he
scribbled in his own handwriting.

A gospel tract, just in case you might never have heard of one, is
a little folder with a printed message on it telling whoever reads it
something important out of the Bible, especially how to be saved
and become a Christian.

The kind of awkward scribble that Little Jim tucked into each
bottle along with the tract always said the same thing, which was:
“Whoever �nds this, please believe that God loves you. If you’re not
saved, remember Jesus died on the cross for you and wants you to
pray to Him and thank Him for doing it and give your heart to Him
quick. If you don’t know how to do it, send me your name and
address, and I’ll send you a free book telling you how.”

Little Jim would sign his name, Jim Foote. He also gave his Sugar
Creek address. Then he’d cork up the bottle good and tight and toss
it out into the lake for somebody to �nd and read.

We’d all been having fun helping him, and we could hardly wait
till we got back home to Sugar Creek to see if Little Jim had any
mail from anybody who had found one of his notes.

You see, Little Jim had his mind made up that sometime, when he
was grown up, he was going to be a missionary, but he couldn’t wait



that long to be one so he was trying to be one now. Since he was a
great guy and also one of my best friends, I had decided I wasn’t
going to wait till I was any more grown up than I was before doing
it too.

Our boat was gliding slowly up alongside the bobbing bottle, and
Circus, who was closer to it than Little Jim, reached out his hand
and caught hold of it and started to hand it over to Little Jim. Then
he let out a yell and said, “Hey, it’s got something tied to it!”

I saw it had. There was a piece of heavy �shing line tied around
the bottle’s neck, and something was fastened to the other end away
down in the water somewhere.
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he very second I realized there was something tied to the other
end of that �shing line, I was afraid it might be some heavy

object. And at the rate our boat was traveling, if Circus held onto
the bottle, the line might break.

So I yelled to him, “Let go! The line might break!” At the same
time, I quick shut down the gas to almost nothing and swung the
boat around in a half circle. In case Circus didn’t let go, the line
wouldn’t have too much strain on it and break. I was wondering
what on earth might be on the other end.

The motor made a couple of smoky coughs and stopped, which
was maybe a good thing because we might have broken the line if it
hadn’t.

You could have knocked me over with a pine needle when we
found there was already a message in that bottle. There wasn’t
anything on the other end of the very strong �shing line except an
old-fashioned horseshoe. It was covered with weeds and lake-
bottom dirt, which meant it had been used as a weight so that the
waves wouldn’t wash the bottle away.

It took us only seconds to read what was in the bottle, because we
didn’t even have to take out the cork. A piece of paper with black
printing on it was rolled up inside, with the words as plain as
anything visible right through the glass. Poetry read them out loud
to us in his squawky voice:

Dear Fisherman Friend: 
This is one of the best places on the lake for crappie
�shing. Try it here Monday through Saturday an hour
before and after sundown. But on Sunday at 11:00 and



7:30, come to THE CHURCH OF THE CROSS, Bemidji,
Minnesota, where we are �shing for men. We will be
pleased to welcome you. Please leave this marker here
for others to read. And remember that Christ Jesus
came into the world to save sinners, which means you,
me, and anybody else.

The Pastor 
 

P.S. Tune in THE CHURCH OF THE CROSS 
                radio broadcast every afternoon at 4:00.

Well, our boat was maybe only a few yards from where we’d �rst
seen the bottle �oating, not far from the shore and just straight out
from the old Indian cemetery. So we took the oars, which every
motorboat ought to have in it, and rowed a few strokes back to
where we thought the bottle had been �oating before.

Poetry was about to put it carefully back into the water when
Dragon�y piped up and said, “Let’s tie some other weight on it. I’d
like to keep that horseshoe for good luck.”

“You’re crazy,” Poetry squawked. “That’d be stealing, and stealing
would mean bad luck.”

Just that second there was a long high-pitched quavering cry of a
loon from somewhere on the lake, and Dragon�y—who’d been
having a hard time getting used to a loon’s lonely cry—looked up
quick as though he had heard a ghost.

At the same time, Circus let the horseshoe sink into the lake. A
second later, there was the bottle �oating on the surface of the
water again, lying �at, which meant that the horseshoe was really
on the bottom and the line was loose.

Right away, I adjusted the motor for starting, gave a sharp pull on
the starter knob, and away we went again, racing up the shore
toward The Narrows, where we knew the river �owed from this lake
into the one our campsite was on. In another ten minutes, we’d be
there, and Big Jim would help us decide what to do about John Till.



It was a wonderful ride, and if we hadn’t been so excited, we
would have enjoyed the scenery as we had once before when we
were riding through The Narrows. The Narrows were almost a half
mile long, and there was a little current. But the river was �owing
in the same direction we were going, so in only a few minutes we
were on our own lake, and the pretty black-shrouded motor was
carrying us fast straight for camp.

Poetry yelled, “Remember yesterday afternoon when it rained,
and we were in old John’s cabin, and we found that little radio, and
when we turned it on, we heard a Christian program? I’ll bet that
was The Church of the Cross program.”

Then Little Jim, who was sitting beside Dragon�y with one hand
holding his stick and the other the side of the boat, said with a grin
on his face, “Radio’s a good way to �sh for men. It’s like casting
with a terribly long line clear out where the �sh really are.”

“Old John Till’s a �sh, all right,” Dragon�y said. “Only he drinks
whiskey instead of water. I hope when we get him captured, he’ll
have to go to jail the rest of his life.”

I noticed that Circus’s monkey-looking face had a very serious
expression on it for a minute, as if what Dragon�y had said had
been like a pin sticking him somewhere. I remembered that Circus’s
dad had once been an alcoholic himself.

Even while we were racing along with the oak and white birch
and balm of Gilead and pine trees whizzing past, as our boat cut a
�erce, fast V through the water, I was remembering that summer
night back at Sugar Creek when there’d been a big tent �lled with
people and a choir and an evangelist preaching. Nearly all of the
members of the Sugar Creek Gang had already been saved.

And when Circus himself walked down the grassy aisle to the
front to confess the Savior, all of a sudden old Dan Browne, Circus’s
drinking dad, who had been outside the tent listening, had come
rushing in. He ran down the aisle with tears in his eyes and voice,
crying, “That’s my boy! That’s my boy!” And that very night God
had saved old Dan Browne clear through, so that he hadn’t taken a



drop of whiskey or beer since. From then on he was a good worker,
and his family had had enough to eat.

Circus must have been thinking the same thing, because when
Dragon�y said that about hook-nosed John Till’s going to jail, he
looked across the top of all the heads of the rest of the gang and
straight into my eyes. I could see the muscles of his jaw working as
though he was thinking hard. I also noticed that his �sts were
doubled up terribly tight, and I remembered that he hated whiskey
worse than anything else in the world, because it had made his
mother very unhappy for a long time.

Little Jim called out to all of us then and said, “What about Tom?
What’ll we tell him?”

And what will we tell him? I thought—that neat little redhead who
was the newest member of our gang and was old John Till’s boy.

Not a one of us knew. But in a little while now, at the rate we
were �ying, we’d be back in camp where Big Jim and Little Tom Till
were. And we’d have to tell them that we had Tom’s dad locked up
in the icehouse and that he was probably what police called an
accomplice of the actual kidnapper we’d caught last week.

Big Jim heard our motor and came out to the end of the long dock
where the mailbox was to meet us, probably wondering who on
earth we were at �rst, coming in with a di�erent boat.

It turned out that Little Tom wasn’t in camp right then but was up
the shore visiting at a cabin owned by a man named Santa, who
especially liked him. Tom was watching him build a utility boat in
his workshop, so we had a chance to tell Big Jim the whole exciting
story without Tom’s hearing it.

We didn’t want Tom to hear it, as he would start feeling terribly
sad and have all the rest of his vacation spoiled—although, of
course, he’d have to �nd it out sooner or later.

“Let’s leave Tom where he is and all of us go back with a rope and
tie him up,” Dragon�y suggested.



“You’re crazy,” Circus said. “He might have a gun and might
shoot us and get away and take all the rest of the ransom money
with him.”

“What ransom money?” Big Jim wanted to know, and then I
remembered that he didn’t know a thing about our digging in the
old icehouse and �nding the money sewed up inside a lot of �sh’s
stomachs. So we quickly told him.

He frowned at �rst. Then his bright mind started to work, and he
just took charge of things. But I was terribly disappointed at what
Big Jim decided to do.

“This is a job for the police,” he told us. “You boys have done
your part, and you’ll get credit, but there isn’t any sense in running
any unnecessary risks. Let’s get to a phone quick.”

We all knew there wasn’t any sense in trying to argue Big Jim out
of that idea, and it did make good sense, although it’s hard on a boy
to use good sense all the time, on account of his not being used to it.

The �rst good sense we used was to quick carry the money down
to Santa’s cabin and lock it up in his boathouse. Since the nearest
telephone was farther up the lake at a resort, Santa and Big Jim
took Santa’s boat and motored terribly fast in that direction, leaving
Poetry and Circus and Little Jim and Dragon�y and Tom Till—who
had just come back—and me standing there by the boathouse to
wait till they returned from phoning the police.

I looked into Poetry’s bluish eyes, and he into mine. We both felt
pretty sad.

It was going to be a little fun watching the police surround the
icehouse, though, and seeing them capture our criminal.

“It’ll be fun to watch him come out of that icehouse with his long
hairy arms up in the air,” Dragon�y said.

Little Tom looked up from what he’d been doing, which was
tucking the stem of an oxeye daisy through the buttonhole of his
shirt. That little guy always liked to wear a wild�ower of some kind.
He asked, “Watch who come out of an icehouse—what icehouse?”



And Dragon�y, not thinking but letting the very �rst thought that
came into his head just splash right out of his mouth, said, “Why,
old hook-nosed John—”

But that was as far as his dumb sentence got. Circus, who was
quicker than a cat, whirled around and clapped his hand over his
mouth just in time to stop him at the word “John.”

But it was too late to save Little Tom’s feelings. I saw a sad look
come into his blue eyes and both �sts double up quick, and I knew
he was both sad and mad. He knew Dragon�y meant his dad,
because he had called him “old hook-nosed John,” but the part
about coming out of an icehouse with his hairy arms up in the air
must have puzzled him.

I saw him swallow hard, as if there was a lump in his throat, and
he said, “You mean my dad’s locked up somewhere? What for?
What’s he done?”

I’d been calling John Till “old Hook-nose” myself when I’d been
talking to the rest of the gang and thought about him, but somehow
right that second it sort of seemed we ought to get a more
respectable, better-sounding name for him.

I knew we had to tell Tom the truth, since he’d heard Dragon�y
say that, but I was mad at Dragon�y for a minute. I said, “Listen,
you, Dragon�y Gilbert, you can stop calling him ‘old Hook-nose,’
when you’ve got a nose that turns south at the end yourself!”

Then, because Tom would have to know the truth sometime, all of
us helped each other tell him the whole story, which you already
know.

While we were doing it, Tom wouldn’t look us in the eye but was
picking blue �owers and tucking them into a little bouquet in his
hand. Then he straightened up and looked all around in a quick
circle as if he was expecting to see the police coming. Also, he
looked out toward the lake. He seemed to be listening for Santa and
Big Jim’s boat coming back.

There wasn’t any motorboat sound, but at that very second I
heard the sad sound of a mourning dove from up in a tree



somewhere, saying, “Coo, coo, coo, coo.” Then almost the second the
last “coo” was �nished, there was a sort of vibrating sound about
thirty feet above us, and I knew it was the wings of the dove as it
�ew away or maybe �ew from one tree to another.

Little Jim had my binoculars. He put them up to his eyes and
looked, just as red-haired Tom Till said, “If my dad gets caught, he’ll
have to go to jail for a terribly long time, and we won’t have any
dad, and it’ll break my mother’s—”

He suddenly broke o� what he was saying and got a tearful
expression on his freckled face. Then, I guess because he couldn’t
stand to have any of us see him cry, he turned like a �ash and
started running back toward camp as fast as he could go, stumbling
awkwardly as though he had a lot of tears in his eyes that were
blinding him and he couldn’t see where he was going.
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ell, when you see one of your best friends running and
stumbling along like that and know there are tears in his

eyes and that he has a great big heavy ache in his heart, you sort of
get tears in your eyes yourself.

All in a �ash, while his red hair was bobbing down that weed-
grown path toward camp, I was remembering the �rst time I’d ever
seen him. He and his bad big brother, Bob, belonged to a gang of
tough town boys that had come out in the country one afternoon
and had been eating up all the strawberries that grew on Strawberry
Hill. Our gang happened onto them while they were doing it, and
for some reason we’d gotten into a �erce �st�ght. Tom’s hard-
knuckled �st had whammed me on the nose, and for a dozen �st-
�ying minutes he and I had been enemies.

But a lot of things had happened after that. Tom and I made up,
and he was now one of the best friends I had. The whole gang liked
him a lot, and we didn’t hold it against him that his big brother was
what people called a “juvenile delinquent” and his dad was a beer
and whiskey drinker who acted as though he hated God and the
church and was too lazy to work for a living.

So when I saw Tom go stumbling away like that, I got a big lump
in my throat and started o� after him—not too fast though, because
I didn’t think he wanted anybody to follow him.

When I got to camp, I heard Tom inside our director’s tent,
moving around doing something. I couldn’t guess what.

It seemed I was sort of spying on him, and I hated to make him
feel worse by looking at his tears, if he was still crying. So I slipped
into the other tent and peeped through the nearly closed �ap. All of



a sudden I saw Tom thrust open the �ap of his tent real quick, dive
out and around it, and start on the run up the lake in the other
direction, carrying his small old-looking brown suitcase. And I
wondered, What on earth?

I was so surprised for a minute that I couldn’t even move, and it
wasn’t until after Tom disappeared down the path, running as fast as
he could with that suitcase �opping along beside him, that I realized
he was probably so ashamed he was going to try to run away and go
back home.

Then I came to life, dived out of my tent, and started after him,
yelling, “Hey! Tom! Wait for me! I want to tell you something.”

I didn’t know what I wanted to tell him, but if he would only wait
till I got there, I could probably think of something. I certainly
didn’t want him to go home.

Behind me I could hear the sound of Santa’s motorboat on the
lake and—well, I darted after Tom Till as fast as my excited legs
could carry me.

I was a little longer-legged than Tom and caught up with him
after only a short run. I grabbed him and said, “You’re a great guy,
Tom. The whole gang likes you.”

He dropped his suitcase, pulled loose, and scurried around behind
the big bole of a Norway pine tree, where he stopped.

I could see part of him and could tell by the way one of his
elbows was moving that he was wiping tears out of his eyes, maybe
with the back of his hand.

I tried to coax him to go back to camp with me, but he wouldn’t.
“Everybody hates me,” he sobbed. But he knew I really liked him,

as I had proved that to him at di�erent times.
He slumped down in the grass and let himself sort of sob and

sni�e and talk at the same time. He wasn’t looking at me but
straight ahead in the direction of a little cluster of bright yellow
mustard �owers, the kind that grow along the edge of our garden
back at Sugar Creek if you let them. They are very pretty but are



pests, and if you give them a chance they will spread in a few years
all over a �eld or fencerow.

Seeing those pretty mustard �owers and knowing that Tom was
crying on account of his dad and also on account of his mother, I
thought of my own parents and how when I catch a cold, my brown-
haired mom makes a mustard plaster and puts it on my chest.

“You’re a super guy,” I said to Tom and felt awfully warm inside
my heart toward him. I wished he was my brother and that I could
do something to make him happy.

Tom seemed to remember then that he had a handkerchief in his
pocket. He pulled it out and blew his freckled nose. Then he
straightened up quick as if he’d thought of something important.
“Where is the icehouse?” he asked and scrambled to his feet.

I wondered what he had on his mind, because his face looked as
though he’d made up his mind to do something terribly important,
which he was afraid to do but was going to do anyway.

But he wouldn’t tell me until I said I wouldn’t show him where
the icehouse was if he didn’t tell me. So he told me. Would you
believe this? This is what he said: “I want to get there before the
cops do and talk to him about something. I want to tell him
something.”

I looked at his tearful eyes and his sni�ing nose and his freckled
face and liked him even better than ever. Then I decided we ought
to ask Big Jim what he thought, as he had a lot of bright ideas about
things like that.

Right away we found Big Jim, who had just come back with Santa
from phoning the police, and I was surprised when he said,
“Nothing doing. It’s up to the police now.”

But Tom got a stubborn expression on his face and said, “I’ve got
to talk to him. You’ve got to take me there, because after the cops
get him I won’t have any chance.”

We were standing down on the beach at the time. Tom’s bare toes
were digging themselves into the sand, and he was still sni�ing a



little and swallowing. “I want to ask him to give up when the police
come for him,” he said.

“You won’t need to ask him that,” Dragon�y, who had come up
just that second, said. “He’ll have to give up.”

“He might not,” Tom said. “He might kill some of the police—he
might even kill himself—if he’s—if he’s been drinking. My dad’s
pretty �erce when he’s half drunk and mad at the same time.”

I looked at Big Jim’s face.
He was looking down at the boat with the black-shrouded

outboard motor attached to the stern, and the muscles of his jaw
were working as they do when he’s thinking. Barry, our camp
director, hadn’t come back yet—he had to be away all night—so Big
Jim was still our boss.

“Is that your dad’s motorboat?” Big Jim asked Tom Till, pointing
toward it.

Tom said, “I don’t know. He always wanted one like that, but I
don’t think he had enough—sni�—sni�—money to buy one.”

Just that second we heard a horn blowing out on the lake. We
knew it was the mail boat coming, and we soon learned it had
brought letters for most of us. One was addressed to Little Tom Till
in his mother’s handwriting.

Tom held it in his hands, studying it. Then he opened it and read
it, while di�erent ones of us read our own letters. But I kept
watching him out of the corner of my eye. Then I saw him quickly
shu�e over to Big Jim and shove the letter into his hand and say,
“Read that!”

Big Jim had been reading a letter written in a very smooth, pretty
handwriting in green ink. I knew it was from Sylvia, whose pop was
our Sugar Creek minister and who Big Jim thought was extra nice.
Jim tucked Sylvia’s letter inside his shirt pocket and read Tom’s
mom’s letter and—well, whatever it said, that was what decided
him.



“All right, gang,” Big Jim said in a quick, authoritative voice,
when he’d �nished Tom’s letter. “Let’s get going. We’ve got to get
this letter to John Till before the police get there. Circus, you and
Dragon�y run down to the boathouse and wait with Santa. That
icehouse is on some new lakefront property he bought two weeks
ago, and he’ll show the police how to get there.”

“I want to go with you,” Dragon�y whined.
“You can come with the police, if they’ll let you,” Big Jim said.

“They’ll be here as quick as they can.”
So Big Jim, Tom Till, Little Jim, Poetry, and I got into John Till’s

boat, and I let Big Jim run it because he was going to anyway.
First, we checked to see if we had enough gas, and we tossed in

enough life preserver pillows for each of us. Little Jim put on his
vest just to be still safer, and in a few ji�es we were o�. Big Jim ran
the boat almost as well as I could, and I only had to tell him once
what to do, but he had already done it.

I won’t take time to tell you much about that fast ride, but we
�ew up the lake, through The Narrows, under the bridge, and into
the other lake in what seemed only a few minutes.

Just after we’d roared under the bridge and out into the lake the
icehouse was on, Little Jim yelled, “There’s a long black car just
going across the bridge now. I’ll bet that’s the police.”

I couldn’t hear the boards of the bridge or the car’s engine
because our boat was making so much noise. But it felt good to be
working with the police, and it also felt good to know there were
really a lot of big strong men in our country who were interested in
doing what Dad calls “protecting society from wicked men.” Only,
with Little Tom there in the boat beside me, he being such a super
guy, it seemed too bad to think of his dad as a criminal, but he was
anyway!

Even while we raced up the other shore past the Indian cemetery
and the whiskey bottle, which I noticed was still there—the one that
had the printed gospel message in it—I couldn’t help but wonder if
maybe nearly every criminal in the world had some relative such as



a brother or a sister or maybe a wife or a boy or girl who felt as
Tom was feeling right then. He looked awfully sad. For some reason
it seemed that maybe it was also a big crime to hurt people’s hearts
the way Tom’s was being hurt right that second.

I sort of let my mind �y away like a balloon in the sky for a
minute. What if John Till was my dad, and I was on my way to an
old icehouse, where he was locked up, to give him a letter from my
neat brown-haired mom? And what if in twenty minutes maybe he
would be arrested for being an accomplice in a kidnapping and
might not only have to go to jail for life but might even have to
have what is called “capital punishment”—which is being
electrocuted or hanged?

Little Jim piped up with a question then that burst my balloon
and brought me down to earth. It was, “How’ll we get the letter to
your dad? We don’t dare open the door.”

Poetry’s bright mind thought of a way. He said, “We’ll make a
ladder out of ourselves and push Tom up, so he can poke the letter
through the crack between the logs.” That was a good idea.

A little later, we rounded a bend in the lake, and Big Jim steered
straight toward the beach in front of the old log icehouse, where
we’d left John Till a little less than an hour before. My heart was
pounding fast and hard. I was feeling tense inside on account of
Tom, wondering what was in the letter and also what Tom wanted
to tell his pop.

Big Jim shut o� the motor at just the right speed, and we glided
up to the shore. After beaching the boat and tossing the anchor onto
the sand, we scrambled out and sneaked up close to the icehouse.

We moved quietly so we wouldn’t be heard, although John Till
would have heard our motor when we were coming in, I supposed.

“Sh!” Big Jim said to us.
He and Tom led the way as we crept closer. I didn’t know what

would happen next, but I soon found out.



Big Jim stopped the rest of us and sent Tom on toward the
icehouse alone.

I peered through the leaves of the wild chokecherry shrubs we
were crouching behind. Then I heard Tom’s pathetic voice that had
a kind of a quaver in it as though he was scared, calling out, “Dad!”

We listened for an answer but couldn’t hear any.
Then Tom’s voice called again, a little louder, close to the side of

the log house.
I had both hands up to my ears, listening, but there wasn’t a

sound, except right that second I heard a very pretty wren’s song. It
sounded half like a fast mixed-up whistling tune and half like the
springwater that trickles out of the rocks not far from the old
swimming hole back at Sugar Creek.

Then Tom called still louder, “Dad! It’s me—Tom! I’ve got a letter
for you from Mother!”

But that icehouse was as quiet as if it had been an extralarge
grave house in an Indian cemetery.

Tom turned around then and looked in our direction with a
question mark on his face.

All of us came out into the open and went toward him, not
knowing what to think. In a little while the police would be there,
and it’d be too late for Tom to tell his dad what he wanted to tell
him or to give him the letter or anything. And then I heard a
motorboat coming from somewhere and wondered if it might be
Santa’s big boat, bringing the police and Circus and Dragon�y.

Poetry—who had been with me the night before when we’d seen
John Till taking a string of �sh down to the lake from his cottage-
whispered, “Maybe he was so tired he went to sleep. Let’s all go up
and surround the icehouse and yell him awake.”

We decided that might be a good idea, so we hurried toward Tom
Till. Poetry and I hustled around to the side where the door was.

Well, you could have knocked me over with a pu� of wind. There
in front of my astonished eyes was that great big icehouse door,



wide open on its rusty hinges. Our prisoner had escaped!
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ell, that was that, and it was terribly disappointing. Poetry
and I stood staring at that open door, wondering what had

happened. Who had opened it and let John Till out, and where had
he gone? Was he hiding somewhere close by, and might he spring
from behind something any minute and knock the living daylights
out of one of us?

Big Jim and the rest of the gang came running around to where
we were, and as soon as we found that our prisoner was really gone,
we looked at each other with sad and disappointed eyes.

I looked at Tom, who had his mom’s letter in his hands, and I
noticed it was all crinkled, the way letters get when you squish
them up tight.

“What’ll we do?” di�erent ones of us asked the rest of us, and we
waited for Big Jim to decide what.

He looked at Tom, who looked sad and surprised and
disappointed. For a second it seemed he didn’t belong to our gang at
all but was a strange boy—like a lost duckling that gets hatched
with a nestful of �u�y little chickens and follows the mother hen
around with the chickens but doesn’t do what they do or look like
they look.

“We’ve got to �nd my dad!” Tom said. He stooped down and
picked a small white �ve-petaled �ower growing beside the
icehouse on a little plant �ve or six inches high. The plant had
shining green three-sectioned leaves with little notches in them.

Little Jim saw him pick it and stooped quickly and picked one
himself, saying, “It’s a goldthread �ower. Goody!”—which goes to



show that even in an exciting time that little guy can be interested
in something else.

I remembered that he had a �ower guidebook. Besides having a
hobby of putting a gospel message in whiskey bottles, he was also
trying, while we were on our vacation, to �nd as many wild�owers
as he could. He wrote their names in a notebook to show to our
teacher that fall when school started.

Tom seemed to be thinking. He didn’t say more to Big Jim but
looked down at his goldthread and at the crinkled-up letter in his
hand and then began to try to push the goldthread stem through the
button in his shirt beside the oxeye daisy that was still there.

I won’t have room at this part of the story to tell you what
happened when the police came, which they did pretty quick,
except to say that as soon as they believed that we hadn’t let John
Till out ourselves, they dug around in the icehouse and found a lot
of other �sh with part of the ransom money in them—enough, when
they added what we had locked up in Santa’s boathouse, to make
more than $20,000.

But where was the rest of the money? Nobody knew, and nobody
knew where John Till had disappeared to. He wasn’t in the old
cabin we’d once seen him in, which we found he’d rented from
Santa. Both the cabin and the icehouse belonged to Santa, who had
bought them from a real estate man only a few weeks before.

It was awfully hard on Tom to know that even though his dad was
free, the police were still after him, and nobody knew when he’d be
caught, or whether he’d try to resist arrest and be shot and maybe
killed.

Another thing that made it hard for Tom was the letter from his
mother, which he let me see. When I read it, I couldn’t blame Tom
for feeling sad.

Part of the letter said,

I think maybe your father is up in the north woods
somewhere where you boys are camping, Tom. I don’t



know for sure. But we got a notice from the bank that
the interest on our loan is past due, and it has to be
paid. If he stops in to visit you, please give him this
letter.

As you know, I gave him the egg money I’d saved up
all winter and summer, and he was going to take it to
the bank just before he left. I’m sure he went �shing,
because his tackle is gone.

But don’t worry, Tommy boy, we’ll get along
somehow. The Lord is on our side. You just keep on
having good boyish fun and learning all you can in the
evening camp�re Bible lessons. You and I will keep on
praying for your dad and your brother, Bob, that
someday they’ll both be saved. Our minister called this
morning, and he’s praying too. And he says God can
do things nobody thinks He can …

There was more in Tom’s letter from home. His white rabbit had
carrots for breakfast and seemed quite content but was probably
lonesome for Tom. And the new potatoes in the garden would make
awfully good raw-fried potatoes for supper when he came home.

It really was a nice letter—the same kind I got from my mom,
with scribbling all around the edges, things for a boy to remember
not to do and why. Don’t catch cold, and be careful not to fall out of
the boat, things like that, which always worry a mother, who can’t
help it, because she is a mother.

We kept on the lookout for John Till every minute of that day and
the next, when we took a trip to the headwaters of the Mississippi.
Little Jim took notes on that trip so he could show them to our
teacher that fall when we got back to Sugar Creek. One of his notes
said:

The Mississippi River is 2,470 miles long from the
place where it starts at Itasca Lake, Minnesota, to
where it stops at the Gulf of Mexico.



We started out early in the morning in our station wagon for
Itasca State Park, where there was a big blue-water lake that is eight
miles around. There, in a pretty, shady park, all of us scrambled out
and followed each other along a little winding path till we came to
the lake.

There we saw a small stream of water about twelve feet across
and a foot or less deep �owing out of it, making a very pretty noise,
which sounded like half a sigh and half a ripple. The sound was also
mixed up with the voices of di�erent birds, which were singing all
around and above us in the bushes and trees.

We all were quiet for a while, not seeing what we had expected to
see when we saw the source of the Mississippi River, but it was very
interesting anyway.

Little Jim got a mischievous twinkle in his eyes. Then he quick
stooped down and in a ji�y had both his shoes and socks o�. I knew
he was going to wade across the stream, which was shallow and
narrow there. Right away we all had our shoes and socks o�, and
every single one of us waded across the Mississippi River.

“Here we are,” I said, as most of us stopped out in the middle of
the Mississippi and gathered ourselves into a half circle with our
faces looking toward shore, where our camp director had a camera
waiting to take our picture.

Standing there, squinting in the direction of the camera and also
in the direction of the sun, I happened to remember a brand-new
Paul Bunyan story that Poetry had made up once, and which you
maybe know about if you’ve read Screams in the Night. Old Babe,
which is Paul Bunyan’s blue ox, was swimming in the headwaters of
the Mississippi, and the blue began to come o� and make the water
blue. And because the Mississippi �ows through a lot of the lakes in
Minnesota, pretty soon all the lakes became what are called blue-
water lakes.

Of course, it was only a legend. Paul Bunyan, as you know, was a
pretend lumberman who was extra large; and Babe, the blue ox, was



his best friend and went everywhere he went, just as a boy’s dog
follows a boy around.

Anyway, while we were having our picture taken, I remembered
the story Poetry told about how the lakes got their blue water. So I
looked down quick at Poetry’s large feet and at all the seventy
di�erent-shaped and di�erent-length toes on the fourteen feet of all
seven of us. I tried to think of something funny to say, but it really
wasn’t as funny as I thought it would be. “If all the �sh in the lakes
up here get terribly sick and die before long, it’ll be because the
barrel-shaped boy in our gang didn’t wash his feet before he waded
across the Mississippi River.”

And that’s how it happened that I wished I had brought along a
change of clothes, because for some reason what I said made Poetry
mad. He shoved his shoulder against me, and—because I was
standing in fast-�owing water halfway up to my knees anyway—
when I stepped sideways to try to get my balance, I stepped on a
slippery rock in the riverbed and lost my whole balance. The next
thing I knew I was sitting down on the bottom of the Mississippi
River, and the water was coming clear up to my stomach.

Right away Barry pointed his camera in our direction and took
another picture.

That reminded Poetry of a riddle, which he quick asked. It was:
“Say, gang, what is it that stays in bed all day, spends all its time at
the bank, and never stops running?”

“A river,” Dragon�y said and sneezed twice, because he is not
only allergic to di�erent pollens but to sudden changes of
temperature. The water in that little narrow babbling stream was
almost cold.

Well, that was about all that happened right then, except for one
other thing. And it was that one thing that helped make our next
adventure, a �shing trip for walleyes, extraordinarily interesting and
exciting.

Not having brought along any extra clothes, I had to walk in my
wet pants back to our station wagon, which wasn’t any too much



fun for me. There they made me lie down where I wouldn’t be seen
while some of the gang wrung the water out of my trousers and also
out of the tail of my shirt. I would have to wait till they dried
enough for me to put them on, and that meant I had to let the rest
of the gang visit a very special curio shop without me, while my
clothes were hanging on a limb in the sun.

Poetry, who was about my best friend, was already sorry I was all
wet, and we made up as soon as I found out he was going to stay
with me to keep me company.

I gave Little Jim some money out of my billfold and told him to
pick out something he especially thought my little sister, Charlotte
Ann, would like. I knew that in a few days we were all going to
break camp and drive back to Sugar Creek, and I wanted to take
home a few things made by the Indians.

Poetry and I were alone awhile, with me lying under a blanket on
the backseat of the station wagon. We talked over all the wonderful
experiences of our vacation and decided it had been the best
camping trip we’d had in our lives.

“Only one thing would make it the best we ever could have,” he
said, and when I said, “What?” he didn’t answer for a minute.

He was sitting in the open car door not far from me, and I was
lying on my back, wishing the hot sun and the breeze would hurry
up and get my clothes a little drier so I could put them on. He had
his back to me, so I couldn’t see his face, but his squawky voice had
a sort of a faraway sound in it as though he was thinking of
something very serious.

When he still didn’t answer me, I asked him again, and he said
quietly, “I feel sorry for Tom.” Then his voice sort of choked, and I
guessed that he liked that little red-haired guy just as well as I did.

Right that second, if anybody had asked me anything, I couldn’t
have answered either. I felt my eyes stinging, and there would have
been a tear in my voice, and boys don’t like to have anybody see
tears in their eyes or hear them in their voices.



Pretty soon, though, Poetry spoke again with his back still toward
me, “Did you ever read this verse in the Bible?”

If I hadn’t been already down, you could have knocked me over
with a �sh scale when I realized what he was doing. He had taken
his little leather New Testament out of his shirt pocket and, looking
through it, had found a verse he thought was extra good.

As you maybe know, an o�cial part of the equipment of anybody
who belongs to the Sugar Creek Gang is a small New Testament. We
each carry one nearly all the time, and every one of us not only
reads it every day, but we aren’t ashamed to let anybody know we
do, either.

But on account of being boys and feeling the way nearly all boys
do, we didn’t talk about the Bible very much, except in camp�re
meetings or at Sunday school, and only once in a while when two or
three of us were together.

Little Jim and I did more of that than any of the rest of us. That’s
because he—well, he had a keen mind and thought more about the
Bible, I guess, and was always getting such good ideas. Also Little
Jim was just glad he was alive. Not a boy in the world would be
alive if God hadn’t made him and also if God didn’t keep him alive.
And there isn’t a boy in the world that’s dumb enough to want to be
dead, which is why a boy ought to be glad to love God and to be
kind to Him. Little Jim always was.

Anyway, when Poetry asked me if I had ever read “this verse,” I
said, “What verse?”

So he read it to me, with his back still turned. It was out of the
book of Matthew, chapter 18, and was the nineteenth verse. It said,
“If two of you agree on earth about anything that they may ask, it
shall be done for them by My Father who is in heaven.”

It made me feel good inside to even think about the Bible,
especially since I knew both of us believed what we were talking
about. I just lay there, looking through the station wagon window
up at the pretty branches of a pine tree that grew not far away. I
was also listening to the gurgling of the water close by and felt



something sort of warm in my heart, as though Poetry and God and
I had a secret of some kind.

When we �nished telling each other what we thought the verse
meant, we made up our minds that we were going to stick together
and pray until Little Tom’s dad was saved.

“Let’s shake on it,” Poetry said. He swung around and shoved his
hand in my direction.

I grabbed it quick and said, “Shake.”
“Shake,” he said again, then we prayed together for Tom’s dad,

and I felt good inside.
I noticed the branches of the pine tree above me were swaying in

the wind, and I knew my clothes were drying pretty fast—I hoped.
A little later we heard the gang coming. I knew it was the gang

because it sounded like a �ock of blackbirds gathering in the woods
in a Sugar Creek autumn, getting ready for migrating to a warmer
country. It also sounded like a �ock of crows with a few scolding
blue jays mixed in with them and maybe a harsh-voiced shrieking
king�sher joining in. Dragon�y was the rattling-voiced king�sher
and Circus the scolding blue jay.

My clothes were dry enough for me to put on if, while we drove
along, I’d sit on the leather seat of the station wagon, which I did.
Away we went, back to camp and to the next day’s �shing trip.

“Look what I got for Charlotte Ann,” Little Jim said and shoved
over to me a couple of small balloons. “They cost only ten cents
apiece,” he said proudly and handed me my change.

I was a little disappointed but didn’t want to say so, because Little
Jim had such a happy grin on his face to think he had saved me
money. And I was also sure Charlotte Ann would be happy to see
the balloons blown up nice and big. Most babies laugh and reach
out their hands for them the very minute they see them.

I tucked the two balloons in my shirt pocket beside my New
Testament and buttoned the �ap and forgot about them.



The next day was our very special �shing trip for walleyed pike.
Boy oh boy, it was going to be a wonderful trip, I thought. We were
going to �sh, not for small �sh such as bluegills and crappies, which
people call “pan” �sh, but for big walleyes to pack and ship home to
our folks at Sugar Creek. Also, we were going to keep our eyes open
every second to see if we could �nd any trace of John Till.
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was certainly glad our little Indian friend Snow-in-the-Face was
well enough to be our guide on our �shing trip for walleye. As

you maybe know, he’d been very sick. But almost right away after
our gang had gone to see him, he had started to get better. And
now, today, he was coming to our camp to visit us and to guide us
to the best �shing waters for walleyed pike, so that we could all
catch our “limit,” which is eight walleyes apiece. Multiplying eight
�sh by seven boys, which any teacher will tell you you can’t do,
we’d have �fty-six �sh to pack in ice and ship back to Sugar Creek
for our parents to see and to help us eat. Boy oh boy, it was going to
be fun!

About three o’clock that afternoon, after the gang had all had a
rest hour, Snow-in-the-Face and his big brother, Eagle Eye, came
gliding in a canoe straight to our shore.

There was a lot of excitement around camp for a while as all of us
�nished getting our equipment ready. And we made sure our two
big �shing boats were equipped with life preservers, which nobody
ought to go on a �shing trip without.

It had been a terribly hot day, and the sun poured its yellowish
heat down on us something �erce as our boats plowed their wet
way out across the waves toward an island. It also re�ected back up
into our faces from the water and made me glad I had on a pair of
dark glasses to protect my eyes from the extrabright light.

Snow-in-the-Face was in the boat I was in, along with Little Jim,
Poetry, and Dragon�y. We were following the other boat, which had
Eagle Eye and Big Jim and Circus and Little Tom Till. Barry had
stayed home to write letters and to look after camp.



In a little while our boats neared the pretty pine-and spruce-
covered island and circled around to the other side, where we
anchored in a little cove, not more than thirty yards from each other
in some quiet water.

That super little reddish-brown-faced Indian with his bright black
eyes and straight black hair didn’t even use a �shing pole. Instead,
he had a big heavy line, which he dropped down over the side of
our boat.

I was sitting beside him in the middle seat. Poetry was in the
stern, close to the outboard motor. Dragon�y was in the prow. Little
Jim was in front of me in a seat by himself, with his life vest on,
which meant he was even safer than the rest of us. If our boat upset
or we fell out, he would be ready to �oat to shore without having to
hold onto a pillow.

In a minute we all had our hooks baited with live chubs and were
waiting for somebody—either in our boat or in the other one—to
catch the �rst �sh. The very second one of us would get a walleye,
we’d know we’d found a school of them, and in a little while we’d
all get bites and catch �sh at the same time, because walleyes stick
together like a gang of boys.

“Eagle Eye found this place last year,” Snow-in-the-Face said.
“Fish bite here when they don’t anyplace else on the lake.”

But after we all had sat there and waited and waited and pulled
our lines in and out of the water for an hour and not a one of us had
caught a single �sh or even had a nibble, it looked as if having a
good guide wasn’t working.

Snow-in-the-Face had a pucker on his brown forehead and looked
worried.

Ho hum, I thought and shifted myself to another uncomfortable
position on the hot boat seat. Any position is uncomfortable when
the �sh don’t bite and the deer�ies are swarming around your legs
and hands and biting �ercely just the way you wish the �sh would.

Pretty soon I looked over at the pretty pine-covered island and
wished I could go over there and sit in the shade for a while. I was



also remembering that was the very island I’d wanted to explore
when I’d �rst gotten the idea of playing Robinson Crusoe and
Treasure Island. That was the idea that had got us tangled up in the
mystery of the buried treasure, most of which we’d �nally found.
The rest of it old John Till probably had somewhere, wherever he
was, which nobody knew.

“I’m terribly hot,” I said to the rest of us in our boat. “Let’s go
over to that island and lie down in the shade a while.” The others
thought it was a good idea, so we took in our lazy lines and pulled
up anchor and rowed over.

In a little while, Poetry and I were strolling along, following the
shore around to the side where we could see our camp away out
across the lake. It was one of the prettiest islands I’d seen. It had big
Norway pines and spruce and tamarack and ferns and all kinds of
wild�owers, such as red columbine and white goldthread. In a
boggy place were some pitcher plants, which had weird-looking
green leaves that looked like one of the green pitchers Mom has on
our sideboard at home. The leaves looked like the lips of a French
horn that one of the men at Sugar Creek plays in the band on
Saturday night.

We’d left Snow-in-the-Face and Little Jim and Dragon�y back at
the shore with the boat, because Snow-in-the-Face and Little Jim
had acted as though they didn’t want to come with us, and
Dragon�y had been lazy and also was afraid of smelling wild�owers
and having to sneeze a lot. That was one of the reasons he’d come
on this vacation with us—so he could get away from Sugar Creek
�owers and timothy hay and ragweed and everything else that
would make him sneeze.

“You know what?” Poetry said to me all of a sudden, and when I
said, “No, what?” he said, “This would be a good island for John Till
to hide on. Maybe when he got out of the icehouse, he came over
here.”

“But how could he get here? We had his boat.”
“He might swim,” Poetry said.



But that wasn’t a good idea, because it was pretty far from any
other shore to here, so I said, “Of course, he could rent a boat from
almost any resort up here.”

We were standing close to a sandy beach, and the waves were
washing up in a very lazy friendly way, when all of a sudden Poetry
said, “Look, somebody’s been here not long ago. Somebody’s had a
boat beached here on the sand.”

Somebody had, but it was gone now.
“Boy oh boy!” I said, all of a sudden getting excited. “And here

are shoe tracks, going back into the island somewhere.”
We decided to follow the tracks, but we didn’t �nd anything

interesting. There might have been a broken twig trail, though, like
the one we’d followed before, and which you know about, but we
couldn’t �nd a thing, so we gave up and went back to Dragon�y and
Snow-in-the-Face and Little Jim.

“Where were you guys?” Dragon�y wanted to know, and I said,
“Oh, looking for buried treasure.”

Snow-in-the-Face got a strange, faraway expression on his face,
squinted his eyes, and said, “Sometimes we see lights out here at
night.”

And then it was Dragon�y’s turn to get a strange, faraway
expression, as if he wished he was as far away as his thoughts.

Well, we decided to try �shing some more, like the rest of the
guys in the other boat, though they still hadn’t caught anything
either. We rowed out to another place and baited our hooks and
tried again.

Another hour passed, during which we pulled anchor and tried a
half-dozen di�erent locations, and still not a one of us caught a
single �sh. We were terribly discouraged.

“You can have one if you want one,” Little Jim said.
“How?” I said.
And he said, “One of those balloons I bought for you yesterday is

a rubber �sh. You can blow it up—maybe it’s a walleye.”



Well, I still had those two balloons in my shirt pocket, so because
I was terribly bored and didn’t know what else to do, I pulled out
the one that looked as if it would be �sh-shaped when it was blown
up. And like the wolf that ate up the little pigs, I hu�ed and I pu�ed
and I blew the balloon up into a nice big �sh that looked like a
walleyed pike. For a while I had something to keep my mind o�
being bored, because if there is anything that is harder to do than
anything else, it is to sit on the seat of a boat on a hot day when the
�sh won’t bite.

“If we get one, we’ll get twenty,” Poetry said. “Walleyes go in
schools, you know.”

“Yeah,” Little Jim piped up, “but �sh maybe don’t have school in
August,” which reminded me that right after August came
September, and generally in the �rst week of September the Sugar
Creek School started and …

I let out a �erce long sigh when I thought of that, not because I
didn’t need an education, but I hated to have to sit down to get one,
which is what you have to do in school most of the time. The boat
seat was getting harder and harder every minute.

The yellow rubber �sh I’d just blown up looked cute, though, and
was as fat as a butter-ball. For a while I let it �oat on the water out
to the end of the �shing line I had tied it on.

“Here, Poetry,” I said to the �sh, “get out there and �oat. You’re
so fat you can’t sink.”

That made the real Poetry pretend to be mad, and he said to me,
“Oh, you go jump in the lake!”

And then, all of a sudden, Poetry got a big strike! He waited until
he was sure it was time to set the hook, which he did at exactly the
right time, and he landed a very excited walleye. Only it wasn’t
much bigger than a big yellow perch—hardly big enough to keep.

“OK, Bill, hand me the stringer,” he ordered me, panting with
happiness. Talk about a proud grin on a boy’s face! Poetry really
had one.



“What stringer?” I said and looked all around on the bottom of
the boat for one. And—would you believe this?—not a one of us had
brought along a �sh stringer! The other boat was too far away for
them to throw one into our boat, so Poetry just sat there with his
�sh in his hand, wondering what to do with it.

“It’s too little to keep,” Little Jim said. “Let him go back to his
mama.”

“I wish I knew where his mama is hiding,” Dragon�y said. “I’d
like to catch her.”

“Let him go, and he’ll �nd his mama,” Snow-in-the-Face said, and
he had the cutest grin on his small face. I could see he was as
mischievous as any other boy.

“It’s probably a little lost child �sh,” Little Jim said. “We aren’t
going to catch any more anyway. Let’s let him go home to his
parents.”

Well, I had the end of my �sh balloon tied airtight shut with a
piece of old �shing line I’d had in my pocket, and it was still in the
water on the opposite side of the boat. It was really cute, that little
yellowish rubber �sh, bobbing along out there on the surface.

And then Poetry yelled across to the other boat, saying, “Hey, you
guys over there! We got a �sh but don’t have any stringer to put
him on. What’ll we do with him?”

Circus, being mischievous and having lots of bright ideas anyway,
yelled back to us, “If you’ll put him back in the water and tell him
to swim over here, we’ll put him on our stringer.”

And that was what gave Poetry another idea, which wasn’t so
dumb and which turned our discouraged �shing trip into a one that
was wonderful. Poetry yelled to Circus, “Super idea! We’ll send him
over right away!” Then he got a command in his voice and said to
me, “Here, Bill, give me that line.” He reached out and took it
before I could make up my mind not to let him have it.

“What crazy thing are you going to do?” Dragon�y asked.



Poetry held his �sh between his knees a minute while he made a
double slipknot around the walleye’s tail. And then almost before
anybody could have stopped him if he had wanted to, Poetry
released that frisky little walleye into the water sort of the way my
mother does when she carefully holds an old setting hen and eases
her into a coop where there is a nestful of eggs to sit on. Poetry said
to the �sh, as he let go, “Here, Wally, my friend, you go swimming
straight for the other boat away over there!”

That �sh certainly had lots of pep. Being out of the water for that
short time hadn’t hurt him a bit—although, if you are going to let a
�sh go free after catching him, you are supposed to be very careful
to handle him with wet hands and release him under the water
rather than throw him back, and he’ll be more likely to live.

The frisky walleye made a �erce fast dive straight down into the
water, and in a few seconds the yellow balloon was bobbing up and
down as if it was a boy’s bobber on a �shing line. And it started to
move right in the direction of the other boat—kind of slow, but
actually toward it!

Poetry sighed proudly, leaned back, stuck his thumbs in his
armpits, and said, “See there, �sh understand my language.”

That made Dragon�y say, “That’s because you talk like a �sh,”
which, for Dragon�y, was almost a bright remark.

I could see, though, that the balloon �sh was changing its course,
which meant that the real �sh was too. It began working its way a
little toward the left, out toward deeper water and farther from
shore. We all watched it, having fun, and Poetry kept yelling to it to
turn to the right and to hurry up. But pretty soon, when it was
maybe �fty yards from us, it stopped going in one direction and
began to move slowly around in a small circle.

“I’ll bet he’s caught on a snag,” Snow-in the-Face said, and it
seemed that he might be right, because, even though the balloon
bobbed around a little, it didn’t move any farther away but just
seemed to stay more or less in the same place.



Well, we �shed on, all of us hoping for another �sh, but not a one
of us caught one, so pretty soon we got discouraged again and
pulled up anchor.

Then Poetry said, “Why don’t we go get him, then go home and
everybody go swimming?”

It sounded like a good idea. It’d be a lot more fun to do that than
to sit on a hard boat seat watching a rubber balloon bobbing on the
surface of a lake that didn’t have any hungry �sh in it.

“Let’s troll over,” Snow-in-the-Face said. “Sometimes when you
can’t catch �sh any other way, they’ll bite when you do that.”

Dragon�y said it was a good idea, too, because there might be a
“lost, strayed, or stolen” �sh all by itself between here and the
balloon.

So we all left our lines in the water while Snow-in-the-Face and
Little Jim took the oars and rowed us splashily out toward that nice
yellow balloon I was going to get and take home to Charlotte Ann.

We were almost there, and I was getting ready to reach out my
hand and get the balloon, when quick as a �ash I saw Little Jim’s
line go taut! His pole bent down clear to the water, while he
dropped his oar and quick grabbed his pole and yelled excitedly,
“Hey, I’ve got a �sh!”

Just then Dragon�y’s line did the same thing, and then—wham!—
my own line went tight. And the next thing we knew, most of us in
our boat found ourselves in the middle of one of the most exciting
�shing experiences of our whole lives. We yelled and pulled, and
our lines went singing out as our reels unwound. And almost at the
same time, Dragon�y and Little Jim and Poetry and I all landed a
walleye apiece and laid them, �opping and splashing water in every
direction, in the bottom of the boat.

“We’ve struck a school!” Poetry cried. “My �sh took us right to
them! He knew exactly where they were!”
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ell, you aren’t supposed to yell like a lot of wild men on the
warpath when you start catching a lot of �sh, because you

might scare the �sh away. So almost right away we all shushed each
other and only made some noise when we caught a �sh, which was
just about as fast as we could bait our hooks and get our lines into
the water again.

We quick anchored right close to where the balloon was, and the
other boat carrying the rest of the gang came rowing over as quietly
as they could and anchored close by.

Talk about excitement! We’d never had so much �shing fun in our
whole lives as we were having right that minute. And then, just like
Sugar Creek School getting out and the kids tumbling out the door
and all going away from the red brick schoolhouse, our school of
walleyes moved on, and we stopped getting bites.

I knew something was going to happen the minute I saw the
yellow balloon start moving fast out toward deeper water.

“Look!” Dragon�y, who saw it �rst, said. “Wally acts like he’s
scared. Look at him go!”

Everybody looked. The balloon was bobbing up and down and
even diving all the way under. Then it stayed under for a long time
before bouncing back up and shooting almost a foot into the air and
landing ker-smack on the water again.

But we had enough �sh for one day, so Big Jim said, “Let’s go
back to camp and get supper,” which was a good idea. We would
come back tomorrow.

“What’ll we do with Wally?” Poetry asked.



“He’s been a good friend,” Dragon�y said. “He ought to have
some kind of appreciation.”

Then Little Jim piped up good and loud, saying, “Let’s give him
his liberty!”

Well, we had enough larger �sh, and Wally really deserved some
kind of a reward for helping us catch so many �sh to take home to
Sugar Creek. So we pulled anchor and rowed out toward where
Wally was making the balloon �sh bob around in such a lively style.

As soon as the boat had eased alongside, I reached down my
hand, caught hold of the balloon, and started to haul Wally in
toward the boat. But then my line went tight as though it was
fastened onto a snag down on the bottom of the lake.

I gave a tug but not too hard, because I didn’t want the line to
scale o� any scales from Wally’s tail. It is as hard on a �sh to lose
some of its scales as on a barefoot boy to stub his toe and knock the
skin o�.

“He’s tangled up on something,” I said and gave another small
pull. And then—wham! There was a �erce wild lunge down there
somewhere, and I felt a scared feeling race up and down my spine. I
knew Wally didn’t have that much strength. Whatever it was felt as
big as an excited pig running in our barnyard back at Sugar Creek.

I had hold of the line as well as the balloon, and the line was
cutting into my hands. I couldn’t think straight but knew I didn’t
dare let loose.

Snow-in-the-Face, for the very �rst time, got excited and yelled
something to Eagle Eye in their Indian language and then to us in
English, “Some great big �sh has swallowed him!”

I held on, in spite of the line’s hurting my hand a little, and then,
out there about ten feet, something with a big, long, ugly snout and
�erce eyes shot up through the waves and almost two feet in the air,
then dive-splashed back in again.

There was a ferocious boiling of the surface as if a bomb had
exploded down in the water somewhere. I was trembling inside the



way any �sherman trembles when a �erce fast-�ghting �sh gets
away after it’s been hooked—only this one hadn’t been hooked with
a real hook.

He had probably come swimming along down there, looking for
an early supper, like a robin hopping around on our lawn at Sugar
Creek looking for night crawlers, and, seeing Wally swimming lazily
around, he had decided to eat him.

He had probably slowly nosed his ugly long snout up to Wally and
then all of a sudden made a savage rush at him with his mouth
open, had swallowed him whole, and started to swim away. That
had scared all the other �sh, which was why we’d all stopped
getting bites at the same time.

Anyway, right after that �ghting �sh lunged up out of the water
and down in again, he made a dive straight for our boat, shot under
it, and pulled so hard that I had to hold on for dear life. If I’d had a
long line on a �shing rod with a reel, I could have let the reel spin,
as �shermen do when they have a wild walleye or an enormous
northern pike on their lines. I could have “played” him until he was
tired out, then hauled him in. But with my line only a dozen or
more feet long, I was pretty sure I didn’t have a chance in the world
to land him, and the next thing I knew, I found out I was right.

Seconds, it seemed, after he dived under our boat, I felt my line
go sickeningly slack, and I knew I’d lost him. I couldn’t tell whether
he’d broken my line or whether he’d swallowed backwards and
Wally was free again.

The gang was groaning with disappointment, because everybody
had seen what had happened. And while I was pulling in the lifeless
line to see what was on the other end, I had a sick feeling in the pit
of my stomach, the kind a �sherman gets when he loses a big �sh.

And then I was holding up the end of the line for us to look at.
Dragon�y, seeing it, said, “Poetry’s slipknot slipped.”
We would have been a terribly sad gang if we hadn’t already

caught a lot of middle-sized walleyes.



Circus called to us from the other boat and said, “We could have
put a lot of kidnapper’s ransom money in a �sh that big, if we’d
caught him.”

“There wouldn’t have been much room left with Wally already
inside of him,” Poetry said.

For some reason I was looking at Little Jim when Poetry said that,
and I noticed a sad expression come over his small, mouselike face. I
thought he had a couple of tears in his eyes.

But it had been a wonderful �shing trip, and we couldn’t a�ord to
cry over a lost northern pike, which is what we all decided the big
�sh was. So after the other boat had pulled anchor, we started our
motors and steered around the island toward camp with our caught
�sh lying in the bottom of the boat.

Little Jim was sitting in the seat in front of me, facing me as we
roared along with Poetry running the motor. Di�erent ones of us
were talking and yelling to each other about all the di�erent things
that had happened—all except Little Jim, who, I noticed, was extra
quiet, and his eyes still had that sad look in them.

Pretty soon I leaned over and half whispered to him, “What’s the
matter?”

He swallowed, then said, “Nothing.”
“There is, too,” I said, just as he turned his head and gave it a

quick shake. When he looked back in my direction, the tears that’d
been in his eyes a second before were gone. That is the way Little
Jim gets tears out of his eyes—he just turns his head away, jerks it
real quick, and that shakes the tears out.

Dragon�y, who knew Little Jim had that cute way of getting tears
out without using a handkerchief, so that nobody would know he
had had tears in the �rst place, saw him do that and said to him
from behind me, “Don’t you know tears are salty? Freshwater �sh
that live in lakes don’t like salt water.”

“That’s not funny,” I said to Dragon�y over my shoulder, mad at
him for not having more respect for Little Jim’s hurt heart. I knew



Little Jim’s heart was hurt when he said to me, “That wasn’t much
of a reward for Wally, after all he did for us.”

Then just as sometimes happens to my mother when she says
something that has a sad thought mixed up with it, Little Jim’s eyes
got a couple of new tears in them, which he quick shook out into the
lake. Then he said, as he reached his small hands toward me, “Let
me hold the balloon �sh for a while.”

I pushed the yellow balloon toward him, and the way he took it,
made me think of the way my little two-year-old baby sister,
Charlotte Ann, would reach out her chubby little hands for it when I
got home and showed it to her.

For a minute, while our two boats plowed along through the
water—which, with the sunlight shining on the moving waves,
looked like a big lakeful of live silver—my thoughts took a hop,
skip, and jump across the lake to the shore. I leaped over the
Chippewa Forest and high up over a lot of other lakes, like Paul
Bunyan himself.

And all of a sudden I landed right inside our kitchen at Sugar
Creek, where I knew I’d be in just a few days. In my mind’s eye, I
saw Mom standing by our kitchen stove near the east window,
which has a green ivy vine trailing across the top of the outside of
it. I could smell the aroma of raw-fried potatoes frying and see the
steam pu�ng up from the hooked spout of our old teakettle.

If, when I came in, I accidently carried in a little mud on my
shoes or bare feet, Mom would say, as she nearly always does,
“Would you like to get the broom, Bill, and sweep out that mud
which a little while ago came walking in on two feet?”

I would know whose two feet she meant, and I’d grin, and right
away I’d step to the place where we keep our broom, which is
behind the kitchen door. I wouldn’t any more than get started with
the dustpan and broom than Mom would say, “Be careful not to
sweep hard, or we’ll have dust in our fried potatoes.”

While I was doing that, all of a sudden I’d get tangled up with
something, and, turning around, I’d see my neat little sister,



Charlotte Ann, with her tiny toy broom, sweeping it around
awkwardly the way little girls do when they’re just learning how to
sweep.

Now that she’s learned to walk, she tries to do everything any of
the rest of us do. She follows Mom around, sweeping when Mom
does, washing her hands when Mom does, and when Mom or Dad
sit down to read a book or a magazine, she gets a book or a
magazine and tries to read, nearly always getting it upside down,
though. Sometimes when Mom is getting supper and Charlotte Ann
can’t see high enough to see what Mom is doing, she gets cross and
whines and fusses and pulls at Mom’s dress or apron and makes a
nuisance out of herself. She doesn’t know she’s a nuisance. Maybe
she thinks Mom is making a nuisance of herself, instead, for not
letting her help get supper.

Yes sir, I was getting homesick for my folks and could hardly wait
till I got home next week to tell them all the exciting adventures
we’d had. Also, it’d be fun to watch the mail every day to see if
maybe Little Jim would get any letters from anybody who would
�nd the gospel messages that he’d been tossing out into the lake in
whiskey bottles.

Thinking that, I remembered John Till and wondered where he
was and what he was doing.

And all of a sudden I remembered what Poetry and I had been
thinking and talking about in the station wagon when we’d been at
the source of the Mississippi River. He had found a Bible verse that
said if any two of the Lord’s disciples were agreed about something
they wanted to pray for, they could pray for it, and the heavenly
Father would do it.

Thinking that, I turned around to Poetry, who was running the
boat, and looked at him, and he looked at me. I pointed to my shirt
pocket, which had its �ap buttoned to keep my New Testament from
falling out.

His eyes looked where my �nger was pointing, and the expression
on his mischievous happy-looking face changed to a very sober one.



He squinted his eyes as a boy does when he’s thinking about
something or somebody someplace else. He lifted his free hand (the
other being on the rubber grip of the motor’s handle) and, with his
fore�nger, pointed to his own shirt pocket. We just looked into each
other’s eyes a minute, and for some reason I felt �ne inside.

Then I swung my eyes around over the lake and in the direction
where the sun was going to set after a while. I was glad I was alive
—for the same reason Little Jim was glad he was alive. In a little
while, we’d be to shore.

There was only one thing about a �shing trip I didn’t like, and
that was having to help clean the �sh afterward. But, boy oh boy,
when you start sinking your teeth into the nice snow-white �sh
steaks, which restaurants’ menus call �llet, you don’t mind having
had to clean them at all. Yum, yum, crunch, crunch … Boy oh boy, I
certainly was hungry.

As our boat cut a wide circle and swung up beside the dock in
front of our big brown tents, I could see that a �re was already
started in the Indian kitchen we’d made. That meant that, just the
minute we had our �sh cleaned, Barry’d have them sizzling in the
skillet for us.

That night just before we went to bed, Tom and I were alone a
minute at the end of the dock, and he had both hands clasped
around the slender �agpole. He was swaying his body forward and
backward and sideways, not saying anything for a while, and
neither was I. Then he said, “I wish I could �nd my dad.”

There was a tear in his voice, and I knew he was feeling pretty
awful inside, and because I liked him, I felt the same way for a
minute.

“Nobody knows where he is,” I said.
And Tom surprised me by saying, “Only one Person knows.”
As quick as I realized what he meant, I said, “Yes, that’s right. He

knows everything in the world at the same time.”



The moon shining on the water looked the way it nearly always
does in the moonlight-like silver or like a �eld of oats on Dad’s farm
would look if somebody had painted it white and the wind was
blowing.

Santa, who had his cabin not far up the lake from where we were
camped, had gone away for the night, and Big Jim and Circus had
been selected to stay all night in his cabin to sort of look after things
for him. They were the biggest members of our gang, and Barry
gave them permission.

All the rest of the gang were in the tents, maybe undressing, and
Tom and I were really alone, when all of a sudden I heard a sound
on the shore and a voice calling in a low husky whisper, “Tom! Hey
—Tom!” And I was sure I had heard the voice before.

Then I saw the bushes part and a dark form move out into the
moonlight. At the same time Tom let go of the �agpole and made a
dive for the shore, beating it up the dock as fast as he could.

I was so surprised I couldn’t move. I felt weak in the knees and
sick at the stomach. Tom was over there in a �ash, and I watched
him and somebody standing side by side, talking in whispers.

Then the dark form I’d seen come out of the bushes darted back
again, and a second later I heard footsteps going lickety-sizzle up the
lakeshore.

Then Tom started back to me, and I met him in the middle of the
dock.

“Who was it?” I asked, thinking I knew. “Was it your dad?”
“No,” Tom said, “it was my brother, Bob. I gave him the letter

from Mother, and he’s going to give it to Dad.”
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an you imagine that? Big Bob Till, Big Jim’s worst enemy and,
except for Big Jim, the �ercest �ghter in the whole country

anywhere, maybe! He was what people called a “juvenile
delinquent,” which means he didn’t like to behave himself and had
done many things that were against the law.

Maybe I’d better tell you right now, in case you don’t know it,
that Mr. Foote, Little Jim’s dad, had used his in�uence back at Sugar
Creek to keep Bob from having to go to reform school. Then Bob
had been paroled to him. Little Jim had been glad, because he’d
rather anybody would be good than to have him be bad and have to
be punished for it.

But Bob was still not behaving himself, because he hadn’t been
trained at home like most of the rest of us. Even we were having a
hard enough time to be even half as good as we thought we were,
and we had had training all our boy lives.

When Tom said to me, there in the moonlight on the middle of
the dock, that he’d given his mom’s letter to his brother, and I
realized that Bob was up here in the north woods, you could have
knocked me over with a moonbeam, I was so surprised. Of course,
he was gone now—somewhere or other—but where?

I asked Tom a question then. “Where is your dad?”
And he said, “I don’t know, but Bob does, and he’ll take Mother’s

letter to him.”
It seemed the rest of the gang ought to know Bob was up here,

and for some reason it seemed that Poetry ought to know it �rst. So
the very second I had a chance after I got into our tent a little later,
and the lights were out, and Dragon�y had been quieted down from



talking and laughing—in fact, his noisy nose sounded as if he was
asleep—I reached out my hand and touched Poetry and said, “You
asleep?”

And he whispered quietly, “Yes,” which meant he wasn’t. So I told
him about Bob, and he said, “That explains a lot of things.”

“What, for instance?” I asked.
And he said, “It explains who opened the icehouse door and let

John Till out.”
Then Poetry and I decided to get up and go outside where we

could talk without being heard.
I was surprised we were able to get up and out without being

stopped by Dragon�y’s waking up and asking questions or insisting
on going along. He is never able to let a guy have any secrets
without wanting them to be divided up with him.

A good place to talk without being heard would be down at the
dock, we decided, so away we went toward the lake, where the
waves were sighing and lapping against the shore and dock posts
and making the boats rock a little. One boat was making a little
scraping noise against the dock.

“Where was Bob standing?” Poetry asked, and when I pointed to
the bushes, he started straight toward them. As you maybe know, he
wanted to be a detective someday and was always looking for what
detectives and the police and the FBI call “clues.” And often Poetry
was �nding one—or something he thought was one.

As soon as we were both behind the bushes, where nobody at
camp could see us, he turned on his �ashlight and shined it all
around where Bob and Tom had been standing.

“What’re we looking for?” I asked.
He answered as he always does, “A clue.”
“What kind of a clue?” I asked.
And he replied, “I’ll tell you just as soon as I �nd it.”



Well, I certainly didn’t expect we’d �nd anything, but all of a
sudden I heard a sound from up the shore like footsteps coming, so I
said in a husky whisper, “I think I heard a clue coming from
somewhere.” Then, up the path and not far away I saw a �ashlight
blink on and o�.

We crouched low, hardly daring to breathe, knowing that
somebody was coming for sure and wondering who it was and what
he wanted. Was it Bob Till or maybe old hook-nosed John Till
himself?

Right that second, though, I saw something white lying where my
feet had been a moment before. It looked like a folded white
handkerchief, so I stooped down, reached out my hand to touch it,
and it was an envelope.

Little Tom’s mom’s letter, I thought. Bob dropped it and is coming
back to look for it.

Poetry and I kept even quieter than we had been. He did not
know, of course, what I’d just found and tucked into my pajama
pocket. We had not taken time to dress—I was in my green-and-
white striped pajamas and Poetry in his purple ones.

We both had the weird feeling that for some reason we should get
ourselves out of there, which we did. We sneaked back maybe
�fteen feet before deciding to stop and wait to see who it was and
what he was looking for and why, if we could.

In a few excited moments, whoever was coming was right where
we ourselves had been and was �ashing his �ashlight on and o� all
around where a little while before I’d picked up the envelope. I
could see he wasn’t very tall—not as tall as big John Till—so I
decided it might be Bob again.

Poetry had hold of my arm so tight it actually hurt, which
showed, even though he was usually calm in a time of excitement,
that this time he was pretty tense himself.

I certainly didn’t know what to do and would have been afraid to
do it even if I had. But I wouldn’t have had time to do much of
anything. Right that second, whoever it was stopped searching, and



I heard his footsteps going on past in the direction of Santa’s dock,
which was several hundred yards farther on.

I thought of the envelope in my pocket and remembered that it
wasn’t mine and that I ought to call out to whoever it was and say,
“Hey, there, mister, whatever you’re looking for, I’ve got it.
Whatever it is!” But I didn’t.

Then Poetry and I were alone with ourselves, and the only sound
was the friendly lapping of the waves against the dock posts and the
washing of other waves against the sandy shore. Away out on the
lake was a great big shimmering silver spot of moonlight, which was
very pretty. Still farther was the shadow of the trees on the little
island on the other side of which we had caught our walleyes and
where Wally had lost his life. Right that minute he was maybe half
digested in the stomach of a big ugly-snouted northern pike.

I could feel my heart beating with excitement, but there was
something else I was feeling too. It was the envelope I had in my
pocket, which I quick took out.

I whispered for Poetry to turn on his light, which he did, and this
is what we saw on the envelope, written in pencil that was kind of
smeared the way pencil marks on a letter are when a boy has
carried it around in his pocket or in his hands awhile. We saw
written in a big awkward scrawl the name Bob Till. But there wasn’t
anything else, not even an address—and no postage stamp.

Quick as anything, not stopping to think that that letter was
private property and he had no right to open it, Poetry had a paper
out of the envelope and was unfolding it, and I was holding his
trembling �ashlight on it to see what it said. It was a sheet of white
typewriter paper, and there wasn’t a thing on it, not even a pencil
mark.

“It’s another invisible-ink map,” Poetry said, and I remembered
the other one we’d found. I told you about it in another story. When
we’d warmed it up, it had turned out to be a map, showing where
the little kidnapped girl had been found and which way two broken



twig trails led. And we had followed them and �nally found the
ransom money in the old icehouse.

“And here’s a note,” Poetry whispered, as a little folded piece of
paper with writing on it tumbled out.

That note, which was also printed in pencil, said,

Dear Bob:
Santa’s away tonight. Get my boat which is tied to

his dock and pick me up at the Indian cemetery at 10
o’clock and we’ll get the rest of the ransom money. If
I’m not there, wait till I come.

Your Dad

Well, when I saw what Poetry’s trembling �ashlight showed us
was written on that unfolded piece of paper, you could have
knocked me over with a question mark. Our mystery had come to
life again, and we were going to have another exciting adventure
before our vacation was over. Hurrah! Boy oh boy!

Poetry spoke �rst, saying excitedly, “I’ll bet Bob’s going down to
get the boat right now! We’ve got to stop him!”

“Why?” I said.
And he said, “Stop him and make him tell us where his dad is.

Then we or the police can capture him.”
“Bob wouldn’t tell us,” I said, being sure he wouldn’t.
“Well, for pity’s sake, we must do something!” Poetry exclaimed.
When I said, “What?” he said, “Get the gang and beat Bob to the

cemetery!”
That made as good sense as anything I could have thought of,

especially since right that minute I heard a motorboat somewhere
and guessed that Bob had already started the powerful black-
shrouded motor that was on the boat John Till had had and which
the police had left at Santa’s dock.



We didn’t have time to decide anything right then, though.
Almost as quick as a lightning bug can �ash its light on and o�, we
heard somebody running toward us from the direction of Santa’s
cottage. A second later, two forms came pu�ng out into the
moonlight and into our camp. It was Big Jim and Circus, who
should have been staying all night in Santa’s cabin just to sort of
look after things for him.

I thought of Tom Till and hated to have him know what was going
on, which he would if there was a lot of boy noise and the whole
camp should wake up and come scrambling over each other down to
the dock in crazy-looking pajamas, talking and wondering, What on
earth?

So Poetry and I shushed Big Jim and Circus, and the four of us
started to tell each other what we knew.

“Somebody took John Till’s boat!” Circus pu�ed. “Hear him?
There he goes now!”

About two hundred yards from shore, I saw the shadow of a boat
in the moonlight, heard the roar of a powerful motor, and knew
we’d have to hurry to get to the Indian cemetery �rst.

“Let’s step on the gas and get going,” Circus said as soon as we’d
told them about the note we had found.

Poetry asked, “What kind of gas—outboard motor or station
wagon?”

Big Jim, knowing that most of the Sugar Creek Gang had more
bravery than good sense and that we sometimes did dangerous
things without thinking �rst, said, “This is another job for the
police.”

But Poetry spoke up and said, “Let’s be policemen ourselves! By
the time we phone them and they could get there, it’d be too late.”

Which it would be, I thought. So we decided we ought to try to get
to the cemetery �rst by driving there as fast as we could in the
station wagon.



What to do about Tom was our �rst problem, and we wouldn’t
have much time to try to solve it. Some of us simply had to get
going to the cemetery to be there before Bob could get to The
Narrows and zip through them into the lake where the cemetery
was.

It was half past nine right that second, and Bob was supposed to
meet his dad there at ten. If only we could get there before either
one of them did—and hide somewhere in the bushes. Then maybe
we could sneak up on them and get both of them at once—because
it looked as if Bob was in on the business of being a helper to the
kidnapper too.

Barry and Little Jim and Tom were the only ones left in Barry’s
tent. Barry must have heard our excited talk, because his tent �ap
plopped open and out he came, wanting to know what on earth all
the excitement was about. We told him and showed him the note,
and then he also heard Bob’s motor on the lake. We didn’t stop to
try to �gure out why John Till had written to Bob instead of just
telling him where to meet him.

And then Little Jim and Tom came tumbling out of Barry’s tent in
our direction, and Dragon�y came out of the other tent, and there
we all were—too many and some of us too little to go on a
kidnapper hunt.

Barry took charge of things quick. He said, “You boys all stay
right here and look after camp. I’ve a phone call to make—and I
want to see the �re warden a minute.”

And I guess I never was so disappointed in my life as I was right
that minute.

“Is there a �re somewhere?” Tom Till asked quick, sni�ng to see
if anything smelled like smoke.

Dragon�y did the same thing and sneezed just as if he had
actually smelled something he was allergic to.

A bit later, Barry in the station wagon was driving down the lane
toward Santa’s boat-house, and I knew that in a few seconds he’d be
pulling up a steep hill, following the sandy trail at the top, and



going like mad down a winding road through the forest to the �re
warden’s house, which you know about if you’ve read Screams in the
Night.

There he’d make a terribly fast phone call to the police—or else
let the �re warden’s wife do it while he and the �re warden beat it
on to the Indian cemetery. They’d probably stop before they got
there, though, and sneak carefully up along the lakeshore to where
Bob’s boat would be coming in. Then, if they could, they’d capture
both Bob and his dad.

I felt terribly disappointed inside, as if I’d just blown up a very
pretty big balloon and somebody had stuck a pin into it. I didn’t
know there was going to be more excitement where we were than
where Barry and the �re warden would be.
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he station wagon had no sooner disappeared and the whirring
sound of its motor faded away, leaving us with Barry’s orders

to go back to bed ringing in our ears, than I remembered the blank
sheet of typewriter paper I had in my pocket and which we hadn’t
bothered to show to Barry.

Little Jim and Tom Till didn’t know anything about what was
going on, and, being sleepy anyway, they seemed glad to get back to
their tent and make a dive back into the sleep from which they had
dragged themselves a little while before.

Dragon�y was suspicious, though, and when he noticed Poetry
and Big Jim and Circus and me talking together, he got a stubborn
expression in his voice and aimed a question at us. “You guys got a
secret of some kind?”

We didn’t want him to start any fuss. Besides, sometimes he
wasn’t such a dumb person to let in on a secret. So for a little while
we left Little Jim and Tom Till alone in their tent, and the �ve of us
went into the other tent, lit a lantern, unfolded the piece of
typewriter paper, and warmed it over the hot top of the lantern.

In only a few minutes we were again looking at a map of the
territory. It showed the camp where we were and the place where
the little Ostberg girl had been lying, just like the other map we’d
found. Also some other places were identi�ed, such as Santa’s
boathouse, the �re warden’s cabin, and the broken twig trail, which
led o� in di�erent directions.

“Both maps are alike,” Circus said, and it looked as if they were.
Poetry traced the faint markings of the new map with his pencil

so that we could study it better.



“What do you suppose Bob had two maps for?” Dragon�y asked.
And Poetry answered by saying, “He maybe had only one at �rst,

but when he lost it—the one we found last week—he or his dad
made another one.”

“Yeah,” I said, with a question mark in my voice, “but why draw
them in invisible ink?”

“Maybe so nobody would think they were maps.”
“But how could Bob himself know the di�erent places if he

couldn’t see the lines and di�erent marks?” I asked, wondering.
It was Dragon�y who answered my doubt by saying, “Oh, he

probably had what they call an ‘original’—and as soon as he’d
memorized it, he drew another one in invisible ink and tore the �rst
one up!”

His idea made sense, I thought and said so, and so did Poetry.
But we weren’t getting anywhere—and weren’t supposed to,

anyway. It certainly didn’t seem fair that Barry hadn’t let us go with
him, but he was camp boss and that was that, and we were
supposed to crawl back into our sleeping bags and go to sleep.
Imagine that! Right while Barry and the �re warden and maybe the
police were capturing old hook-nosed John Till and his son Bob!
Imagine it! It was terribly disappointing.

And then all of a sudden Dragon�y gasped and said, “Gang!
Look!” He was holding up the new map between his dragon�ylike
eyes and the light. His voice had contagious excitement in it, so we
all looked quick to see what he saw. But it wasn’t anything—only
two crude-looking �sh away o� on the part of the map that was
supposed to represent a lake.

“A couple of �sh,” I said, disgusted with him for getting us excited
over nothing. “That’s to show you there is a lake there.”

“Yeah,” he said, still excited, “but look where they are! They’re
right over there where that island is where we caught our walleyes
today.”



Big Jim answered by saying, “Maybe they’re supposed to locate a
good �shing place.”

And then Dragon�y got an idea that sent our minds whirling like
summer cyclones at Sugar Creek. He said, “You know what that is?
That’s where the island is, and that’s where John Till has been
catching the big �sh to put the ransom money in, and that island’s
where maybe the rest of the money is right this very minute. I’ll bet
that’s where they’ll go to get the rest of it, if Barry or the police
don’t catch ’em �rst!”

Well sir, you could have knocked me over with an invisible-ink
map when Dragon�y gave us that wonderful idea. It sounded
exactly right, and it seemed a shame that I hadn’t thought of it �rst.

In fact, for a minute it almost seemed I had, because all of a
sudden I was remembering what I’d thought in the afternoon when
Poetry and I had been exploring that island looking for clues. Also I
remembered that island was where I’d wanted to go to hunt for
treasure in the �rst place when I’d thought of playing Robinson
Crusoe and his man Friday and also Treasure Island.

I just knew that Dragon�y and I were right, so as quick as a �ash I
said, “If we really want to capture Bob and old John Till, we’d
better beat it over to that little island and be hiding there
somewhere when they get there and capture them ourselves.”

Big Jim answered me in a tone of voice that sounded as if he
thought I was only about half bright. “Who wants to get the living
daylights knocked out of him in the middle of the night? When you
saw him the �rst time, didn’t he have a big hunting knife?”

I remembered that he had. In fact, in my mind’s eye I could still
see that wicked-looking knife with its �ve-inch-long blade that
looked as if it could not only make a quick slice into the stomach of
a �sh but could do the same thing to a boy. When Big Jim said that
to me like that, it seemed maybe he was right and that I was very
ignorant for wanting to be brave without using good sense.

“Besides,” Big Jim said, “those two silly-looking �sh on the map
don’t mean a thing. We’d better all get some sleep, or we’ll be as



tired as wrung-out dishrags tomorrow.”
Well, that was orders, and a boy is supposed to obey anybody

who has a right to be his boss, such as a schoolteacher or a camp
leader or either one of his parents or somebody he is working for.
Big Jim didn’t always get obeyed, though, because our gang nearly
always voted on important things to decide what to do.

So right away Poetry, who thought my idea wasn’t so bad after
all, spoke up and said, “I move we all get into Barry’s big boat and
go roaring over to that island, beach the boat on the sandy shore of
the cove behind some willows, and be there waiting when Bob and
his dad come—if they do.”

“Second the motion,” I said quick.
But Big Jim exploded our idea by saying, “It’s Barry’s orders to go

to bed.”
It certainly wasn’t easy to go to bed when there was so much

excitement we’d rather be mixed up in, but orders were orders. So
pretty soon I was in my sleeping bag in the tent with Dragon�y and
Poetry. Big Jim and Circus had decided to go back to Santa’s cabin
to spend the rest of the night as they’d planned to do in the �rst
place.

Pretty soon, in spite of feeling excited and wondering whether
anybody would catch John Till and Bob, I must have dropped o� to
sleep, not even knowing I was going to do it. A certain poem says,
“No boy knows when he goes to sleep.” It seemed like even in my
sleep I could hear an outboard motor roaring out on the lake, �rst
coming close to us, then fading away, and then a little later coming
back again.

Once, when I was half awake and half asleep, I heard Poetry turn
over beside me, and then I heard him whisper, “Bill, listen, will
you? Somebody’s out there in a motorboat going back and forth in
front of our dock.”

It took a while for me to realize where I was and why, and then I
was actually listening to a motorboat out on our lake, sounding as if
somebody was doing what Poetry said he was.



Poetry sat up, scrambled over to the tent �ap, and worked it
open.

In another second I had my red head beside his, and we were both
looking out across the moonlit water and seeing a dark, fast-moving
boat out there.

“He’s crazy!” Poetry said in my left ear, and I said to him in his
right one, “He’s just cutting big wide circles.”

It seemed silly for anybody to do what he was doing. So, because
it was a crazy night anyway and so many odd things had happened
on our �shing trip, Poetry and I squeezed our way through the tent
�ap and went down to the dock to see what on earth anybody was
doing out there, just going round and round like that.

And then Poetry gasped and said, “There isn’t anybody in that boat.
It’s empty!”

Just then the boat came into the middle of a big wide silver path,
which lakes have on moonlit nights when you look out across them
in the direction of the moon. And I saw that Poetry was right.

I could hardly believe my surprised eyes, but in that silver path
was a motorboat about the size of the one Bob Till had gone away
in, cutting big, terribly fast wide circles, going round and round and
round. The motor sounded exactly like the big black-shrouded one I
knew how to run so well and which Bob had taken from Santa’s
dock.

It didn’t make sense—a boat out there without anybody in it.
“It’s getting closer! The wind is blowing it toward the shore. It gets

closer every time it makes a circle!”
What to do or whether to do anything was the question. Poetry

and I stood there on the dock in our pajamas, not slapping at the
mosquitoes, because when the wind blows, as it was right then,
mosquitoes’ small wings can’t control their �ight, and they stop
looking for boys to bite.

Whirr! Roar! Whizz! And also Plop! Plop! Plop! The motor was
doing the whirring and the whizzing, and the bottom of the boat



was doing the plopping on the waves.
“It’s empty!” we said to each other.
“Maybe whoever was in it fell out. Maybe it was John Till, and he

was drunk and fell out, and the boat just keeps on running,” I said.
I knew a motorboat could do that. If the steering handle was set,

it would maybe stay set, and the motor would keep on going until it
ran out of gas or rammed into the shore somewhere.

Then the boat straightened out a little, as though the steering
handle had swung around, which they do sometimes when nobody
holds onto them. Now it came roaring straight toward our dock at a
terri�c rate of speed! In another half minute it would crash into the
end of the dock where we were, right there by the �agpole. It was
coming as straight as a torpedo and almost as fast, I thought, as
though this was a war and somebody had �red a torpedo right
toward where we were.

And then a second later, while my mind was whirling, not
believing it could or would happen, the sharp prow of that big white
boat with the �erce racing motor on the other end of it struck with
a crash that jarred the dock, glanced sideways, swerved up along its
edge, and ran into the sandy shore. At the same time, the propeller,
down in the water, struck the shallow sandy bottom, which made
the motor tilt forward.

The motor made a couple of discouraged-sounding sneezes and
coughs and stopped.

Almost before the sound of the crash had stopped splitting my
eardrums, I was over by the boat, looking down and shining my
�ashlight into it. There lying in the bottom was a quart-sized
whiskey bottle, and my imagination told me that maybe John Till
had been in the boat and that he had gotten drunk and had fallen
out and was out there in the lake somewhere, already drowned. My
heart sank as I thought of what a hurt heart Little Tom Till would
have when he found out.

The waves of the lake were splashing against the dock posts and
lapping at the shore and the boat, and it was a terribly tense minute.



And then Poetry, who was beside me, grabbed my arm as if he
had just heard something terribly important and said, “Listen … sh
… listen!”

I listened but didn’t hear anything at �rst. Then all of a sudden I
did, and it was a scared voice calling from somewhere, crying,
“Help! Help!”
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certainly didn’t dream that things were going to turn out the way
they did when that boat whammed itself into our dock and up

onto the shore, turning partway over on its side, and we heard a
voice calling from somewhere, “Help! Help! Help!”

The �rst thing I thought of was that somebody—I didn’t know
who—was out there drowning and had to have help right away.

Santa’s house was several hundred yards up the shore, and any
yelling any of us could have done for Big Jim and Circus to come
and help us couldn’t have been heard by them. And by the time any
of us could have run up there and wakened them, it would have
been too late to save whoever’s life needed to be saved.

Quick as anything, I said to Poetry, “We’ve got to do something,
or maybe somebody will drown out there!”

But I didn’t have to tell Poetry to get going. He was the fastest-
acting barrel-shaped boy you ever saw. In less time than it takes me
to write it for you, Poetry had picked up two oars that were lying
there and tossed them into the row-boat that was on the opposite
side of the dock and in an instant was unwinding the anchor rope
from around the dock post.

Then he yelled to me, “Hurry up and get in and get the oars into
the oarlocks, and let’s row out quick and save him!”

Even while we were making a lot of noise, I could still hear that
voice out there calling, “Help! Help! H–e–l–p!”

We got the boat’s prow headed into the waves, which is what you
have to do when you row on a lake, or you’ll maybe get your boat
�lled with water.



Then I heard another yell coming from the direction of the tents,
and it was Dragon�y racing toward us in �apping pajamas, wanting
to know what was going on and why.

I yelled back to him from the boat I was already in and said,
“Hey, you—Dragon�y! Beat it down to Santa’s cabin and tell Big
Jim and Circus to get Santa’s motorboat and come out to help us!
There’s somebody drowning out there in the moonlight!”

As quick as anything, Poetry and I were on our way. Our boat had
three life-preserver cushions in it—enough for Poetry and me and
whoever was out there, which of course had to be John Till, I
thought, on account of the whiskey bottle in the bottom of the boat
that had just roared its way up onto our shore.

If our own boat should be upset and we were tossed out into the
water, we could swim to our cushions and by keeping our bodies
down under the water and holding onto the cushions for dear life,
we could manage to keep our faces above water, and the cushions
would hold us up.

Poetry and I sat in the middle seat, side by side, with Poetry
sitting nearer the center than I, so that the boat would be well
balanced, on account of he was a whole lot heavier than I was. Each
one of us used an oar, and we rowed as fast as we could in the
direction the call for help had come from.

Our oars made squeaking noises in the locks, the blades made a
little splashing sound in the water, and the waves plopping against
the prow made it hard for us to hear the calls for help and also hard
to tell just which direction to go. But we kept on rowing hard, and I
could see the shore getting farther and farther away.

I was glad that my parents had taught me how to work on the
farm and that I had muscles that sometimes felt as strong as the
muscles of the man in a poem Poetry is always quoting, “The Village
Blacksmith,” which goes:

Under the spreading chestnut tree
The village smithy stands.



The smith—a mighty man is he,
With large and sinewy hands,
And the muscles of his brawny arms
Are strong as iron bands.

But even though my arm muscles felt that strong, my knees felt
sort of weak as I realized that a man’s life was depending on us. We
kept on rowing as hard and as fast as we could, grunting and
sweating and hoping and also doing what any boy with good sense,
or even without it, would do at a time like that—praying as hard as
anything.

Anyway I was, and I was asking God to please help us get there
quick. When a boy is in the middle of such dangerous excitement as
I was in, he will ask God to help him, even though he hasn’t been a
very good boy and isn’t sure God will have anything to do with him.
All of a sudden I was thinking of Little Tom and his nice mother,
and it just seemed it would be terrible for them to lose their dad,
even if he was maybe the meanest man that ever lived at Sugar
Creek.

Another reason I was praying with every grunt was that I knew
John Till wasn’t a Christian. And if he didn’t become one before he
died, he’d never get to go to heaven, because my parents had told
me the Bible says, “Unless one is born again he cannot see the
kingdom of God.” Anybody who knows what Dad calls the “ABC’s of
the gospel” knows that you can be born again just by letting the
Savior into your heart. But John Till had never done that.

I guess maybe I didn’t use any words with my prayer, though, but
only some worried thoughts, which I sort of shot up to heaven as
quick as I could, the way I shoot arrows with my bow when I’m
back home. In fact, for a while it seemed I was shooting prayer-
arrows up to God and that on the end of each one, instead of a little
feather, there was a note on a strip of paper. And on each note I’d
written, “Please, heavenly Father, old John Till’s soul is lost, and if



he drowns without being saved, it’ll be terrible. Help us get to him
quick.”

Then Poetry interrupted my thoughts saying, “Stop rowing a
minute and listen!”

I let my oar rest for a moment, and right away the waves made
our boat swerve a little, as though it would swing around if we
didn’t keep on rowing.

But I heard a voice not more than �fty feet farther on. Looking
quick, I saw something dark in the water, struggling. And the voice
with a desperate gasp cried, “Hurry—I—help!” Then it stopped.

I tell you we hurried then. I kept on sending up prayer-arrows,
grunting and pulling and wishing. Then without knowing I was
going to say it, I said, “Oh, please don’t let him drown. Because
Poetry and I have got a secret about one of Your Bible verses that
says if two of us agree on something we ask for, You will answer
us.”

It just seemed that John Till had to be saved, on account of it
seemed that promise in the Bible was especially about him. Then,
again without knowing I was going to say it aloud, I said, “And here
comes another arrow with the same thing written on it.”

And Poetry said, “What arrow? What are you talking about?”
I explained it to him while we rowed harder.
And even though he didn’t say much, I knew he was doing the

same thing I was. My parents had taught me to pray when I was
little, and I still liked to, even though my folks sometimes might
wonder if I ever did or not, because I was sometimes too
mischievous. Also sometimes I wasn’t always what they called a
“good boy,” which is an expression they use when they mean I
ought to behave myself.

Soon we were close to John Till, and I saw it was really him, and
he didn’t have any life preserver. He had probably been drunk and
had just tumbled out of his boat while it was racing terribly fast,
and he had been swimming ever since.



I quick grabbed up the cushion in front of my feet and with a
wide sweep of my arm tossed it out toward him. My aim was as
good as David’s had been when he had used his slingshot on the
giant that time in the Bible.

The pillow landed ker-plop right in front of old John, and I saw
him make a desperate lunge toward it and grab hold with both
arms. Then I heard him yell in a sputtering voice something I never
dreamed I’d hear from old John Till that night. It was “Thank God,
I’m saved!”

Then he quit trying to swim and just lay back and held onto the
cushion and let himself �oat, with only his face above water and the
cushion in front of his chin. That is the way to �oat, if you ever
have to hold onto a life-preserver cushion.

In a moment we had our boat there, and old John was crying and
gasping and saying, “Thank God—oh, thank you, boys, thank you!”

How to get him into the boat was the question, though, for the
minute he would try to get in, his heavy weight might tip us over.
But in spite of being exhausted and gasping for breath, John Till still
had good sense. He didn’t try to climb in right away but got his
breath �rst.

Besides, in a minute Circus and Big Jim, with Dragon�y holding a
�ashlight to help them see us, came motoring out. In a little while
we had John in the boat, and we were all on our way to shore, with
John so tired out he just laid down his terribly wet self and sort of
shook and sni�ed and half cried while we moved along.

I tell you, it’s a wonderful feeling when you’ve done something
like that. You’re glad not only because you helped do it, but, if you
believe what Poetry and I believed, you feel as though you and the
heavenly Father are very good friends—which is maybe the best
feeling a boy ever has.

As we rowed along toward shore, John Till just lay in the bottom
of the boat like a terribly big �sh that had just been caught and was
so tired out he couldn’t move.



Pretty soon, Poetry whispered, “Do you think he’s pretending to
be good, and that he just said those religious words back there to
fool us and is maybe playing possum? Do you think when we get to
shore he’ll quick make a dive for the bushes and run away?”

I’d seen possums act like that. They were lively until they were
caught; then they would do what is called “play possum”—just roll
over on their sides and curl up into a half circle and shut their eyes
and act dead until we or the dogs went away a few yards. Then they
would come to life quick, scramble to their ridiculous feet, which
look like hands, and run to a tree and climb up it or to a hole in the
ground and dive into it.

“I don’t know,” I said to Poetry, “but he sounded like he meant
what he said when he said those words back there.” I wanted to
believe it, because I wanted Tom Till to have a brand-new dad like
Circus had gotten when his pop had been saved a couple of years
before.

Well, it turned out that I was right. That whiskey bottle we’d seen
in the bottom of his boat hadn’t had whiskey in it at all but was one
Little Jim had put a gospel tract in! Old John had found it and read
it, and the Lord Himself had used it to do what our Sugar Creek
minister calls “convict him of his sins.” On top of that, he had
stopped to read the message in the other whiskey bottle, the one
that had been used as a marker for a good crappie-�shing place out
in front of the Indian cemetery. Also he had been listening on his
little radio to the program of The Church of the Cross.

So, after he had accidentally tumbled out of the boat tonight, he’d
gotten half scared to death, and all the verses of the Bible and the
sermons he had heard came splashing into his mind. And without
stopping to think that he didn’t believe in God, he had prayed to
Him to not only save his body from drowning but to save his soul
from being lost.

When we rescued him, he had the other $5,000 of the ransom
money in his trousers pocket. It was pretty wet but was as good as
gold. And do you know what? He told us he hadn’t been helping the



real kidnapper at all but had only wanted to get the $1,000 reward
for �nding the missing money.

“And now, boys,” John’s gru�, trembling voice said, as we
listened to him explain things, “you’ll have to start praying for Bob.
We had a quarrel tonight, and he’s gone away somewhere.”

“Where?” Tom asked.
All of us were sitting around a camp�re, which we’d started quick

to get John warmed up after we’d got some of Barry’s dry clothes on
him and a blanket wrapped around him. Most of the rest of us were
wrapped in blankets, too.

John looked down at his red-haired, freckle-faced, trembling-
voiced boy and said, “I don’t know. I—he thought we ought to keep
the $5,000 instead of turning it in. I—I’m afraid I was too hard on
him, maybe. But when we couldn’t agree about this $5,000, I took
the boat and left him there at the Indian cemetery.”

We asked old John di�erent questions, one of them being, “How’d
you know where the ransom money was?”

And he said, “I studied the newspapers and the pictures, and I
found the kidnapper’s map in the grave house of an old Indian chief.
I made two copies in invisible ink—one for myself and the other for
Bob. But I lost mine somewhere, and you boys found it.”

“But why, if you only wanted the thousand-dollar reward, did you
bury the money in the �sh in the icehouse?” we asked him.

“I didn’t,” he said, just as Tom shoved a stick into the �re and
about a thousand yellow sparks shot in di�erent directions up
toward the sky. “The kidnapper buried it there. I’d been digging it
up. I had �ve thousand dollars already dug up and was coming back
to get the rest of it, but you boys beat me to it. Then when I went
into the icehouse, you slammed the door on me and barred it, and I
would have stayed there until the police came, but Bob, who had
just gotten up here, heard me hollering and let me out.”

Poetry spoke up and said, with doubt in his voice, “But if you
were only after the money so you could get the reward for �nding



it, why did you run away?”
“I was afraid the police wouldn’t believe my story.”
Well, there is the whole mystery untangled for you, and a

wonderful camping trip was all over. Boy oh boy, I hope I get to go
again next year—if not to the same place, then up to Canada or
somewhere where there will be even more exciting adventures than
there were this year.

But before that happens there’ll be a whole year full of di�erent
things that will happen back home at Sugar Creek. I just know that
something terribly interesting will happen to us before another
summer rolls around.

In fact, there was a letter from my folks in our mailbox at the
dock the very day we left camp, saying, “We’ll be looking for you,
Bill, and do we ever have interesting news for you! Don’t try to
guess what it is, because you can’t.”

And, well, all the way home in our station wagon, I did just what
my parents told me not to—I kept trying to guess what the
interesting news would be.
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H
PREFACE

i—from a member of the Sugar Creek Gang!
It’s just that I don’t know which one I am. When I was good,

I was Little Jim. When I did bad things—well, sometimes I was Bill
Collins or even mischievous Poetry.

You see, I am the daughter of Paul Hutchens, and I spent many an
hour listening to him read his manuscript as far as he had written it
that particular day. I went along to the north woods of Minnesota,
to Colorado, and to the various other places he would go to �nd
something di�erent for the Gang to do.

Now the years have passed—more than �fty, actually. My father
is in heaven, but the Gang goes on. All thirty-six books are still in
print and now are being updated for today’s readers with input from
my �ve children, who also span the decades from the ’50s to the
’70s.

The real Sugar Creek is in Indiana, and my father and his six
brothers were the original Gang. But the idea of the books and their
ministry were and are the Lord’s. It is He who keeps the Gang going.

PAULINE HUTCHENS WILSON
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’ve been racking my brain, which is supposed to be under my red
hair, trying to remember if I’ve ever told you the story of the

haunted house at Sugar Creek and what happened there one night
when we went on a coon hunt with Circus’s dad’s long-nosed, long-
eared, long-legged, long-voiced, long-tongued hounds.

Circus is the name of the acrobatic member of our gang, and his
dad is the father of a large family of nearly all girls and only one
boy. His dad is the best hunter in all Sugar Creek territory.

The things that happened around and in and on top of that old
haunted house would make any boy’s red hair stand on end and also
scare the living daylights out of him—which is what they did to me.

As I said, I’ve been racking my brain to see if I’ve ever told you
about that haunted house, and I can’t remember having written
even half a paragraph about it. So here I go with that spooky, weird,
and breathtaking story about the old abandoned house that was way
up on a hill above Sugar Creek on some wooded property that
belonged to Old Man Paddler.

Old Man Paddler is the kindest, friendliest, longest-whiskered old
man who ever lived. He likes kids a lot and is always doing
something that will make them happy or that will be good for them.

Of course, you know there isn’t any such thing as a haunted
house, which usually is supposed to be a house that nobody lives in
but which is visited every now and then by a “ghost.” Not a one of
us believed in ghosts, except Dragon�y, the pop-eyed member of our
gang. He is superstitious because his mother is.

When we heard about that old house in the woods and about the
strange noises inside it that nobody could explain—well, it looked as



if we were in for another exciting experience, di�erent from any
we’d had in our whole lives. It was while we were having a gang
meeting one summer day on Bumblebee Hill that we �rst learned
about it.

As quick as I had �nished dinner that day, I looked across the
table to where my grayish-brown-haired mom sat with my little
sister Charlotte Ann in her lap.

My face must have had a question mark on it, because when Mom
looked at me, she said the most surprising thing. I couldn’t even
imagine her saying it, it was so strange. She said, “Certainly, Bill, if
you want to. I’m feeling just �ne and not a bit tired. I can do the
dishes alone for a change. So if you want to skip out and go down to
your meeting with the gang, you just run along.”

Imagine that! Mom nearly always expected me to do the dishes
after every noon meal— and so did Dad. And when both Mom and
Dad expected me to do a thing, I nearly always did it, even when I
didn’t expect to myself.

I looked at Dad’s big gray-green eyes under his shaggy brown
eyebrows to see if Mom meant it, and if he was going to agree with
her.

You could have knocked me over with a toothpick when he said,
“That’s right, Son, you run along to your gang meeting. Your mother
and I have some things to talk over, and I’ll knock o� a little while
from work and help her with the dishes myself.”

Hearing him say that, and in such a way, made me suspicious that
they wanted to get rid of me so they could talk about something
that might especially interest me if I could hear it.

Still, I knew that in another minute I would dive for the screen
door, shove it open, and make a wild dash across the yard. I would
pass the big swing in our walnut tree, zip through the gate and
across the graveled road, vault over the rail fence and run swish-zip-
zip-zippety-sizzle down the path that had been made by barefoot
boys’ bare feet to the spring.



There I’d swerve to the right and dash up along another rail fence
that bordered the top of a blu� just above the bayou. Then I’d swing
right again and sprint to the foot of Bumblebee Hill and up its lazy
slope to the old abandoned cemetery at the top. There we were
going to have our gang meeting just as soon after lunch that day as
all the members of the gang could get away from their houses and
get there.

But with both of my parents wanting me to get lost in a hurry so
that they could talk about something, I suddenly wished I could
hear what they were going to say. I knew it wasn’t polite to
“eavesdrop,” so I decided I wouldn’t. It was almost by accident that
I heard part of what they said—just enough to make me curious and
want to �nd out more.

Right away I excused myself, scooped up my straw hat from the
�oor, where it wasn’t supposed to be, and swished out our east
door, which in the summertime is always open to help get a breeze
through the house.

I was going so fast that I was halfway across our grassy yard
before I heard the screen door slam behind me. Then I also heard
something else, and it was, “Bill Collins! Come back here and close
the door like a gentleman!”

When Dad says it like that, I always obey in a hurry.
I was trying hard to learn to shut doors like a gentleman around

our house, but not having any older brothers or sisters to set an
example for me, it was kind of hard. The only examples I had were
my dad and mom, and they always shut the screen doors carefully
anyway.

Well, I put on the brakes quick, stopped before I got to the walnut
tree, dashed back, opened the screen door again, and shut it like a
gentleman, which means quietly.

Then I saw our pitcher pump standing at the end of the
boardwalk that runs out toward our barn. I saw the drinking cup
hanging on a wire hook on it. I decided to get a drink, because I



always liked to hear the pump handle squeak when I pumped the
pump.

After a cool gulp or two, I tossed what water was left in the cup
out into a little puddle where maybe forty-seven yellow butter�ies
were getting a drink themselves. They were the kind of butter�y
boys like to catch and also the kind that lay eggs on cabbage plants
in the garden and whose worms hatch out of the eggs and eat up the
cabbages. Those forty-seven—more or less—yellow butter�ies all
came to life quick and �uttered up in forty-seven di�erent
directions. Right away they started to light again all around the
muddy edge of the little puddle of water.

I decided to go back past the screen door again, and just as I got
there I stopped out of curiosity to �nd out if Mom and Dad were
talking about me or something I had done and shouldn’t have.

This is what I heard Dad’s big gru� voice say: “Yes, it’s too bad.
Poor boy. He’s got a tick and will have to have a doctor’s care.”
Who’s got a tick—and what of it? I wondered, for there were all

kinds of wood ticks around Sugar Creek and also di�erent kinds up
North, where we’d gone on a camping trip once.

Then I heard Mom say in her worried voice, which she sometimes
uses when she is worrying out loud, “Yes, Theodore”—which is my
dad’s �rst name—“it’s too terribly bad, and it’s his parents’ own
fault. They’re always picking on him, and that’s made him nervous.”

“Poor Dragon�y,” Dad’s gru� voice said. “I wonder if I should
have a talk with his father.”

What they were saying didn’t make sense at all. In my mind’s eye
I could see Dragon�y standing stark naked with both of his parents
standing beside him, looking him over from head to toe and picking
ticks o� him, and Dragon�y not feeling well and having to go to the
doctor. I wanted to call into the kitchen and ask Dad or Mom if
Dragon�y was very sick, but instead I decided to run on down to the
gang meeting, which I did.

Boy oh boy, I felt good as I dashed out across our grassy yard. I
swerved out of the way when I came to the walnut tree, reached up



and caught hold of the ropes on either side of the swing, swung
myself up, leaped o�, and dashed on through the gate past
“Theodore Collins” on the mailbox. I made bare-feet tracks on the
dust of the road as I vaulted over the rail fence, and away I went,
feeling like a million dollars.

Even as I ran, I noticed the path was bordered on either side with
wild�owers, such as buttercups, harebells, dandelions, oxeye
daisies, and a lot of others. There were also mayapples, great big
patches of them, with shining, light green leaves.

If there is anything in all the world that feels better than anything
else, it is to run through a woods with bare feet on a shaded path,
smelling sweet-smelling �owers and pine trees and seeing di�erent-
colored butter�ies �itting around—and maybe scaring up a rabbit
and watching it run hoppety-sizzle in some direction or other to get
away from what it thinks is danger.

I stopped at the spring to get another cool drink and looked out
across Sugar Creek. I noticed that it was very quiet, not having a
ripple on it but only a lot of di�erent-shaped splotches of foam,
which I knew were clusters of very small air bubbles sticking
together. For just a second I thought about how well I liked old
Sugar Creek and how I would like to go in swimming right that very
minute with the rest of the gang.

Then, as I hurried on up along the rail fence toward Bumblebee
Hill, I decided that Sugar Creek’s unru�ed surface with those specks
of foam scattered all over it was kind of like a boy’s face with a lot
of freckles on it, which was the kind of face I had.

Sugar Creek and I were pretty good friends, I thought, as I dashed
on.

I must have gotten an earlier start than any of the rest of the
gang, because, when I came to the bottom of Bumblebee Hill, there
wasn’t a one of them there. Instead of going on up to the cemetery
at the top, I just lay down in the grass at the foot of the hill and
waited, hating to go up to the cemetery all by myself for some



reason, even though there wasn’t any such thing in the world as a
ghost.

For a while I lay on my back watching some big white clouds up
there in the sky, which looked sort of like the snow-white packs of
wool that Dad shears o� our sheep and ties into big white bundles
for selling. I thought about how interesting it would be if I could
make a quick jump clear up there and �oat from one cloud to
another as if I was as light as a feather. Then I got to thinking again
about how white they were, like my mom’s sheets hanging on the
line on Monday, and from that I thought of my parents and
Charlotte Ann and her almost-snow-white soft skin and how cute
she was when Mom was washing her face.

That made me think of Dragon�y, and at that very second I felt an
ant or something crawling on my hand. That reminded me of
Dragon�y’s ticks. Also, at the very same time, I heard somebody
sneeze and heard feet running, and I knew Dragon�y himself was
coming.

I rolled over quick and sat up and squinted at him, not being able
to see him very well because of looking up into the bright blue sky
and at the snow-white clouds.

“Hi, Dragon�y,” I said and looked at him to see if he appeared to
be in good health, and he did, and I was glad of it.

“Hi, yourself,” he said and plopped himself down on the ground
and panted a while. He wheezed a bit, because he had a little
asthma in the summer.

I looked at him, and he looked at me with his dragon�ylike eyes,
and he reached out with his right hand and took hold of the fruit of
a mayapple that grew close to where I’d been lying and started to
pull it o�. The lemon-shaped yellow fruit had been hanging the way
the fruit of all mayapples do—from a little stem that was fastened at
the fork of the mayapple stalk just under the spreading leaves.

“Did you ever taste one?” Dragon�y wanted to know and started
to lift the round, smooth apple to his lips.



But all of a sudden he was interrupted by an excited small-boy
voice calling out from somewhere not far away, “Hey, you, stop!
May-apples are poison!”

Even without looking, I knew it was Little Jim, the littlest member
of our gang. He came dashing up to where we were, and I noticed
he had with him a wild�ower guide, which was open to a picture of
a pretty green mayapple illustration. Finding out all he could about
wild-�owers and telling us about them whenever he found one he’d
never found before—stu� like that—was one of Little Jim’s hobbies.

Dragon�y didn’t like to be stopped from doing what he wanted to
do, so he bit into the mayapple. Then he screwed up his face into a
homely twisted expression and spit out his bite quickly, drew his
arm back, and hurled the rest of the apple up toward one of the
white clouds that hung in the sky above Sugar Creek.

We all took a quick look at Little Jim’s book, and I felt better
when I read that “while the leaves and the stem of the mayapple are
poisonous, the fruit is not, but tastes very sour.”

There isn’t anything much prettier in all Sugar Creek territory,
though, than a bed of mayapples growing in a shady place under a
tree, each stalk about a foot high, and each one having a snow-
white �ower with a yellow center. They were very nice to look at
even though they weren’t good to eat.

“Look,” Little Jim said, “here’s a �ower that’s blossomed late. It’s
supposed to blossom in May, you know. See, it’s got six petals, and
the center has exactly twice as many yellow stamens.”

“So what?” Dragon�y asked, still with his lips puckered up and
also rinsing out his mouth with saliva, which he spit out in the
direction of Bumblebee Hill.

“They’re all like that,” Little Jim said. “Every one that’s ever born
has only one white �ower on it, and every white �ower has just six
petals and exactly twelve yellow stamens in its center!”

“Who cares?” Dragon�y asked in a disgusted mumbling voice.



Little Jim knew that it was important. I understood that little guy
like an open book, and I knew what he was thinking about. I didn’t
say anything with my voice but only with my eyes when he looked
into my green ones with his very clear blue ones. In fact, I didn’t say
anything about what we were thinking until quite a while later—not
till a lot later in this story, when we were having some excitement
that made some of our adventures in other years look like two cents.
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retty soon the rest of the gang was there: Circus, the acrobatic
member; Big Jim, our leader and the oldest one of us and the

�ercest �ghter; Poetry, the roundest one of us, who was the most
mischievous and also the one who knew 101 poems by heart and
was always quoting one at the wrong time.

We all lay down in the tall grass in the old cemetery and for a
while didn’t do anything except just tumble around and act lazy—
all except little Jim, who kept moseying around with his �ower
guide, looking for new wild�owers and marking a page in his book
whenever he found one and also putting down the date, which was
the tenth of July.

All of a sudden, Big Jim sat up, looked from one to the other of
us, then startled us by asking, “You guys hear there’s a haunted
house up on a hill about a mile down the creek on the other side of
Old Man Paddler’s cabin?”

“There is not,” the rest of us told him.
But Big Jim said, “Oh, there isn’t, isn’t there? Look.” He pulled a

piece of newspaper out of his pocket, which he unfolded quickly,
and we saw a picture of a weird-shaped house that looked maybe a
hundred years old. Weeds and vines were growing all around it, the
steps were broken down, and torn blinds hung at dirty windows. Its
front face had about the lonesomest expression I’d ever seen a house
have—like a very sad old man who needed a haircut and a shave
and was hungry and didn’t have a friend in the world.

Big Jim read out loud from the newspaper, and as he read I got
more and more interested, and so also did all of us. Dragon�y
looked worried, and Little Jim’s eyes got big and bright.



I studied the picture of the old house in Big Jim’s hand and
noticed that the paper was a copy of the Sugar Creek Times. I’d read
the Sugar Creek Times every week for a long time, but I hadn’t seen
any picture in it such as that, and so I couldn’t believe it.

“Let me see the date,” I said. I reached for the paper, but Big Jim
jerked his arm away and held the paper at arm’s length.

Poetry, who happened to be lying in the direction in which Big
Jim had stretched out his arm, grabbed the paper and held on, and
in a minute we were all seeing the date.

It was a very old Sugar Creek Times, which had been printed forty
years ago. It was yellow with age and musty smelling, but there it
was as plain as day—a picture of an old stone house, and the news
caption below it said—with a big question mark after it— 
 

HAUNTED HOUSE? 

I shifted my position, being uncomfortable because of sitting on
my left bare foot, and also because of sitting on something kind of
hard, which didn’t feel very good to sit on. I shoved my hand under
me, worked my �ngers down into the matted grass to see what it
was, then rolled over quick. It was a �int arrowhead, the kind
Indians used many years ago.

“Hey, gang, look what I found!” I said and held up the triangle-
shaped, sharp-edged piece of rock for us all to see. Thinking about
the haunted house and Dragon�y, I said in a serious voice, but with
a mischievous grin in my mind, “This arrowhead was on the end of
an arrow that maybe killed a lot of people a long time ago when
Indians lived around here. One man probably was shot right here in
the graveyard. And when he fell dead, he fell right where Dragon�y
is lying now. The very minute he died, his ghost jumped up and
started running around the country until it found a place to live, and
when it saw that old house, it decided that was just the place, so it
moved in!”



Poetry knew I was only trying to be funny, so he tried to be the
same way and said in an excited voice, “Hey, Dragon�y, get up
quick! You’re lying on a ghost.”

Well, it wasn’t funny to Dragon�y. Poor little guy, he couldn’t
help it that he was superstitious, and maybe we shouldn’t have
kidded him about it. But we liked Dragon�y a lot, and Dad says if
anybody kids you it’s a sign he likes you and be sure not to get mad.

Dragon�y frowned instead of jumping as we’d expected him to.
He got a stubborn look on his face and said, “Yes, and as soon as the
ghost found out that it was a ghost, it turned a somersault
backwards and knocked the breath out of two or three people.”

With that, Dragon�y came alive and made a backward somersault
in our direction. The next thing I knew, Poetry and I were being
bowled over and mauled as if a steamroller had hit us.

It was good fun, but we still weren’t having quite as much fun as
we wanted to, certainly not as much excitement, so we held a gang
meeting to decide on something interesting to do.

“I move we go up into the hills to Old Man Paddler’s cabin and let
him tell us an exciting story,” Little Jim said.

Circus said, “Second the motion,’’ and in a ji�y we had all voted
“Yes” and were on our way. It was always fun to go up to Old Man
Paddler’s clapboard-roofed cabin in the hills.

At the rate we ran, it took us only a little while to get to the
spring, where we all stopped and got a drink.

Circus, the fastest runner of any of us, got there �rst and was
down on his knees on a stone beside the bubbling spring when we
arrived at the old linden tree and looked down at him.

“You guys,” he called up to us. “Take a look at this!”
In a second I was down there beside Circus, frowning at a track of

some kind that looked a lot like a baby’s small hand that had its
�ngers spread and had been pressed down �at in the mud.

Poetry came pu�ng down next, with the rest of the gang
scrambling after him. The minute he saw the track, he said, “That’s



a ghost’s tracks. Look, there are a whole lot of them. See there,
Dragon�y?”

“It’s a wild animal of some kind,” Little Jim said.
For some reason, I felt a strange, creepy feeling going up and

down my spine, the way I get when I’m beginning to be scared.
Then Big Jim let out a low, surprised whistle and said, “Look at

that, will you? It’s got one toe missing!”
“One �nger, you mean,” Poetry said, and either Big Jim or Poetry

was right.
On the other side of the little cement pool that my dad had made

there to hold the spring-water—so that anytime anybody wanted to,
he could dip in a pail or a cup and get a drink—was a stretch of
mud. And the spread toes or �ngers of some animal walking on the
�at of its hands or feet had made maybe a dozen tracks there.

“Suppose it’s maybe a bear?” Dragon�y wanted to know.
“Probably a monstrous coon,” Circus said. “One that’s been

caught in a trap, maybe, and lost one of its toes.”
I’d seen thousands of possum and squirrel and rabbit and coon

tracks in my life, but those were the strangest tracks I’d ever seen.
And for some reason I was getting the most curious feeling in my
mind that I’d had in a long time.

“Maybe it is a terribly big coon’s tracks,” Little Jim said.
I wished it was, but the tracks were too big for that, and they

were too small for a bear, which we didn’t have in Sugar Creek
territory anyway. Also they looked too much as if they’d been made
by a baby’s hand, I thought, to be the tracks of any kind of vermin
that lived in Sugar Creek.

Circus, who knew animal tracks better than any of the rest of us,
acted worried. “It’s too big for a coon,” he decided, “but I know how
to �nd out for sure.”

“How?” we asked.



He said, “I’ll go get old Blue Jay. If it’s a coon, he’ll open up with
a wild bawl, and if it’s something else, he’ll just sni� at it and act
lazy and disgusted and walk away.”

“Who’s old Blue Jay?” Dragon�y wanted to know.
Circus said, “It’s dad’s new bluetick coon-hound, which he just

bought. It won’t take me more’n a ji�y. You guys stay right here,
but don’t you dare touch those tracks till old Jay’s smelled them.”

With that, Circus straightened up and scrambled lickety-sizzle up
the little incline and past the linden tree. Seconds later I heard him
running through the dead leaves and grass as fast as anything.

Suddenly Big Jim turned to me and said, “Want to go along, Bill?”
“Sure,” Poetry said, “he wants to go. Go ahead and go with him,

Bill.”
Somehow I felt my redheaded temper starting to get warm, and I

wanted to sock something or somebody. I knew they’d said that
because all the gang had found out that one of Circus’s many sisters,
who was kind of ordinary-looking but was also kind of nice, had
sent me a pretty card on my birthday. Also, she was the only one of
the di�erent-sized awkward girls that came to our school who
sometimes smiled back at me across the schoolroom when I ought to
be studying arithmetic and wasn’t.

But I had already learned that if I acted bothered when the gang
teased me like that, then they would tease me even worse, so I said,
“Sure, I’ll go. Want to go with me, Dragon�y?”

He looked up quickly from studying the tracks and shook his head
“No” while his raspy voice said “Yes” at the same time. Then he
shook his head “No” again, with a kind of ridiculous-looking twist of
his neck, and started clambering up the incline toward the linden
trees as fast as he could with me right after him.

At the top, we saw a �ash of Circus’s blue overalls in the path that
scalloped its way up the creek to the Sugar Creek bridge. We yelled
to him to wait, which he did, and pretty soon the three of us were
running and panting and talking as we hurried along past oak and



maple and beech and all other kinds of trees. Dragon�y was
sneezing every now and then, because it was hay fever season and
he always was allergic to a lot of things anyway, including ragweed
and goldenrod, which grew all along the path.

I felt terribly bashful as we got close to Circus’s house. All of a
sudden I looked ahead and spied something like a girl out in their
front yard. I noticed that she was about the size I was and was
wearing a red dress that was almost exactly like the one my mom
wears around the house sometimes and which Mom says is her
favorite housedress. Mom had a pretty red print dress with a zipper
front and a belt that tied in the back and two pockets up close to the
neck, shaped like �owerpots.

When Circus ran ahead, all of a sudden I got an upside-down
notion in my red head that I wanted to climb up on the rail fence
that ran along the edge of Circus’s lane and balance myself and walk
on the top rail awhile. Before I could have stopped myself from
doing it, even if I had known I was going to do it, I was doing it—
walking along with my bare feet, balancing myself to keep from
falling o�. I managed to move in the direction of the red dress with
the �owerpot pockets, although I was not able to see the dress very
well because I had to watch where I was walking.

Everything would have been all right if I hadn’t tried to see if I
could stand on one leg and hold the other straight out in front of me
and make a complete turn by hopping with the other foot. The next
thing I knew, I was on the ground on the other side of the fence in
Circus’s pop’s corn�eld, feeling very foolish and wondering, What on
earth?

I decided to stay there awhile and not let anyone see me, which I
did, crawling on my hands and knees between the corn rows toward
Circus’s house. All of a sudden, I began to notice the tracks my
hands were making in the soft brown dirt. They were almost exactly
like those we’d seen at the spring at Sugar Creek, only of course
they were a lot larger.



Then I heard Circus coming back. He had with him the prettiest
hound I’d ever seen—a great big, large-boned, straight-legged dog
with a silky black head and black ears and a blue-and-white tail that
was shaped like a question mark or else maybe like the sickle my
dad uses to cut weeds. The rest of the hound was darkish white with
small blue spots all over him, clear down to the very end of his toes.
The hound had the saddest, lazy expression I ever saw on a dog’s
face, but he had kind eyes that looked as though he thought a boy
was a good friend.

I wished Little Jim were there. If there is anything he likes to do
better than anything else it is to stroke a friendly dog on the head.

“Look!” Circus said after we’d been hurrying back up the creek
toward the spring. He stopped, while we all caught our breath—
especially Dragon�y, who was slower because he had short breath.
“See how long his ears are? His ear spread is twenty-four inches
from the tip of one ear to the tip of the other.”

Circus spread the dog’s ears out like a boy spreading out the
wings of a pigeon. The hound twisted its head sideways a little,
reached up real quick, and licked Circus’s hand. Then, because
Circus’s face happened to be close by, he got licked in the face with
old Blue Jay’s long red tongue.

“He’s a genuine bluetick,” Circus said. “Dad paid a hundred
dollars for him. He’s the best coonhound we ever had, and he won’t
chase anything except coons.”

“What makes you call him a bluetick?” Dragon�y asked, and I
noticed, as he said it, that he twisted his neck again, funnylike.

Circus said, “Because of these little blue spots all over him. That’s
the name dog experts give to that kind of a dog.”

Well, pretty soon we were there, and Circus took old Blue Jay,
with his sickle tail over his back, down the incline to the spring at
the base of the leaning linden tree. The rest of us watched to see
what he’d do when he smelled the strange-looking tracks.

“It’s pretty nearly bound to be a coon,” Circus said, “because
coons always wash their food before they eat it, and this great big



terrible old coon probably stopped there and washed his breakfast
this morning.”

I knew coons did that, so I thought maybe Circus was right.
I don’t know what I expected Blue Jay to do when he got to the

base of the old linden tree and started to smell the funny-looking
hand-like tracks of the animal or ghost or whatever it was. I
remembered that, even before we got there, Circus had said Blue
Jay was a very special kind of coon dog and that you could tell by
the sound of his bawl when he was on a trail just what kind of
vermin he was following. You could also tell by the sound of his
bark whether he was still trailing or whether he had chased the
coon or whatever it was to a tree or a den. On the trail it was one
kind of bark, and when he was “treed” it was another.

But I certainly didn’t expect to hear such a weird dog voice.
The very minute Blue Jay’s nose came within a foot or two of

those strange tracks, he began acting very excited and half mad—
like a boy when he has walked with his bare feet through a patch of
nettles, and his feet and legs itch so much that he can’t stand it.

Old Blue Jay sni�ed and snu�ed with a noise like a very small
boy who has a cold but doesn’t have any handkerchief. The blue-
ticked hair on his back stood up, the way a dog’s hair does when he
is angry at another dog or a person or a cat. He didn’t act at all as
I’d seen dogs act when they strike an animal’s trail and are trying to
decide which way it has gone so as to start following it.

He lifted his long nose o� the ground and let out a long, high-
pitched wail that sounded almost like a ghost is supposed to sound
at midnight in a haunted house beside an abandoned graveyard.

The next thing I knew, he had leaped across the puddle of water
on the other side of the spring and was running along the edge of
Sugar Creek, following the path that ran in the opposite direction
from the swimming hole, straight toward the old sycamore tree and
the cave. Every few seconds he let out a long, very weird-sounding
high-pitched cry. I knew that if I heard it at night along Sugar



Creek, it would send cold, bloodcurdling chills up and down my
spine—which it was doing right that very minute anyway.

I had followed a coon chase on quite a few di�erent nights when
the Sugar Creek Gang had gone hunting with Circus’s pop and his
long-nosed, long-voiced, long-eared, long-tongued, long-legged,
long-tailed dogs, and I was all set to follow old Blue Jay on a
daytime hunt.

That hound certainly was a fast trailer. Quick as anything, he was
nose-diving up and down the hill, wherever the trail went. Pretty
soon he was bawling and running as fast as anything straight down
the path toward the old hollow sycamore tree, which grows at the
edge of the swamp and where our gang had so many exciting
experiences.

We galloped along after him, stopping now and then when it
seemed he had lost the trail. Whenever he lost it, he began running
around in every direction, circling chokecherry shrubs and papaw
bushes and wild rosebushes and brier patches and diving in and out
of little thickets until he found the trail again. But he still kept going
in the general direction of the swamp and the sycamore tree.

“It’s a coon,” Big Jim said, “and it’s heading for the old sycamore
tree.”

“How can you tell it’s a coon?” Dragon�y said from behind us,
running as close to me as he could and having a hard time to keep
up.

“Yeah, how can you?” Poetry pu�ed from beside me somewhere.
And Big Jim said, “I can’t for sure, but he acts as crazy as a coon

dog is supposed to act when it’s on a coon trail.”
Well, I knew that Circus, who knew more about his dad’s hound

than any of the rest of us did, would maybe know, so I asked him.
He said between pu�s as he dashed along with me, “I don’t know.

If it’s a coon, I’d think it wouldn’t go in such crazy circles.”
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oon we came to the old North Road, and there Blue Jay ran into
trouble. He leaped over the rail fence as if he weighed only

twenty pounds instead of ninety-�ve and began running up and
down the side ditches on both sides of the road, acting worried and
trying to �nd where “whatever it was” had gone.

Little Jim spoke up and said, “I’ll bet if it made those tracks at the
spring early this morning when it was washing its breakfast, and
that if it crossed the road here a whole lot later, a lot of di�erent
cars and horses and wagons have run over the tracks, and Jay can’t
smell ’em.”

“Yeah,” Circus said, “but they didn’t run out in the ditch on the
other side of the road.”

Try as he would, old Blue Jay couldn’t �nd the trail. It was as if
the coon or “whatever it was” had come to the road here and then
just disappeared.

After �ve or ten minutes of worried circling and whimpering, Blue
Jay came back to where we were, looked up at Circus, and whined
as much as to say, “Well, that’s that. What do we do next? I give
up.”

Dragon�y spoke up then, and I noticed that his voice had a sort of
tremble in it as he said, “M–maybe when it got here, it stopped
walking, and began �oating in the air like ghosts do.”

I looked at his dragon�ylike eyes, and that little spindle-legged
guy had an expression on his face that said he actually wondered if
maybe it had been a ghost!

Although we kept on trying to get Blue Jay interested, we
couldn’t. He just acted as though it was all over, so all of us went on



down past the sycamore tree and up into the hills to Old Man
Paddler’s house, as we’d planned to do in the �rst place, to get him
to tell us an exciting story. We took Blue Jay along so we wouldn’t
have to go all the way back to Circus’s house with him and also so
we could get to Old Man Paddler’s house quicker.

We didn’t stay very long at Old Man Paddler’s cabin because it
seemed we had interrupted him in his work. He must have heard us
coming, just as we were stopping to get a drink at the spring that
comes tumbling out of the rocky hillside below his house. He
opened the wooden door and just stood there quietly, without
moving or saying a word at �rst.

I had �nished getting a drink and was looking around to see if
there were any ghost’s tracks or any other kind, and there weren’t.
Then I’d heard the door open.

I looked at the old-fashioned clapboard-roofed cabin with the
white-whiskered old man standing in the open doorway. In a �ash
my mind was seeing a picture in our Bible storybook at home of a
man named Moses. He was a very important person to whom God
had given the Ten Commandments, which every boy in the world
ought to learn by heart and also ought to obey.

In just that minute he was standing there, I remembered some of
the di�erent places I’d seen him and what he’d been doing. Once
we’d saved his life, you know, which I told you about in the very
�rst story of the Sugar Creek Gang. Also, every Sunday morning in
the church we all went to, that old man would come in and sit down
close to the front, sometimes coming just a little late.

Sometimes some of us boys weren’t as quiet in church as we
should have been. We were always so glad to see each other and to
be together and to tell each other di�erent things that we had a
hard time keeping still even in church. We are learning to, though,
because a church building is a house of worship. But even though I
knew Jesus was my Savior, and I was learning to like Him better
than anything in the world, I still had a hard time sitting still.



But when that kind old man with his long whiskers and his very
neatly combed silky white hair would come in and take his seat, it
sort of seemed that God Himself had come into the church and it
was time to start being quiet and reverent.

Well, when Old Man Paddler saw us there at his spring he called
out, “Hello, boys! Come on in and have some sassafras tea!”—which
is exactly what we hoped he would say.

In a few minutes we were in his cabin, sitting around on di�erent
chairs and on the bottom step of the old wooden stairway that leads
up to his loft. We were sitting or half lying down on the �oor while
he stirred up the �re in his cookstove and heated the water a little
hotter.

While the old man dropped little red chips of sassafras roots in the
kettle of hot water, and we were chattering and half wrestling with
each other as boys do, I looked around a little. The very �rst thing I
noticed was his map on the wall above the kitchen table. It was a
map of the world and had di�erent-colored pins stuck in di�erent
places on it. That old man had friends all over the world, most of
them missionaries. Nearly everybody at Sugar Creek knew he kept
that map on his wall so that he could be reminded to pray for the
di�erent people.

“I was just about ready to stop work, boys,” his kind, trembling
voice said as he moved around, setting out seven blue-�owered cups
and saucers on the table. I noticed there was a brand-new oilcloth
on it with a checkerboard design, which would make a great
checkerboard for Dad and me to play checkers on during a winter
night at our house. Dad and I play that game a lot. Another thing I
noticed over on a corner of the table was a tablet of yellow paper
like the kind we often used at school.

It was what the tablet said on the front cover that made Dragon�y
ask the question he did. And that started Old Man Paddler telling us
about ghosts and also about Old Tom the Trapper of the Sugar Creek
of long ago, whom an Indian had shot with an arrow.



Dragon�y, who is always seeing things �rst anyway, saw the
writing on the tablet and nudged me. I looked, and this is what I
saw: 
 

“THE CHRISTIAN AFTER DEATH,” 
by Seneth Paddler 

And I knew he was maybe writing a book for somebody to
publish.

Just as he always does when he wants to know something,
Dragon�y spoke up without waiting to think �rst. “Mr. Paddler, do
you believe in ghosts?”

You could have knocked me over with a drop of sassafras tea
when he asked that question, but a little later I was glad he had,
because it was that question that got the old man started on the
story of Old Tom the Trapper.

“I’ll tell you a ghost story in just a minute,” he said. He looked
around at us with his twinkling gray-green eyes. I could tell that, if
his whiskers hadn’t been in the way, I could have seen a smile on
his face. When a man has a twinkle in his eyes like that, he is
thinking something pleasant. Even if he doesn’t have a smile on his
face he maybe does have one in his mind.

“It tastes just like a bright red melted lollipop,” Little Jim said,
while he swished his cup around and sipped his last sweet drop of
sassafras tea, while most of the rest of us did the same thing.

“You see,” the old man said, when he started his story, “Old Tom
was a very kind old man who lived about a mile from here on a
little hill above Sugar Creek. He made his living by trapping
muskrat and raccoon and beaver and other fur-bearing animals. My
twin brother, Kenneth, and I were boys at the time, and we used to
go over to Old Tom’s house once in a while to see him and to hear
him tell stories, just like you boys come to see me.



“There were quite a few Indians living about a mile farther on,
and they were hunting and trapping, too. They and Old Tom were
pretty good friends—that is, most of the Indians liked him. But one
big half-breed Indian, named War Face, decided Tom was catching
too much fur. He used to sneak down along the creek right after
Tom had set his traps and ‘throw’ them, so he wouldn’t catch
anything. Sometimes game would be stolen right out of Tom’s traps,
and that worried the old man a lot.

“Old Tom was one of the best Christians that ever lived, I guess,
and he was always reading his Bible and Pilgrim’s Progress and some
books by George Eliot, and it made him feel pretty bad that
somebody was stealing from his traps. Well, he didn’t know who
was doing it until one day he wrote a little note and tied it to a
branch not far from the place where he had one of his traps set. And
that note said, ‘Remember, whenever you are about to do something
wrong, that Somebody is watching you.’

“Old Tom spelled that word ‘Somebody’ with a capital S, and you
boys know that Old Tom meant that God was watching. Tom
thought maybe that would make the thief stop and think, and then
maybe he wouldn’t do any more poaching.

“Well, next morning Old Tom found a note tied to the knob of his
cabin door, which said, ‘Any traps set on the west side of the North
Road will be thrown, and any fur caught will be taken. Somebody
will be watching you.’

“Old Tom didn’t know what to do. The best trapping was on the
west side nearer the swamp, and he’d been trapping there for years.
But he was very kind and didn’t like to quarrel with anybody, so he
decided to go see War Face to talk things over.

“He started out very early that same morning, following his
trapline. He had maybe a dozen traps on the west side. He’d made
his mind up that if he had caught anything during the night he
wouldn’t take it until he’d talked with War Face. But when he
passed one of his traps, about a hundred yards west of the road, it
had a red fox in it. Because Old Tom had a very tender heart and



couldn’t stand to see anything su�er unnecessarily, he decided to
stop and kill the fox before going on.

“And that’s where it happened, boys,” Old Man Paddler said. He
lifted his blue-�owered cup and looked at it as though his thoughts
were far away. Then he looked out his kitchen window down
toward the spring.

I was sitting on the edge of my chair, waiting to hear the rest of
the story, feeling sorry for Old Tom and hoping maybe the story
would end without his getting killed, but it didn’t.

A second later Old Man Paddler went on, and this is what he said:
“Tom had just killed the fox and straightened up to look around and
go on when an arrow came whizzing out from behind the bushes up
the shore. It struck him in the breast, and the arrowhead went clear
through and came out his back.

“And there Kenneth and I found him when we happened along a
little later. He died in just a little while but not until he’d had a
chance to tell us the story.

“‘Bury me under the big tree beside my new house,’ he managed
to gasp out, just before he stopped breathing.”

There was a little more to the story, which I won’t take time to
tell you now, but I was thinking about that arrow and wondering
what had become of it, so I watched for a chance to ask a question,
which was, “What became of the arrow?”

He didn’t seem to be much interested in that, but he said,
“Kenneth and I kept it, but one day it got mislaid and was
accidentally burned in the �replace. We saved the arrowhead and
kept it for years until one day we lost it.”

Dragon�y seemed interested in Old Tom. He asked, “Where did
they bury him?”

“Just where he wanted them to—under the maple tree beside his
new stone house.”

I guess we all gasped at once when he said that, and Big Jim
spoke up real quick and said, “Stone house? Where?”



“About a mile down the creek. I went to see it one day last week.
There’s a regular jungle around the house now with the whole place
overgrown with weeds and bushes and shrubs.”

Up to that minute Old Man Paddler hadn’t told us anything about
any ghost, so Dragon�y said, “What about the ghost you were going
to tell us about?”

Old Man Paddler focused his gray-green eyes on Dragon�y’s
dragon�ylike eyes and said, “That’s where a lot of people think a
ghost lives—in that old house. You see, boys, about twenty years
ago a man and his wife moved into it and lived there a while until
the woman found out about Old Tom having been buried under the
maple tree. After that, whenever she heard noises in the woods at
night, she imagined it was Old Tom’s ghost walking around. So they
moved out, and the house has been empty ever since. No one seems
to want to live in the woods so far away from where other people
live, I suppose. A few years ago a tornado twisted the barn o� its
foundation and blew down a lot of trees, so it’s more forsaken-
looking than ever. But the old maple tree under which Tom was
buried still stands.”

Old Man Paddler stopped talking, looked at us, and said, “Tom’s
in heaven now, boys, where all saved people go, you know.”

Dragon�y wasn’t satis�ed. “Did the woman really hear sounds in
the woods?”

“Of course not,” Big Jim said.
But the old man startled us by saying, “There are a lot of folks

around Sugar Creek who believe she did. It’s hard to get people not
to believe a house is haunted once the story gets going.”

Listening to the old man talk and thinking about ghosts gave me a
creepy feeling. I didn’t believe in ghosts myself, no sir, but before
we left the cabin, I knew that one of the very �rst things the gang
was going to do was hike up to that old stone house and see the big
tree under which Old Tom the Trapper was buried. I just knew that
if we went up there, we’d �nd something very interesting. Also, we
might run into a very exciting adventure of some kind.



It was too late to go that afternoon, though, because the house
was so far down the creek and in a territory where none of us had
gone before.

On the way back to the spring, we decided to stop at the old
swimming hole and have a swim before we went to our di�erent
homes. We went by the North Road bridge, and Big Jim picked out
the place that we thought might be the exact spot where Old Tom
had been shot with the arrow.

As boys sometimes do when they read or hear an interesting
story, we decided to act out the story of “Old Tom the Trapper.” We
let Little Jim and Dragon�y be the twin brothers Kenneth and
Seneth Paddler, and Circus was the half-breed Indian War Face.
Poetry was the red fox that got caught in a trap, and I was going to
be Old Tom the Trapper and get shot through the chest with an
arrow.

Big Jim took the part of the director of the play and told each one
of us what to do and when to do it.

Circus hid himself back in the bushes, and Poetry stuck his hand
in a forked branch as though it was caught in a trap.

Then I came whistling through the woods along the creek till I
came to Poetry, who was lying on his stomach and whimpering like
a caught fox. When I got to where he was, I made myself act sad,
and I said, “Oh, you poor, poor little foxie! I feel so sorry for you,
but you’ve been eating up all my chickens, and besides I need your
fur to help make a living.”

Poetry looked up, made a face at me, and said with a mischievous
grin in his voice, “If you kill me, I’ll turn into a fox’s ghost and yelp
and bark at you all the rest of your life.”

“I won’t have any life,” I said. “I’ll be dead in just another
minute.”

I picked up a stick, and pretended to sock Poetry with it, and he,
being a good actor, sti�ened out and acted as if he was dying. Then,
just as I straightened up—whizz!—Circus threw a mayapple at me
from behind the bushes. Even though I tried to dodge, it hit me ker-



squash on the chest and spattered itself and its insides all over my
shirt.

“Help!” I yelled, mad at Circus for actually throwing something at
me. I plopped myself down to the ground beside my dead fox and
groaned and held one hand to my chest-holding in my other hand
the �int arrowhead that I’d found back in the cemetery.

Lying there, waiting for Kenneth and Seneth Paddler to come and
�nd me just before I died, I got to thinking, what if I was actually
dead? I knew enough of the Bible from what Dad and Mom had read
out loud at our house, and from what I’d heard our minister preach,
and from what I’d memorized in a contest we’d had in school, and
from what I’d learned in Sunday school, and from reading my own
New Testament—I knew that if I was an honest-to-goodness
Christian myself, when I died I’d go right straight to heaven to be
where Jesus is.

I lay on my back groaning and moaning, looking up at the very
pretty sky, which had long, wrinkled white clouds running almost
all the way across it. It was what our schoolbooks called a mackerel
sky but which reminded me of my mom’s washboard. And I thought
of the Bible verse that says, “… absent from the body … at home
with the Lord.”

I shut my eyes and imagined myself to be Old Tom the Trapper’s
spirit up there, looking down at my body lying beside a dead red fox
and seeing the long arrow clear through my chest. Then my
imagination turned a somersault, and I was looking down at a very
chubby boy with his hand in the fork of a branch, and beside him
was a red-haired boy who had two large upper front teeth, a million
freckles on his face, and smashed mayapple stains on his shirt, and I
thought how ridiculous we looked.

But then I let my thoughts take me real quick up into heaven
where Jesus is, and for just a second I imagined I saw Him running
to meet me and calling me by name and saying, “Welcome, Bill
Collins! I appreciate very much your being a friend of Mine while
you were down on the earth. I died for you down there upon the



cross, and I’m glad you decided, while you were still a boy, to give
your heart to Me.”

That was as far as I got to think, because right then I heard steps
running along Sugar Creek. I looked quick, and it was blue-eyed
Little Jim and spindle-legged Dragon�y hurrying toward me.

Well, that was as much of the story of Old Tom the Trapper as we
got to act out that day. The rest of it, where Old Tom got buried
under a big maple tree beside the haunted house, we’d have to act
out some other day when we had lots of time—which we decided
ought to be the next week.
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he �rst thing Mom said to me when I got home that late
afternoon was “Bill, come in the house a minute. I need a little

help!” Her voice sounded as if I wasn’t as good a boy as I hoped I
was.

I had just come through the front gate and had shut it, and Poetry
and I were standing up in our big rope swing under the walnut tree,
swinging and pumping ourselves higher and higher. At the same
time we were talking to each other in panting breaths and dreaming
out loud to each other about the haunted house and Old Tom the
Trapper’s buried body under the maple tree. Poetry and I certainly
liked each other a lot and always hated to have to leave each other
and come out of our boys’ world and be part of our families again.

So when Mom’s impatient voice called to me from the side porch,
it was like having a nice ice cream cone knocked out of my hand
just after I’d taken a few bites.

There was something in my mother’s tone of voice that seemed to
say that maybe I should have come home sooner and that she had
had too many things to do all day while I hadn’t done much of
anything except play.

For a second, I was half mad, so I yelled back from away up in the
air where I was at the time and said to her, “Can’t a boy have a little
time to himself?”

And then all of a sudden, while Poetry and I swooped down with
the cool wind blowing in my face and my shirt sleeves and overalls’
legs �apping in the breeze the way they do when I’m swinging in a
high swing, I saw Poetry’s forehead get a frown on it. It was as



though he was disgusted with my mom for calling me in a scolding
voice, and I thought he was going to say something to her himself.

I certainly got a surprise when he said what he did say, which
was, “She’s an awfully nice mother. Let’s both go in and help her.”

Back and forth, back and forth, up and down, up and down,
whizz, whizz, whee …

I was mad at Poetry for saying that, even though I knew it was
the truth. And for a minute what we were doing wasn’t a bit of fun.
Mom was an awfully nice mother—in fact, maybe the best mother in
all Sugar Creek or the whole world, I thought. But—well. I just
didn’t feel very good, so I quit pumping Poetry. He quit pumping
me, too, and in a few sad ji�es our swing had stopped enough for
us to get o�.

I was still mad and mixed up in my mind, so I picked up a rock
and threw it at our old red rooster. He was standing on top of a
chicken coop in the barnyard, crowing as if he was very happy and
also as though he didn’t have a thing in the world to do, such as
work, and that he was glad of it.

My rock hit the roof of the coop, glanced o�, and went on toward
the barn. It bounced along a half-dozen times before it �nally hit the
side of the barn just below the open window where our cat, Mixy,
was sitting sunning herself.

The old red rooster jerked, and his crowing noise ended with a
scared squawk. Mixy jumped as though she had been shot and made
a dive for inside the barn. And at the same time I heard my dad’s
voice thunder at me from the grape arbor on the other side of our
iron pitcher pump and say, “How many times have I told you not to
throw rocks at Andrew Jackson?”—that being our old red rooster’s
name.

“I’ll see you tomorrow,” Poetry said all of a sudden. He turned
and picked up a corncob that was lying there and threw it toward
our front gate and then ran to pick it up again and go on through
the gate and start down the road toward his house.



Well, it was a sad way to end a very wonderful afternoon, and it
seemed my parents were to blame for it. I let myself be pretty mad
for a minute. And when a red-haired boy gets mad, it’s hard to get
over it for a while. I knew a Bible verse, which I’d learned once in a
Bible memory contest in our school, that said, “Do not let the sun go
down on your anger,” which means to be sure to get your temper
over with before night.

I took a quick look at the sun, which was just above Dad’s head as
he stood there by the grape arbor, and I knew I had maybe an hour
yet before the sun would go down. The way I felt that very second,
it seemed it would take a lot longer than that.

“What time is it?” I yelled to Mom, still thinking about how long
it would be before the sun would go down.

And she said from the side porch, “It’s time to gather the eggs,”
and Dad said from under the grape arbor, “It’s time to start the
chores.”

I picked up another rock, wanting to throw it at something, which
is what a boy likes to do when he’s half mad. But I just stood there
looking at my dad and also down at my bare feet, which were
digging themselves into the sand of the driveway.

And just then I looked down the road toward Poetry. He was
walking backward, watching in our direction to see what was going
to happen, if anything.

He saw me looking, and I whirled real quick, with my rock still in
my hand, made a wide sweep with my arm to throw it across the
road into the woods, and—well, it happened again! That crazy rock
went low and sailed right straight toward our tin mailbox, which
has my dad’s name, “Theodore Collins,” on it. Wham! It struck that
box right in the center, making a terribly loud noise.

Then it bounced back toward me, having made a big dent in the
box, and there I was—in Dutch with my parents and mad at both of
them and at myself.

What can a boy do at a time like that? I certainly didn’t know
what, but I had to do something. So I just stood there, looking at the



dent in the mailbox and saying and doing nothing until Dad said,
“You can come on in the house a minute, William”—William being
the name he uses on me instead of Bill whenever I’ve done
something I shouldn’t.

I looked around quick for something to pick up and carry with
me, such as a stick or a twig—not to protect myself but to have
something to hold onto. I felt maybe like a drowning person feels
when he looks around in the water for something to hold onto and,
seeing a little stick or even a �oating straw, makes a grab for it.

My eyes spied a branch about two feet long, and I quick picked it
up and carried it with me, swishing it around and striking at a
swarm of gnats that were in front of my face.

The sun was getting lower, I thought, and there were three
tempers that would have to hurry up and get over with before it
went down—Mom’s and Dad’s and mine.

All of a sudden, I thought I saw a way to help Dad’s temper and
maybe Mom’s too, so I said quicklike and as cheerfully as I could,
“I’ll get the eggs as fast as I can!” Whirling around, I made a dive
out across the barnyard for the barn, dodging the chicken coop
where old Andrew Jackson had been crowing a little while before.

But I was like one of Circus’s hounds on a leash, which tries to
run but gets stopped quickly when it gets to the end of the leash. My
dad’s voice was like a leash when he said. “Stop! Come here!”

For some reason I did, all of a sudden realizing that the branch in
my hand would make a �ne switch for Dad to use on me and
dropping it as if it had been a very hot potato.

Well, it’s the most terrible feeling in the world to be on the “outs”
with your parents. I’d been that way a few times in my life, and I
didn’t know what to do. I actually hadn’t done anything wrong on
purpose, but all of a sudden I realized I had been thinking only
about myself and what fun I could have and not about how tired
Mom might be and how she might need help. Even though I hated
to admit it, I knew I was wrong.

“Bring the switch with you,” Dad said.



I stooped, picked it up, and carried it to him, walking sideways
and striking at di�erent things and not looking at his gray eyes
below his shaggy reddish-brown eyebrows or at his reddish-brown
mustache.

I knew I was in for something. I had been told plenty of times not
to throw rocks at our chickens or any of our cows or pigs or sheep
or horses and also not at Theodore Collins’s name on our mailbox.

Suddenly Dad said in a very pleasant voice, “You’re getting to be
a good shot, Bill. You going to be a pitcher on the Sugar Creek
School ball team this fall when school starts?”
What on earth? I thought. Why such a kind voice?
“I didn’t do it on purpose,” I said. “I just wanted to throw a rock. I

—”
“I know it,” Dad said. “I used to feel like that myself when I was a

boy.”
For some reason, though, I still didn’t feel good. It seemed Dad

thought Mom was to blame for calling me in such a scolding voice,
and I didn’t like Mom to have to feel sad. I looked quick at her, and
—would you believe it? —she had a smile on her face. She looked at
Dad a minute; their eyes just looked and looked at each other. It
was as though they were thinking kind of friendly things to each
other and also liked each other a lot. My grayish-brown-haired mom
and my reddish-brown-haired dad were wonderful parents, I
thought, and I was awfully glad they liked each other.

In minutes the storm I had thought was coming was all over, and
we were a happy family again. Neither one of my parents even
mentioned the chicken coop or the mailbox. All of us were working
like a house a�re to get the chores done.

I helped Mom awhile �rst because my sister, Charlotte Ann, was
too terribly little to do housework. First, I did one of the most
important chores Mom ever lets me do around the house, which was
to water her African violets-pretty green-leafed plants with bluish-
purple �owers, which she grows in some very rich soil in a dish and
keeps on the window ledge in our north window. An African violet



is the kind of �ower that has to grow in the shade without any
direct sunshine on it. When you water it, you don’t dare put even a
drop on its leaves unless the water and the air in the room are about
the same temperature. You have to very carefully pour the water on
the soil itself or down where the roots are.

Even while I was squirting in a little water at a time with the eye
dropper that I always used, I heard Mom humming a song of some
kind in the kitchen. It was one we sometimes used in church, and
the chorus goes: “Wonderful, wonderful Jesus, in the heart He
implanteth a song …”

For some reason, as I looked down at the pretty bluish-purple
�owers with their gold centers, I felt very happy. It seemed my
parents were treating me like an African violet. Instead of putting
cold water on me by scolding me and punishing me a lot, they were
sort of watering my heart. I don’t know how to explain it, but I
could feel that they were pretty smart parents, and I liked them a
terrible lot.

Next day, when Little Jim and I were talking, he said to me,
“Mom lets me water her Saintpaulia, too.”

“Let’s you do what to her what?” I said.
And he said, “That’s the Latin name of the African violet. I saw it

in a book—Saintpaulia.”
Well, pretty soon most of the chores were done, and we were

having supper while it was still daylight, and the sun was still not
down. It was what Dad said at the table when he asked the blessing
that got me started to thinking again about the stone house and Old
Tom the Trapper and ghosts.

This is what Dad said in his big, deep-toned voice, “Please bless
Old Man Paddler as he writes his book on ‘The Christian After
Death.’”

For a minute my thoughts left Dad and the kitchen table �lled
with our good supper. I was again thinking about a dead red fox and
an arrow sticking through Old Tom’s chest. I thought of the stone



house and of how wild Circus’s dad’s new bluetick hound had acted
when he �rst smelled the strange-looking tracks at the spring.

Dad had �nished his prayer, and he and Mom were talking about
Old Man Paddler, before I interrupted them with an important
question. Mom had just said, “You know, I think that old man is a
genius. It’s almost uncanny the things he knows about the Bible and
everything else. I’ll bet it’ll be a wonderful book.”

“You know what James Russell Lowell said a genius is, don’t
you?” Dad said to her.

Mom said, “No, what?”
Dad said, “Talent is that which is in a man’s power; genius is that

in whose power a man is” —something like that. I couldn’t
understand it, but I knew it was important.

Anyway, I piped up and said, “Our gang is going to visit Old Tom
the Trapper’s grave next week—can we?”

Dad came out of his grown-up world quick and said, “You’re
going to visit Old Tom the Who’s what?”

“Old Tom the Trapper’s grave under the big maple tree beside the
old haunted house.”

Dad quickly looked at Mom, and Mom at Dad, and both of them
at me. I looked down at my plate and scooped my fork under a pile
of raw-fried potatoes and started to take a bite. Some of the thin
slices fell o� the fork on the way up to my mouth.

“Too big a bite, Bill,” Mom said, and I frowned, knowing it before
she told me.

Just that second, Charlotte Ann made a whimpering noise in the
other room—she’d been napping. Mom excused herself, got up from
the table to go in and see what was wrong, and Dad and I were
alone for a minute.

“Who told you about Old Tom?” Dad asked.
“Old Man Paddler,” I answered. “We were up to see him today.”



Dad sipped his co�ee, then said, “Well, if he told you, it must be
all right for you to know. You going to take Dragon�y along?”

“Sure,” I said, “that’s one reason why we’re going—to prove to
him there isn’t any such thing as a ghost. He’s afraid of ghosts.”

“You know what Sophocles said about fear, don’t you?” Dad said.
I looked at Dad’s eyes and grinned. He was always quoting what

some famous somebody said about something. He was always
reading and remembering things, and he and Mom often talked
about them to each other.

I answered him by saying, “Who said what about what?”
He grinned. “What Sophocles said about fear. Didn’t you say

Dragon�y was afraid of ghosts?”
“Who’s Sopho—what’s his name?”
“Sophocles? He was a Greek poet.”
“What’s he got to do with Dragon�y?” I asked, feeling rather

important because Dad was talking to me as if I were a grown-up.
“Nothing except that Sophocles said, ‘To him who is in fear,

everything rustles.’”
“I still don’t see what that’s got to do with Dragon�y and ghosts,”

I said, just as Mom came in with my little sister on her arm.
Charlotte Ann was yawning and acting as if she had just waked

up. She was as cute as anything. Her small ears looked like a couple
of little dried peaches glued onto the sides of her head.

Dad answered me by saying, “Nothing in particular, except that
when you get to the haunted house, everything Dragon�y hears will
sound like a ghost—the wind in the leaves, the rubbing of a tree
branch against another, the snapping of a twig, everything.”

Well, supper was soon over, and I felt wonderful inside. Both my
parents liked me and didn’t hold it against me that I had talked
sassy to Mom, and Dad acted as though it was all right for the gang
to go see the haunted house.



Just as I was passing Mom’s chair to go outdoors awhile, I stopped
and looked down at Charlotte Ann’s pretty soft pink cheeks and said
to her, “You’re a nice little girl. I hope when you grow up you won’t
talk back to your mother like your big, ugly, freckled-faced brother
did today.”

Mom, without looking at me at all, reached out and caught me by
my overalls’ suspender and pulled me a little closer. For a minute I
stood there beside her with her arm around me. Well, it was the
most wonderful feeling in the world to feel the way I felt right then.

Almost right away I was out the kitchen door, dashing toward the
barn, picking up sticks and rocks and things and throwing them in
di�erent directions but not hitting anything, because I was
especially careful not to throw them at anything.

Next week, I thought, when the gang had its next meeting, we’d
all go up past Old Man Paddler’s cabin and on down the creek into a
territory we’d never visited before. I’d make certain Dragon�y was
with us, so we could prove to him that there wasn’t any such thing
as a ghost. There we’d �nish playing the game of Old Tom the
Trapper.

That night, just before I crawled into my upstairs bed, I looked
out under the rustling leaves of the ivy that hangs across the upper
half of my window. Looking out into the garden with the moon
shining on it, I thought about what a pretty moonlight night it was.
It felt good to think that God had made such a pretty world, and it
seemed for a minute that I liked Him even better than I did my
parents. I quickly dropped on my knees the way my parents had
taught me to do when I was little and said a short prayer.

Then I crawled into bed and went to sleep.
I had a crazy kind of dream, though, and part of it was about

Circus’s new bluetick hound. Dragon�y was picking at all those little
blue spots on him, and in my dream each spot was a small blue
wood tick that Dragon�y was picking o�.

And the next thing I knew it was morning.
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ur gang had acted out a lot of stories, each one of us taking the
part of one of the characters and having what our parents

called “innocent fun.” In fact, it seemed that I was pretending to be
someone or something else nearly all the time. Sometimes I was a
bear that growled and crawled around on the �oor of our house.
Once, when I was smaller, I was a �re engine and raced from one
room of our house to another and up and down the stairs, making a
�re-engine noise that must have sounded awful to Mom, because
she stopped me and let me go outdoors.

Well, next week �nally came, and the gang started out to �nish
playing Old Tom the Trapper. First, we stopped at the North Road
bridge, and I got shot through the chest again. Then, because it
would be too far for the gang to carry my dead body all the way to
Old Tom’s stone house, I came to life until we got there.

Old Man Paddler had drawn a map for us so that we wouldn’t get
lost, and after about an hour of walking we �nally arrived. It
certainly was a spooky-looking place. It was way up on a blu�
above Sugar Creek and had a lot of maple and ash and elm and
other kinds of trees all around it and ivy clinging to one of the
walls. The heavy wooden door looked strong enough to keep out
Indians or wild animals. The barn, about a hundred feet away from
the house, was twisted into a very ugly shape and was half lying
down. There was an old windmill near the house that didn’t have
any wheel at the top. The wheel was lying twisted up and partly
buried in the dirt at the bottom of the tower.

We walked all around, listening and imagining di�erent things,
and then the gang decided to bury me out under the great big maple
tree, which was almost two feet thick at the base and had wide-



spreading branches covered with large green heart-shaped leaves
about the size of Dad’s hand when it’s spread out.

“All right,” Big Jim, who was the director of our play, said. “Lay
the poor old man right there till we have his grave ready.”

I plopped my body down on the ground right where I was, made
myself limp, and made the gang carry me to where they wanted me.
They half dragged me to the base of the tree and left me lying alone,
while they took some sticks and pretended to dig a grave. I was
lying on maybe a hundred and �fty two-winged maple seeds that
looked like the brass key we use to wind the eight-day clock in the
kitchen. I was also lying on a root that felt awfully hard in the small
of my back. So I rolled over once and then lay very quiet.

I watched what was going on out of the corner of my eye. I felt
terribly foolish and wished they would hurry up and get it over
with, which they did.

The gang gathered around my imaginary grave and tried to act
sad. Little Jim, who had been picking wild �owers, brought a
bouquet and laid them on my chest. I was really trying hard to keep
a straight face when the �owers made me sneeze, and that made
Little Jim giggle. Big Jim shushed us all and said in a very digni�ed
tone, “Friends, let us pause in silence as we pay our respects to the
memory of an old man who lived always a clean and respectable life
…”

While everybody was quiet, I looked up through the branches of
the di�erent trees and saw a very pretty red squirrel. It was going
from one branch to another, running along the top side of one,
leaping across to another tree, and then following a long
overhanging branch that extended out over the moss-covered roof of
the house.

All of a sudden, I splintered the silence all to pieces by saying
excitedly, “Hey, gang, look! There’s a squirrel!”

That broke up our funeral, which had been long enough anyway.
Besides, somehow it didn’t seem right to play funeral, and we all felt
better when it was over and I was alive again.



“I’ll be a ghost now,” I said, “and haunt Dragon�y.” I let out a
long wail that sounded like a loon I’d heard when we’d been up
North.

But Dragon�y didn’t think it was funny and said so. Then all of a
sudden he got a strange, scared look on his face and said, “Hey, you
guys, listen! I h–hear something. It—it’s inside the house!”

Well, that was one of the reasons we had come up there in the
�rst place—to convince Dragon�y there wasn’t any such thing as a
ghost. But he was a hard person to convince of anything. I looked at
his worried forehead and noticed that he really almost believed
there was a ghost. Just that second also, I saw him give his neck a
quick twist, as if he was shaking his head “No.” In fact it seemed he
had been doing that every few minutes.

Even though you don’t believe in any such thing as ghosts, when
you have somebody in your gang who does believe in them and who
actually is worried, it’s sort of like a boy having the measles and the
rest of his friends catching them from him. As much as I didn’t
believe in ghosts myself, a little later when we all were crowded up
close to the door of that house and listening, and I heard a noise
that sounded like something moving around in one of the rooms, I
felt a creepy feeling go up and down my spine.

I noticed Little Jim was crowded up close to Big Jim and that he
had the stick that he nearly always carried with him gripped terribly
tight in his small hands.

Big Jim’s face, with its seven or eight fuzzy hairs on its upper lip,
looked pretty serious as he pressed his left ear close to the old white
doorknob. He listened to what we could all hear even without being
any closer—a sound of something moving around over a wooden
�oor.

I guess we never had been so quiet in our lives as we were right
those few seconds while we listened. And then it seemed I was not
only hearing the mysterious sound in the house, but there was a
groaning noise up in the trees above us also. The wind was blowing
a little, and the leaves of the trees were rustling, and I remembered



what Dad had said at the supper table not long ago: “To him who is
in fear, everything rustles,” which was what some famous Greek
poet had said over a thousand years ago.

Circus, who was very mischievous and didn’t believe in ghosts
any more than I did, all of a sudden called out in an excited voice,
“Gang, I see it! I see it! Come here, quick!”

It’s pretty shocking to your mind to have an excited voice call out
like that right when you’re all tense inside anyway, so I jumped as if
I was shot, and so did most of us. We all looked behind us to where
Circus was, maybe about �fteen feet away, not far from the old
windmill tower. He was looking up and pointing.

I looked in the direction he was looking, expecting to see
something. I didn’t know what.

“Look and listen at the same time,” he said. “See it? It’s got two
wooden limbs!”

“Two what?” Poetry squawked.
And in my mind’s eye I was imagining a ridiculous-looking thing

or person or animal, something with two wooden legs. And then I
saw it, and it made me mad that Circus had got us all excited over
nothing, but there it was as plain as anything, away up high, maybe
sixty feet above us. Two big limbs of two great elm trees were sort
of interlocked, and as the trees swayed in the wind, they made a
sound that was almost like a ghost’s groan.

Imagine that! It was one of the most letdown feelings I’d ever had
and maybe was for all of us.

We all crowded up close to the house door again and listened and
at the same time looked up toward the huge limbs of the elms as
they swayed very slowly in the wind and rubbed against each other.
Sure enough, the sounds were coming from up in the trees above the
house and not from the inside as we’d thought.

Well, we’d solved the mystery of the haunted house, and right
away we began to feel proud of ourselves and to talk about how
silly people were to believe in ghosts. We knew we would have fun



telling people about how we’d solved the mystery. It was time to go
home anyway, so we all started.

“It couldn’t have been Old Tom the Trapper’s ghost anyway,”
Little Jim said to us as we ran and walked and played leapfrog and
hurried back up the creek toward our homes, “because my daddy
told me the Bible says that, when a Christian dies, his spirit goes
straight to heaven to be with Jesus. So what would he be doing
hanging around an old house?”

But Dragon�y wasn’t convinced. He said with a pouting voice,
“He might want to visit his buried body under the maple tree.”

“Not Old Tom, I’ll bet,” Poetry said as he pu�ed along in his own
chubby body beside me. “Anybody as good a Christian as he was—if
he came back, he’d do something more important than groan and
scare people. He’d want to try to make everybody a Christian,”
which made pretty good sense.

Well, that settled the haunted house idea for us until late that fall,
when the hunting season on coon opened in the middle of
November, and when it wasn’t against the law to hunt coon with
dogs. And that’s the story I’ll get going on real quick and tell you
about as fast as I can. Boy oh boy! Those dogs really led us into the
middle of an exciting adventure!
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efore I go any farther, I’d better tell you about Dragon�y’s tick.
I knew by the way he couldn’t help twisting his neck every now

and then that maybe he ought to have somebody take him to a
doctor. I found out more about it when Dad and Mom were talking
one day. I happened to hear Mom say to Dad, “It gives me the blues
every time I think of Dragon�y’s tick. That’s the worst one I ever
saw a boy have.”

I was out in our toolhouse at the time, trying to make a rustic
cedar lamp. I had a wire brush, my Boy Scout knife, a wood auger,
and some electric wire sockets. I was scraping o� a twisted-up cedar
knot, all the small knobs and pieces of wood and bark I didn’t need,
and digging into the crevices and cracks to get out the old dead
parts.

I was making an electric lamp to give to my cousin Wally for
Christmas. Wally was red-haired and freckled like me and lived in
the city and was as dumb about the country as country boys are
supposed to be about a city.

I had the wire brush in my hand and was brushing with the grain
of the wood to get o� all the dirt and dust, and Mom and Dad were
just outside the door, not far from the grape arbor. Dad had pumped
a pail of water for her. I’d stopped brushing just as he stopped
pumping. They didn’t hear me, or maybe they wouldn’t have talked
as they did.

When Mom said to Dad what I just said she said, which you can
read again if you want to, Dad said, “Yes, that’s one of the worst
kind of ticks a boy ever gets.”



In my mind’s eye, I was seeing Circus’s bluetick hound, and the
thing didn’t make sense at all until Mom said to Dad again, “Do you
really think it’s his parents’ fault?”

And Dad said, “It could be. I talked with the doctor, and he says
that when a boy has a tick —such as neck-twisting or shoulder-
shrugging or throat-clearing or something like that —it nearly
always means that his father or mother or maybe some other
relative is picking at him too much. Always correcting him
whenever he is anywhere around and making him feel that
everything he does has something wrong with it. When the boy is
what is called a ‘good’ boy and doesn’t �ght or talk back, the
feelings inside him have to get out some way, so the boy’s nerves
back�re with a tick!”

Well, when my folks said that about Dragon�y, I thought about
myself, and I was glad Mom and Dad knew what they knew. Right
that second I understood a little better why Dad didn’t punish me as
often as he used to, and why they weren’t always telling me every
time I made a little mistake but were letting me just grow.

I didn’t �nd out till later that you spelled the kind of tick
Dragon�y had “t–i–c” instead of “t–i–c–k.”

Well, just that minute I decided I would brush on my twisted
cedar knot some more, which I did, thinking about what Mom and
Dad had been saying and feeling sorry for Dragon�y. He really was
a great guy, I thought, and he had nice parents too, and it was too
bad they didn’t know about tics and how to keep a boy from getting
one.

Dad carried the pail of water into the house for Mom and then,
hearing me brushing away on my knot, he came to the screen door
and looked in and said, “Hi, Bill. How’re you comin’?” Then he
came in and watched me and, being a natural-born boy’s father, he
said, “Be sure to brush with the grain, or you’ll have a rough
surface.”

Feeling mischievous, I all of a sudden said, “Better not correct me
too much, Dad, or I’ll get a tic, too, like Dragon�y.”



Then I ducked my head, focused my eyes on my work, and
brushed away harder than ever.

“You’re a bright boy,” Dad said.
And I said in the same mischievous voice he had used on me, “I

know it. I’m Theodore Collins’s son.”
Just then Mom called from the back door for Dad to come and

answer the telephone, which he did. I kept brushing away, feeling
�ne inside and liking my parents better than ever.

And now for the rest of the story about the haunted house.
It was, as I said, the middle of November before the season for

hunting coon with dogs was open and we could hunt without its
being against the law.

It had been a wonderful autumn, and we had been terribly busy at
our house and also at our barn. When the �rst frost came in
September, we’d harvested all our pumpkins, putting a lot of them
in the cellar and also up in our attic for pumpkin pies in the winter
and chopping up a lot of them for our cows. Dad and I worked
harder than anything, getting ready for winter. We cut some of the
corn and shocked it, and we drilled wheat in between the corn rows
so it’d be in the ground early next spring, and we spread lime and
fertilizer on our south pasture, getting a lot of the fertilizer from a
pile behind our barn.

Mom and Poetry’s mom worked together a lot, �rst at our house
and then at theirs, getting all the cabbage heads out of the gardens
and chopping them up very �ne and packing them away in big jars
in our di�erent cellars. In the winter the cabbage would turn into
sauerkraut, which I didn’t like but which Mom said would be good
for me to learn to like because it was good for me.

All the young roosters we’d raised that year learned to crow, and
old Andrew Jackson got terribly jealous of them, and the young
pullets started in laying middle-sized eggs. We also made apple
cider and did a million other things a farmer has to do if he wants to
save the things that have grown in his �elds in the summer.



On Saturdays the gang got together when our parents would let us
have a little time from all the work we had to do, and we gathered
hickory nuts and walnuts. On Halloween we worked a few friendly
tricks on our di�erent parents but had sense enough not to hurt
anybody’s property. No matter how mischievous a boy is, if his
parents or his teacher or somebody has taught him the Bible, he
knows that it’s just as bad a sin to damage anybody’s property as it is
to steal it—and stealing is a sin, and any boy is dumb to do it.

Finally, there came the night of the coon hunt and the wild,
�erce, fast chase down the creek, past the old bare sycamore tree
and farther on, past Old Man Paddler’s cabin and on and on. We’d
been following the dogs when, all of a sudden, we realized that we’d
been going in the direction of the haunted house.

Of course, as you know, the gang had decided it wasn’t haunted
but that the groaning noise had been caused by the rubbing together
of the limbs of two big elm trees away up above the old stone
house’s roof.

But the way Blue Jay acted when he struck that trail, and the way
Circus’s dad’s other hound, big long-eared Blackie, galloped along
with and all around old Blue Jay—both of them baying and bawling
and acting wilder than they ever acted on a coon trail before—it
was enough to scare almost any boy.

“Listen!” Circus said to all of us, and we stopped and listened. It
was a very dark, cloudy night, and we couldn’t see at all beyond the
circle of our kerosene lantern lights.

It felt good to be hunting without any grown-ups with us. Circus’s
dad was sick, and the family needed money, and it would be a
shame not to go coon hunting the �rst night of the open season. So
Circus had helped Poetry and Dragon�y and Big Jim and me
persuade our parents that it would be all right for us to take a little
walk just to see if we could catch anything along Sugar Creek.

Big Jim, the oldest one of us, carried his .22 ri�e, since most
country boys who are old enough are allowed to use ri�es to shoot
squirrels and rabbits and rats.



Little Jim’s parents let him go along too.
Most of us knew there wasn’t any such thing as a ghost, but

Dragon�y still thought there was. Just before we’d started that
night, he said, “I hope we don’t run into any ghosts.”

I said, “Don’t be a dumb bunny. There isn’t any such thing.”
“My mother heard a ghost last night and also one last week.”
“What did he sound like?” Circus wanted to know.
And Dragon�y answered, “Mother said he just screamed a great

big long scream like he was terribly mad or maybe scared.”
Well, we knew Dragon�y’s mother could hear a ghost without

there being any, because she had that kind of an imagination. So
when Dragon�y said that, Poetry, who is always doing something
mischievous anyway, said to Dragon�y in an excited voice, “Hey,
open your mouth quick! Let me look in!”

Poetry �ashed his �ashlight on Dragon�y and with his other hand
made some quick up-and-down movements over his head and face.

At the same time, Dragon�y ducked his head and tried to dodge
the light and said, “Hey! What’re you doing?”

Poetry said, “Oh, nothing, I was just shaking salt on your words!
Don’t people always say that, when you can’t believe what anybody
says, you’re supposed to take it with a grain of salt?”

We didn’t have time to laugh or be mischievous right then,
though, because now we had all stopped at the spring to look for
coon tracks. We wanted to see if maybe some big papa or mama
coon or some of their children had been there washing a late
supper. But there weren’t any tracks at all.

All of a sudden I heard a long, wild bawl away up the creek in the
direction of the North Road bridge, and Dragon�y let out a cry and
said, “There, that’s it. That’s what my mother heard!”

“It’s Blackie!” Circus cried excitedly. “He’s hit a coon trail. Come
on, gang!” He swung around, stepped across the cement basin,
leaped across the mud puddle on the other side, and dashed up the
hill. He passed the hanging linden tree with all of us following him.



It was natural for Circus instead of Big Jim to take the lead in a
coon chase.

Just that minute it seemed that old Blue Jay also had smelled
trail, because he opened up with his di�erent-pitched bawl. It was
very long and had a little tail on it at the end, and it sounded like
“Ooooo—woo! Ooooo—woo!”

Then both dogs cut loose in one bawl after another, sounding like
a dog duet turning handsprings and somersaults.

Up the hill we all went, swinging our lanterns and �ashlights and
hurrying as fast as we could.

It was Poetry who thought of it �rst. He and I were pu�ng and
panting along behind and in front of and beside each other. He said
to me, “Listen, Bill, it sounded like they struck the trail at the very
place where Old Tom the Trapper was shot!”

I got a funny feeling up and down my spine when I heard that and
said, “It sounds like two ghosts—a blue-ticked one and a black-and-
tan one.”

Circus and Big Jim, running ahead of us, kept yelling back to us
littler guys, “Hurry up, you! They’re trailing fast!”

And we kept on hurrying.
After what seemed a terribly long chase, Circus stopped stock-still

in his tracks up ahead and said, “Listen, everybody. Old Jay’s
chopping. Hear him? He’s chopping at a tree!”

“Chopping!” Dragon�y exclaimed. “A dog chopping at a tree?”
We all stopped and listened, and the dog’s voice we heard was as

di�erent as night and day from Blue Jay’s long squalling bawl of a
while ago. It was coming in short, quick, excited barks now. A
minute later we heard a higher-pitched voice doing the same thing.
I knew that was Blackie and that their new and di�erent kind of
bark was their way of telling us that whatever it was they had been
trailing had run up a tree and for us to hurry up and come, which is
the way coonhounds do.



Little Jim answered Dragon�y’s question by saying in a
mischievous voice, “Sure. They’re trying to chop the tree down for
us.”

Of course, they weren’t. Circus explained it to Dragon�y, saying,
“That’s a word the man used when he sold old Blue Jay to my pop.
He said that Jay bawled when he opened up on the trail and that he
chopped when he had chased the coon up a tree.”

Well, we dashed on, leaping over logs and swerving around brush
piles, on and on and on. Long ago we had crossed the branch and
passed the sycamore tree and the cave. Then we were up into the
hills past Old Man Paddler’s cabin. Still the dogs chased on, farther
and farther, with us right after them, not realizing at �rst how far
from home we were.

And then all of a sudden Poetry startled me by exclaiming in a
short-breathed, excited voice, “Hey! I’ll bet you they’re barking at
the old maple tree by Old Tom the Trapper’s grave!”

Everybody must’ve heard Poetry say that, especially Dragon�y,
who said, “I told you it was a ghost!”
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t took only a few more minutes of running and scrambling
around trees and bushes and brier patches and clambering up and

down little hills for us to get to where old Blue Jay and Blackie were
acting like two wild things. They were leaping and chopping in their
di�erent-pitched voices around the base of the old maple tree. They
were looking up and barking and jumping and stopping to look at us
and panting with their long tongues hanging out of their mouths
and acting important because they had treed a coon or whatever it
was.

I quick shot the long beam of my dad’s �ashlight up into the tree
and swished the light all around, looking for a patch of brownish
fur, which is what you expect to see if a coon is up a tree. Or maybe
you’d see a pale yellowish tail with six or seven black rings around
it. If he isn’t too high up, and you get a good look at him, you can
maybe see his white whiskers, which are like a cat’s whiskers, and
also the rest of his face. Most coons have black cheeks and a dark
stripe that runs all the way up and down their foreheads.

As soon as anybody saw him, we’d tell Big Jim, and he, being a
good shot, would shoot him right out of the tree for us. Mr. Coon
would come crashing down through the bare branches to the
ground. If he was still alive and a �erce �ghter, old Blue Jay and
Blackie would still be able to lick him. If Big Jim’s bullet killed him,
we’d make the dogs leave him alone so that the fur wouldn’t be
damaged, and the night’s hunt would be over.

Right beside me Big Jim was loading his new ri�e. For a second I
watched him, noticing that it was a very nice ri�e with a walnut
stock and a long dark-blue barrel with an open rear sight and a
blade front sight. I’d seen him load a gun many a time when some of



us had gone rabbit or squirrel hunting with him, and he always kept
it pointed away from everybody and at the ground while he was
doing it.

The dogs were making so much noise and acting so excited that
we couldn’t hear much of anything. When Circus tried to stop them
they would quit for a few seconds, but before we could listen long
enough to hear any suspicious sounds—if there had been any to
hear— one or the other of the hounds would start chopping at the
tree again.

“Here,” Circus said to Big Jim, “let me have the gun. I’ll stop ’em
from barking.” He walked over to Big Jim, reached out his hand for
the ri�e, and I thought, What on earth! Circus acted as if he was
mad, too.

Big Jim had just �nished loading the .22. I was surprised to see
him hand it over to Circus, just as Little Jim called out in an anxious
voice, “What you going to do—shoot the dogs?”

“Wait and see—and listen,” Circus said. The next thing I knew he
had the gun to his shoulder. He was pointing it up toward the
branches of the tree and sighting as though he was going to shoot
something. I thought di�erent things, such as maybe he had already
seen the coon and was going to shoot it.

“Now, listen, everybody!” Circus ordered, and we did.
Both dogs stopped chopping, and both of them had their eyes on

Circus and the gun, waiting for him to shoot. He didn’t but just kept
on pointing while all of us listened—which is the way to get a coon
dog to stop barking.

I didn’t know what I expected to hear, if anything—maybe the
rubbing together of the branches of the big elm trees overhead, the
groaning sounds that we’d heard one day during the summer, or else
maybe the scratching of a coon’s claws on the bark of the tree, if
there was a coon and if it might be still climbing higher.

Of course, Dragon�y was probably listening for a ghost, although
when he’d found out that the sound his mother had heard was



either old Blue Jay or Blackie bawling along Sugar Creek, he hadn’t
been so sure that there was a ghost.

If anybody had been actually in the old stone house looking out
through one of the dirty windows, he could have seen a very
interesting gang of di�erent-sized, di�erent-looking boys.

If he’d looked at Little Jim, he’d have seen one of the cutest kids
that ever wore a brand-new, brown plaid zipper jacket. Little Jim
had both his hands shoved into the jacket’s side pockets, and I could
tell by the two bulges they made that his �sts were doubled up,
which meant he was maybe kind of nervous and also a little bit
afraid, although if his �sts were doubled up he might feel braver
than if they weren’t.

Dragon�y just that second was holding a red handkerchief up to
his nose, maybe trying to stop a sneeze. It was the kind of
handkerchief that is very large, almost two feet square, like the
bandanas farmers and hunters sometimes use. Even some of the
women and girls around Sugar Creek used them—only not to stop
sneezes but to wear on their heads, the way they do scarves.

Poetry had on a heavy, red sheep-lined corduroy coat that had its
zipper unfastened and was hanging open because he was pretty hot
after our chase. His red corduroy cap had its ear �aps turned up,
and one of his ears was �opped over.

I was thinking those things about how di�erent ones of us looked
or would look to anybody inside that old house—or even to a ghost
if there was one. Also, there was a quick �ash of thought in my
mind that wondered why everybody always thought a ghost had to
wear something white and long like a bedsheet, instead of ordinary
clothes.

All of a sudden, while everything was as quiet as death, I heard a
banging noise, a little like a gun going o�, and also like a door
slamming somewhere. I knew it wasn’t Circus’s gun. The sound
came from the house itself.

We all jumped as if we had been shot at, and I quickly �ashed the
light of my �ashlight in the direction of the old house. We had all



heard it, and I guess we all also saw what we saw at the same time.
Anyway Dragon�y and I did, because we both said in scared
whispering voices, “Sh! There’s a light in the old house!”

Imagine that! First a banging noise like a door slamming, and
then suddenly it happens—on a very dark night when you’re
thinking about a ghost anyway and are out in a lonely forest just
outside a house that some people believe is haunted. There in front
of your eyes as you look through a dirty window-pane not more
than thirty feet from you, you see a light of some kind!

What to do, or what not to do, was the question.
Dragon�y was the �rst to speak—half yell, rather—exclaiming,

“It’s a real ghost! Let’s get out of here!”
Well, as anybody knows, when one boy catches the measles, and

there are a lot of other boys around when he does, the other boys
are bound to get the measles too. So when Dragon�y let out a
scared yell, saying, “It’s a real ghost! Let’s get out of here!” his being
scared was as contagious as measles. I’ll have to admit that I wanted
to get out of there as fast as I could myself.

You know a boy would rather be brave than most anything else—
anyway, he can’t stand to have anyone think he is a coward, and
sometimes he’ll say he isn’t scared even when he is. He doesn’t even
stop to think it isn’t the truth when he says, “ Me scared? Don’t be
silly!”

Sometimes on a rainy day when I’m out in our barn sitting by an
open window and the rain is pouring down on our shingled roof and
I am cracking and eating black walnuts, I like to imagine I am two
boys instead of one. I talk and argue with myself about di�erent
things. Old Man Paddler, who tells all kinds of interesting stories
about the Sugar Creek of long ago, sometimes tells us that a
Christian boy has what the Bible calls two natures. One of them is
bad, and the other is good. The good one is called the new nature,
which only saved people have, and it’s up to us whether we live a
good life or a bad one.



Well, when we heard that noise inside the house, part of me was
scared, and the other part of me said it was silly to be scared, that
there wasn’t any such thing as a ghost. But when Dragon�y started
to run back toward the creek, yelling for us to follow him, before I
knew I was going to do it, I had turned and was shooting after him
as fast as the arrow making a beeline for Old Tom the Trapper’s
chest.

But we got stopped with Big Jim’s gru� half-brave and half-scared
voice barking at us savagely, saying, “Stop! Let’s don’t be a bunch of
silly superstitious cowards! Let’s go inside and see what’s going on
in there!”
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hen Big Jim says something like that to us, there isn’t a
member of the Sugar Creek Gang that’s too afraid to stick

with him.
Of course, a light inside the house could mean only one thing, I

thought. There had to be somebody in there that could turn on a
�ashlight, because that’s exactly what the light had looked like
when I’d seen it.

We had a hard time making the hounds keep still. They were
absolutely sure that the “whatever it was” was up the tree. But if it
had been, it certainly wasn’t up there anymore, I thought. We’d
shined our lights all around up in the tree and hadn’t spotted a thing
that looked like an animal. Since it was the fall of the year with all
the branches bare of leaves, if any wild animal had been up there
we’d have seen it.

“You m–mean w–we are g–going inside?” Dragon�y stammered,
right after Big Jim had said we were.

Big Jim, who wasn’t afraid of much of anything said, “We are!
Everybody follow me.” With that he picked up his lantern and
started around the side of the house to where we knew there was a
door.

“How’ll we get in?” Poetry asked in his squawky, ducklike voice—
which for some reason seemed extra squawky.

And Big Jim answered, “I’ve got a key.”
“A key!” I said and so said several of us at the same time.

“Where’d you get a key?”
“Old Man Paddler gave it to me,” he said. “He bought this old

house last month, and he has hired my dad and me to come in and



clean it up. He’s going to make a Sugar Creek Gang Bible camp out
of it, and every year in the summer there’ll be a special camp for
boys, who can come from all over the country and stay here for
almost nothing.”

That certainly sounded great to me. It would be a grand thing if
every boy in the world could go to a Bible camp once or twice while
he was still a boy.

But right that minute, when there was a ghost in the old house
waiting to jump out at us any minute, there wasn’t any time to think
about a boys’ camp, especially since Big Jim had the key out of his
pocket and was walking right up to that door to unlock it.

For a change, the hounds were quiet. In fact, they were right
behind and between di�erent ones of us. I noticed old Jay had the
hair on his back standing straight up, which is the way a dog’s hair
acts when there is a strange human being around or else a stray dog
or cat or something else.

First, Big Jim knocked on the old door, which is good etiquette. It
is polite and also good sense for a boy to always knock on a door
and wait for an answer before going in.

I held my breath, remembering the banging noise that we’d heard
a few minutes before and also the light I’d seen inside when I looked
through the very dirty glass window.

Knock-knock-knock-knock—four �rm, half-�erce knocks, like a
policeman’s knocking on a gangster’s door. I knew that Big Jim was
maybe imagining himself to be a policeman or a detective or a
sheri�, which boys always like to pretend to be anyway.

Even the hounds kept quiet as we all listened.
“Open up!” Big Jim said and knocked again.
And then, as clear as broad daylight, I heard a sound from inside

the house—a banging noise like the one we’d heard before.
Beside me, Blue Jay got a low �erce growl in his throat. And

Blackie, standing beside Circus, who held him by his collar, had a



growl in his throat also, and his coal-black hair was straight up on
his back.

Boy oh boy, what was going to happen next? I wondered.
And then Big Jim called in a gru� voice, “We’re coming in!” He

shoved the key into the lock and turned it—or rather tried to, but it
wouldn’t turn.

“The lock’s rusted, I’ll bet you,” he said as he tried it again and
again.

Well sir, try as we would, we couldn’t get that door unlocked.
“We’ve got to get inside,” Big Jim said. “We’ve got to prove to

ourselves that there isn’t any such thing as a ghost. Besides, I don’t
think anybody heard a banging noise anyway. When a guy’s afraid
of a ghost, everything he hears sounds like one!”

And I remembered again what Dad had quoted from some Greek
guy who’d lived a long time ago: “To him who is in fear, everything
rustles.”

“But I saw a light,” I said. “I know I did.”
“Anybody else see a light?” Big Jim asked over his shoulder, and

Dragon�y stuck up for me by saying, “ I did. It went on and o� like
a �ashlight.”

Since the key wouldn’t unlock the door, we went around and tried
di�erent windows to see if they’d open, and they wouldn’t.

Then Circus spied a broken stairway that looked as if it led down
to a cellar. He made a dive down the steps and gave a shove to the
very old door at the bottom. The door gave a little. He shoved
again, and it burst open.

We all decided to go down into the cellar to see if there was any
ghost down there. And that’s how we happened to get up into the
house itself. While we were down in the creepy old cellar, which
was musty and had spiderwebs stretched across its corners and
hanging from its ceiling, we found another stairway going up. When
we pushed on the door in the ceiling at the top of the stairs, we
found that it was loose. We shoved it up a little, and, sure enough, it



was what we thought it was—a trapdoor that led right up into one
of the rooms of the old haunted house.

In less than almost no time, with our hearts pounding with
excitement, we had clambered up that rickety stairway and were
inside.

It certainly wasn’t anything much to look at—just a room that had
maybe been a kitchen, another that had probably been a living
room, and another a bedroom or a dining room or something, and
two other big wide rooms, each one having loose plaster and
cobwebs and dirt on the �oor and some old-fashioned chairs.

We shined our lights all around to see what we could see, while
Jay with his blue ticks all over him and Blackie scurried from room
to room ahead of us, smelling everything and every corner to see if
they could smell anything suspicious, which both of them seemed
to, because they still acted excited and worried and kept sni�ng at
the walls and whimpering.

I studied Big Jim’s face to see if he was worried, and he wasn’t. In
fact, his face had a kind of a smirk. “Well,” he said in a bored voice,
“we know what caused the light Bill thought he saw, and now if we
can �nd out what made the noise Dragon�y thought he heard, we
will have proved there isn’t any ghost.”

It made me mad to hear him calmly say that. I knew I’d seen a
light �ash on and o�, and it didn’t feel very good to have my idea
squelched and be made to look like a dope, so I said, “You don’t
know anything of the kind.”

“Oh, I don’t, don’t I?” Big Jim said. He �ashed his light over
toward a wall and onto an old rectangular mirror hanging there.

“See that!” he said. He �ashed his light on and o� a few times,
and I saw the re�ection of his light in the mirror. I noticed also that
the mirror was in line with the window, and I knew that when I was
outside and had �ashed my light into the window that it had shone
onto this old mirror. It had been the light of my own �ashlight I’d
seen. I was disgusted, because I wanted there to be somebody inside
this old house.



Of course, it didn’t matter so much that Dragon�y had thought he
heard a banging noise. We all expected him to hear things.

“You’ll have to prove to Jay and Blackie that they don’t smell
anything then,” I said. “Look at ’em. They’re acting awfully funny.”

And they were. Right that second, Blue Jay, who’d been sni�ng
and whimpering in a very worried dog voice, came to a stairway
that led to the upstairs of the old house. Quick as a �ash he started
sni�ng his way up, with Blackie right after him.
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magine that! Old Blue Jay was on his way up a mysterious
stairway with Blackie right after him, both of them sni�ng at the

steps as though they were following some kind of wild animal’s
trail. They were going up fast, and I knew that in a ji�y we’d all be
following them!

No sooner had Jay and Blackie disappeared up that spooky stairs
and we heard their feet galloping around from room to room, than
we were on our way up too.

It certainly wasn’t much to look at up there. The �rst room was
just a small bare room big enough for a boy’s bed and a dresser. We
hurried through that empty little room, on past an open wardrobe
door, and came out into a large room that was as empty as the other
one and the downstairs had been.

Blue Jay and Blackie were acting as though whatever they had
thought was up here wasn’t here now. They were running from one
corner to another, whimpering and not paying any attention to us
and worrying in their dog voices. They reminded me of my brown-
and-gray-haired mother when she loses a fountain pen or maybe one
of her four overstu�ed handbags somewhere in the house and can’t
�nd it and is afraid she’s left it somewhere, and all of us, including
Dad and me, have to stop what we’re doing or reading or talking or
thinking about and help Mom until she �nds it right where she
thought it was in the �rst place.

We looked in the wardrobe, �ashing our lights all around, and I
noticed that there was a row of wooden pegs sticking out of one
wall about as high as Big Jim’s head, which I decided were used to
hang people’s clothes on.



“Nothing but a row of wooden clothes hangers,” I said and
reached up and caught hold of one, remembering there were pegs
like them in our barn at home that the men who had built our barn
had used to pin some big logs together.

I used to catch hold of the ones in our barn and hoist myself up
on top of a high log and then use the log for an imaginary
springboard from which I turned �ip-�ops on the hay. That is, I used
to until one day Dad caught me at it and made me stop, saying
gru�y, “William Collins, that hay is the horses’ and cows’ meat and
potatoes and Jello pudding! How would you like some wild animal
to roll and tumble around all over your supper just before you ate
it?” For some reason I hadn’t wanted to hear that because it spoiled
my playing in the hay, and for a few minutes I wasn’t only cross at
Dad but at both our horses and cows for being so particular about
their food.

Before I got through thinking those terribly fast thoughts, Little
Jim interrupted me by saying, “Look! There’s a peg real low down
for a boy to hang his coat on.”

Sure enough there was. It was about three feet from the
wardrobe’s �oor, away over in a corner all by itself. Little Jim was
always noticing something like that, I thought, things that none of
the rest of us saw.

“I’ll bet the little boy liked to live in this nice big house,” Little
Jim said, and when I looked at him he had a faraway expression in
his eyes as though he wasn’t even with us but his thoughts were
back in the days of long ago. Maybe he was even imagining himself
to be that little boy and hanging his brand-new brown plaid zipper
jacket on that little round peg in the corner of the wardrobe.

Right away we started looking all around the large room, which
didn’t even have a mirror hanging on its wall. We searched through
the drawers of a very old-looking writing desk, which was the only
furniture the upstairs had. There wasn’t a thing in them, although
one drawer looked as if a mouse or maybe twenty-�ve or thirty mice
had been using it for a place to play roughhouse. Some old



newspapers on the bottoms of the drawers had been chewed to
small pieces.

Just as Big Jim slammed the last drawer shut, it made a banging
noise, and Dragon�y cried out excitedly, “There! That’s what I
heard —that banging noise. There was somebody up here awhile
ago.”

Well, it was a ridiculous idea, and we said so.
Big Jim opened and shut the drawer a half dozen times to show

Dragon�y his idea was crazy. Then, looking at his watch, he said all
of a sudden, “Say, our folks will be worried about us. We’d better
beat it for home!” With that, he started back toward the other room
and the stairs.

But Dragon�y must have felt he was being belittled, and he wasn’t
satis�ed. He said, “You guys don’t give a ghost a ghost of a chance
to prove that he is a ghost. Don’t you know ghosts have to have it
pitch-dark before you can see them?”

Well, it was an idea, and we took Dragon�y up on it. Big Jim
lifted his kerosene lantern to the level of his eyes, turned the wick
down, pressed on the lever that lifted the globe, gave a quick pu� of
breath, and out went his lantern. Circus did the same thing to his.
“OK, gang, o� with all your �ashlights, and everybody be quiet and
listen and look for all you’re worth and see if anybody sees a ghost.”

“Or hears one,” Poetry said, emphasizing the word “hears” in his
squawky ducklike voice.

“You sound like one yourself,” I said.
We took Jay and Blackie by their collars to keep them from

running around and making a noise. Circus held his dad’s black-and-
tan dog, and I held Blue Jay. I squatted low, holding onto Jay’s new
leather collar with my bare hands.

Talk about it being dark enough to see a ghost! That was the
blackest dark I ever saw in my whole life. Not a one of us moved,
not even the dogs, although I could feel Blue Jay trembling and



knew he was wondering what on earth was going on and why. I
could hear di�erent ones of us breathing, but that was all.

I was listening for some sound outside the house, such as the
rubbing together of the two elm limbs away up above the roof, but
there wasn’t any sound of rubbing because there wasn’t any wind
blowing.

I could smell the smoky smell that you always smell after a
kerosene lantern has been blown out—the wick always smokes a
little. Since my face was close to old Blue Jay’s new leather collar, I
could smell that and also Jay himself. For a second I wondered how
a dog could smell an animal’s track well enough to follow it at night
when he couldn’t see it.

Just then somebody whispered, “Hurry up, ghost, and show
yourself. We’ve got to get going home.”

Still not a sound, except the breathing of six boys and two dogs,
and only the smell of wick smoke and a leather dog collar and the
two dogs and also the kind of old musty smell of the house itself.

And then, all of a sudden, I heard something behind me, behind
the wall I was crouched down beside! Blue Jay must have heard it
at the same time, because I felt him suddenly get nervous and the
hair on his back start to bristle, and I knew there was actually
something somewhere making some kind of a noise, and it wasn’t
being made by any member of the Sugar Creek Gang.

“Sh!” Big Jim said, shushing us.
But we were already shushed.
Circus whispered in a rough whisper, “Jay! Keep quiet.”
I knew it wasn’t old Blue Jay. It was something behind both of us,

and it wasn’t in the room but was on the other side of the wall.
It just didn’t seem possible that I was hearing what I was hearing,

and yet I was … no, I wasn’t either, because right that minute the
noise stopped, and there was only our own breathing and the
deathly silence of that old musty-smelling stone house.



Big Jim’s husky whisper broke the silence with the question, “You
guys hear anything?”

Several of us said in the same kind of husky whisper, “Yeah!
Something right behind the wall somewhere.”

Little Jim spoke up then, and his voice in the darkness sounded
awfully cute as he said, “I heard something scratching on
something.’’

And the second he said it, I knew that was what I had heard also,
and I said so. I kept listening and straining my eyes in several
di�erent directions to see if I could see anything that looked like a
ghost is supposed to look, but I couldn’t.

Poetry spoke up from beside or behind me somewhere and said,
“It sounded like a rat gnawing on an ear of corn.”

His idea sounded cuckoo. In my mind’s eye I wasn’t seeing
anything as small as a mere rat but some great big �erce wild
animal of some kind. If it was only a rat, I’d have to change my
mind, and I didn’t want to do it. That is one of the hardest things in
the world to do anyway, Dad says—to get a person whose mind is
already made up to change it.

We listened a while longer and didn’t hear anything, so we turned
on our �ashlights, lit our lanterns, and disappointedly made our
way to the stairs, not having seen any ghost and only having heard
something like a rat scratching.

Poetry and I were the last ones to go down the stairs. He stopped
me with a tug on my arm and a whisper in my ear. We waited until
the gang and the hounds had made their noisy boy-and-dog way
downstairs and were walking around down there. Then he
whispered and said, “Let’s see if we can see anything. If it’s a ghost,
it’s maybe afraid of so many people. It’s probably used to living here
all alone, and a lot of noisy boys and dogs scare it— sh! Listen! “

I really listened. Both of us had our lights out, and I was looking
all around, but there wasn’t a sight or a sound.



Poetry sighed and started quoting the poem called “The Night
Before Christmas,” which somebody had written long ago. This is
the way it begins:

’Twas the night before Christmas, 
And all through the house, 
Not a creature was stirring, 
Not even a mouse …

It certainly was disappointing, but as Big Jim had said a while
ago, it was time for us all to get going home or our folks would
worry about us, as grown-ups do about their boys or girls and can’t
help it, the way our old cow always worries about her calf when it’s
away from her and she wants to get to where it is and can’t.

Just as Poetry got to the place where he said, “Not a creature was
stirring, not even a mouse” —just as he said “mouse”—I heard
something honest-to-goodness for sure, and I stopped Poetry’s
poetry with a quick, snappy shush, adding, “Listen again!”

The sound was a panting and a growling noise at the same time,
and I knew that somewhere close to us was a wild animal of some
kind.

Our �ashlights were still out, and I tell you my dad’s long �ash
went on again in as quick a hurry as Poetry’s did. We also grabbed
hold of each other to be sure we were both there and all right, and
we were.

That settled that. There might not be any ghost, but there was
something honest-to-goodness for sure in that old stone house, and it
wasn’t more than a half-dozen feet from where I was right that
minute. And yet I couldn’t see it.

“It sounded like it was in that old wardrobe,” Poetry said. With
his light on he wobbled his roly-poly self toward it.

We’d all looked in it a little while before, and it had been empty,
but Poetry and I decided to look again. I swished my light all
around the bare walls, and there still wasn’t a thing in it except the



row of wooden pegs and that one small lonesome little peg that had
been just the right height for Little Jim to hang his clothes on.

“Whatever it is, it’s behind the wall somewhere,” Poetry said.
“Maybe back in an attic, if there is one.”

Sure, I thought. There ought to be an attic. Nearly every house in the
world has an attic of some kind.

I looked with a frowning forehead at that empty wardrobe, at the
row of empty wooden pegs, and also at the one small peg all by
itself. And suddenly I remembered that Old Tom the Trapper hadn’t
had any children to hang clothes on a low peg. Before I knew what I
was going to do, I had done it. I grabbed hold of the low-down
wooden peg as if it was a handle to something and gave a sharp
sideways pull on it. And the whole back wall of that wardrobe
moved a little, making a dark crack opening into an attic!

Right away I knew that whole back wall of the wardrobe was a
sliding panel and that back in there somewhere was the wild animal
we’d heard growling and panting.

“Wait!” Poetry exclaimed behind me. “Don’t slide it open any
further, or it’ll jump out and get away—or maybe eat us up!”

I quick shoved hard on the wooden peg, and the sliding door went
shut with a bang, sounding exactly like the banging noise I’d heard
before when we’d all been outside by the old maple tree.

Boy oh boy! Who or what was back in that dark attic? And what
would happen next?
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s soon as Poetry and I discovered there was an honest-to-
goodness-for-sure attic in that old stone house and had

slammed the sliding door shut, we must have made a lot of noise-
such a clatter that the rest of the gang came scrambling back up to
see what was the matter.

It wasn’t easy to keep Blue Jay and Blackie under control, because
a dog is like a boy when there is any excitement—he wants to get
right into the middle of it. In fact, he wants to be a part of it
himself.

Of course, we might need the dogs if there was a very big, �erce
wild animal back in that dark attic, but we didn’t want them to
make a mad dash inside ahead of us until we could look in with our
�ashlights and see for ourselves what was there.

“You guys let me have a look in �rst,” Big Jim ordered. He slid
the panel open far enough to shove his �ashlight in and take a peek,
while the rest of us including the excited dogs stayed back and
waited. He �ashed his light all around �rst, then said, “Looks as
bare as Old Mother Hubbard’s cupboard. Might as well all go in and
see if there are any bones for our poor dogs.”

Dragon�y, who was behind Little Jim who was behind me, heard
Big Jim say “bare” and spoke up in a half-scared voice. “If it’s a
great big grizzly bear, what’ll we do?”

Pretty soon, after di�erent ones of us had looked in, we all
decided that there wasn’t anything to be afraid of. Making the dogs
stay outside by shutting them in the smaller room, we all stooped
down a little and went into the big spooky attic, in the center of
which was a large square brick chimney.



If the attic had ever been used for a storeroom, whoever had lived
here last had taken everything out except an old-fashioned spool
bedstead, an old spinning wheel, some pairs of very old shoes, and
some ears of yellow corn, which were scattered around on the �oor.
There was also a kind of dead smell as if something had died in
there, but that was maybe because the attic had been closed up for
so long that it had gotten to smell that way, I thought.

“Here are the bones for our poor dogs,” Big Jim said, and when I
looked where he had his light focused on the �oor not far from the
red brick chimney, I saw what looked like the bones and feathers of
a dead chicken but nothing that looked like a live wild animal.

“S’pose maybe Old Tom the Trapper kept his chickens up here,
and when he died the chickens starved to death?” Little Jim asked
in his cute curious voice.

Big Jim was studying the bones and the feathers, and I could see
the muscles of his jaw working. “This chicken was alive less than a
week ago,” he said seriously, and for the �rst time he seemed to
have a note in his voice that sounded as if he thought there was
something really mysterious about things. “See,” he said, holding
the bone of a drumstick in one hand and shining his �ashlight right
on it, “this chicken has been eaten raw. If it had been cooked, there
wouldn’t be signs of blood on it.”

“Do g–ghosts eat raw chickens?” Dragon�y asked, which was
almost as dumb a question as he’d ever asked.

Little Jim picked up an ear of corn and was studying it. I noticed
he was looking at it as though it was as important as some kind of
wild-�ower and he was going to write a note about it for our
teacher.

“See!” he said. “This ear has exactly twenty-two rows of grains
around it.”

“What of it?” I said, and so did Dragon�y. We were all more
interested in what Big Jim was doing and what he was going to
decide. I could hear Blue Jay and Blackie in their room making



whimpering noises as if they had been terribly mistreated by not
being allowed to come in with us.

Little Jim answered Dragon�y and me by saying, “It’s important.
Just like it’s important that all the mayapple �owers have exactly
six petals and exactly twice as many stamens in their centers.”

“It’s not important,” Dragon�y answered him crossly. “Not when
there’s a ghost or a wild animal been in here—maybe still is here.”

Just then Big Jim, who had walked around to the other side of the
chimney, let out a low whistle and said with a hiss, “Come over
here, you guys, and have a look at this, will you!”

We scrambled over to him, and I noticed quick as a �ash that
there was a big hole in the side of the chimney where some bricks
were missing. In fact, they were lying scattered around on the board
�oor. Then I saw what Big Jim had called us to look at—scratches
and scratches and still more scratches on the softish red bricks and
around the edge of the hole where they had been in the chimney.
And also a lot of loose, brownish hair fastened to them.

It was plain as day that some animal had squeezed through that
hole. Whatever had been in the attic had probably heard us coming
and had gone up that chimney like a scared Santa Claus and had
gotten away.

Thinking that, I spoke out loud and said, “Maybe old Santa Claus
made a mistake and came down the wrong chimney, and when he
tried to get out, he got stuck and burst the hole in the side and some
of the fur on his suit came o�.”

Nobody seemed to think what I had said was funny, and nobody
laughed.

Half disgusted, I �ashed my light around at di�erent things such
as the bricks on the �oor, the chicken bones and feathers, and the
ears of corn. Some of the ears had teeth marks on them as if they’d
been gnawed on.

Then I quickly shone my light into di�erent dark corners of the
attic and almost jumped out of my wits when I saw what I saw. Two



very bright, shining �ery eyes were looking at me from away back in
a corner where the attic �oor and the roof met. In that same second
I saw the broad face of some kind of wild animal. It had white
whiskers, I noticed, and black cheeks and a black stripe all the way
up and down the center of its forehead. Then it ducked down below
the end of the �oor and disappeared.

“It’s a coon!” I yelled to the gang. “I saw it with my own eyes. A
great big coon as big as a grizzly bear!”

Talk about excitement! I still had my �ashlight focused on the
place where the coon had dropped down into a hole below the
ceiling slant at the end of the �oor. Not knowing just how the old
house had been built, I imagined she had a special hiding place
down there on top of the rock siding.

Just that second, up came that big wide head again, and I saw
those same two �ery eyes!

Dragon�y saw it, too, and hissed in a scared whisper, “It’s a
bear!”

Quick as a �ash down went the white-whiskered coon’s face, and
there wasn’t a thing left for us to see except the empty corner again.

“What’ll we do?” di�erent ones said to us. I thought about what a
terribly big coon it was and how much money it would sell for, so
that Circus’s family of nearly all girls could have groceries for
another week.

“Let’s shoot her,” Big Jim said. “You guys shine your �ashlights
into that corner, and the very next time she looks up, I’ll plug
her”— which was a very good idea. That is, it would have been if it
had worked.

But Mama Coon—or Papa, whichever it was—wouldn’t
accommodate us. No matter what we did or how much noise we
made, she stayed down where she was.

It was Circus who thought of getting a long stick to see if by
poking around a little we could stir her up and make her come out
where Big Jim could shoot her. In a minute or so Circus was



outdoors and back in again with a long, slender pole. With all the
rest of us behind or away o� to the side of Big Jim so we wouldn’t
be where the gun’s bullet could hit us, Circus took his pole and
poked away back where the coon had last been seen.

And then is when it happened. Boy oh boy! Mrs. Coon came out
of her hiding place in the fastest second I ever saw, the way our old
Mixy cat sometimes dashes wildly out of her hiding place when she’s
excited about something. Before any of us could have done anything
to stop her, even if we could have moved that fast, she made a dive
across the attic �oor—a �ash of beautiful brown fur, the biggest
coon I’d ever seen and certainly big enough to have made all the
large tracks we’d seen that summer at the spring. She hurled herself
straight toward the chimney right beside which I was standing and
made for the opening in the bricks, wiggled her fat, furry body
through, and disappeared up the chimney.

A second later we heard a scrambling out on the roof, and I knew
she was gone, maybe to a big tree somewhere where there would be
another den to hide in.

Even before I had time to be sorry for Circus’s family’s sake that
she had gotten away, I felt kind of glad, because any coon that was
as smart as that deserved to get away.

Well, it was time to make a fast start for home, or our parents
would worry too much about our being out so late, and it was not
fair to a boy’s parents for him to make them worry.

Just before we left that attic, we took a �nal look around at
things, and Little Jim picked up a few ears of corn to take home.
“For a souvenir,” he explained when Dragon�y asked him what he
wanted them for.

“I’ll bet she’s been coming in through that hole in the chimney
bringing corn and chickens to her coon children, who maybe have a
nest back there somewhere,” Poetry’s ducklike voice squawked.

“Yeah,” Little Jim said, “just like Santa Claus coming down the
chimney with toys.”



“But how’d she get up on the roof in the �rst place?” Dragon�y
wanted to know, as, a little later, all of us came out of the cellar
doorway into the outdoors and started to go home.

“Easy as falling o� a log,” Circus said. “She climbs up that old
maple tree, crawls out on that big overhanging limb away up
yonder-right where my �ashlight is shining this very second—and
drops o�. Like I said, just as easy as falling o� a log. Then she zips
up the outside of the chimney, and in she goes.”

And that was that. We all believed it, and away we went toward
home, making the dogs stay with us on the two leashes that Circus
had brought with him. It would never do for Blue Jay and Blackie to
strike the coon’s trail again and have another wild chase through
the woods to the maple tree. It’d be the same thing over again.

It was a very excited, very happy, and also very tired gang of boys
that scrambled along in the light of our lanterns and �ashlights back
up the creek to our di�erent homes.

Little Jim, who was walking beside Dragon�y, was arguing with
him about something. “Count ’em yourself,” I heard him say to
Dragon�y. “There’s just exactly twenty-two on this one and exactly
twenty on this one and exactly eighteen on this one.”

I looked over at him, and he had in his hands the three ears of
yellow corn that he’d picked up in that old attic.

I listened to Dragon�y ask him again, “What of it?”
And Little Jim said, “It proves that the One who made the �owers

and the ears of corn has a special plan—that He never makes
twenty-one rows of corn around an ear, or seventeen, or nineteen,
but always an even number instead of an odd one.”

“I still don’t see what of it,” I heard Dragon�y say, but I noticed
that his voice didn’t sound as if he was as disgusted with Little Jim
as he had been.

And as we all rambled along in the dancing shadows, I had one of
the happiest feelings I ever had in my life. The One who made
everything in nature was more wonderful than anything in the



whole world. And I was glad that one day in the haymow of our
barn I had given my heart to Him, which I told you all about a long
time ago in my very �rst story, The Swamp Robber.

Boy oh boy! When I wrote that exciting story, I never had any
idea how many other exciting adventures would happen to us or
that I’d �nd time to tell you about them.

Even as I get ready to put a period at the end of this story, I’m
remembering another interesting adventure that was di�erent from
any we’d ever had. If Big Jim hadn’t been along with us on it, we all
might have died, and that would have been the end of the Sugar
Creek Gang. I was certainly glad that Big Jim had brought his .22
ri�e along that day. If he hadn’t, our lives wouldn’t have been
saved.

Maybe I’ll have time to write that story for you next. I hope so.
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H
PREFACE

i—from a member of the Sugar Creek Gang!
It’s just that I don’t know which one I am. When I was good,

I was Little Jim. When I did bad things—well, sometimes I was Bill
Collins or even mischievous Poetry.

You see, I am the daughter of Paul Hutchens, and I spent many an
hour listening to him read his manuscript as far as he had written it
that particular day. I went along to the north woods of Minnesota,
to Colorado, and to the various other places he would go to �nd
something di�erent for the Gang to do.

Now the years have passed—more than �fty, actually. My father
is in heaven, but the Gang goes on. All thirty-six books are still in
print and now are being updated for today’s readers with input from
my �ve children, who also span the decades from the ’50s to the
’70s.

The real Sugar Creek is in Indiana, and my father and his six
brothers were the original Gang. But the idea of the books and their
ministry were and are the Lord’s. It is He who keeps the Gang going.

PAULINE HUTCHENS WILSON
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he �rst time I saw that big dangerous-looking snake, it almost
scared me half to death. It �attened out its ugly head, with its

�erce-looking, shovel-shaped nose, and at the same time expanded
its neck until it was almost three times as big as it had been. The
snake was making a hissing sound like air being let out of a tire of
my blue-and-white bicycle.

I stood stock-still and stared at it, my whole body tense with
fright. It was lying in a half coil and had been sunning itself on the
sandy path that leads from the two big pignut trees above our
garden to an old iron pitcher pump at the other side of our farm.

If anybody had seen me staring at that savage-looking, mad-
looking, mad-acting, reddish-yellow, thick-bodied snake with
irregular-shaped brownish-black blotches scattered all the way
down its length from neck to tail, he’d have said my eyes had
widened until they were as big as the pu�ed-out head and neck of
that snake.

I was barefoot too, so if the snake had wanted to, it could have
bitten my foot or my ankle or one of my ten bare toes—I was that
close to it. I didn’t even have a stick in my hand as I sometimes have
when I walk around our farm, so I couldn’t sock the snake the way a
boy likes to do when he sees one.

“Hiss-s-s-s!” the big-bodied snake said to me �ercely.
Its ugly head was shaped like a triangle in our arithmetic book in

school, and its nose turned up at the tip as if it was trying to smell
to see what kind of strange animal I was myself.

As I said, I was scared sti�. My greenish-gray eyes must have been
almost bulging out of their sockets as I wondered what on earth to



do to kill the snake. If I tried to jump back, would it make a lunge
for me and strike me with its fangs?

I couldn’t help but think of one of the members of the Sugar Creek
Gang whose name is Dragon�y. When he sees something exciting
before the rest of us do, he always hisses like a snake, and his own
eyes get big and round like a dragon�y’s eyes are all the time, which
is why we call him by that name.

Well, not having a stick to sock the snake, and not knowing what
else to do, and being scared anyway, I let out several screams. In
fact, I screamed maybe a half-dozen times, because the snake was
not only pu�ng out its neck and hissing, but its triangle-shaped
head was darting in and out in my direction very �ercely.

I must have come to life all of a sudden, for the next thing I knew,
I had leaped back about six feet and was looking all around for a
rock to hit the snake with. But I couldn’t �nd any because Dad and I
had been picking up all the rocks from our farm for years and taking
them out of the �elds so we could raise better crops.

Even though I didn’t �nd any rock, I did spy a big clod of dirt
almost as big as my little sister Charlotte Ann’s pretty round head,
so I quick stooped, grabbed it up in my big-for-a-boy’s hands, lifted
it high over my head, and with all my �erce, half-scared, half-mad
strength hurled it down toward the snake’s shovel-shaped snout.

But as much as I hate to have to admit it, I missed. The dirt clod
squished itself into a million particles of dirt and dust right beside
where the snake’s head had been a second before the clod got there.

And then the queerest thing I ever saw happened. That big forty-
inch-long, yellowish-red snake all of a sudden opened its mouth
wide and began to twist itself into and out of several kinds of knots
as though I had actually hit it and injured it terribly. The next thing
I knew, it gave itself a sideways �ip-�op and landed on its back,
exposing its pretty yellowish-green snake’s stomach to the hot sun,
which was shining down on both of us.

And the second it got on its back, it all of a sudden quit wriggling
and twisting and just lay there as if it was absolutely dead.



What on earth! I thought. I must have hit it after all! And yet, I
knew I hadn’t, because I’d seen my clod of dirt miss by almost six
inches. All that had happened to it was that maybe a lot of dust and
dirt had spattered it in the eyes and on the side of its angry head
and three-inch-wide pu�ed-out neck.

But there it lay, not making a move and looking like a terribly big
�shing worm that was as lifeless as a �shing worm is when a robin
has pecked it to death, just before feeding it to one of her babies.

Well, what do you know? I thought. I scared him to death! I didn’t
know if it was my clod of dirt or the way I had yelled at it. But, of
course, it couldn’t actually be dead.

I looked around and saw a long stick, which I hadn’t seen before,
and, just to make sure, I picked up the stick and poked at the snake.
It didn’t even move the end of its tail but lay absolutely quiet.

I don’t know what made me do what I did just then, but I all of a
sudden felt very brave, sort of like maybe David in the Bible story,
when he had killed a giant with one little stone out of his slingshot.
I remembered that David was supposed to have had red hair, like
mine, so I looked down at that giant shovel-nosed snake and yelled
down at it, “Get up, you coward! Get up and �ght like a man!”

Having the long stick in my hand, I knew I could kill it, as I had a
lot of garter snakes and water snakes around Sugar Creek. So I
yelled at it again, calling it a coward to let a ten-year-old boy scare
it to death.

And then I got another surprise. From the direction of the iron
pitcher pump, which is right close by the stile that we go over to go
to school in the fall and winter and spring, I heard a boy’s yell. I
knew it was the voice of my friend Poetry, the barrel-shaped
member of our gang, who was my almost best friend and whose
house I was on my way to when I had run into the snake.

“Who’s a coward?” Poetry yelled to me from the top of the stile,
where he was when I looked up and saw him. Then he scrambled
his roly-poly self down the stile’s four steps and came pu�ng
toward me, walking up the dusty path.



“I just killed a great big snake.” I said. “A �erce-looking one about
six feet long and as big around as your wrist.” It wasn’t quite that
big, but now that I was a hero, it seemed the snake was bigger than
it was. Besides, I wanted Poetry to think it was until he got to where
he could see it himself. Then I’d tell him I was only fooling, which
di�erent members of the gang were always doing to each other
anyway.

I stood there, looking at Poetry lumbering toward me. Also I kept
glancing at my defeated enemy, wondering how on earth I’d
managed to scare it to death.

In a minute Poetry was there, and both of us were standing back
about eight or ten feet and looking down at the yellowish-green,
upturned stomach of the snake.

“How’d you do it?” Poetry asked. “What’d you hit him with—that
stick?”

“I scared him to death!”
“Scared him to death! That’s just plain dumb. You can’t do that to

a snake. You have to hit him with something.”
“I did,” I said with a mischievous grin in my mind. “I threw my

voice at him, and it hit him, and he just twisted himself up into a
couple of knots, like a boy does when he gets the cramps from
eating green apples, and he plopped himself over on his back and
died, right in front of my eyes. I’m a ventriloquist. I can throw my
voice, you know.”

Well, it was fun kidding Poetry. Then I told him I’d missed the
snake with a clod of dirt but that he’d died anyway.

“Maybe there was a rock in the clod,” Poetry said, “and when the
clod hit the ground six inches from his head, and burst in pieces, the
rock �ew out and hit him on the head, and it just sort of
accidentally killed him.”

That reminded me again of red-haired David. If there was
anything in the world I’d rather do than anything else, it was to
imagine myself to be somebody else—like a hero in our history



books at school or a brave character in the Bible. Right that second,
I remembered that David’s one small smooth stone had socked Giant
Goliath, killing him deader than a doornail. David had rushed up to
the fallen giant and had stood on him, and it seemed maybe I ought
to do that to my giant-sized, shovel-nosed snake.

“That’s Giant Goliath,” I said to Poetry, “and I’m David. I’m going
to stand on him and cut o� his head and—”

“Stop!” Poetry said. “He might not be dead. Here, give me that
stick.”

He took my stick, eased himself up closer to the snake, and poked
at it. But it didn’t move at all, not even its tail.

“It’s dead, all right,” I said, feeling even prouder of myself than I
had been, because of what I had done.

Right that second, Poetry looked at his wristwatch and frowned at
it and said, “Hey, we’ve got to get going! There’s a gang meeting
down at the spring. Big Jim just phoned our house, and it’s very
important. He tried to call you, but nobody answered your phone,
so I was on my way over to get you.”
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forgot to tell you that my folks had gone to town, and they had
told me I could go over to Poetry’s house that afternoon just as

soon as I had �nished hoeing a few rows of potatoes. Dad hadn’t
said how many rows, so I asked him, and he said, “Let your
conscience be your guide. But there are several that ought to be
done.”

My conscience wasn’t sure how to be a guide to a boy that didn’t
like to hoe potatoes. So I thought I ought to know exactly how many
“several” was and maybe that would help. As soon as Dad and Mom
and Charlotte Ann had gone, I looked up the word in our brand-new
dictionary, and it said, “Inde�nite: more than one or two, but not
many.” The only thing was, I forgot and left the dictionary open
right where I had been looking, and when Dad came home later, he
found out what I had done and—but that’s getting ahead of the
story.

Anyway, just to be sure I’d hoed several, I actually hoed three,
which was more than one or two but wasn’t many.

Then I had left my hoe in the shade, leaning it up against one of
the big pignut trees at the end of the garden, and had started down
the dusty path toward the stile, over which I was going to climb and
then hurry as fast as I could to Poetry’s house. That’s when I had run
into the snake on that dry, sunny path.

Whenever Big Jim called a meeting and wanted it in a hurry, we
all tried to get there as quick as we could. So when Poetry told me
about the gang meeting, we decided to go right away.

“What kind of a snake is it?” Poetry asked.



I said, “I don’t know, but maybe Dad will know. He knows pretty
near everything there is to know about snakes and birds and toads
and �sh and things.”

“My pop does too,” Poetry said.
And even though I knew that my dad knew more than Poetry’s

dad any day, I didn’t say so.
We started to go back up the path toward the pignut trees and our

garden. In a little while we’d be going past our house with its big
green ivy that covers nearly all the south side—it had just a little
open space upstairs where my bedroom window is—and also past
another iron pitcher pump at the end of a board walk about twenty
feet from our back door. Then we’d go on past the mailbox at the
side of the road that says on it “Theodore Collins,” which is my
dad’s name. And then we’d swish across that dusty gravel road and
vault over a rail fence. Once in the woods, we’d start running, and
quicker than a jackrabbit could do it, we’d be at the spring where
the gang was going to meet.

Poetry, being as sure as I was that the snake was dead, did what
lots of boys do to dead snakes. He picked it up by the tail and
dragged it along behind him till we got to the pignut tree. Then he
draped it over the rail fence at the edge of our garden, and we left it
there till Dad should get home in the late afternoon. I was going to
show it to him and ask him what kind of a snake a boy could scare
to death with just his voice or by missing him with a big clod of
dirt.

We stopped to look at the snake, hanging there with its head on
one side and its tail on the other, and it really looked BIG—almost
as long as Little Jim is tall. Little Jim was the littlest member of the
Sugar Creek Gang, a super guy with brown curls on the top of his
round head, and blue eyes, and a very serious face, though
sometimes his face was mischievous.

All of a sudden Poetry looked at our garden and said, “You been
hoeing potatoes this afternoon?”

“Sure,” I said, half proud of myself.



“It’s hard to believe,” Poetry said and ducked to get out of the
way of my �ying �st, which I wouldn’t have hit him hard with,
since he was my almost best friend.

“Well, I’m surprised,” he said.
But it wasn’t funny, and I wouldn’t laugh.
Just that second there was a heavy, clumsy movement at my feet.

Looking down, I saw a big, fat, friendly-looking garden toad, which
I had almost stepped on and smashed.

“Hi, Warty,” I said down to him.
“Hi, who?” Poetry exclaimed.
“Warty,” I said, “Dad’s pet toad. He lives here in the garden and

eats cutworms and mosquitoes and bugs and stu�. Last night Dad
and I made a big supper for him.”

“Supper! For a toad!” Poetry looked down at Warty, who was
sitting as quiet as an old setting hen on a nest, all widened out like a
mother chicken covering a nest full of eggs.

“Sure,” I said and explained. “Dad hung a sheet over the fence
right here, close to where Warty hangs out, and turned his big
electric lantern on the sheet for �fteen minutes. And all kinds of
bugs and night moths and things �ew against it, and those that
plopped down to the ground, Warty gobbled up. Look—he’s as fat as
a stu�ed toad today”—which Warty was. I’d never seen him so fat.

When I was littler, Pop had taught me to be very glad if we had a
toad living in our garden, because toads are the farmer’s friends. “A
toad will eat over ten thousand injurious insects in one summer,” he
had told me.

“Let’s see you throw your voice at him and kill him,” Poetry said.
But I wouldn’t. Besides, I thought Poetry was just making fun of

me.
So he decided to try it himself, which he did, yelling down at

Warty in his half-man-half-boy’s voice, which is the kind of voice he
had, he being at the age in his life when a boy is part boy and part
man, like a tadpole about to turn into a frog.



But Warty, who had dived halfway under a rhubarb leaf, just
blinked his lazy-looking eyes at us or at nothing and didn’t move a
muscle.

Well, we had to hurry on. Just as we reached our henhouse, I
turned around to take a �nal look at the big �erce-looking snake
hanging on the garden fence, and it wasn’t there!

Poetry looked at the same time and said, “Your dead snake
doesn’t like hanging on a fence in the hot sun for people to look at,
or else he lost his balance and fell o�”—which was probably right, I
thought.

Anyway, when Dad came home, I could remember where the
snake had been hanging, and it’d be as easy as falling o� a rail fence
to �nd it lying there in the weeds.

“What’s that song you’re whistling?” Poetry asked me all of a
sudden.

“What song?” I listened to my thoughts, and, sure enough, I had
been whistling a song and didn’t know it. In a second I remembered
what it was. It was one of the hymns we sometimes sing in the
Sugar Creek church on Sunday mornings, when Mom and Dad and
Charlotte Ann and I are all sitting together in a row. I could hardly
believe my astonished thoughts when I realized that it was a song
called “A Mighty Fortress,” which I remembered was written by a
man who, our minister said, was a converted priest named Martin
Luther. The place in the song that I had been whistling was where it
tells about Satan, and the words were “One little word shall fell
him.”

I didn’t understand it very well, but I could sort of feel that it was
the Savior of the world whose word was strong enough to hit the
Devil and knock the living daylights out of him—even if He threw at
him only one little word.

Anyway, I felt kind of good inside for some reason.
But it was time to get going to the gang meeting.



“I wonder what Big Jim wants a meeting for?” I asked Poetry, as
we decided to run to make up the lost time.

Boy oh boy, if I had known what that gang meeting was going to
be about, and also what was going to happen to us before the things
we had planned at that meeting were �nally all �nished, I’d really
have been excited.

If I had known that, later that year, when summer was over and
winter came and there was a lot of snow everywhere, the gang
would have to make a very important trip up into the hills to the old
haunted house I told you about in the last story of the Sugar Creek
Gang—if I had only known …

But I didn’t, so Poetry and I weren’t even excited as we hurried on
to the spring where we were to meet the gang.

I can hardly wait till I write that far in the story before telling you
about that terribly exciting experience. If we hadn’t had Big Jim’s
ri�e along with us, every one of us might have died.
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ven while Poetry and I were running lickety-sizzle through the
woods, following the path made by barefoot boys’ bare feet—

and wondering what on earth could be so important that Big Jim,
our leader, had to call a special meeting to tell us about it—I was
still thinking about that heavy, four-foot-long snake I had killed all
by myself, either by scaring it to death or maybe by a small stone
that had been in the clod of dirt I had missed it with.

Dad would be proud of me, I thought, for killing such a big snake,
but my grayish-brown-haired mom would probably look at me
across the supper table and say, “Let me see your hands. Are you
sure you washed them after handling that snake?” It’s the kind of
question Mom asks me after I’ve handled almost anything, especially
if she wants me to help her with some work in the house. It’s the
kind of question Little Jim says his mom also asks him maybe
twenty times a day.

Poetry, who was pu�ng along behind me, all of a sudden yelled a
breathy yell and said, “Hey! The papaws are turning brown! Look!”

I stopped quick, looked to my right to the thicket of papaw shrubs
that grew not more than forty feet from the path—there were
several wild gooseberry bushes there also—and, sure enough, Poetry
was right. I could see a half-dozen pear-shaped brown papaws half
hidden among their long bright-green leaves.

“Let’s pick a couple for Circus,” Poetry said.
Circus, as you know, is the acrobatic member of our gang. He is

the only one of us who likes the taste of papaws better than the rest
of us.



We crossed to the papaw thicket, and in a ji�y I had two of the
wrinkled, brown-skinned fruits in my hand. Poetry and I right away
each were eating one. A papaw is like a banana inside, only softer,
and is as soft and yellow as the custard Mom puts in her custard
pies. It was so sickeningly sweet that only a bite or two was all I
could eat.

There were always one or two or more large, hard seeds in each
papaw, which I liked to save and carry around in my pockets, the
way a boy likes to carry a buckeye, which is supposed to keep him
from getting rheumatism and doesn’t. But a boy likes to carry one
anyway. I had a buckeye in my pocket right that minute.

All of a sudden Poetry acted as if he didn’t like the bite of the
custard-soft yellow papaw he had in his mouth. He turned his face
the other way, which you are supposed to do when you have to spit,
so other people won’t see you do it, and I heard him say, sounding
as though he had mush in his mouth, “That’s the most insipid taste I
ever tasted.”

“The most what kind of taste you ever tasted?” I asked, tasting the
same kind of taste myself.

He said, “Insipid.”
“Just because you know a hundred poems by heart isn’t any

reason why you have to use the longest words in the dictionary,” I
said to him.

Picking another wrinkled-skinned softish papaw, I looked down
the hill toward the spring, which was still �fty yards away, and saw
Circus himself, halfway up a small sapling that grew there. And
down on the ground, looking up at him, was little red-haired Tom
Till, the newest member of our gang. So I said to Poetry, “I’ll beat
you there.” I started to run, with him after me.

Well, in only a few more minutes, we were all there: Big Jim, our
leader, who is the only one of us who has any fuzz on his upper lip;
Circus, our acrobat; Little Jim, the cutest one of us—in fact, the only
one of us who is cute; Tom Till, who has more freckles and even
redder hair than I have; Dragon�y, the spindle-legged and pop-eyed



member, who has hay fever and asthma in the summer part of the
time; and last of all, myself, red-haired, freckle-faced, �ery-
tempered Bill Collins, Theodore Collins’s only boy, whom he
sometimes tells people is his “�rst and worst son,” not meaning it,
exactly.

All of us were sitting or lying down in di�erent directions, the
way we generally are at a meeting. When Big Jim got us quiet
enough so he could be heard, he said with a very grim face, “I want
every one of you to vote yes on the proposition, not because I say so
but because, as soon as you hear about it, you’ll know you ought to.
It’s very important.”

“Then let’s take a ‘sight unseen’ vote,” Dragon�y said, and I
noticed his face had an expression on it as if he was getting ready to
be allergic to something or other and sneeze. A sight-unseen vote
was the kind we sometimes took when we all made up our minds
that we’d do whatever Big Jim wanted us to without knowing what
it was �rst.

“How many want a sight-unseen vote?” Big Jim asked.
We all put up our hands except Circus.
Big Jim looked around at all of us, and his eyes stopped at Circus,

who had one of my papaws in his hand and was holding it up
looking at it as if he was getting ready to take an insipid bite.

“What’s the matter, Circus?” Big Jim asked. “Why don’t you put
your hand up?”

“It is up,” Circus said. “S-see,” he stammered on purpose. “I’ve got
my p-p-papaw up!”

Little Jim giggled, but it didn’t seem very funny, especially
because I was a little worried by the expression on Big Jim’s face. It
seemed to say that we were about to vote on something that was not
only important but maybe sad too.

Well, we took a sight-unseen vote, and then Big Jim said, “All
right, gang, here’s what you’ve just voted yes to …”



While he was starting to tell us, I squirmed myself around into
another uncomfortable position behind Poetry’s back with my red
head looking over the top of him.

“It’s this way”—Big Jim’s words came out from under his fuzzy
mustache—“there’s a new boy moved into the neighborhood—”

When he got that far, di�erent ones of us, including me,
interrupted disgustedly, exclaiming, “NO!”

That would mean that there’d probably be another boy for one of
us to have to lick before he could belong to our gang. Nearly always
when a new boy moved into Sugar Creek territory, he was the kind
of boy who wanted to run the gang, or wanted to introduce a lot of
new ideas, or else he was the kind of dumb person who used swear
words, which none of the gang used anymore on account of we’d
become Christians, and Christians are supposed to have sense
enough to have respect for the One who made them.

Also, nearly every new boy who had come into our neighborhood
used all kinds of �lthy talk about girls. And if he was a big boy, Big
Jim nearly always got into a �ght with him and knocked the living
daylights out of him, on account of Big Jim’s being a special friend
of a girl named Sylvia, who was our minister’s daughter, and also
because all our mothers used to be girls themselves. It made us all
boiling mad to hear �lthy words said about them, even though, I’ll
have to admit, I didn’t like girls very well myself on account of …
well, I just didn’t.

So when Big Jim said, “There’s a new boy moved into our
neighborhood,” it meant our gang would be interrupted for a while.

“Don’t worry,” Big Jim consoled us, “we won’t have to lick him.
He’s a great guy. His dad is going to work for my dad this summer,
and his mother will help my mother with the canning and things,
and they’ll live in the little brown house Dad and I just �nished
building. We had to have another hired man, and we just happened
to get a family with a boy in it.”

“That’s better than having one with a girl in it,” Dragon�y said.
He was the only one of us who was more afraid of girls than the rest



of us.
But Circus gave him a �erce frown. Circus, as you know, had six

sisters, and even though sometimes he had small �ghts with them,
as brothers sometimes do with their sisters, he still liked them and
would �ght for them at the drop of a hat.

“What’s he look like? How big is he?” Little Tom Till wanted to
know.

And Big Jim said, “He hasn’t learned to walk alone yet. You see
—”

At that, we all interrupted him with a lot of di�erent
exclamations. I got a let-down feeling. Imagine calling a special
meeting to talk about a baby boy who was so little he couldn’t walk
yet!

But then Big Jim explained it to us. “He has what is called
cerebral palsy, and he was born that way. Even though he’s ten
years old, he can’t walk without leaning on something or somebody,
and part of the time he wheels himself around in a wheelchair. He
can’t use his hands very well, and sometimes they won’t do what he
wants them to do at all. But he can talk pretty well when he’s not
too excited. He’s really a good kid, and he reads a lot and wants to
learn to do everything. We’ll have to take him with us sometimes on
our gang trips, and we’ll have to act like he is a perfectly normal
boy and not tell him we feel sorry for him, and stu� like that. Dad
says so.”

Well, when one of our parents says so about something, that
nearly always settles it for the whole gang.

I was watching Little Jim at the time. His cute mouselike face was
always so kind, and I noticed that he had an expression on it that
seemed to say he was already sorry for the new boy and pitied him.

“What’s his name?” he asked.
And when Big Jim said, “Jimmy Lion,” it was time for all of us to

gasp and exclaim again. Why, that made three Jims in our



neighborhood! We had Big Jim, our fuzzy-mustached leader; Little
Jim, our littlest member; and now Jimmy Lion!

“How big is he?” Poetry asked.
And when Big Jim said, “Almost halfway between Little Jim and

me,” Tom Till’s high-pitched, soprano voice cut in and said, “Let’s
call him Middle-sized Jim.”

We put it to a vote and decided it quicker than anything.
“Is that all we called this meeting for?” I asked. “If it is, I move

we adjourn and let’s all go in swimming.”
“Second the motion,” Poetry said. He “third-ed” it by beginning to

unbutton his shirt and to roll himself into a sitting position so that
he could get up quicker.

“Remember,” Big Jim said, “we’re not to say anything or do
anything that will embarrass Middle-sized Jim or make him feel he’s
di�erent from us, because it would have been very easy for any one
of us to have been born that way, if—”

He stopped, not saying what we all knew he was thinking. Boys
always do more thinking about God than talking about Him. But I
knew if Big Jim had �nished what he had started to say, he would
have said, “It would have been easy for any one of us to have been
born handicapped, if God, who is the Ruler of everything, had let us
be.”

Deep down inside of me, I was thankful I had a good strong body
that would do most everything I wanted it to, although sometimes
my parents had a hard time getting my hands and feet to do what
they wanted them to do.

Pretty soon we were on our way to the old swimming hole,
where, I knew, we’d have the time of our lives. I felt kind of sad
inside, though, on account of the new boy who couldn’t walk, so I
slowed down and let the gang run on ahead.

I was imagining, What if I couldn’t run—in fact, couldn’t even walk?
I looked out toward old Sugar Creek, my very best nature friend,
who was making a very happy little rippling sound about twenty



feet from me. There was some fast, sparkling, clear water tumbling
over the rocks close to the shore. I stood there listening to it,
looking at the hundreds of sparkles in it, feeling good and sad at the
same time.

I didn’t know Little Jim had stopped too, until I heard him sigh
behind me.

In case you haven’t read any of the other Sugar Creek Gang
stories yet, and don’t know how that little guy is always thinking
out loud and saying things that my dad calls “philosophical,” I’d
better tell you that almost anytime you can expect that kind of
thought to come tumbling out of his cherry-shaped mouth.

Anyway, while Little Jim and I were standing side by each,
looking at and listening to the happy water with maybe a thousand
sparkles in it, he piped up and said, “It’s nice to have stars in the
daytime too.” Then all of a sudden, he noticed the rest of the gang
laughing and splashing farther up the creek, and away he went,
with me chasing right after him.
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he �rst time I met Middle-sized Jim was that very afternoon. I
had to go over to his house to take a pie, which, by the time

we got through swimming, Mom had got home and baked. Di�erent
ones of the Sugar Creek Gang’s mothers had decided to make the
Lion family welcome to Sugar Creek by taking them some
homemade baked goods. Mom had baked a very nice-smelling
raspberry pie, which is my favorite, and wrapped it up in waxed
paper.

I put it in the wire basket on the handle bars of my bicycle, and
pretty soon I was pedaling like everything toward Big Jim’s house,
which was across the road from Circus’s house, where all of Circus’s
awkward sisters lived. One of them, named Lucille, who was about
my size, was not as awkward as the rest and would smile back at me
across the schoolroom sometimes.

When I got past Circus’s house, I turned right, went down a
narrow county road, and pretty soon came to the new brown house
Big Jim’s dad had made for the Lions to live in.

It was a pretty little house, I thought. As I put on my brakes and
stopped out in front and leaned my bike up against a maple tree
that grew there, I noticed a new tin mailbox with the name “John
Lion” on it, which I guessed was Middle-sized Jim’s pop’s name.

Then I saw Jim himself, sitting in a wheelchair with some kind of
swinging folding table beside him with a typewriter on it. He was
using one of his very awkward-looking hands to hit the di�erent
typewriter keys. He hadn’t seen me come up or heard me, either, I
guess.



I didn’t know what to say or how to say it, but I remembered our
sight-unseen vote, so I stood there looking at him as politely as I
could. It seemed there wasn’t a thing to say to a boy I didn’t know
and who had cerebral palsy. I noticed the braces on his legs. Also
there was a pair of crutches close beside him, leaning against the
porch railing.

Well, I took the wrapped-up pie in my hands, feeling how warm it
was and knowing how good it would taste on account of I had
helped our family eat maybe �ve hundred pies like that since I was
born a red-haired baby boy. Without knowing I was going to do it, I
cleared my throat.

Middle-sized Jim heard me, stopped doing what he had
awkwardly been doing, and looked me right square in my greenish-
gray eyes with a pair just as greenish-gray as mine. And he said,
with his neck jerking a little and leaning toward the left, “I’m sorry.
I didn’t see you.” He raised his kind of friendly voice and called,
“Mother! We have company!” Then his eyes looked out toward the
tree where my bike was, and he said, “I’m going to learn to ride a
bike sometime. I’ve earned almost enough money to buy one.”

Just like that, I thought. It was easy to get acquainted with him.
He didn’t act bashful or embarrassed, but I thought, How in the
world can he learn to ride a bicycle?

“I have to learn to walk �rst,” he said.
Well, we talked a little while about di�erent things, and pretty

soon I was on my way home with the last thing he had said
tumbling around in my mind, which was, “Any time you need any
letters typed, bring them over, and I’ll type them for you for free. I
have a big library of books, too. Books on nature especially—�owers
and trees and birds and all kinds of animals and reptiles such as
snakes and turtles. Anything you want to know about.”

I decided that if Dad didn’t know what kind of snake I’d killed
that afternoon, maybe Middle-sized Jim could look it up for me in
one of his nature books.



When I came pedaling up to “Theodore Collins” on our mailbox, I
could see my red-dish-brown-mustached, bushy-eyebrowed dad in
our garden by the twin pignut trees. He had a hoe in his hands and
was hoeing like a house a�re.

I wanted, the worst way, to swing happily into the drive, lean my
bike up against the side of our toolshed, which is beside the grape
arbor, and yell out to him about the big snake I’d killed. Then I’d go
dashing over and show it to him, lying there in the weeds beside the
rail fence. But for some reason, I was thinking about the dictionary
de�nition of “several,” which was “more than one or two, but not
many.”

Knowing that Dad had probably hoed several rows of potatoes
himself, and his several would not only be more than one or two but
maybe �ve or six, I decided to go out to the barn and start to gather
the eggs. That is, I decided, and then right away I undecided it.

When my dad called to me in a gru� voice, saying, “WILLIAM!” I
knew there was something I had done wrong or that I hadn’t done
right or just hadn’t done and should have, because that is the only
time he ever calls me William.

“What?” I yelled back as cheerfully as I could. “I’m going to
gather the eggs!”

“Come here!” Dad’s voice sounded as if he meant business, so I
denied myself the privilege of gathering the eggs. Not wanting him
to think I was worried about the several rows of potatoes that were
left unhoed, I started to whistle and also to sing a little. In fact, the
tune was the one about “one little word shall fell him.”

“Hurry up!” he called, and I hurried a little.
Dad leaned on his hoe till I got to the garden fence, then he said,

“You like our new dictionary, Bill?”
I felt myself blushing all the way up to the roots of my red hair.

Had he guessed what word I had looked up, and was he going to
give me a scolding?



“You left the dictionary open,” he said. “You should never leave a
good book open on a windy, dusty afternoon like it was today.”
Then just as though he wanted to change the subject, he said, “What
else did you do today?”

I breathed a sigh of wonderful relief and said cheerfully, “I killed
a great big, ugly, heavy-bodied snake. I don’t know what kind it is. I
never saw such a �erce snake in my life. He’s lying dead there in the
weeds right behind you.”

Right away, I was in the garden with Dad, and he and I were
looking around in the weeds below the place where Poetry had
draped the snake over the fence. But the big, �erce-looking dead
snake wasn’t there anywhere!

“That’s funny,” I said, puzzled.
“What did he look like?” Dad asked me, holding his hoe in both

hands as though he was ready to cut a snake in two if he saw one
that was alive.

When I told him it was reddish-yellow with brown blotches on it
and that it pu�ed out its neck �ercely and struck at me and hissed
and that its nose was turned up like a scoop shovel, his bushy
eyebrows went down, and he looked serious. “Where did you say he
was when you �rst saw him?”

“Lying in the path, halfway between here and the stile—all by
himself.”

“And were you all by yourself, without a thing with which to
protect yourself?” Dad’s voice was anxious.

“Except for a clod of dirt as big around as Charlotte Ann’s head,
which I missed him with when I threw it at him. But I threw my
voice at him, too, and that killed him. Scared him to death,” I said.
“The very minute the clod struck close to his three-inch-wide head
and pu�ed-out neck, he twisted himself up into several knots,
plopped over on his back, and died. Poetry came along just then,
and we poked at him with a stick to see if he was really dead, and
he was. Poetry picked him up by the tail then and draped him over
the fence right here.”



“Sounds like a �sh story,” Dad said. “You’re sure you’re not
kidding me?”

“It’s the truth,” I said, still looking for the greenish-yellow-
stomached snake.

“You say he pu�ed out his neck and head and hissed at you?”
“Yes sir.”
Pop’s face looked as if he believed me, then he said, “Sounds like

a hissing adder or a pu� adder. If it was, you’re lucky to be alive,
Bill Collins.”

At that, he looked around very carefully to see if he could still
�nd it, but he couldn’t.

We did �nd Warty, though, who had been hiding in the shade of a
very large plantain leaf.

When Dad saw him, he said, “Well, hello, Warty! Glad to see
you’re still alive, anyway.”

I noticed he’d called both Warty and me by the names he liked us
by, and I felt better but was still kind of tense inside. Where, I
thought, was the hissing adder now?

Just that second there was the sound of chickens making about a
hundred scared squawks in our chicken yard. I looked up in time to
see a big hawk swooping down from the top of one of the pignut
trees. He made a dive straight for a little lonely, �u�y, peeping
chicken by the grape arbor. And the next thing I knew, the hawk
was up in the air again, and the soft, �u�y baby chick was gone.

“That’s what happened to your snake,” Dad said. “Chicken hawks
like snakes too.”

And maybe he was right. In fact I knew he was—until the next
day when I was �nishing hoeing several more rows of potatoes.

This time my several was not only more than one or two; it
seemed it was more than many.

Poetry was there too. He had stopped at the Lions’ den, as Middle-
sized Jim called their house, and wheeled him over in his



wheelchair, and Middle-sized Jim had showed us how he could
almost walk without his crutches.

But every time after he had taken a few steps, he fell ker-
sprawlety-plop. While we were helping him up, he’d say, “It didn’t
hurt a bit. I’m used to it,” and he would be grinning as though he
was having fun.

We told him the snake story. “A great big chicken hawk ate him
up,” I said.

But Middle-sized Jim spoiled our story for us by saying, “Chicken
hawks won’t eat dead things unless they kill them themselves.”

I looked up from my hoeing, and I thought he had a mischievous
grin on his face, although I couldn’t tell for sure on account of his
smiling almost all the time anyway.

Well, after what seemed a terribly long time, I �nished hoeing the
last row, and since we were all thirsty we decided to go down to the
stile to get a drink at the iron pitcher pump there, rather than at the
pump at the end of the board walk near our house.

Middle-sized Jim could make it OK with his crutches, and several
times he took a couple of steps by himself before losing his balance
and falling and landing all tangled up in the dust of the path. But
he’d always just laugh, and we’d help him up and go on. And then,
all of a sudden he let out a yell. “Look! There’s your dead snake
taking a sunbath!”

I looked, and what to my wondering eyes should appear but a
reddish-yellow snake as big as the one I had killed yesterday.
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boy has a hard time believing his eyes when the mind under
his red hair tells him that what he sees isn’t so. Yesterday we’d

picked up a dead snake and carried it to the rail fence that enclosed
our garden and had draped it over the top rail and left it. A chicken
hawk had eaten it. But today—twenty-four hours later—here it was,
the same big, heavy-bodied, savage-looking snake, lying alive out in
the middle of the �eld!

We were already close to it, and just as it had done yesterday, it
acted as mad as anything. It was pu�ng out its neck and head and
hissing and striking in our direction as though it wanted to kill us
quick and would if we came any closer.

“He’s mad because we woke him up out of his sleep,” Poetry said.
“We interrupted his sunbath, and he probably wanted privacy,”

Middle-sized Jim said.
I had a big stick with me this time, and I was going to be sure we

really killed it. I started to make a rush at the snake and take a
swipe at its upraised head.

But Middle-sized Jim’s excited voice stopped me, saying, “Don’t,
Bill! Wait! I’ve got an idea! That’s probably a brother or a wife of
the one you killed yesterday! Let’s see if you can scare this one to
death!”

I looked at his grinning face but couldn’t tell whether he was
making fun of me or not. He was having a little trouble balancing
himself with his crutches, so I made a dive in his direction to keep
him from falling, just as Poetry said, “Let’s see what my voice will
do.”



Without waiting for us to let him, Poetry picked up a big clod like
the one I’d had yesterday and squashed it into a thousand pieces of
dirt and dust about a foot from the snake’s hissing head. He yelled
down at it �ercely, making up a poem at the same time, saying:

“You great big ugly squirming lummox, 
Get over on your back and turn up your 
        stomach!”

Well, you can believe it or not, but just like the snake I’d done
that to yesterday, that reddish-yellow, brown-splotched snake all of
a sudden went into contortions like a boy having a spasm from
eating too many green apples or green grapes. The next thing we
knew, there it was, over on its back with its pretty greenish-yellow
stomach shining in the sun, and it wasn’t even moving a muscle!
Imagine that!

That made Middle-sized Jim laugh. “I knew it. I knew it!” he
exclaimed. “It’s a hognose snake! That’s the way they do when
they’re cornered. First, they act very �erce, like they are the most
dangerous snake in the world, and try to scare you away. But if you
don’t go and they think their lives are in danger, they’ll play dead
like a possum in the woods and plop over like that and stay that
way. I have a book in my library that tells about it.”

It made sense but not quite enough to suit me, so I said, “Yes, but
we poked at it and carried it by the tail and draped it over the rail
fence and everything!”

“That’s what the book says, but when you go away and leave a
hognose snake, it looks around to see if you are really gone. And
seeing a chance to escape, it quickly crawls away. It doesn’t stay
dead,” Middle-sized Jim explained.

And even as he said it, and I was mad at myself for being fooled
yesterday, I couldn’t help but remember a sermon that Sylvia’s dad
had preached once in the Sugar Creek church. He’d said that Satan,
who in the Bible is called “that old serpent,” had been licked at the
cross when Jesus had died for our sins. But Satan wouldn’t give up.



He still acted as if he owned the world, and if anybody would let
him, he would be his boss.

Poetry interrupted my thoughts by saying, “Let’s really kill him.”
He started to do what I had started to do, but Middle-sized Jim
stopped him just as he had me, saying, “No, let’s have some fun!
Pick him up by the tail and lay him down on his stomach again and
see what happens.”

“Pop says it’s a pu� adder, and they’re terribly dangerous,” I said.
“That’s just another name for the hognose snake,” Middle-sized

Jim said. “They act more dangerous than even a copperhead, but
they’re harmless. Go ahead. Turn him over!”

I turned the snake over with my stick and—would you believe
this?—the funniest thing happened. That heavy reddish-brown-and-
yellow snake was no sooner on its stomach than it twisted itself into
and out of a half knot and plopped over on its back again. Then it
was quiet as a dead mouse. And we knew that it’d actually been
playing dead and that this was probably the same snake I thought
I’d killed yesterday. It looked silly lying there now, and I could
almost imagine that it had a grin on the long slit-shaped mouth on
its hognose head.

“Now, let’s go o� and leave him awhile. Let’s see how long he will
wait before he quits playing possum and crawls away,” Middle-sized
Jim said.

It seemed like a chance to have some more fun, so we left the
snake and went down the path toward the stile to get the drink of
water we had started out to get in the �rst place.

On the way to the pump, Poetry and I walked backwards part of
the time, looking back to see how soon our dead snake would
become a live one.

At the stile, Poetry began to pump, while I held one of the paper
cups my dad kept there in a rainproof container—Dad wouldn’t
leave any other kind of cup there, because he wanted to teach boys
and other people not to all drink out of the same cup on account of
it might spread di�erent kinds of diseases.



All of an excited sudden, Middle-sized Jim let out a yell and said,
“Look! There he goes! See him? He’s heading back to the garden!”

Poetry stopped pumping. I dropped my cup of water and grabbed
up my stick. This time there was going to be a dead snake for sure.
As fast as I could, with Poetry at my heels, I dashed back across the
bare �eld.

I never saw a snake run so fast in my life—glide, rather, which is
the way snakes move. Boy, it was really going!

“Hurry up!” I yelled over my shoulder at Poetry, and he came
pu�ng after me at a very noisy, dusty rate. I hoped I could make it
before the snake got to the pignut trees and lost itself in the weeds
by the rail fence where we couldn’t �nd it.

And then the queerest thing happened. It was so interesting and
exciting and also so astonishing that it almost made me forget the
snake.

From behind me, I heard Middle-sized Jim’s voice yelling, “Hey,
you guys! Don’t kill him! Let him live!”

I looked back over my shoulder, and there was our new friend,
who hadn’t walked �ve feet in his life without holding onto
someone or something, and he was running after us, dragging his
crutches! Running! A boy who couldn’t even walk was running! It
didn’t make sense. He wasn’t running straight, the way the members
of our gang did, but he was running almost as fast as Poetry and I.

I took my eyes o� the snake for a second, and so did Poetry, and I
yelled back to Middle-sized Jim. “Hey,” I said, “you’re running!”

Then I wished I hadn’t said it, for the minute Middle-sized Jim
heard me, he got a queer expression on his face as if he had just lost
something that was worth a million dollars. And the next thing I
knew, he was struggling to keep his balance. A second later, down
he went, ker-sprawlety-plop onto the ground, stirring up a cloud of
dust, which the wind picked up and blew across the �eld toward the
stile, like powdered snow blowing across the �eld in the wintertime.



Well, that was the �rst time Middle-sized Jim ever really walked,
and he had not only walked but he had run. He was so pleased with
himself, he could hardly believe it.

We were so excited that we let our snake get away, and we never
saw it again until two weeks later when it turned up in the most
interesting way you could ever imagine.

First, though, I’d better explain that Middle-sized Jim’s doctor
said that he had learned to walk—or rather run—because he had got
what is called “absolute concentration.” He got it when he saw the
snake getting away and Poetry and me trying to catch it. He had
wanted to stop us from killing it because he knew it wasn’t a
dangerous snake, and he had forgotten all about his not being able
to run. Seeing us run, he had been so excited that he ran himself.

His running wasn’t like any ordinary boy’s. It was half-run and
half-lurch. But he could do it without his crutches, which was
wonderful.

That was the beginning of a much happier life for Middle-sized
Jim. Also it happened to be the very thing that makes this the story
of the most exciting adventure we’d had in a long time, which,
pretty soon, I’ll tell you about.

Before I do, I’ll have to tell you where we found old Hognose
again, and what he was doing, and why. I’ll also have to tell you a
little more about Warty, my dad’s favorite toad friend, and his own
very exciting adventure.

I guess I didn’t realize that hognose snakes and garter snakes
would rather eat a toad for supper than a boy would like to eat a
plateful of raw-fried potatoes and bread and butter when he is
hungry. But they would. Only, as I said, I didn’t realize it. And, of
course, I didn’t know that snake had been hanging around our
garden on purpose because he had his appetite set on making a
delicious supper out of Warty.

Warty must have guessed that old Hognose was laying for him,
because one day he disappeared, and we didn’t see him around the
garden for maybe a week. And there were all kinds of cutworms that



kept snipping o� Mom’s baby beans and sugar-corn shoots, and
there didn’t seem to be much we could do to stop them.

“Maybe Warty �nds all the cutworms he can stu� himself with
out in the corn�eld,” Mom said one day, and maybe she was right.

Anyway, several days later—one or two but not many—I was
coming home from �shing down in the branch with Dragon�y. On
the way back, I was halfway through one of our other potato
patches, which is quite a ways from our regular garden, when I was
startled by a clumsy movement at my feet. Looking down, I saw a
large, lazy-looking brown toad in the skimpy shade of a wild carrot,
which somebody’s boy should have pulled long ago.

The wild carrot, or Queen Anne’s lace, which is one of its other
names, was Dad’s worst-hated weed. Mom liked to look at its pretty
lacelike �owers, which, when they are only half opened, are all in a
little circle with a hollow in the middle. And that’s the reason it is
sometimes called by still another name, Bird’s Nest. But Dad always
made me pull up all the Queen Anne’s lace I could �nd on account
of its being a very bad weed with very stubborn roots, he says, and
if you leave one for a year, then next year there’ll be a great big
family of them to get rid of.

As soon as I saw Dad’s toad friend, I cheerfully said down to him,
“Why, hello, Warty, old pal! Am I glad to see you! Will Mom ever be
pleased!”

I decided to run and tell Mom about him right away, so I started
to the house. Then I changed my mind, because an interesting plan
popped into my head. In a ji�y, I had Warty picked up in the big
handkerchief I had in my pocket, not exactly wanting to handle him
with my bare hands.

Right under a toad’s warty skin there are glands that give o� a
bitter �uid of some kind that is just a little bit poisonous. If a dumb
puppy tries to pick up a toad to play with it, he quick drops it, not
liking the toad’s taste. I was afraid Warty wouldn’t know I was a
friend and that I’d maybe get some poisonous gland �uid on my
bare hands.



Some boys think toads cause warts on a boy’s hands, but they
don’t. It makes Dad mad to hear anybody say that about an innocent
toad, because it isn’t so at all.

Anyway, I wrapped up Warty in my handkerchief, leaving his
nose out so he could breathe. Holding him tight so that he wouldn’t
squirm himself out of my grasp, I carried him back to the garden
where Mom’s cabbage plants needed him to take care of them.

To be sure Warty wouldn’t hop away again, I tied the end of my
�shing line around the joint of one of his fat legs, leaving the rest of
the long line on the reel on my �shing pole. Warty would be free to
hop all over the garden and gobble up all the cutworms he could
�nd that night—for as you maybe know, cutworms always do their
cutting o� of cabbage plants and young corn shoots at night.

It was sort of like tethering out our old one-eared cow on a long
rope where she can eat grass in every direction for quite a long
ways, but she can’t get away to eat where she is not supposed to.

“There you are, my friend,” I said to Warty, as soon as I had him
tied to the end of the line. “Now see to it that you behave yourself
and stay here where we need you a lot worse than we do down
yonder in that other potato patch.”

Mom certainly was pleased when I told her Warty was back again
and that I’d brought him myself. I didn’t tell her about tying him up.

At the supper table that night, Dad and Mom and Charlotte Ann
and I sat very quiet for a minute as we always do before we eat,
with our heads bowed while Dad asked the blessing. For a second or
so I opened my eyes and looked at Mom’s kind of grayish-brown
hair, all combed nice and pretty, the way she hurries up and combs
it whenever she knows my dad is coming home from working in the
�eld.

I also noticed his reddish-brown hair and his long, shaggy,
reddish-brown eyebrows, which he also combs sometimes and won’t
let the barber clip them shorter, the way barbers try to do, Dad says,
if you don’t stop them.



Also I saw my brown-haired baby sister’s head. I noticed she had
her hands unfolded, and her eyes wide open, and she was looking
around at di�erent things. Without knowing I was going to do it, I
whispered to her, saying, “Sh! Charlotte Ann! Shut your eyes! Dad is
going to ask the blessing! You’re supposed to have your eyes shut!”

My dad probably heard me, but he didn’t pay any attention to me.
In his prayer he said that we were thankful for the food before us,
which I certainly was because it was raw-fried potatoes, bread and
butter, apple pie and cheese, and some leftover cold chicken.

There was also a bottle of cod-liver oil from which Mom was
going to put half a spoonful into Charlotte Ann’s orange juice as
soon as Pop �nished praying. In fact, right that second, Charlotte
Ann was stretching one hand as far as she could toward the glass of
juice—the way maybe Warty, that very minute, was straining at the
end of my �shing line for a nice juicy cutworm.

Pop’s prayer was kind of short, as it sometimes is at supper time,
when he knows all of us are hungry and tired. But I remember he
prayed for Middle-sized Jim, saying, “Dear Father, we pray that You
will bless all the �ne boys and girls in the world who were born like
Jimmy Lion. Help people to understand them and to love them. We
thank You for the blessing Jimmy has been to all of us with his
sunny disposition and his eager mind. Help us all to apply ourselves
to our studies as earnestly as he does …”

When my dad got that far, I thought maybe he was praying for me
too, and I couldn’t tell for sure whether he was talking to God or to
me. But it seemed maybe I ought to study a little harder that fall
when school started.

Mom, hearing him pray for Jimmy, must have been reminded of
the hognose snake that had disappeared a week or two ago. And
that must have reminded her of my hands, because the very second
Dad �nished his prayer, she looked straight at my hands, which
were already busy spreading butter on a slice of her homemade
bread.



I quick spoke up and said, just to show her I knew what she was
thinking about, “I didn’t touch Warty at all. I used my
handkerchief.”

Then I saw Mom’s face get a strange expression on it, and I knew
I’d made a mistake even before she said, “You mean you used one of
your nice white handkerchiefs to pick up a dirty toad!”

I had to quick think of something to defend myself with, so I said,
“It wasn’t all white. It already had bloodstains on it from trying to
—”

“Blood!” Mom said, astonished.
“I—yes, ma’am,” I said, unusually polite. “Dragon�y and I were

wading in the branch, and he stepped on a sharp stone and cut his
foot, and I had to help him stop it from bleeding.”

“You were wading in the branch!” my dad said with an
exclamation point in his voice. He looked around the edge of the
table at my overalls to see if, when I’d had them rolled up and was
in the water, the trouser legs had come down as they sometimes do
and had gotten wet.

“We didn’t have our overalls on,” I said. “It was too deep there.”
“What?” Dad asked. “The only place the branch is deep is down

near where it empties into the creek, and that’s close to the road! I
hope you boys didn’t wade out there that close to the road with your
clothes o�!”

“We had to,” I said. “We were looking for something we had lost.”
“You lost something? Bill Collins!” Mom said. “You haven’t lost

anything important, I hope!”
“Just a piece of �shing line that got fastened onto the bottom on a

snag.”
“Did you have to break your new line?” Dad asked.
And I said, yawning, as if it didn’t matter much, “Oh, a few feet,

maybe.”



“Several?” Dad asked. Out of the corner of my eye, as I poked into
my mouth a forkful of great-tasting raw-fried potatoes, I saw that he
had a twinkle in his eyes, and I knew he wasn’t mad at me at all for
having hoed only three rows of potatoes that other afternoon.

“I’ll try to make it six or seven next time,” I said to him.
And Mom said, “You mean you’ll try to lose more line next time?”
My dad looked at me and winked, and I made up my mind that

the very next time I had to hoe several rows of potatoes, I’d see if I
could stretch the word “several” until it was almost as long as
“many.”

When I was in my room that night with the light out and was
getting ready to drop into bed on the nice clean sheets Mom had put
on that very day, I looked out the window to the moonlit garden
where Warty was tethered. I was a little worried about him,
wondering if he would get himself tangled up in the line before he
even got started on his trips up and down the corn rows for
cutworms.

Warty really knew how to gobble them up too, just as he does a
�y or a mosquito or a grub or anything else in the insect family that
gets within two inches of his mouth. Warty’s tongue isn’t fastened at
the back of his mouth as mine is but at the front, and he can all of a
sudden �ip his tongue out like a whip. If there is a �y buzzing
around his head, quicker than nothing there isn’t any �y, and the
only way you know Warty got him is when you see the tiny
movement he makes in his throat when he swallows.

Once Dad and I watched Warty hopping down one of Mom’s bean
rows, and even though we didn’t see his long sticky whiplike tongue
catch a single bug, when he got to the end of the row, there wasn’t a
one left.

As I said, I was looking out the window toward our moonlit
garden. I cocked one ear in Warty’s direction to see if I could hear
my reel clicking, the way it does when I’m �shing and get a bite.
But as hard as I listened, I couldn’t hear a thing except the leaves of



the ivy vine that grew across the upper part of the window, rustling
in the wind.

So I quick dropped down on my knees to pray a sort of tired
prayer to the heavenly Father, whom my parents had taught me to
pray to when I was as little as Charlotte Ann, and I’ve been doing it
ever since. I was so tired I couldn’t think straight. Maybe my words
were mixed up a little, but even though God might be pretty busy
running such a big world and a whole skyful of stars and planets
and things, still I just sort of knew that He liked boys and was
interested in the things they like to do. It also seemed He even liked
me, Bill Collins, and that He wasn’t holding it against me for
praying such an ordinary prayer.

I guess I must have gotten Dad’s supper-time prayer mixed up
with mine, although I wasn’t sure, but I heard myself saying, “Bless
Middle-sized Jim and take care of him. He’s been a blessing to all of
us.”

I don’t remember �nishing my prayer at all, but when I woke up
sometime in the middle of the night, I was in bed, so I must have
climbed in. I had been dreaming that I was �shing and had hooked
a terribly big �sh like the kind the gang sometimes catches on our
northern �shing trips. In my dream, the reel was singing and
singing, and the line was running out clear to the end, and I was
trying to hold onto the pole and not lose my �sh. That was when I
woke up. And then I was sure I had heard a noise out in the garden.

I lay quiet for a minute, my heart pounding. I rolled over to sit on
the edge of the bed, leaned forward to the open window, and then I
knew I was hearing something. I was hearing my reel make little
sharp jerking sounds as though the line was being unwound only a
little at a time.

Then I grinned to myself there in the moonlight as in my mind’s
eye I saw Warty hopping down a row of Mom’s young cabbage
plants with his lightning-quick, sticky tongue �ipping in and out,
gobbling up cutworms and other plant enemies.



I sighed happily and went back to sleep until morning. Then, just
as I do when there is something very interesting to get up for, I
sprang out of bed, shoved myself into my clothes and, two steps at a
time, was on my way downstairs to see how much of my �shing line
had been unwound and if Warty had worked himself loose and run
away again.
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forgot that I was up earlier than Mom herself and even Dad
himself. Certainly I was up before Charlotte Ann was supposed to

be. So when I heard the screen door slam behind me as I dashed out
past our iron pitcher pump, I realized that the loud noise the door
had made would probably wake up Charlotte Ann. And once she
waked up in the morning, that was the end of it for any sleep any of
the rest of the family wanted to get.

But it was too late now to go back to shut the door “like a
gentleman,” as my parents tell me is the way to do it, so I ran on till
I came to within about ten feet of the rail fence. Not knowing what
to expect, I crept forward quietly till I got to where I could see my
�shing pole.

The �rst thing I noticed was that the reel was nearly all unwound,
so I �gured Warty must have done quite a lot of traveling. I peeked
through the fence, let my eyes run down the length of the line,
which had threaded its way around through the potatoes and corn
and beans and cabbage plants. Away over at the other side of the
garden, not far from the pignut trees, it disappeared in the tall
weeds.

What would Warty be doing out there in the weeds? I wondered.
It wasn’t hot enough for him to be looking for shade, because the
sun wasn’t even up yet, it was so early.

After climbing over the fence, I followed the trail of the line until
I came to where it disappeared. I wondered if Warty had got tangled
up in the weeds or what. And then, all of a sudden, in a little open
space in the weeds, I saw something that made me stop stock-still
and stare. I saw a great big hognose snake fastened onto my line



instead of Warty. In fact, the line was right in his mouth! What on
earth! I thought.

And then, all of a sickening sudden, I knew what had happened. I
knew, because I saw a pair of toad’s legs sticking out of the snake’s
mouth. The legs were kicking, making the snake look as if he had
two big live horns on his head. That �erce-looking hognose had
swallowed my friend Warty head�rst, all the way down to his legs!

I must have gotten there more quietly than I thought, because the
snake didn’t even seem to realize I was watching him. He kept
struggling and struggling with Warty, his head and neck pu�ed out
much farther than they had been the day I’d �rst seen him and he
had been hissing at me.

Warty still hadn’t given up, or those two legs wouldn’t have been
kicking and squirming, and I knew he was trying to back out. The
snake’s mouth kept working and working. It seemed he was trying
to pull Warty in, as if his body was a gunnysack and he was working
the end of the sack up around Warty’s fat sides.

I was so surprised and also so horri�ed at what I knew was
happening—realizing that maybe I was to blame for tying Warty up
so that he couldn’t get away—that it was like I was paralyzed. I
couldn’t even scream for Dad to come to see if he could still save
Warty.

And then, the next thing I knew, there was a sort of walking
movement in the snake’s neck, and Warty’s two legs disappeared.
And down below the snake’s head, I saw a big bulge, which meant
that our friendly garden toad was completely swallowed.

Well, I knew there wasn’t any use getting hold of my �shing line
and trying to pull Warty out. Middle-sized Jim had told me that
snakes’ teeth are slanted back into their mouths and throats, and I
could never pull Warty out.

And then, I got an idea. If Warty wasn’t dead yet, and if his tough
toad skin had only been scratched by the snake’s sharp teeth, he
might still be alive. And that idea quick brought me to life.



If you have read some of the other Sugar Creek Gang stories, you
know that I had already made up my mind I was going to be a
doctor someday and give people medicine to make them well. I
would also operate on people. As quick as I got my idea, I raced
across the garden, vaulted over the fence, and made a wild dive for
the toolhouse, where we kept our hoes and spades.

I was going to quick grab up a hoe and race madly back to the
garden, which Warty out of his kind heart had been looking after for
us. I was going to get to Warty before old Hognose had a chance to
start digesting him, slice the snake in two right close to the place
where Warty was, and see if I could get Warty out, still alive. I
would use the hoe to chop the snake in two and my Scout knife to
do any other operating on him I had to do to get Warty out.

Just as I came out of the toolshed with the hoe, Dad came out of
our house’s back door, saw me, and exclaimed with irony in his
voice, “Well, what do you know!” He must have been astonished.
He also must have felt mischievous, because he said to me, “Of all
things! Bill Collins has gotten ambitious!”—which is a word to
describe people who think of doing things without being told to and
who also maybe like to work.

But I couldn’t be bothered with anything funny. “Quick!” I yelled
to him. “Follow me and help me save Warty’s life! He’s gotten
himself swallowed by a snake!”

A lot of our chickens must have thought that so much noisy
excitement close to the house meant something for them to eat. A
whole �ock of maybe forty hens came rushing toward us, half
running and half �ying, the way they sometimes do when Mom
comes out the kitchen door with a panful of something she’s going
to toss out to them.

Anyway, when I quick headed back to the garden, yelling for Dad
to follow me, I stumbled over a couple of excited hens, one of them
being old Bent Comb, who lays her eggs in the haymow. Those two
hens and the rest of the chickens went scattering in every main
direction there is and also in all the other little directions there are



in between, making a noisy scared path for me to run through on
my way back to Warty.

“Hurry up!” I yelled back to Dad over my shoulder. At the garden,
I vaulted over the fence and swished through the dusty garden as
quick as I could without stepping on any corn or cabbages.

When I got there, I found out that my dad had not only followed
me, but he had also used his head and had stopped at Mom’s
clothesline and brought with him the forked stick that we used as a
clothesline prop. In less time than I can write it for you, Dad and I
went into action.

Maybe I’d better tell you that one time the year before, Dad and
our doctor had let me watch a boy having his appendix cut out. So
even while I was scared and excited and worried about Warty, I
imagined myself to be a doctor, and I gave quick orders to Dad like
a doctor giving them to his nurse.

I was holding onto my �shing line so that old Hognose couldn’t
get away. “Quick!” I said. “Get that forked clothesline prop down on
his neck! Pin him to the ground! There—just above the bulge Warty
makes!”

And Dad did.
But that snake’s head being pinned to the ground made the tail

and the rest of his ugly heavy body come to the most excited life
you ever saw. It seemed he was trying to twist himself into and out
of a million twists and wiggles and knots.

I don’t know how I ever did what I did, but I did—and I certainly
wasn’t smart enough to think that fast either—but suddenly I was
standing on the body of the snake with my right foot and was ready
to begin my �rst surgical operation.

“Hey,” Dad said, trying to be mischievous at a very serious time.
“You can’t perform an operation without �rst giving the patient an
anesthetic” (which any boy knows is a medicine a doctor uses on a
patient before he operates, so as to kill the pain).



I didn’t pay any attention to Dad’s half-funny remark. I had my
o�cial Scout knife out of my pocket and was opening its sharp
cutting blade.

“Aren’t you going to kill the pain �rst?” Pop asked, still with a
mischievous grin in his voice.

“I’m going to kill the snake,” I said.
With my left hand, I grabbed the snake’s heavy body halfway

between my foot and Warty’s bulge and started to operate just as
Dad said, “All good doctors wash their hands with soap before they
perform an operation.”

I couldn’t be bothered. All I could think of was my friend Warty
inside that bulge, where he couldn’t get a breath of fresh air. So I
said, “This good doctor will wash his hands after the operation.”

“Your mother will see to that,” my dad remarked.
I was down on my left knee in the garden dirt, my right foot still

on the snake’s body.
“Never mind making a fancy incision,” Pop said. “Just cut him in

two and let Warty hop out by himself.”
Well, the rest of the operation isn’t very pleasant to write about,

so I won’t write about it. Besides, it was too sad.
“Poor Warty,” Dad said after it was all over and Warty lay

motionless on the ground. It looked as if he was completely dead. I
looked down at him and felt my eyes stinging. I knew that if I had
been a little younger, I’d maybe have cried.

“It’s all my fault,” I said, feeling very sad. “If I hadn’t tied him up,
he could have gotten away.”

“Maybe not,” Dad said. “Snakes like that live on toads and frogs—
toads especially—and they know how to catch them without help.”

I cut my line o�, and Dad dug a hole in the corner of the garden
for Warty’s grave, and there we buried him.

We dug another grave for the snake and covered them both up.



Dad and I were getting to be better and better friends, I thought,
as we carried the hoe back toward the toolshed. He was not only my
great big dad, who was my mom’s husband, but he was a pretty nice
person also, even if he was a father.

Just then Mom opened the back door of our house and stood in
the doorway and looked at us with a question mark in her eyes.
“Now what have you two boys been up to?” she asked.

“Bill just performed a surgical operation,” Dad said and added,
“but the patient died.”

“We just had a funeral,” I said.
“A funeral?”
“Warty,” I said.
We told Mom everything, and her eyes took on a faraway

expression. I thought I saw tears in them, but she changed the
subject by saying, “If the doctor and the undertaker will get washed
up, we’ll have breakfast in just a few minutes,” which we did.

Well, that was the end of this part of the story and the end also of
both the toad and the snake. It was too terribly bad that Warty had
to die, I thought. Still, it was a good thing there had been a big
hognose snake around our garden, because it was when Middle-
sized Jim got excited that time when the snake had been trying to
glide away that he had got what his doctor called “absolute
concentration” and had learned to walk and even to run. From then
on, he could do both, although, as I said, his run was more of a
lurch than a run.

Also, it was Middle-sized Jim’s learning to walk and run that
made the most important part of this story happen. I’ll get going on
that just as soon as I can.

First, though, I have to tell you about what happened in our
garden the next day when Little Jim came over to our house.

He had come to get a copy of one of Mom’s recipes for making a
very special kind of pie that Little Jim’s mom had tasted at a potluck
dinner at their Sunday school class party. I think it was called lemon



meringue. Mom had surprised all the other Sugar Creek mothers by
mixing in some chopped black walnuts, and it had tasted wonderful.

Little Jim wanted to know the whole story about Warty, just as it
happened to Dad and me.

Poetry was already at my house when Little Jim came, and he and
I had just �nished making a couple of twig whistles and were
blowing them, making a lot of boy noise. We took Little Jim out to
the garden, and I told the whole story over again, having already
told it to Poetry. Little Jim always listened to stories with his face as
well as with both ears. His small, mouselike face with its cherry-
shaped mouth got a lot of di�erent kinds of expressions on it while
he listened.

When I �nished, we were all standing near Warty’s grave, where
Poetry had erected a shingle with a poem on it, which he had
written himself:

Here lies Warty, the farmer’s best friend.
How sad that he had such a terrible end!

I thought I noticed tears in Little Jim’s eyes as he stood looking
down at Poetry’s poetry. Then, as he often does when he has a
couple of tears that he doesn’t want anybody to see, he turned his
face away, gave his head a quick toss, and when he looked back
again, the tears had disappeared. They had fallen on one of Mom’s
cabbage plants, maybe. If a cabbage plant could think, it’d probably
have been surprised, wondering if it had started to rain saltwater
instead of rain.

“Where’d you bury the snake?” Little Jim asked.
“Right over there,” I said, pointing to a little mound of clay

without any marker.
Little Jim walked over to it. Then all of a sudden, he let out a

gasp and said, “Hey, you guys! Come here! Look!”
Well, you could have knocked me over with the seedpod of a

milkweed when I saw what I saw. About nine inches from Little



Jim’s brown, bare, dusty feet was a great big, blinking, brown-
skinned, warty-looking toad!

Poetry saw it at the same time and exclaimed, “It’s Warty! He’s
come back to life!”

I looked down at the warty-skinned amphibian, which is what
Middle-sized Jim says a toad is, and he did look exactly like Warty.
He was blinking his glassy eyes as though he was thinking some
kind of lazy, mischievous thoughts.

But it just couldn’t be Warty, I thought, and said so. “He doesn’t
have any snake teeth marks on him.”

“Maybe they healed up,” Little Jim said.
“They couldn’t in only one day,” Poetry said.
“The only way to know for sure is to dig into his grave to see if he

came to life and crawled out,” I said.
Dad, hearing all the excitement, came out of the barn.
I saw him and yelled, “Hey, Dad! Come here!”
In a few seconds he was there with us, and we were all standing

in a little half circle looking down at the toad’s blinking eyes. Dad
reached out the toe of his heavy shoe and touched the toad, which
right away �lled himself up with air, the way toads do, and looked
as tight as a toy balloon at a county fair.

“Do you suppose, maybe, this one is Warty, instead of the one that
got swallowed yesterday?” I asked Dad.

Poetry, feeling extra mischievous that day, made up a new poem
real quick and said,

“His tummy is so round and �rm 
Because he ate a fat cutworm.”

Pop ignored Poetry’s poetry, stooped down, and said in a kind,
friendly voice, “Warty, my friend, let’s have a look at your left front
foot to see if you are you, or if that’s you over there under that
tombstone,” meaning under Poetry’s shingle.



When my dad leaned down to Warty and with a small stick tried
to get his front foot out where we could see it, all of a sudden that
big fat toad gave an acrobatic �ip and landed on his back with his
brownish stomach exposed to the sky.

“What on earth!” I said, remembering that the hognose snake had
done the same thing.

Dad ignored my exclamation and said, “Yep, that’s Warty! See,
there’s one toe missing on his left front foot. I accidentally cut it o�
a week or two ago when I was hoeing several rows of potatoes. The
very next day, he disappeared, and I thought that was why he had
run away. I thought he didn’t like me anymore and wasn’t going to
oblige the Collins family any longer by eating up our cutworms. I
didn’t know, of course, that the real reason he ran away was
because he was afraid of the snake. Well, well, well, Warty, I won’t
hurt you. You can get right back on your tummy again.”

None of us said anything for a minute, as Dad made us all step
back about ten or �fteen feet. “Now keep your eyes on him,” he
whispered, “and you’ll see some acrobatics that will astonish you”—
which we did.

Almost right away, I saw �rst one and then another awkward toad
foot straighten out and rise up in the air, and then with a movement
that would make any circus acrobat jealous, that toad gave his body
a �ip, and there he was right side up again.

And that was that. Warty was still alive! Hurrah!
I felt sorry for the other toad I had caught, though, and had

brought to our garden and tied up, and he had been swallowed by
the big, ugly, hognose snake. But our old favorite friend Warty was
still alive, and that made me feel �ne.

All of a sudden, Little Jim was reminded that he was supposed to
hurry home with the copy of Mom’s meringue pie recipe. “I’ve got
to get going,” he said. “Besides, I haven’t practiced my piano lesson
yet.”

That little guy was certainly a great person, I thought, as I
watched him crawl through the rail fence and run as fast as his



short legs could carry him toward our front gate—where “Theodore
Collins” was on the mailbox beside it—scramble onto his bicycle,
and ride away.

I looked up at Dad then. “I’ll bet you knew all the time that the
toad I was trying to save wasn’t Warty. You did, didn’t you?”

“I’m afraid I did,” he said. “In fact, I was watching you yesterday
afternoon while you were tying up your toad with your �shing line.
After you had gone to bed last night, I went out to the garden to be
sure by taking a look at your toad’s toes. I had a little trouble
catching him because he was as scared of me as a cottontail rabbit.
He started hopping away in short, quick jumps, almost as fast as a
frog jumps, unwinding your reel a little with every jump.”

And that was that, and a very exciting that, at that.
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utumn with a million di�erent shades of color came to Sugar
Creek. The hills that year were especially pretty after the �rst

frost. When Mom puts frosting on a cake, it’s nearly always one
color—white or pink or chocolate brown—but when old Jack Frost
gets through with the maples and oaks and elms and sycamores and
lindens and a lot of other kinds of trees on the Sugar Creek hills,
they have all the colors of the rainbow at the same time.

“Did you ever see such a big bouquet of colors?” I heard Mom say
to Dad one day when they were standing out by our barn looking
toward Strawberry Hill.

“It is pretty, isn’t it?” he answered her.
I don’t think they knew I was behind them, looking out the open

barn window at Strawberry Hill myself. In fact, they didn’t seem to
know there was anybody in the world except themselves. All of a
sudden, I noticed Dad’s left arm go around Mom’s kind of roundish
shoulders, and I heard him say, “But I like grayish-brown color just
as well”—which is the color of Mom’s hair.

Then she leaned her head on his big wide shoulder and said
something to him that I couldn’t hear and maybe wasn’t supposed to
anyway. But I guess it must have been about her hair getting gray
and her not wanting it to, for Dad answered her, saying,
“Everybody’s life has to have a winter. That’s the way God made
us.”

For about a whole minute neither one of them said a word, and I
was quiet as a mouse. In fact, I was even quieter, because right that
minute I heard a rustling above my head. Looking up, I saw on the
top shelf of Dad’s cupboard a pointed-nosed, beady-eyed mouse,



which, I knew, if Mom saw, she’d scream the way women and girls
are supposed to when they see a mouse.

I kept on being quieter than a mouse, and I was glad I did,
because I heard Mom say something kind of important. It was, “I
hope we can bring up our children to love the One who made those
beautiful hills.”

Then I saw my dad’s arm tighten around her shoulders. For some
reason, I felt terribly good inside, and I decided I ought to try to
help Mom and Dad do what they were trying to do—and were
having a hard time doing.

It was time to throw down hay for the horses, so I left the yellow-
brown-furred mouse to himself and went over to the wooden ladder
that leads up to our hayloft. When I got to the top, I started
whistling and throwing down forkfuls of sweet-smelling alfalfa, and
—do you know what?—I noticed I was whistling the same hymn I
had been whistling a whole lot that summer and fall. The words of
the �rst line were:

A mighty fortress is our God.

Suddenly it seemed He was what the song said He was, and even
though He was awfully wonderful, He still had time to look after me
and all of our gang. In fact, I knew He was interested in us when we
had a very dangerous experience one cold winter day that same
year.

There were maybe three inches of snow on the ground that day,
nice fresh snow, very white and very clean and just right for making
tracks, although the weather seemed to be getting colder fast, and
the snow didn’t pack well into snowballs.

The gang had been planning to spend a night up in the hills in the
haunted house, if our parents would let us. We had tried hard to
show them that it would be all right for us to do it. We had carried a
lot of �rewood into the house and stacked it in the big living room.
We had even laid the �re so it would be ready to start in a hurry.
Also, we had cleaned the room we had planned to sleep in. If we all



took sleeping bags and blankets and had a good �re in the �replace,
it would be more fun than you could shake a stick at to stay there
all night.

But our parents said we couldn’t—not in the wintertime.
“Absolutely not!” Dad and all the other pops had said. All of our

moms had said the same thing, only my mom said it �rst. Dad had
seemed a little sad when he had to agree with her, but he did almost
right away, and that made me feel sad.

So it was “absolutely not” for all of us. Middle-sized Jim had
never been to the haunted house, so we decided to take him along
one day to show him the upstairs and especially the attic, where we
had seen the ring-tailed ghost you know about if you’ve read the
book The Haunted House.

But there was too much snow on the ground for us to take
Middle-sized Jim along that day, because it’d be too hard for him to
walk, even if he used his crutches. Besides, it was pretty far, and he
would get too tired, and none of us wanted to walk as slowly as we
knew we would have to if he went with us. So we went without
him.

We got into the house as we always do, through the basement and
up through a trapdoor into the kitchen. Then we went upstairs,
where we had a lot of cold fun retelling to ourselves the exciting
experiences we’d had there one dark night, scaring a ring-tailed
ghost that had been making its home in the attic.

We even went into the attic and looked around a little. The �rst
thing I noticed was that the big hole that had been in the chimney
the �rst time we’d visited the house had been repaired.

“It’s a good thing they plugged up the hole,” Dragon�y said, “or if
anybody started a �re in the �replace downstairs, all the smoke’d
come out here.”

Along about four in the afternoon, it began to start to get dark, as
it does in the wintertime, especially on a cloudy day, so we decided
to get going for our di�erent homes, which were quite a ways away.



“Let’s take the shortcut home,” Big Jim said, “so we can get home
in time to help our folks do the chores.”

The shortcut, as you know, is through Old Man Paddler’s cabin
and his basement and then along a long tunnel-like cave that comes
out at the other end by the old sycamore tree. From the tree, we
would follow Sugar Creek to most of our di�erent homes.

It didn’t take us nearly as long to get back as it had to go, because
we had played nearly all the way up, the way most boys do.

It hadn’t been nearly as hard walking as we thought it might be,
and I was feeling kind of sad because we hadn’t taken Middle-sized
Jim along after all. I knew he’d feel bad about it, too, when he
found out we had gone and hadn’t even asked him if he wanted to
go with us.

Anyway, when we got to the spring, where we had all met before
we started, all of sudden Circus, who had been carrying Big Jim’s
ri�e, said, “Hey, gang, come here! Look! There’s some strange kind
of animal been following our tracks up to the haunted house.”

His scary-sounding voice started the red hair under my cap to
moving as though it was starting to stand straight up.

We all galloped through the three-inch-deep snow to where Circus
was. But, shucks, I thought, it wasn’t anything. Just some kind of a
human being’s tracks that had come from the direction of Circus’s
and Big Jim’s and Middle-sized Jim’s houses.

“April fool,” Circus said, when we had all looked disgustedly
down at only a boy’s tracks. “It’s only a poor crippled Lion.”

Well, it wasn’t April �rst, and it didn’t seem very funny. Even
though I could tell by the tangled-up way the shoe tracks were made
that they were Middle-sized Jim’s tracks, I didn’t like anybody to
call him “a poor crippled Lion.” I was sure Middle-sized Jim himself
wouldn’t like that at all. He didn’t want anybody to pity him, as
most handicapped and blind people don’t, Dad says.

“Look everybody!” Poetry said with his squawky voice. “He’s been
following our tracks all right! I’ll bet he found out we were going on



an adventure and decided to follow us! We’d better take out after
him and see if we can catch up with him and stop him.”

And as soon as Big Jim had thought the idea over, we all, as quick
as anything, were ready to start o�.

“How long ago was he here?” Dragon�y wanted to know.
Circus, whose pop is a hunter and who trails more coon and

rabbit tracks than any of the rest of us, stooped down and studied
the shoe prints and said, “Maybe not more than an hour ago. See,
the wind has already �lled some of the Lion’s tracks with snow.”

And it had. Our own tracks—the ones we had made ourselves
when we had started out about two o’clock—had quite a little snow
blown into them. Middle-sized Jim’s tracks—we were sure they
were his because every now and then we saw where he had used his
crutches—were a lot fresher than ours.

“Let’s run,” Big Jim said, “or it’ll be too dark to follow his tracks.
Or else maybe when he gets to some of those places where the wind
has a clean sweep, he’ll lose our trail and get lost, and then if we
can’t �nd him, he’ll have to stay out all night in the hills and maybe
freeze to death!”

That sounded like serious business. I was thinking about the
“absolute concentration” that Middle-sized Jim had to have all the
time when he walked or ran. If he got too cold or worried or
something, he might not be able to concentrate and would have to
use his crutches. He might fall down a lot of times and hurt himself.
He might not even be able to get up. So if we didn’t �nd him, he
really would be lost and have to stay out all night in the woods in
the very cold weather.

So away we all went, not stopping to think that our own folks
might be worrying about us, wondering where we were and why we
didn’t come home.

Pretty soon we came to the old sycamore tree, where, earlier in
the afternoon, we had decided not to go through the cave on our
way to the haunted house but, instead, had gone on around the long



way. There, in the quick gathering twilight, we stopped and looked
at each other’s worried faces.

Big Jim said, “He’s gone on, following our tracks. I was hoping he
had gone into the cave and that maybe we could follow him through
and �nd him up in Old Man Paddler’s cabin.”

Little Jim, standing beside me, holding onto his ash stick, looked
really concerned. I noticed that his teeth were chattering with the
cold, and I wished that he, being such a little guy, were home beside
a nice warm �re.

“We’d better start really running if we want to catch up with him
before he gets clear up to the haunted house.” Big Jim studied
Middle-sized Jim’s tracks. “At least he hasn’t started falling down
yet.”

“Let’s holler and see if we can make him hear,” Circus said. He
was able to make a terribly loud, high-pitched call that sounded
both like a loon and a ghost. Right away, he let out a bloodcurdling
long, weird scream. “Ohoooo! Ohoooo!”

We listened, but there was no answer—not even an echo—but we
did hear something.

“What is that?” Dragon�y asked. “Sounds like a swarm of bees or
an airplane or something.”

And honest-to-goodness for sure, something did sound like a
swarm of bees. We all listened as hard as we could. And then I
began to get worried, because what we’d heard wasn’t an airplane
or a swarm of bees but wind blowing through the bare branches of
the oaks and maples and elms and other trees of the Sugar Creek
hills.

“We’ve really got to get going now,” Big Jim said. “That’s wind!
There’s a terrible storm coming up, and when it hits it’ll pick up all
this loose dry snow and whip it up into a blizzard! It’ll cover up
every track we ever made, and he’ll really get lost for sure! And we
can’t follow his tracks either!”



Only one thing was right to do, and we started to do it, which was
hurry like a house a�re on that trail, following our old tracks and
Middle-sized Jim’s new ones.

“It’ll be dark in only a few minutes after that wind hits!” Big Jim
said.

I looked toward the highest hill, which was about a quarter of a
mile away, and couldn’t even see it because it had got dark that fast.
All I could see was a whitish-dark cloud—which is the way a
snowstorm looks at twilight before it reaches you.

We plunged head�rst on, following the path our own feet had
made in the snow, watching all the time to see if Middle-sized Jim’s
tracks were still following them.

And then a thick formation of clouds rolled across the sky, and in
almost no time it was whirling, blinding dark, and we were in the
middle of a terrible blizzard. At the same time, the wind struck. It
seemed the wind was acting like a giant-sized snow shovel, scooping
up whole hills of snow and socking us with it. I felt it beating
against my face and neck and into my collar, and I knew we were in
for some very dangerous excitement.

“H-hadn’t we b-better g-go back h-home?” Dragon�y asked in the
whining voice he sometimes uses when he is worried. “Mother told
me not to catch cold.” Then he sneezed the way he does when he
gets ragweed or goldenrod pollen in his nose or when he gets too
close to a horse and smells its dandru�y hair.

Well, it’s a queer feeling being out in the woods among the hills
when a howling, blinding snowstorm is all around you, when you
can’t see more than a few yards in any direction, and when you
know you are a long way from home and from any kind of shelter—
also when it’s not only cold but is getting colder every minute.

“We’ve got to �nd Middle-sized Jim and save him!” Big Jim
gasped.

Dragon�y yelled back above the storm, holding his hand up to his
mouth to keep from inhaling the cold air direct into his allergic
bronchial tubes, “We’ve got to save ourselves!”



For once Dragon�y was right. We all seemed to know it at the
same time. And in that blinding, madly whirling blizzard, every
direction seemed like every other direction.

“Hey, you guys!” I heard Big Jim yell. “Come here! Quick!”
We struggled through the snow and crowded around him in a

little gasping, panting huddle, wondering what he was going to tell
us. Also, I was looking around in the snow to see if maybe he had
found Middle-sized Jim.

Then in a voice that was pretty excited for Big Jim’s voice, he
said, “We’re lost! All our tracks are already covered up with snow!”

It was a sickening feeling, hearing that and knowing we really
were lost.

But Big Jim certainly wasn’t any sissy. He raised his voice so that
he could be sure all of us heard him and said, “Two things, gang.
First, we are to stick together, so if we can’t �nd the stone house
where we’ll be sheltered from this terrible storm, we can huddle
close together and help keep each other warm. And second, we’ve
got to �nd our directions so we’ll know which way to go.”

It made sense. I knew we wouldn’t have any trouble staying
together, but who could tell what direction it was without any
daylight or any sun and without a compass? Every boy who spends
a lot of time in the woods or anyplace where he might get lost ought
to carry a compass.

“Any of you have a compass? Poetry, you got yours?”
Poetry sometimes carried one with him. Also, on our hikes he

always carried a waterproof matchbox.
Poetry tried all his pockets and didn’t have his compass. “I must

have left it in my other pants,” he said, which is what a boy does
with a lot of di�erent things when he changes clothes.

I shoved my hands into my pockets, too, and pulled out a buckeye
and a papaw seed, then shoved my hands back in again and left
them there to keep them warm.



Well, that was that. We didn’t have any compass, and there was
no way of knowing what direction to go to �nd the old stone house.
It was so blinding dark on account of the swirling, driving snow that
we couldn’t see more than a half-dozen white yards in front of us.

Little Jim was close beside me. I looked at his face, which so
much of the time is as innocent as a lamb’s face, but this time it
wasn’t. His small jaw was set as though he was getting ready to dive
through a tangle of football players, and then all of a surprising
sudden, he said, “If we can �nd a tree, we can tell which way north
is.”

“If we can �nd what?” Circus said.
“If we can �nd a tree—” Little Jim was interrupted by a savage

gust of wind that whipped in and cut o� his breath.
As you maybe know, Little Jim was always studying nature,

looking for and �nding wild �owers and weeds and di�erent kinds
of trees and writing their names in his notebook. So I thought
maybe he might have a bright idea. When he got his breath again,
he said, “If we can �nd a tree, we can tell which way north is,
because the thickest moss and lichen grow on the bark on the north
side.”

Well, as long as I have lived at Sugar Creek, where there are
hundreds and hundreds of trees, I’d never thought about that, but
the minute Little Jim said it, I knew it was true.

Also the minute he said it, Big Jim seemed to remember it was so
—he having been a Boy Scout. Right away he said, “That’s right.
Everybody hold onto everybody till we come to a tree,” which we
did.

It was a white birch with bark as white as snow, but it had big
patches of green lichen on one side all up and down its trunk. We
studied it up close and also several other trees nearby, just to be
sure that all of them had patches of lichen on the same side. And
that’s how we found out which way north was.

But that didn’t help us much. We still didn’t know what direction
we were from the stone house. If we’d been as well acquainted with



this part of Sugar Creek territory as we were with that section of it
that was closer to our homes, it’d have been easy.

Circus got a bright idea then. He said, “What direction were we
going when the storm hit while we were still following our tracks?”

“Southwest,” Big Jim said. “That old house is southwest of the
sycamore tree, and we were going toward it.”

Little Jim’s cheerful voice called out right then. I heard him say,
“If we keep on watching the north sides of the trees, we can tell
which way to keep on going!”

And so we plunged on again, going southwest, following Big Jim
and Circus, who were breaking trail for us. The walking got harder,
and I kept stumbling over snow-covered logs and underbrush and
falling down, even worse maybe than Middle-sized Jim would have
done.

I don’t know what the rest of the gang was thinking about while
we were struggling and gasping and plunging into and out of and
through those drifts, but because I liked Middle-sized Jim very
much, I kept wondering if he had managed to get to the house
before the storm struck. And had he found out we weren’t there and
already started back on the other trail? Was he maybe lying �at in
the snow somewhere, unable to get up? What if we couldn’t �nd
him at all, and he would have to stay out all night? Why, he would
freeze to death! It was a terribly sad thought.

Also, I was thinking something else, but I probably wouldn’t have
written it down for you if Little Jim hadn’t been thinking the same
and said it to me out loud. This is what it was: “I wonder if Middle-
sized Jim is a Christian.”

I didn’t know for sure.
Dragon�y heard Little Jim say that, and he gasped out a wheezy

answer, “A Christian would freeze to death the same as anybody
else, if he had to stay all night in this kind of weather.”

I knew Dragon�y was right. Cold weather would be cold for a
Christian the same as for anybody else.



It made it seem very important, though, that we �nd Middle-sized
Jim, so without knowing I was going to do it, I yelled at the top of
my lungs, calling Middle-sized Jim’s name. But I could hardly hear
myself. My voice sounded as dead as if I had thrown it into a lot of
whirling goose feathers, on account of the roaring wind. And of
course there wasn’t any answer from Middle-sized Jim.

I’ll have to admit I was pretty scared, for myself as well as for
Middle-sized Jim. Every single member of the Sugar Creek Gang was
already a Christian, because we’d already shoved open the doors of
our di�erent hearts and had let the Savior come in, and He had
washed all of us from all our sins. I knew that if we had to freeze to
death, we would all go straight to heaven, but I certainly didn’t
want to go there that afternoon.

While I stumbled and plunged along behind Big Jim and some of
the rest of the gang, I thought about my grayish-brown-haired mom.
And then I even imagined that if none of our gang came home, Dad
would get up a searching party as soon as the storm was over
enough so he could, and he and a lot of men would come out
looking for us. And maybe they’d �nd us out here in the snow,
huddled together and all frozen sti�.

There’d be a funeral for all of us in the Sugar Creek church.
Sylvia’s pop would preach the sermon, and my dad and mom would
walk slowly past the casket where their red-haired, freckle-faced
boy would be lying. But only my body would be there. My spirit
would be in heaven where all saved people’s souls go the minute
they die.

Before I got through imagining all that, I heard Circus, who was
leading the way with Big Jim, let out a yell, saying, “Hey, gang!
We’re there! There’s the old haunted house!”
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hat great big old awkward-looking stone house certainly
looked good to me. I was so cold and so windblown with

powdered snow all over me—and so also were all of us—that it was
going to be wonderful to get inside. We would build a roaring �re in
the �replace, and all of us would get thawed out.

I almost forgot about Middle-sized Jim but only for a minute.
When we got to the house, we found him sprawled by the door,
panting for breath. He was as helpless as a small wood turtle is
when you turn him over on his back in a slippery place and he gets
all his four legs working at the same time trying to turn back on his
stomach and can’t.

We went into quick action. In less time than it would take me to
tell you about it, we all rushed to Middle-sized Jim’s rescue and got
him, along with the rest of our very cold selves, into the basement
entrance, up through the trapdoor into the kitchen, and on into the
large living room where the �replace was and where, in a few
minutes, we would have a �re going.

It was almost dark inside, but it would be easy to start a �re.
When we had been planning and hoping we could stay all night, we
had taken some straight slivers of split sticks and some shredded
bark and made a little wigwam of them in the �replace. Also we had
stood up some larger pieces of wood all around them, so that all we
would have to do would be to touch a match to it. As soon as it was
going good, we’d lay larger pieces of wood on it and then some
�replace logs, which we had carried in. Pretty soon, we’d be as
warm as toast.

I couldn’t help but think how maybe we’d get to stay here all
night after all.



Gasping and panting and still terribly cold, we felt our way
around in the almost-dark house.

Middle-sized Jim said, “I’ve got a �ashlight in my pocket, so you
can see to start the �re.”

“How come you got a �ashlight?” Poetry’s squawky voice asked.
And Middle-sized Jim replied, “I keep it all the time so if I fall

down somewhere outdoors at night, I can �ash it on and o�, and my
father can tell where I am.”

Well, as cold as it was, and as cold as we still were, it looked like
we were going to have a happy adventure. Of course, we would
have to keep our �re burning all night and maybe all day tomorrow
too, until the storm stopped long enough for us to go home or until
our folks or somebody else came to rescue us.

“Now, for a good warm �re,” Big Jim said, walking over to a
corner and leaning his empty .22 ri�e there. Big Jim never carried
his gun loaded unless we were actually hunting. Then he turned to
Poetry and said cheerfully, “OK, �reman, let’s have the matches.”

Middle-sized Jim was sitting on the �oor near the ri�e, and Big
Jim was holding the pocket �ashlight on Poetry, who quick shoved
one hand into his pocket for his waterproof matchbox.

And then I saw the most puzzled expression come over Poetry’s
face. Before any of us had time to think, he came to life, and both of
his hands were acting excited, diving in and out of �rst one pocket
and then another. Even before he said a word, I knew he didn’t have
a single match.

And right that minute, it seemed I had never been so cold in my
life. The wind outside was whistling and moaning and howling.
Snow was driving in through a crack in the window behind me.
Every single one of us searched his pockets, and there wasn’t a
match among us—not even one!

Not a match among us! Zero weather! A howling blizzard and
absolutely no way to start a�re!



Well, what can you do when there isn’t a thing you can do? In
some of the fastest remembering I had ever done, I remembered a
time, one cold winter day, when we had all gone up to see Old Man
Paddler in his cabin. When we got there, we found him in his cellar
—he had fallen down the steps. The �re was out in the house, and
there wasn’t even one match to start a �re then either.

We had saved the old man and ourselves from freezing by taking
one of the lenses of his reading glasses, which were as thick as
magnifying glasses, and holding it in the sunlight just above some
dry, decayed wood. Big Jim had kept on holding it there, blowing
on it at the same time until there was a reddish glow in the punk,
which is the name for that kind of dried, decayed wood. The little
glow grew bigger and brighter as Big Jim kept on blowing on it,
moving the spot of light around a little so the �re would spread.
Then he took a piece of rolled-up tissue paper, touched it to the live
coal, blowing on it at the same time, and—presto-chango! Just like
that, all of a sudden there was a �ame! Minutes later, we had a
roaring �re in the old man’s �replace.

But there wasn’t any sunlight in an old stone house in the middle
of a Sugar Creek blizzard.

“We could start a �re by friction like Indians do, if we had a bow
and arrow,” Dragon�y said, his teeth chattering from the cold.

Big Jim turned the idea over in his mind. But we didn’t have any
bow, and even if we had, the thong would have to be made out of
leather, and we didn’t have any, although maybe we could have cut
a long strip of leather from one of our belts. We would also need a
soapstone, which we didn’t have. Even if any of us had known for
sure how to start a �re by friction, we didn’t have the materials with
which to do it anyway.

It was still not quite dark in the house, because of the white snow
outside, so we could see each other’s face a little, even when we
didn’t have the �ashlight turned on.

“Are there any blankets anywhere?” Middle-sized Jim asked, his
voice trembling. I noticed he was shivering pitifully. He was



probably colder than any of the rest of us because we had been
running and �ghting against the storm right up until the last
minute, while he had been lying helpless outside the door, not able
to get up.

I guess I never felt so sorry for a person in my life as I did for that
good-hearted boy. I knew there weren’t any blankets, and I hated to
have to tell him, but I did and sat down beside him to help him get
warm.

Little red-haired Tom Till spoke up and said, “Maybe some of our
folks will come for us.”

“Not tonight they won’t,” Poetry said. “Nobody could walk in this
wind.”

We didn’t want to use up all the battery in Middle-sized Jim’s
�ashlight, so we turned it o� and stared at each other in the light-
dark. We huddled close together and listened to the wind howl and
moan and the snow beat against the windows. I felt myself shivering
and shivering.

“We’d better keep moving,” Big Jim said, “or we’ll freeze.”
It was a good idea, except that, of course, Middle-sized Jim

couldn’t walk very well, and he couldn’t swing his arms around and
beat them against his sides as the rest of us could.

All the while, time was passing. The wind sounded like a lot of
angry wild animals, and the snow, pounding against the windows,
sounded as if somebody was out there throwing sand against them. I
began to feel desperate. We couldn’t go home, and we didn’t have a
match or a thing to start a �re with.

“Looks like we’re going to get to do what we wanted to do,” Big
Jim said, but he didn’t say it very cheerfully.

It certainly wasn’t a happy prospect. If there is anything in the
world that makes you feel discouraged, it is to be too cold and not
have any way to get warm.

“There ought to be just one match around here somewhere,” Big
Jim said.



All of us went through all our pockets again. I went through all
thirteen of mine—four in my trousers, four in my overalls that were
over my trousers, four in my mackinaw, and one in my shirt. In no
time, all eight of us had searched all of our nearly one hundred
pockets, and there wasn’t a match among us.

If we had emptied out all the stu� we did have, it’d have made a
big pile. We had things such as coins, buckeyes, papaw seeds,
knives, nails, nuts and bolts, pieces of string, pencils, pens, and
other stu� that boys always carry—enough maybe to start a
secondhand store in Sugar Creek.

I noticed that Big Jim had a small box of .22 caliber cartridges for
his ri�e. Little Jim and three or four of the rest of us had our small,
thin, leather New Testaments.

Seeing mine, I was reminded that there was a God and that if
nobody among us could do anything about getting a �re started, He
could show us what to do. I knew that if Sylvia’s pop had been
there, he would probably ask us to bow our heads and shut our
eyes, and he’d say, as he sometimes does at church, “Let us all
pray.” I also thought that since God had made the world and all the
boys in it, He could answer prayer and help us get a �re started so
we could get warm. But Sylvia’s pop wasn’t there.

Most of us put our stu� back in our pockets, except Little Jim,
who, I noticed, kept his New Testament out, holding it half hidden
in one of his hands.

I got a �ne surprise, though, when Big Jim said in a voice that
sounded almost as if he was angry, “Do we all claim to be
Christians, or don’t we?”

Not a one of us answered him, but I felt myself swallowing
something in my throat. I glanced down at Little Jim’s New
Testament and noticed that he was holding it terribly tight.

Then Big Jim said, “If any of our dads was here, we’d ask him if
he had a match or if he could help us start a �re, wouldn’t we?”

Still not a one of us answered a word.



Big Jim spoke again in a �rm voice. “All right, then, our dads
aren’t here, but we all know who is. Everybody bow his head, shut
his eyes, and keep still. Let each one pray his own silent prayer.”

Quick as anything, all our heads went down. I didn’t know I had
my cap o�, even as cold as it was, until I felt it in my hands. Then I
remembered that is the polite thing to do when you pray.

I guess I didn’t say much of a prayer except to ask God to do
anything He could about the Sugar Creek Gang and especially for
Middle-sized Jim, who was sort of leaning against me and shaking
with the cold.

I didn’t suppose any of us would pray out loud, although at the
Sugar Creek church, when we have what is called Bible Treasure
Club, di�erent ones of us sometimes did, even though we were as
bashful as anything about doing it.

But suddenly I heard Big Jim’s voice, and he was making as nice a
prayer as anybody in the church could have made. Part of it was:
“We’re just a bunch of worried boys who have to have help, and we
know You can do anything. If there is any way we can help
ourselves, please show us what it is, and we’ll try to do it. Bless our
folks and help them not to worry, but it does look like we’ll have to
have a �re or we’ll freeze.”

The word “freeze” seemed to make me shiver a little harder than I
had been.

Big Jim hadn’t any sooner �nished his prayer than Dragon�y
spoke up with what sounded like the absolutely dumbest thing he
had ever said in his life. It was, “Whyn’t we do like the Indians do
and make a smoke signal for our folks to see, and then—”

That was as far as he got. Circus interrupted, saying, “You’re
crazy! How can you get smoke without a �re? That’s what we have
to have—a�re!”

“I was trying to be funny,” Dragon�y said.
And Circus said, “You didn’t try hard enough. But if you’d try

being crazy once, you wouldn’t have to try so hard.”



Anyway, when Dragon�y mentioned smoke, Little Jim spoke up
and said, “You could get a little smoke if you would shoot Big Jim’s
ri�e.” Then, as though he knew his idea wasn’t any good, he added,
“But nobody would see it.”

But the very minute Little Jim said what he said, Big Jim jumped
as if he had been shot at and hit. He looked quick at Middle-sized
Jim and exclaimed, “That book on outdoor life you let me read—
wasn’t there something in it about starting a �re? You know—like
lost hunters do sometimes when they haven’t any matches?”

“That’s too dangerous for a boy,” Middle-sized Jim said. His voice
was trembling, and he was actually shaking with the cold.

Big Jim’s face was set grimly, and it seemed he was feeling
responsible for all of us—he being the leader. “It wouldn’t be as
dangerous as freezing to death,” he said.

What wouldn’t? I thought but didn’t say anything.
And then I heard Big Jim mumbling to himself, as he beat his

mittened hands together to keep the circulation going. A moment
later, he said, “I’ve got to do it—danger or no danger!” Then he
raised his voice and said to all of us, “There’s only one way for us to
start a �re, and it’s very dangerous!”

Just as he �nished saying that, there was a banging upstairs or on
the roof or somewhere, like a tree branch breaking o� in the wind
and falling on the house. That noise seemed to help Big Jim to make
up his mind, because right away he started doing things.

“Here goes,” he said almost savagely. He quick shoved a hand
into one of his pockets and pulled out his box of .22 caliber
cartridges, and a second later he had one of them in his cold,
shivering hand.

“Be careful!” Dragon�y exclaimed excitedly. “It might go o�!”
“I know it,” Big Jim answered, “but I don’t think it will if I am

careful. You guys step back—all but Circus. Circus, you hold the
�ashlight for me.”

All of us got back a few feet.



With both worried eyes, I watched Big Jim. I could see the
muscles of his jaw working, and his face was tense. His fuzzy upper
lip seemed to be trembling, and maybe his teeth were chattering
too. And I knew it wasn’t because of the cold weather but was
because what he was going to do was very dangerous.

Circus’s hand that was holding the small �ashlight was trembling
too. I noticed that part of the �ashlight’s beam went on past the
small copper cartridge Big Jim was holding and lit up the �replace,
which had in it shredded bark and �ne wood shavings as well as
larger pieces of wood.

Big Jim’s hands were almost �ery red with cold, and they seemed
so numb that he was having a hard time doing what he wanted to
do with the cartridge. “Here,” he said. “Hold it a minute, while I get
my hands warm.”

He laid the cartridge in Circus’s palm and straightened up. Then
he stepped toward the center of the room, shoved his hands back
into his mittens, and began swinging his arms round and round his
body and beating his hands together to get the blood circulating
again.

Then he quick took o� his mittens and, taking the small copper
cartridge in his �ngers, started working and worrying at the lead
bullet in it, twisting carefully and pulling. All of a sudden the bullet
came out, and he had the shell with the powder in it in one hand
and the bullet in the other.

“Here, Bill,” he said, handing it to me. “Hold this bullet.”
I took the lead bullet in my hand, knowing that by itself it wasn’t

dangerous to hold, no more than if I’d found a piece of lead along
Sugar Creek.

The next thing Big Jim did was to very carefully pour out most of
the black powder from the shell—being extra careful not to spill any
— onto the windowsill on the opposite side of the room from the
�replace. In fact, he poured it into a little patch of powdered snow.
“It’ll get wet in the snow,” he said, “and won’t be dangerous. After



we get the �re started in the �replace, we’ll throw it out into the
storm.”

What he was doing still didn’t make sense. I couldn’t see how in
the world he could get a �re started that way. But he acted as if he
knew what he was doing. The rest of us, except Circus, stayed where
we were and watched—and maybe helped a little by praying,
although I didn’t feel I was a good enough boy for God to answer,
even if I was a Christian.

I kept thinking about the powder being easily ignited and very
dangerous, and I was glad Big Jim was being careful. If that powder
exploded in his hands it might give him a terribly bad powder burn.
It might even put out his eyes, as �recrackers do when they explode
in a boy’s hands too close to his eyes. Of course, we had all �red
�recrackers on the Fourth of July, but that was di�erent. They had
fuses on them, and none of us were ever close to them when they
exploded.

“Now,” Big Jim said, “who wants to sacri�ce a small strip of his
cotton shirttail? It’s got to be cotton.”

“I don’t,” Dragon�y said. “Mother would give me a licking if
anybody cut a hole in my shirt.”

“Here’s mine,” Little Jim said, and he already had his coat
unbuttoned and his shirt-tail out in front.

Big Jim ordered Poetry, “You snip o� a very small strip and make
it into a wad the size of a small garden pea.”

It still didn’t make sense. How could anybody start a �re with a
practically empty shell and a piece of a boy’s shirttail?

Quicker than anything, Poetry had his Scout knife out and a small
piece of Little Jim’s green-and-white-striped shirttail cut o� and
wadded into a tiny ball.

Very carefully then, Big Jim plugged that pea-sized piece of
cotton shirttail into the end of the cartridge where the bullet had
been. Then I saw his jaw set �rmly as he straightened up and said,
“Now we’re ready. Hand me the ri�e.”



His ri�e, as you know, was leaning against the wall in the corner.
It wasn’t loaded, as I’ve already told you, because Big Jim knew
how to be careful with a gun, that being one of the reasons his folks
let him own one.

Quickly he had the gun loaded with the shirttail bullet.
“You going to shoot a �re into the �replace?” Dragon�y asked.
When I heard that, the whole idea began to make sense to me.
“No,” Big Jim answered Dragon�y. “The smoke and the force of

the wind might blow our shredded bark away. I’ve got a better
idea.”

The next few minutes were the most interesting ones I’d had in a
long time, although I was shivering with the cold and worrying as
much as I could, and maybe I was praying a little bit too.

“Attention, everybody,” Big Jim ordered. “I’m going to shoot this
cotton bullet straight toward the ceiling. It can’t start a �re up there
because the ceiling is plaster. But the cotton bullet will come down
in the room here somewhere, and it will be smoldering, like a
�recracker does after it has gone o�. Don’t anybody touch it. I’ll
take care of it.”

I could feel my heart pounding fast as he held the gun with the
muzzle toward the dark ceiling.

“Watch it, now!” Big Jim said grimly.
Dragon�y, beside me, grabbed his nose, because the smell of

smoking gunpowder always made him sneeze.
Then Big Jim pulled the trigger, and I saw a spit of �ame shoot up

into the air out of the ri�e’s muzzle, and at the same time Little
Jim’s piece of shirttail �ew up to the ceiling. A second later it
plopped down, smoldering right close to Poetry.

Big Jim pounced upon it, whisked it up in his leather-palmed
mitten, dashed to the �replace with it, and laid it right in the center
of the dry tinder. In terribly fast time, he was down on his knees,
aiming the �ashlight on the little pile of tinder with the smoking



piece of Little Jim’s shirttail in the center of it, and was blowing on
it.

And then, what to my wondering eyes should appear but a little
yellow �ame shooting up from the tinder! Then there were more
�ames, and bigger ones, and I began to hear the very cheerful
crackling noise a live �re always makes, and I knew our lives were
saved.

We knew we would have to stay in the house all night—or most
of it anyway—so as soon as we got warmer, we began to have fun
talking it all over and even laughing about it. Middle-sized Jim had
certainly turned out to be a very interesting boy to have with us. In
fact, if he hadn’t followed our trail, we wouldn’t have followed his,
and we wouldn’t have got to stay all night in the haunted house, as
we had wanted to do in the �rst place.

After we got completely thawed out, Big Jim said to us, as he sat
on the �oor with the �relight �ickering on his fuzzy upper lip, “I
guess we owe a vote of thanks to Somebody, don’t we?”

His saying “Somebody” in the serious way he said it made me
know who he meant, and it also made me feel good inside. Right
away my thoughts jumped clear over the tops of the blizzard-swept
hills and way back to the Sugar Creek church where we all went
every Sunday.

My thoughts were interrupted when Poetry said, “What’s that
song you’re whistling, Bill?”

It was just like it had been that other day when I had been
whistling without knowing it. I thought a second, and part of the
tune was still in my mind. It was the same one I’d whistled a lot of
times that summer and fall and winter. I knew Poetry knew the
name of the song, so I wasn’t going to tell him.

I wouldn’t have needed to anyway, because all of a sudden,
Middle-sized Jim answered for me, saying, “That’s Martin Luther’s
famous hymn ‘A Mighty Fortress Is Our God.’ He wrote it over four
hundred years ago, after he had been reading the forty-sixth psalm
in the Bible. The �rst line of it is on the tombstone in Germany



where he is buried—I read it in a book my folks gave me when I
became a Christian.”

Hearing him say that made me look quick at Little Jim just as he
looked quick at me. Little Jim took a deep breath and sighed, and I
thought his face looked as if he was very glad inside.

In fact, I felt �ne myself on account of the wonderful way God
had made everything turn out. As I sat with the cold air pushing
against my back and with the �re pushing its very friendly heat
against my face, there was a warm feeling in my heart toward Him,
not only because He had saved our lives but because He really liked
me. And it didn’t make any di�erence about Middle-sized Jim’s
being handicapped—He liked him just as much as if he were a boy
with a perfect body.

Dragon�y spoke up just then and said—sneezing right before he
said it—“My folks might take me down South after Christmas and
let me go to school down there where I won’t get so many colds and
sneeze so much and have to miss so much school.”

I looked at his kind of pinched face and wished he didn’t have to
stay up North in the cold Sugar Creek winter. In fact, I’d sort of like
to go to a warm climate myself, I thought. And—just like that!—I
began to hope that if Dragon�y’s parents decided to take him down
to Texas or Arizona or Florida or somewhere for a month or two
during the coldest part of the winter, maybe some of our parents
would let us go too, even if we couldn’t stay.

Boy oh boy, that would be wonderful! Why, down South they not
only had warm weather in the winter, but there were a million
things for a boy to see and do! If you went far enough, you could go
�shing in the Gulf of Mexico and catch a �sh as big as a boy!

If Dragon�y does go and any of the rest of us get to go to visit
him, I’ll tell you about it. Imagine catching a �sh as big as a boy!
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H
PREFACE

i—from a member of the Sugar Creek Gang!

It’s just that I don’t know which one I am. When I was good, I was Little
Jim. When I did bad things—well, sometimes I was Bill Collins or even
mischievous Poetry.

You see, I am the daughter of Paul Hutchens, and I spent many an hour
listening to him read his manuscript as far as he had written it that particular day.
I went along to the north woods of Minnesota, to Colorado, and to the various
other places he would go to �nd something di�erent for the Gang to do.

Now the years have passed—more than �fty, actually. My father is in heaven,
but the Gang goes on. All thirty-six books are still in print and now are being
updated for today’s readers with input from my �ve children, who also span the
decades from the ’50s to the ’70s.

The real Sugar Creek is in Indiana, and my father and his six brothers were the
original Gang. But the idea of the books and their ministry were and are the
Lord’s. It is He who keeps the Gang going.

PAULINE HUTCHENS WILSON
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1

ong before we left Sugar Creek for our winter vacation along the
Rio Grande River, I had been sure that when we went �shing

down there we’d catch a �sh as big as a boy.
I was so sure of it that I started telling nearly everybody I met

about it. Why, that great big �sh we were going to land might be as
big as Little Jim, the smallest member of our gang, or maybe as big
around as Poetry, the barrel-shaped member and the most
mischievous one of us, who, because he wants to be a detective
someday, is always getting us mixed up in some mysterious and
exciting adventure.

But when, instead of a big �sh, we caught something else just as
big and had to pounce upon it and hold onto it for dear life or it
would have gotten away—and also had to keep on holding on or
we’d maybe have gotten our eyes scratched out or ourselves badly
slashed up—well, I just couldn’t have imagined anything so
excitingly di�erent happening to a gang of ordinary boys.

Of course, our gang wasn’t exactly ordinary. Anyway, Circus, our
acrobat and expert wrestler, wasn’t. Big Jim, our fuzzy-mustached
leader, wasn’t either. Neither was Dragon�y, the pop-eyed member,
who was always seeing exciting things �rst and also was always
sneezing at the wrong time because he was allergic to nearly
everything.

Certainly Little Jim, the smallest one of us, wasn’t ordinary. He
was an especially good boy, which any ordinary boy knows isn’t
exactly ordinary. He wasn’t any sissy, though, as you’ll see for
yourself when I get to that part of the story where Little Jim joined
in the struggle we were having with a very savage, wild, mad some-



thing-or-other one moonlit night on the American side of the Rio
Grande.

Even I myself, Bill Collins, red haired and freckle faced and a little
bit �ery tempered part of the time, wasn’t exactly ordinary. My
mother says that most of the time I don’t even act like what is called
“normal”—whatever that is.

Well, here goes with the story of the Sugar Creek Gang along the
Rio Grande.

The Rio Grande is a wet boundary between Mexico and the
United States and is a long, wide, reddish-brown river that the
people who live down at the bottom of Texas have harnessed up and
put to work for them—kind of the way Dad harnesses old Topsy, our
mud-colored horse, and drives her around all over the Sugar Creek
territory wherever he wants to.

The way they harnessed the river was by digging miles and miles
of ditches for its water to �ow all around through the Rio Grande
Valley to irrigate their orange and lemon and grapefruit groves and
patches where they grow cabbage and lettuce and carrots and other
garden stu�. They also purify some of the water to make it safe for
drinking and cooking.

Of course, a lot of interesting things happened to our gang before
that last exciting night—but I’ll just sort of skim over those so I can
get to the most dangerous part in less than maybe a couple dozen
pages. Soon I’ll be galloping with you right through the—but you
wait and see what.

“Maybe my dad will decide to buy a grapefruit grove down along
the Rio Grande, and maybe we’ll move down there to live,”
Dragon�y said to me sadly about two days before we left for Texas.

He had come over to my house to play with me that snowy
morning, and he and I were out in the barn cracking black walnuts
and gobbling up the kernels as fast as we could. Every now and then
his face would get a messed-up expression on it, and he would
sneeze, which meant he either had a cold or was allergic to
something or other in our barn.



Hearing him say that didn’t make me feel very happy. Even
though he sometimes was sort of a nuisance to the gang, he’d been
one of us as long as any of us had, and it would make a very sad
hole in our gang if he left us for good.

“Daddy says we’ll have to try out the climate �rst to see if we like
it,” he said, still sad in his voice and sad on his face. Then he added
hopefully, “I hope I have to sneeze every �ve minutes after we get
there.”

“Why?” I asked.
“Because I’d rather live up here at Sugar Creek where I only have

to sneeze every seven minutes”—which would have been funny if it
hadn’t been almost true.

Just that minute Mom’s voice came quavering out across our cold,
snowy barnyard the way it does when she is calling me to come to
the house for a while for something. So in only a few ji�es,
Dragon�y and I were both diving head�rst through the snow to our
back door.

When we got inside the house, Dragon�y started sneezing again
like a house a�re, and it wasn’t because of the good-smelling dinner
Mom was cooking on our kitchen stove, either.

It was after we went into the living room, where Mom and
Charlotte Ann, my baby sister, were that Dragon�y let out those
stormy sneezes, six or seven of them in fast succession. Right away
he exclaimed, “I smell somebody’s powder!”

I quick looked at Mom’s friendly, motherly face to see if her nose
had any shine on it, the way it sometimes has when she’s been
working in the kitchen and hasn’t remembered to powder it. It was
a little bit shiny, so maybe Dragon�y was mistaken, I thought.

“The doctor says I’m allergic to some kinds of face powder,” he
said. He screwed up his face and sneezed three more times in even
quicker succession than he had the other time. He looked with
worried eyes �rst at Mom and then at Charlotte Ann.



My little sister, I noticed, was over in the corner, sitting on the
�oor. And she had Mom’s face powder box open and some of the
powder had spilled out, making it look as if somebody had scattered
peach-colored dust over about three square feet of the rug.

Right away, Dragon�y and I were out of doors again, getting
there quicker than our old Mixy-cat could have gone if Dragon�y’s
Airedale dog had been chasing her.

All of a sudden, I got what wasn’t a very bright idea. “You don’t
have to stay down South if you don’t want to,” I said to him.

“Why?”
“If you can really sneeze a lot while you’re there, your folks won’t

move down to stay, will they?”
“No, but what if I can’t? I can only sneeze when I’m close to

something I’m allergic to.” He scooped up a double handful of snow,
made a ball of it, whirled, and threw it across the barnyard through
the fast-falling �akes toward Topsy, our old horse, who was
standing on the east side of the barn with her tail to the wind, the
way horses do if they’re standing outdoors in a storm.

“Look,” I said, “let me �x you up a little box of Mom’s face
powder. And when you get down there, you—well, you’ll know
what to do with it.”

He looked at me with a sneezy expression on his face and said, “I
couldn’t fool Dad. Besides, my mother would smell the powder on
me and wonder if I was turning into a girl or something. She might
even be allergic to it herself. She says I inherited the sneezes from
her.”

I knew several other things Dragon�y had maybe inherited from
her, such as believing it meant bad luck if a black cat crossed your
path or if you broke a looking glass, and good luck if you found a
horseshoe. He also had a hard time not believing in ghosts, even
though he went to our church and had become a Christian one day
when he was sliding down a sycamore tree along Sugar Creek, like
Zaccheus in the Bible. Because his mother believed in ghosts—or
almost did anyway—it made it hard for him not to.



Dragon�y had a nice mother though, but he being her only boy,
she worried about him too much, and that worried him.

Well, even my dad got what Mom called the “warm climate bug,”
and because Mom hadn’t had any vacation for years, they decided
we’d take our car and drive down to the bottom of Texas, too. That
meant that with two cars going, there’d be room in the backseats for
six boys to go along—which is how many of us there are in our gang
except for little Tom Till, the seventh one of us, who had to stay
home and help take care of his mother. He also was going to help
his father do the chores for us while my family was gone.

Before I go any farther, maybe I had better explain to you how in
the world a gang of school-age boys could get to go on a great
warm-climate vacation in the middle of winter. If I don’t, nearly
every mother who reads about us getting to go will wonder, What on
earth—and why? And some of them might even start to worry about
us.

Well, it just so happened that a lot of coal miners in the United
States, not even knowing how bad we all needed a vacation from
school, went on what is called a “strike.” They didn’t work for so
long that the schools around Sugar Creek got low on coal, and most
of them had to close for a while.

You could have knocked us over with a snow�ake when we found
out that the Sugar Creek School was going to close, too. Of course,
the school could have burned wood, but the school board decided
not to do that, so we almost had to go on a vacation to show the
coal miners how much we appreciated their not working.

My parents, especially Mom, felt sorry for the coal miners’ wives,
who might not have enough money to buy their groceries, and she
hoped the miners’ little children wouldn’t have to go hungry.

Dad didn’t say much except that coal mining was very hard work
and any man who had to work all day in a mine, wearing out his
muscles and sometimes his lungs away down under the earth,
certainly ought to have good wages—as much as his boss could
a�ord to pay.



But anyway, the coal miners’ strike was good for the Sugar Creek
Gang, for as soon as our school closed, we quick packed up, and
away we went.

On the way to the Mexican border, we stopped to see some
interesting places, one of which was Turkey Run State Park. In the
summertime it is one of the most beautiful places in the world,
having deep canyons and gorges cut right through sandstone rock.

“We’ll have to come here sometime in the summer,” Dad said,
“when old Sugar Creek isn’t all chained with ice and snow.”

“Sugar Creek!” Dragon�y exclaimed. “Is that Sugar Creek?”
“Sure,” Poetry said. He was in the backseat of our car with

Dragon�y and me. “Don’t you know your geography?”
“What’s geography got to do with Sugar Creek?” Dragon�y asked.

He was not very good in that subject.
Poetry answered, “Don’t you know that Sugar Creek is the very

center of the geographical world? Anybody knows that!”
Sometimes Poetry used such an argumentative tone of voice that

it made me want to talk back even when I agreed with him, but this
time I didn’t let myself. I said to Dragon�y, “Sure, anybody knows
that”—which anybody does.

The next place we stopped was at one of my cousins’ houses, not
very far from Turkey Run. There we left Charlotte Ann so that the
coal miners’ strike would be good for Mom as well as for the rest of
us. When Charlotte Ann’s around and not asleep, there isn’t a
moment of peace for anybody. She is what is called a “normal” two-
year-old girl, which means it is very hard on her nerves to have to
be quiet.

As soon as Mom and Charlotte Ann had �nished crying, we
started on, and Dad drove a little faster to make up for lost time,
which Mom said wasn’t lost.

When we were going through Vincennes, Indiana, Dad reminded
us that it was the �rst capital of what our history books call Indian
Territory.



Then we crossed a big river to go into Illinois, and Dragon�y
looked out and down at the water and said, “Old Sugar Creek’s
water certainly looks good this far from home.”

“You’re crazy,” Poetry said. “That’s the Wabash River.”
“I know it,” Dragon�y said, “but our geography book has a map

in it that shows Sugar Creek emptying its water into the Wabash
away back up there somewhere not far from Turkey Run, so some of
that water down here is Sugar Creek water.”

It kind of pleased me that Dragon�y was smart enough to think of
that. And of course he was right. Some of the water in the Wabash
River had been given to it absolutely free by good old Sugar Creek.

At a smallish town called Samburg in Tennessee, which we drove
out of our way to go through the next day, Dad stopped while we
looked at a terribly big lake and told us, “That’s Reelfoot Lake, boys.
It was made by an earthquake in 1811—supposed to be the biggest
earthquake America ever had.”

It certainly was the strangest-looking lake I ever saw. It looked as
if there were maybe ten thousand old tree stumps sticking up all
over it. There were also a lot of whole trees, especially cypress,
making it look like a forest growing in a lake. Part of it looked like a
Sugar Creek cemetery with a lot of black ghosts standing around in
it.

“That’s probably some of Sugar Creek’s water, too,” Dragon�y
said. “Let’s go in swimming.”

“Don’t carry a good joke too far,” Poetry said, scowling.
But Dad heard what Dragon�y had said. “You’re right, Roy”—that

being Dragon�y’s civilized name. “At the time of the earthquake,
the Mississippi River had something like an epileptic �t. Its water
backed up and �lled all the huge cracks and crevices which the
earthquake had made. Some of that water was probably Sugar Creek
water, because Sugar Creek �ows into the Wabash and the Wabash
into the Ohio and the Ohio into the Mississippi. Yes, that’s probably
partly Sugar Creek water.”



All of a sudden Little Jim, who had been standing beside me,
broke away, made a dash down to the lake, scooped up a double
handful of water, and, with a grin on his mouselike face, tossed the
water up in the air over our heads. A second later some of it
spattered on my freckled face, while he yelled, “Hurrah, it’s raining
Sugar Creek water!”

It was time to drive on, so we did, not stopping at any place very
important. And then we came to Houston, a big city in Texas, where
there was a natural history museum and a zoo, called the Hermann
Park Zoo.
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t had been a long time since any of us had been to a zoo, and
because most of us were tired almost to death of riding and

wanted to take a walk, our two sets of parents drove us out to
Hermann Park. There we walked around the grounds and saw a lot
of wild animals and snakes and strange-looking birds. It was more
fun than a barrel of monkeys to see everything —especially the
di�erent kinds of monkeys. There wasn’t any snow on the ground
here, so we walked around with our coats o� like everyone else and
felt as warm as if we were in the middle of a Sugar Creek summer.
Dragon�y wasn’t sneezing a bit and felt wonderful.

I noticed that lots of people were walking around looking at the
di�erent exhibits, but the thing I liked best, for a while anyway, was
a very small lake with palm trees and a banana plant growing on a
little island in the middle of it. All around the shore and on the
island, big, ugly-looking alligators were sleeping in the sun.

That reminded Poetry of a poem, which he started to quote:

“Lazy bones, sleepin’ in the sun, 
How you ’specs to get your day’s work done?”

Some of the alligators were sleeping only a few feet from us on
the other side of a low fence, which they could have knocked down
if they had wanted to. Maybe they would have if they had been
hungry for fresh boy meat.

Circus yelled down at one that was about eight feet long and said,
“Wake up, you lazy, good-for-nothing mississippiensis!”

“Wake up what?” Dragon�y wanted to know.
And Circus answered, “That is the scienti�c name for him.”



Mississippiensis certainly was a terrible-looking animal. It had a
very broad head with a rounded snout and was black all over except
for some dull yellow markings the color of a boy’s faded straw hat
after it has been in the sun and wind for maybe �ve summers.

“How would you like to get a �sh like that on your line when we
go �shing down in the Gulf of Mexico?” Big Jim asked Little Jim.

That little guy looked up from where he was standing beside me
and said, “That is no �sh; that is a crocodilian reptile,” which I
happened to know it was, from a book I had in my library at home.
“Besides,” Little Jim added, “alligators don’t live in the Gulf of
Mexico but in swamps and rivers”—which I also knew, probably
before Little Jim did.

“How about the Rio Grande River?” Poetry asked. “We might go
�shing there too.”

None of us knew for sure whether there were alligators in the Rio
Grande. But I sort of hoped there wouldn’t be, because a wild
alligator might be hungrier than one that was sleeping in the
Houston sun, acting the way my dad does sometimes when he has
just had a chicken dinner and wants to take a nap and Mom wants
him to help with the dishes and I get to help instead.

Right that second, Dragon�y started to get a messed-up
expression on his face. He quick grabbed his nose, looked around
worriedly, and sneezed in the direction of a pen of wolves and
coyotes.

Circus looked toward the wolves, too, and let out a �erce, wild-
sounding, high-pitched wail that was supposed to be like a wolf
making a wolf call.

And that started things. In a second there was a wild hullabaloo of
wolves’ and coyotes’ voices, howling and yelping and making a
bloodcurdling chorus of cries.

Well, Hermann Park Zoo was certainly a very interesting place to
visit, and it felt good to be walking around without our coats and
hats. It made me feel sorry for all the people at Sugar Creek who
had to live in cold weather.



That night when we were all in our motel cabins and I was in bed
with Little Jim in another bed about four feet from mine, all of a
sudden he started to mumble something in his sleep. I had been
lying there looking out at a very bright moon, which was shining on
me through a window, and listening to the rasping sound that the
wind made blowing through the leaves of a palm tree. One of the
palm’s long, turkey-feather-shaped branches was brushing against
the tiled roof of our cabin.

I strained my ears to hear what Little Jim might be dreaming
about. He groaned as if he was having trouble of some kind. Then
his bed-springs jiggled as though he was turning over, which he did
with an impatient �ip-�op, the way a boy does when something
wakes him up too early in the morning and he doesn’t want to get
up. I heard him let out an extralong tired-out sigh, and then he was
breathing a very regular noisy-boy kind of breathing, which meant
he was asleep again.

Generally, not very much can wake me up once I drop o� to
sleep.

It had been such a wonderful trip so far, I thought. We’d seen so
many things and had so much fun. Also, it seemed wonderful to be
in a warm place right here in the United States. I got to thinking
about all the wild animals I had seen in their cages, and I was glad
the Sugar Creek Gang didn’t have to live in cages but were as free as
the red-winged blackbirds that make their nests along the Sugar
Creek bank and whose songs are so pretty to listen to that it almost
makes a boy’s heart hurt to hear them.

Up above the telephone-pole-shaped palm tree outside, I could see
—when the wind whipped the branches around just right—the
whole big, round face of the moon, which right that same minute
was also shining down on a lot of terribly cold snowdrifts and bare
trees up North and also on old frozen-faced Sugar Creek itself.

I drifted o� into a strange sort of dream then. A big ugly, scaly,
black alligator with straw-hat-colored markings on him raised his
head up out of Sugar Creek, opened his mouth, and made a lunge



for Little Jim, who was in swimming with the rest of us. It was a
terrible dream, and I was still scared when I woke up. But Little Jim
was there in his bed beside me, still sleeping, so right away I felt
good again. Later, when I told Dad about my dream, he sort of
laughed and said, “That is because you ate too big a supper.”

It took us a day of driving to get from Houston to the Rio Grande
Valley, that very pretty territory at the bottom of the United States
map. But all of a sudden we were there, and our cars were �ying
along a road with palm trees and orange and lemon and grapefruit
groves on each side.

Dragon�y and Poetry were in the backseat with me at the time.
“Look,” Dragon�y said, “there are a lot of people working out in the
�eld.”

“Migrant workers,” my dad said from behind the steering wheel.
“There are thousands of them working in the Rio Grande Valley
between Brownsville and El Paso. People used to call them
‘wetbacks.’”

“What’s a wetback?” Dragon�y asked.
Dad, who always seemed to know something about everything

because he was always reading and learning, said, “A wetback is a
Mexican who has entered our country illegally by wading or
swimming across the Rio Grande. They get jobs here and make a lot
more money than they can in their own country. Some of them go
back to Mexico later, where they spend the money.”

Poetry and Dragon�y and I got interested in something else just
then, while Mom and Dad talked about di�erent things. I didn’t
realize what kind of things until I heard Dad say, “They found
thirty-eight dead illegal immigrants in the Rio Grande in one year.”

Mom gasped, and I sat up straight to listen, especially since
Poetry’s elbow pushed itself against my ribs and he raised a
mysterious �nger to his lips.

But I spoke up quick and said to Dad, “What’s that?”



“Oh, nothing,” Mom said, not wanting me to hear anything she
called “gruesome” and not remembering that I wasn’t little
anymore.

“Did they drown trying to swim across?” Dragon�y asked. He was
maybe too little to hear about such things.

Dad must have decided we could stand it, so he said, “They were
murdered.”
“Murdered!” Mom exclaimed, and the way she said it made me

think maybe she was too little herself.
“It’s this way,” Dad explained. “After an illegal immigrant has

been in our country long enough to have a nice little sum of money,
he tries to go back secretly, sometimes swimming or wading or
being rowed across the river. Evidently some criminals were hiding
out along the river, watching for any illegals who were going home.
They waylaid them at the border either on the Texas or the Mexico
side, robbed and killed them, and threw their bodies into the river.”

“How did they kill them?” Dragon�y asked.
“In di�erent ways,” Dad said and changed the subject. “Look,

here’s where we turn o� to go to McAllen. This road goes on to
Brownsville.”

Dad slowed down, turned right, and away we went west on a road
that was numbered Routes 83 and 281. We went zipping along
between orange and grapefruit orchards. Tall palm trees were on
either side of the road the way maples and elms border the roads
back home. Our car window was open, and the cool, friendly breeze
that came in felt wonderful on my warm freckled face.

The towns seemed so close together that you were in the middle
of the next one almost before you left the end of the last—towns
such as Mercedes, Welasco, Donna, and Pharr. And then in a little
while we were in McAllen, where I noticed that most of the people
were Mexicans. They had dark hair, and everybody was busy and
looked happy, and the stores were nearly all new.



Dad drove straight to a hotel, which was named Casa de Palmas.
That means “House of Palms.” He and Mom and Dragon�y’s parents
went in to register, while we six boys climbed out of the cars. We
roamed around kind of bashfully, looking at di�erent things,
especially the big palm trees and the red double-sized poinsettias
blossoming at the tops of �ower stalks higher than our heads. We
also looked at a beautiful vine with brilliant purplish-red �owers,
which Little Jim, who had a book of garden �owers at home, said
was bougainvillea.

Circus didn’t seem very happy. He had a dark scowl on his face,
so I said, “’S’matter, Circus?”

He said gloomily, “Who wants to climb a palm tree?”
As you know, Circus would rather climb a tree than do anything

else, and if ever we don’t know where he is at Sugar Creek, we
always look up when we try to �nd him.

“Yeah,” Poetry said, being so chubby he couldn’t climb one
anyway. “Who does?”

We were standing right beside a palm whose smooth, gray trunk
zoomed straight up almost forty feet before there were any limbs. In
fact, there weren’t any limbs at all but only a lot of dark green fan-
shaped leaves as big as an elephant’s ears in the Hermann Park Zoo.
Circus was right, I thought. A palm tree might be very pretty to look
at, but no tree seemed like a good tree to a boy if he couldn’t climb
it or swing on its branches or pick mulberries or cherries or
something from it. And you couldn’t do any of that to the prettiest,
straightest palm tree in the world.

Dragon�y’s dad and my dad arranged for all of us six boys to
sleep in an apartment over somebody’s garage away out at the edge
of town, not far from what is called the “brush.” That’s the name of
the thick forestlike woods that grow all along the Rio Grande River.
The garage and apartment belonged to a man who had lived at
Sugar Creek a long time ago before any of our gang was born. He
had been a special friend of Dragon�y’s parents and had been trying



to get them to move down there. They had �xed up enough beds for
all of the gang to sleep.

Mom didn’t exactly want to stay in the fancy hotel that Dad had
picked out for her, but Dad had decided she had to. “You’re going to
live in luxury and be waited on and not have to cook a single meal
or wash a dish for a whole week,” he’d said.

Even before we had left home, Dad told me about it, saying, “It’s
this way, Son. A man who really loves his wife ought to see to it
that she gets a little variety in life, even if it seems to cost a lot of
money, because a wife is worth more than the money it costs to take
care of her. There is nothing a man can buy that is more important
than his wife’s goodwill and good health. And your mother needs a
vacation pretty badly—a lot more than she thinks she does. She has
worked very hard all these years, and I can tell it is beginning to get
on her nerves. We have a pretty wonderful wife and mother, Bill—
you know that, don’t you?”

He and I had been out in the barn at the time, and Mom had just
called us to supper. I had known she was that kind of a mother all
my life without anybody having to tell me. But when Dad said that,
I looked up at his big bushy eyebrows and his gray-green eyes under
them, and I think maybe for the �rst time I realized that Mom
belonged to both of us. It was up to us to look after her, and take
care of her, and not let her work too hard, and to see to it that she
didn’t have too much to worry about. Also it seemed maybe I ought
to try to be a better boy than I had been.

“Sure,” I said to Dad, and that evening when I had gone up to the
haymow to throw down hay for old Topsy and the cows, I stayed up
there a little longer than I sometimes do. As you maybe know, away
o� in a far corner of our haymow where there is a crack between
the logs, I had a very special place in the hay where sometimes,
when I felt lonesome and also when I was especially happy inside, I
liked to go. I would take out from the crack in the logs my little
brown leather New Testament, which I kept there, and would read a
verse or two or more. Then I’d drop down on both knees in the hay
and pray something to God, whom I liked even better than I liked



my folks and who had made all the world we lived in and had sent
His Son to be our Savior.

I can’t remember exactly what I prayed that late afternoon, but
there was sort of an ache in my heart because maybe I had caused
my mother too much worry that summer and winter. So I asked God
to help me to do something about myself, to make me kinder to my
mother, and also to help me actually look for things I could do to
help her around the house and yard without being told to. I felt I
wanted to be as kind to her as Dad was.
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ell, there we were in the Rio Grande Valley, all six of the
Sugar Creek Gang and four of our parents, and I just knew

something absolutely very, very di�erent was going to happen to us.
We were going �shing in the Gulf of Mexico and visit Old Point
Lighthouse at Port Isabel. Also we were going to cross over the Rio
Grande to Old Mexico and see di�erent things there. Why, we might
run into some kind of a dangerous experience with an illegal
immigrant or a criminal of some kind.

That night when the gang was sitting and lying and sprawling
around on bunks and chairs and gliders on our upstairs apartment
porch, chattering about our trip and the wonderful warm weather
and planning tomorrow’s adventures, Poetry was on the glider
beside me helping me make it swing. He sort of leaned his head
over next to my shoulder and whispered, saying, “If we expect to
really have an exciting adventure down here, we may have to go out
and look for one. Adventures are funny things. They don’t come
hunting you up—you have to go where they happen.”

I was kind of sleepy and not too interested in having any kind of
adventure right that minute. Certainly I didn’t want to start out that
night in a new place like Texas, especially when our apartment
wasn’t too far from a regular jungle of strange trees, bushes, prickly
pear cactus, which is called “cat’s claw,” and mesquite, and stu�. It
was the kind of growth you have to watch out for all the time when
you walk through it, or you’ll get scratched or stuck or clawed.
De�nitely I didn’t want to look for any adventures in the dangerous
dark, which it probably would be, that close to the Mexican border.

So I grunted and answered Poetry, saying, “Let’s all get to bed so
we’ll feel like a million dollars in the morning and be ready for our



trip into Old Mexico.”
“Sh!” Poetry said. “Don’t mention money out here on this open

porch. You remember they throw dead bodies in the Rio Grande
River after they have robbed and killed them.”

“They just do that to illegals,” I said.
Little Jim heard me say that and spoke up and said, “What’s an

illegal?”
I remembered then that Little Jim had not been in the car with us

when we had talked about them. So pretty soon all of us were
discussing illegal immigrants. I explained to Little Jim and the
others that they are Mexican citizens who, because they can make
more money working in the United States or maybe because they
don’t have any work in their hometowns, wade or swim or maybe
row across the Rio Grande to get a job here.

“Why don’t they just go right down to the bridge and walk
across?” Little Jim asked.

“Because they aren’t supposed to work in the United States unless
they are American citizens,” Big Jim said, “which you aren’t if you
are born in Mexico. If the United States let all of the Mexicans who
wanted to come over here, there wouldn’t be any jobs left for the
people who are already citizens. And maybe the Mexicans would
work all summer and make a lot of money and just take it all back
to Mexico and spend it there instead of here in our country.”

I didn’t understand it very well myself. It sounded like some
things we were supposed to study in our history and civics books in
school, and I wasn’t very good in those subjects. But I remembered
what Dad had said in the car that afternoon, so I kept on explaining
it.

“Sometimes when they try to go back across the river at night,
robbers waylay them and take their money. Sometimes they kill
them and throw their bodies in the Rio Grande. One year the police
found thirty-eight di�erent bodies of people who—” That was as far
as I got.



Big Jim interrupted me then. “Let’s don’t talk about stu� like that
before going to bed, or somebody will have a nightmare.”

Well, if there is anything I don’t like more than I don’t like
anything else it is to be shushed right in the middle of something I
am saying, so I said to Big Jim, “Oh, of course, if you’re scared or
nervous or—”

Then Big Jim shushed me again and said, “Listen, everybody.
Somebody’s singing or something.”

So I shushed myself and listened, expecting to hear some pretty
Mexican music, but instead it was a quartet of men’s voices singing
a very cheerful gospel song, which we sometimes sing on Sunday in
the Sugar Creek church. It was:

“I won’t have to cross Jordan alone— 
Jesus died for my sins to atone.”

“It’s a sound truck,” Big Jim said. “It’s coming nearer”—which it
was.

Because every single one of the Sugar Creek Gang liked to hear
gospel songs and hymns, we all kept still and listened. As quick as
the quartet �nished, I heard a loud, ampli�ed voice say:

“Beginning Sunday night in the big tent on the highway between Donna and
Pharr, be sure to hear the Rio Grande quartet and the boy evangelist David
Mulder. Everyone is invited. See also the Christian motion picture Dust or Destiny.
Admission free.”

All of a sudden I got a warm feeling in my heart. My folks had
taken me to church ever since I was old enough to be carried there,
and I was glad the people way down here, halfway to the bottom of
the world, were going to hear the gospel, too. I had never heard a
“boy preacher,” and I wished the gang could get to go tomorrow
night to hear him.

Also, I would like to see an honest-to-goodness Christian movie in
a big tent. None of the Collins family ever went to the Sugar Creek
theater, because Dad and Mom both have told me so many times I



can quote it from memory, “The motion picture industry as a whole
is rotten, Bill, and even though there may be a good picture once in
a while, we do not believe we should support it.” Also our minister
says that people who go to shows all the time never care very much
about getting anybody to become a Christian. So if I got to see an
honest-to-good-ness Christian picture, it would be �ne.

The sound of the sound truck faded away as it went on down the
street.

“What’s the Jordan?” Dragon�y asked all of a sudden, as if he had
just that second heard the quartet singing “I Won’t Have to Cross
Jordan Alone.”

Poetry said, “That’s the name of a river in Palestine.”
“Was somebody afraid he would have to go across all by

himself?” Dragon�y asked, being slower even than I am to
understand things like that.

All of us were quiet for a while. Even though every single one of
us liked to listen to other people talk about things the Bible teaches,
still we were kind of bashful about doing it ourselves. But I knew
that if our minister had been with us and Dragon�y had asked that
question, he’d probably have said, “In the song, ‘the Jordan’ means
death. The man who wrote it meant that, when he died, the Savior
would meet him on the bank of the river of death and go across
with him.”

In fact, Big Jim himself said that very thing a minute later.
Then Dragon�y asked an ignorant question that got me started

thinking about the Rio Grande and illegals again. “When we die,
will we wade across or swim across or will there be a boat or a
canoe?”

Even Little Jim knew better than to ask a dumb question like that.
He piped up right then in his small friendly voice and said, “It’s not
an actual river!”—which anybody knows it isn’t.

Anyway, it was time for us all to get into our nightclothes and
also into our bunks. I was so sleepy by that time that I was sure, if



my eyes ever went shut without my knowing it, it would be
morning before I opened them again.

But right after I had �nished saying a quiet good-night prayer and
just as Poetry �nished his, he and I slipped out onto the moonlit
porch again. The weather was so warm that we could be out there
in our pajamas without even feeling chilly. I noticed that the moon’s
round face was as clean and white as it had been in Houston last
night. It seemed wonderful to think that right below us on the lawn
was an honest-to-goodness orange tree with honest-to-goodness
oranges on it. Tomorrow maybe we could pick one apiece and eat
them.

A warm breeze was blowing, and the extra-long branches of the
palm tree in the center of the lawn swung from side to side, making
a very happy swishing sound as they rubbed together. It was like the
sound the waves of a lake make, washing and washing against a
sandy shore.

I had heard that same friendly over-and-over-again sound many a
summer moonlit night on vacations the gang had taken in northern
Minnesota, which I have told you about in some of the other Sugar
Creek Gang books.

All of a sudden Poetry said, “Listen.”
I listened but couldn’t hear anything except the wind. “It’s the

wind in the palm tree,” I said.
And he said, “I know it.”
Because nearly everything Poetry ever saw or heard or tasted or

smelled or felt reminded him of a poem, he started quoting part of
one we had all memorized from one of our Sugar Creek
schoolbooks. It went something like this:

The husky, rusty rustle 
Of tassels of the corn …

For the �rst time in my life I realized that whoever wrote that
poem had made a mistake. Anybody who knows anything about a
corn�eld knows it isn’t the tassels of the corn that make the rustling



sounds in the wind, because they are too far apart to rub against
each other. But it is the big, long, sword-shaped blades brushing
against each other that make the noise.

So I said to Poetry, “If James Whitcomb Riley had lived down
here, he could have said, ‘The husky, rusty rasping of the palm
leaves of the palm’—or something.”

Just thinking about the tall, dark-green grown-up corn that lives
in the �elds up North in the summer, and also thinking about the
woods where maple, elm, ash, walnut, linden, and all kinds of other
friendly trees grow, the kind a boy can climb and have fun in, made
me lonesome for home. It didn’t seem right for it to be summer
weather in the winter.

But the moon looked just the way it did back home, and also it
felt the same way to be sleepy down along the Rio Grande as it did
along Sugar Creek. So Poetry and I left the moon to take care of
itself and went inside, where most of the rest of us were asleep
already.

In what seemed like only minutes, it was morning again, our �rst
morning in the Rio Grande Valley. Right in the middle of the kind of
noise a gang of boys makes when it starts waking up and getting up,
I heard a bird outside making a very friendly, cheerful bird call.
“Cheo. Cheo. Cheo …”

Little Jim, who was already up and out on the porch, called back
in to us, “Hey, you guys, it’s a cardinal!”

In a ji�y I was out there with him with only one shoe on and still
wearing my green-striped pajamas. I got there just in time to see
what looked like a �ash of red �re in the top of the orange tree
before it shot like an arrow right through the warm blue-skied
weather straight toward some other kind of tree in the direction of
the brush, which was also in the direction of the Rio Grande River.

“If a cardinal �ies across the river into Mexico, will somebody
make him �y back again and live here?” Dragon�y asked.



Circus heard him say that and answered, “Birds don’t have any
nationality. They just belong to the world.”

“Where do we eat?” Poetry wanted to know, and so did the rest of
us.

Big Jim had a map of the town, so pretty soon we were on our
way to the hotel, where we were supposed to meet the four parents,
who were our chaperons while we were down there.

While we were half walking and half running beside and behind
and in front of one another through the very interesting townful of
Americans and Mexicans, I thought how much Mexicans just seemed
like suntanned white people, except that they had the kind of a tan
that would not have to have sunshine all the time or it would fade.

Then I was remembering Mom’s last words to me yesterday when
I had told her good night at the hotel before the gang left for our
apartment: “Be a good boy, Bill—like you sometimes are when you
don’t have a chaperon.”

There had been a twinkle in her eye, which meant she liked me
but didn’t quite trust me 100 per cent.

“What’s a chaperon?” Dragon�y had asked.
And Poetry, trying to be funny, answered for me, saying, “It’s

what the rest of us are glad we don’t have two apiece of.”
When we got to the hotel desk, I asked the clerk to phone the

room of Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Collins of Sugar Creek to tell them
there were six boys in the lobby.

The friendly, middle-aged woman who was the telephone
operator pressed a buzzer, waited for Dad or Mom to answer, and
said, “There are six hungry boys waiting for you in the lobby.”

“Terribly hungry,” Poetry said.
“Terribly hungry,” the middle-aged woman repeated into the

telephone.
And Poetry’s face turned as red as the red side of a maiden blush

apple from the tree in his backyard at home.



“They will be down in about ten minutes,” the telephone operator
said. “You are to wait outside in the patio.”

“Would you please call Dragon�y’s parents too?” I asked, and the
woman’s mischievous eyes �ashed from one to the other of our kind
of homely faces as though she had never seen such di�erent-looking
faces in her life.

Maybe she hadn’t, and she hadn’t missed much either. There was
Big Jim’s face, which was the oldest-looking one with an almost
mustache on his upper lip. Circus’s face looked like one of the
chimpanzees in the Hermann Park Zoo at Houston. Poetry’s face
looked like a full moon with a fat nose in the middle and with
eyebrows that grew together in the center, just above the bridge of
his nose. Dragon�y’s face had a crooked nose, which he could see
the south end of without looking in the mirror if he would shut his
right eye. Little Jim’s friendly, innocent face was mouse shaped.
And �nally there was mine with its very ordinary nose, which even
in the winter had a lot of unnecessary freckles on it.

“Are you Dragon�y?” the telephone operator asked, looking
straight at Dragon�y himself.

He grinned with a scowl on his forehead and answered, “Yes,
ma’am,” and swallowed as if he had a big lump in his throat.

“Your chaperons’ names are Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert, aren’t they?”
Pretty soon, while we were still waiting for the Gilbert and Collins

parents, the gang was walking around on one of the hotel patios. It
was like a large lawn with lawn furniture and colored outdoor
umbrellas. But, where the grass was supposed to be, there was
beautifully designed tiled �ooring like the kind Poetry’s parents had
in the recreation room in the basement of their house.

“Look,” Little Jim said, “yonder is a whole lot of live �shing
poles.”

We all looked where he was pointing. And, sure enough, at the
farther end of the tiled patio, on the back side of what looked like
the latticed backdrop of a stage, was a cluster of maybe thirty tall,



green bamboo stalks, most of them just the right size for �shing
poles.

There were a lot of �owers and trees and shrubs on a pretty lawn
on the other side of the hotel. And across the paved street in a park,
which had a bandstand in the middle, there were many more
�owers such as oleander, bougainvillea, roses, and poinsettias.

“Look,” Circus said, “there are a lot of melons growing on that
tree.”

They weren’t melons. They only looked like it, and we found out
later they were called papaya. About �fteen of the green-and-orange
fruits were hanging in a large cluster about eight feet from the
ground.

Pretty soon Dad came out onto the patio.
Boy oh boy! Whew! Land sakes! I thought. Who was that tall

woman in the extrapretty summer suit walking along with her hand
resting in the crook of his arm? It couldn’t be, it just couldn’t be, and
yet it had to be because it was! It was my very own mom dressed up
in a brand-new toast-colored suit with a da�odil-colored blouse and
a frilly collar, which had a neck shaped like the letter V. Also she
was wearing a new perky hat with �owers on it, which made her
look even more than ever special. She was wearing high-heeled
green shoes too.
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stood stock-still and stared at my di�erent-looking mother. She
didn’t even look as big around as she did at home. For a half

second I couldn’t believe it was her. Then Dragon�y beside me
sneezed, and I remembered he was allergic to Mom’s new face
powder. Then my mixed-up mind found my lost voice, and I said,
“How do you do, parents!”

Dad himself looked dressed up. He had on a noisy necktie that
had a hand-painted tall palm tree on it with a pretty green lake in
the background and a sailboat in the middle of the lake.

“The name is Collins,” Dad said in a mischievous, digni�ed voice.
“Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Collins of Sugar Creek.” He held out his
hand as if he was meeting me for the �rst time in my life.

Not to be outdone by him, I took his hand and shook it and also
Mrs. Collins’s hand.

Even if I hadn’t seen Mom or heard her Sugar Creek voice, I
would have known her just by looking at and feeling her hand. It
was one of the same hands she used when she did the work at
home, such as peeling potatoes or washing dishes while I dried
them. It was also the same hand she had used to stroke my forehead
once that very same winter when I had been sick with a high fever
and she sat beside me the way she always does when I have to go to
bed with a cold or something. It was also the same hand that, a
couple of times or more, had given me a few sad spankings.

Pretty soon all of us were in the hotel’s ritzy dining room waiting
for breakfast.

“Quite a nice change,” Mom said to Dragon�y’s mom, when we
were all seated around a large table. “It feels good to be waited on



for once.”
Dad heard her say that and caught my eye, and I could tell by the

way he winked at me that he was feeling good that he and I could
give Mom a winter vacation away from home with nothing for her
to do.

All ten of us were seated at one big table at the end of the classy
dining room and were waiting to be waited on by two white-coated
Mexican boys.

I put on my mom’s favorite table manners, which she had made
for me herself. Because most of the rest of the gang were half scared
or half bashful or both, we behaved the way all our parents thought
we should.

With so many people all around us, I wondered what Dad would
do about the blessing before we ate. I knew that if he asked it out
loud, other people in the dining room might stop and look and listen
as if we were some kind of odd people—which people do when you
bow your head to pray in a public eating place, because most people
start right in eating without praying, like cows do—cows not
knowing any better, Dad says.

Pretty soon ten platters of buckwheat pancakes came steaming in.
They were a pretty sight to see, not only when you looked around
the table at them but also when you saw them re�ected in the very
large six-by-eight-foot mirror that was on the wall across from
where I sat.

While I was still watching us in the mirror and while the two
white-coated Mexican boys hurried back and forth around us, I
noticed that Mom’s green hat was the same color as the six or seven
philodendron plants that were growing in the same number of
copper �ower pots on the branches of an iron tree standing in front
of the mirror. I thought the color of the hat and the philodendron
plant leaves was the same as a maple leaf in the woods back home.
In the mirror I could even recognize the back of Mom’s green hat
and her head.



Just then Dad said to all of us, “Let’s each one ask his own
blessing quietly.” Then he bowed his head �rst, and right away we
all did the same thing. In a ji�y our ten quiet prayers were �nished,
and we were all sawing away on our pancakes.

Dragon�y’s mom seemed even more bashful than she thought he
was, because the Gilbert family hardly ever ate any meals anywhere
except at home. I noticed that she kept watching her boy with a
worried look on her face as if to see if he was using good manners.
If he wasn’t, it might mean she was to blame.

But Dragon�y was perfect. He had to sneeze only once, which he
did very politely into his handkerchief while he turned his face to
one side as if he was used to it, and he said, “Excuse me, please,”
which we all did without saying so.

“There was a time,” Dad said to Dragon�y’s dad across the corner
of the table, “when I hesitated about bowing my head over my plate
in a public dining room for fear of what people would think. But I
don’t feel that way about it anymore. I always begin my silent
prayer by saying, ‘May somebody with a heavy heart see me and be
reminded that there is a God who loves him and to whom he can
tell his troubles.’”

It was certainly di�erent eating breakfast in that fancy dining
room with all the windows wide open and the cool breeze blowing
in and birds singing outside. But the gang didn’t seem to be enjoying
it as much as our chaperons were. We were eager to get started on
some kind of an adventure where we could use our muscles to save
somebody from danger or something.

Dad and Dragon�y’s dad had already decided to spend part of
their morning looking at citrus groves. Mom and Dragon�y’s mom
were going to “meander around the stores awhile,” as Mom
expressed it. We, the gang, could do anything we wanted to but had
to be ready to meet at the hotel at 11:00. Then we would all drive
across the Rio Grande to Old Mexico and maybe have dinner in a
Mexican cafe. Also I hoped we would run into an honest-to-
goodness adventure.



We stumbled onto the beginning of a di�erent kind of adventure
that very afternoon. We had been in Mexico for maybe an hour,
driving and walking around and looking at the di�erent interesting
and educational things such as a very pretty, block-square, �ower-
�lled, tree-shaded park, right in the middle of the town. We saw
also a very gruesome-looking cemetery. The graves were only a
couple of feet apart, and each of them had a black wooden cross for
a marker and a wreath of dead or dying �owers hanging across the
upright of the cross. There was a new cemetery right beside the
older one, which had a sign in Spanish above the gate. Big Jim
translated it for us, and it was “Modern Funerals, Day or Night.”

Also our two lady chaperons visited what they called “exciting
shops” and acted like two grown-up schoolgirls who were having
the time of their lives looking at things and also buying stu� such as
two baskets, a couple of scarves, and some fancy drinking glasses.

After our Mexican dinner and before going back across the
border, Mom and Dragon�y’s mom decided they wanted to look
around in other exciting shops near the park, so Dad and
Dragon�y’s dad drove round and round looking for a place to park
but couldn’t �nd one until we came to an old Mexican church.

The very second we stopped and started to pile out, a bright-eyed,
sincere-looking Mexican boy about my size came hurrying up,
saying, “Watch your car—�ve cents,” only it sounded like “Wash
your car.”

Dad looked at the boy with his bushy-eyebrow-shaded eyes,
smiled at him from under his reddish-brown mustache, and said,
“Sure,” and handed him a whole quarter.

“Muchas gracias, senor. Thank you!” the boy said politely.
Our two mothers hurried across to the exciting shops while our

two dads went to wait for them on one of the park benches.
That left the gang alone for a while, which we would rather be

anyway. We looked at the store windows for a while and �nally
went into an interesting-looking saddle shop. When we came out
into the bright sunshine where our car was, Dad and Mom and



Dragon�y’s mom and dad were just coming across the street from
the park.

“Where’s the boy I gave the quarter to?” Dad said, looking all
around while we all started to do the same thing.

But do you know what? That black-haired, brown-skinned,
friendly Mexican boy had disappeared.

Dad laughed a little, then said, “Maybe he ran o� somewhere to
spend his quarter.”

In a few minutes we would be on our way to the bridge that spans
the Rio Grande and soon would be back in the United States.
Dragon�y’s mom had bought a colored basket, so his dad put it in
the trunk of their car and locked it. I remembered that the lock on
the trunk of our car had been broken back home when Mom had
been accidentally driving backward one day—and we hadn’t had a
chance to get the lock �xed before coming South.

At the river we were stopped by some o�cers who were stopping
all cars because it was a toll bridge, and we had to pay a few cents
apiece to ride across it.

Also, we had to answer di�erent questions. Dragon�y and his
parents and Big Jim and Circus were in the car ahead of ours. They
got past Customs OK, and then came our turn.

“Are you all American citizens?” the o�cer asked us, and Poetry
and I answered, “Yes.”

He gave us all a quick lookover, winked at Poetry and Little Jim
and me in the backseat, and said to Mom and Dad in the front seat,
“Did you buy anything in Mexico valued at more than one hundred
dollars?”

“Only a few useless trinkets,” Dad said mischievously, and Mom
held up some things she had in her lap.

“Anything in the trunk of your car?”
And that is where we had the beginning of our adventure.
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oetry and I got out to show the man there wasn’t anything in
our trunk—as Big Jim and Circus had done just ahead of us. I

knew they had found Dragon�y’s mom’s new basket in their trunk.
Well, I guess I’d never had such a di�erent kind of surprise in my

life as when I lifted up our trunk with its smashed lock. I knew there
was an old blanket in it, which we had used to cover some of our
luggage when we drove down to the Rio Grande Valley to keep the
dust o� it, but that was all. Only it wasn’t. There was something else
covered up under the robe, and it was alive! I knew, because I saw it
move. In fact, right that second I saw the �ve brown, bare toes of a
boy’s bare foot, just before it disappeared under the edge of the
blanket.

The o�cer saw it, too, and yanked o� the blanket. And what to
my wondering eyes should appear but a boy, who was the owner of
the �ve bare toes. It was Dad’s twenty-�ve-cent Mexican boy, whom
we had last seen in front of the church. He was all curled up in as
small a ball as he could curl himself into.

Right away the o�cer started saying something in Spanish, and
the boy started talking back to him in a worried, tearful voice. It
sounded like a one-sided argument, and because the boy was the
littlest of the two I felt sorry for him and wished I could understand
Spanish so I could take his part and explain to the o�cer that
whatever he was doing wasn’t very bad.

Dragon�y’s car was still waiting for ours, so in a �ash Big Jim and
Dragon�y and Circus came tumbling out and back to see what our
noisy excitement was all about. Then our two dads came, a little
slower, and for a minute all of us were standing in a mixed-up
circle, looking into the trunk at the scared Mexican boy, who had an



expression on his face like that of a small stray dog that nobody
wanted.

It hurt my heart like everything to have to go on across the bridge
and leave that cute-looking boy on his side of the Rio Grande. But
the Mexican government couldn’t let a boy do a thing like that, Dad
explained to us. The boy wouldn’t have anyone to look after him in
Texas, and the state would have to feed him.

“Maybe he already has part of his parents in Texas,” Little Jim
said as we left the bridge and the brown river behind us.

In my mind’s eye I could still see the tears in the boy’s eyes. I felt
so sorry for him I wished we could have put him right in the car
with us and taken him across, but we couldn’t.

That night, to my absolutely astonished surprise, we saw Dad’s
twenty-�ve-cent boy again.

The whole gang of us and our four chaperons went to church in
the big, brown tent to hear the quartet and the boy evangelist. That
was the most interesting meeting! It was just like one we had one
summer in a large tent back home when some of our Sugar Creek
Gang had been saved.

That was the time, as you maybe remember, when Circus’s
alcoholic dad started the Christian life, too. He had been sitting
outside the tent in the dark, watching and listening, and when he
saw his boy, Circus, go hurrying down the long grassy aisle to the
platform to receive the Savior, it had melted his hard, cold heart. He
had quickly ducked under the tent’s side wall, scrambled in and
onto his feet, still half drunk, and staggered down the aisle, crying
out loud as he went, “That’s my boy! That’s my boy!”

That wonderful night, he and Circus and most of us and a lot of
other people went into what is called an inquiry room beside the
platform, where all of us had prayed on our knees in the long,
mashed-down, brown grass. That had been the beginning of a new
life for the whole Brown family—Brown is Circus’s last name. After



that, almost right away Circus’s dad got a good job and started
making a decent living for his large family of all girls except for one
boy.

The boy evangelist’s tent was nearly �lled with di�erent kinds of
people. A lot of them were dressed in their working clothes, and
nobody seemed to care. Mexicans—or Latin Americans, as Dad
called them—and ordinary Americans and maybe even some illegals
were all more or less mixed up in the di�erent sections.

It felt good to hear everybody singing the same songs and
choruses we used in our own church. Some of the numbers were
sung in Spanish and some in English. Part of one chorus, which the
black-haired Mexican children on the front rows almost yelled their
heads o� on, was:

Hay perdon por la sangre de Jesus, 
Hay perdon por su muerte in la crus—

When they translated it for us, I found it meant:

There is pardon by the blood of Jesus, 
There is pardon by His death on the cross—

I liked the song right away, and in only a few minutes all the gang
—who were sitting in two rows, behind and in front of each other
away o� to one side near one of the tent’s side walls—were singing
like a house a�re along with the rest of the people

It seemed the Mexicans enjoyed singing it even better than we
did, especially the children. They worked as hard singing as a gang
of boys dashing lickety-sizzle through the woods to see which one
could get to the swimming hole �rst.

But it certainly seemed di�erent to hear a boy not more than
eleven or twelve years old preach to a tentful of people, quoting
dozens of Bible verses, not having to stop to think what to say next,
and every now and then slamming home something important. It
was like a boy taking a �erce, hard swing at a hard-pitched baseball
and hitting it and knocking a home run and all the people thinking



it was grand and yelling for him—except that the tentful of di�erent
kinds of people didn’t yell or shout.

But when the boy preacher said something extraimportant,
several of the ministers who were sitting on the platform behind
him would say, “Amen.” Also, a number of the people who were
sitting around us did the same thing kind of quietly. “Amen,” as you
maybe know, means “That’s right” or “That’s what I think too.” It
almost means about the same as saying “Atta-boy,” only it is more
reverent.

It was when the quartet was singing the same song we had heard
last night coming from the sound truck that my curiosity made me
look around the tent to see what di�erent people might be thinking.
And that was when I saw the little twenty-�ve-cent boy we had
found hidden in the trunk of our car!

When I �rst glimpsed him, he was crawling in under the tent’s
side wall. A second later he was on the edge of a bench beside a
Mexican with a mustache. I noticed the man kind of slip his arm
around the boy’s shoulders as though he knew him and liked him a
lot—the way my dad does me sometimes. Maybe it was his dad.

As I said, the quartet was singing “I Won’t Have to Cross Jordan
Alone,” and that had reminded me of the Rio Grande and of the boy
in our trunk. When I looked around and saw him, I realized that he
had either snitched a ride with somebody else or he had done what
thousands of other Mexicans do—waded or swum or been rowed
across the river.

Seeing that interesting little guy, I almost forgot what else was
going on around me. I nudged Poetry in his side and jerked my
thumb in the direction of the boy.

Poetry looked and saw and let out an exclamatory whistle, which
he shouldn’t have done.

I noticed that there was a worried expression on the man’s face
and that he began whispering something to the boy, the way a boy’s
father does when a boy has done something he shouldn’t have or
maybe when the father thinks he has. Then the man raised his �nger



to his lips, which meant “Keep still,” and he went on paying
attention to what was going on on the platform.

Right that second the quartet �nished, and a middle-aged
minister, who had a forehead that reached all the way back to the
back of his head, stood up and in a very kind voice asked if there
were any people here who knew in their hearts that nothing could
save a person from his sins except the Savior Himself.

“If there is anyone here who knows that and wants to trust Christ
alone for his salvation, will he please raise his right hand?”

I noticed that several hands went up.
Then the minister asked all of us to shut our eyes and bow our

heads, which we did, while he prayed a very nice, friendly prayer
asking God to bless all the people who had raised their hands.

A little later we all stood up, and anybody who wanted to become
a Christian that very night was supposed to go forward and into a
small, friendly-looking canvas room beside the platform.

And as I watched, what should happen but the man the boy had
been sitting beside stepped out into the aisle and was about the
third or fourth one to go down to the front. There a Mexican
minister quickly stepped o� the platform to meet him, shook hands
with him, and walked with him into the inquiry room.

I looked around out of the corner of my eye to see what di�erent
ones of the gang were thinking. Dragon�y was looking across the
tent to where his parents were, and I noticed he swallowed kind of
hard several times as though there might be tears trying to get into
his eyes from somewhere. He was trying to keep them from doing it
by swallowing, as people do in meetings like that.

Then I did get the surprise of my life. There was a rustling
movement over where our folks were, and all of a sudden two
women-one of them dressed in a new toast-colored suit with a
green, �owered hat and the other, Dragon�y’s mother—stepped out
into the aisle. Mom had her hand on Dragon�y’s mom’s arm, as
though they were good friends, which they were anyway, and both
of them went down to the front and into the little room.



I knew that my mother was already born again, so she couldn’t be
going down there to become a Christian herself. But I didn’t get to
wonder any farther, because right that second I heard a boy sni�ing
on the other side of Poetry, and I knew it was Dragon�y. I also knew
it wasn’t because he was allergic to anything.

Then I heard a sort of sob coming from his throat as he sni�ed
again and muttered in a gulping voice, “That’s my mother. She’s
going to get saved.”

Before you could say Jack Robinson, Dragon�y squeezed past
Poetry and me and out into the aisle. Then he shot like a spindle-
legged arrow straight for the open canvas door of the inquiry room
to be with his mother.

I felt myself �ghting tears. But I also felt wonderful inside,
because I knew Dragon�y was going to have a saved mother. I was
glad Mom knew how to pray and that she knew just what Bible
verses to show Mrs. Gilbert so she could accept the Savior. I also
knew Mom had a Bible in her handbag, which she always carried
with her even when the handbag was already stu�ed with
everything you could think of.

I wondered for a minute if I ought to go down too, just to be with
Dragon�y and let him know I was glad for him, but I waited awhile.

Then I got another surprise. And this time it was the little
Mexican boy who went hurrying down the outside aisle!

Little Jim, in the row in front of me, made a dive after him. Then
Poetry and I and nearly all the Sugar Creek Gang went too, not to be
saved again—you don’t have to do that if you are already saved—
but mostly because we wanted to be there when Dragon�y’s mom
became a Christian.

Well, it was really great. Maybe twenty people were saved that
night before the meeting was over. I guess I never saw any prettier
sight in my life than all those people in that friendly little tent room,
giving their hearts to God.

Something inside of me felt like a Sugar Creek song—not the kind
people sing in church but something like the friendly noise that



Sugar Creek itself makes when the water from the spring tumbles
into it. All these people with happy tears in their eyes made me
think of that. I felt as good as I do when I see a �ery red cardinal
winging across a sunshiny sky from one tree to another. For some
reason it seemed as if God, who could make such wonderful things
as Sugar Creek and redbirds for a boy to enjoy, was turning loose a
whole �ock of cardinals to �y around in people’s hearts.

About the really prettiest sight I ever saw, though, was when
Dragon�y’s dad and my dad came in, too, and very quietly knelt
down beside our two moms.

Dragon�y himself, who had been kneeling beside his mom,
seemed a lot smaller than he was. He also seemed to want to get a
little nearer to what was going on, so he snuggled in still closer and
tucked his head beneath her arm and pushed the side of his face up
close to hers as though he wanted to be there for protection.

I was afraid that by being so close to my mom he might get a
whi� of her face powder and start a sneezing spell, but he didn’t.

Well, while we were in the middle of all that gladness, Dad’s little
twenty-�ve-cent boy and his dad disappeared. One minute they
were kneeling with the Mexican minister over in a corner, and the
next minute they were gone.

Poetry, who was beside me, noticed �rst. He nudged his elbow
into my ribs and whispered against my left cheek, “Hey, Bill! There
goes our adventure! Let’s go after it, or it will be gone forever!”

When Poetry whispered that, I quick opened my eyes in the
direction my mind told me to, just in time to see the boy’s bare foot
disappearing under the tent �ap, which meant that he had crawled
out. The man himself was already gone.
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ell, it certainly wasn’t the right time and not a very digni�ed
way to leave a gospel meeting, but I almost had to follow

Poetry. So in a few seconds we were both outside the tent.
“There they go,” Poetry exclaimed in an excited whisper.
My eyes and ears took in a quick circle of things there in the

moonlight, such as a lot of palm trees with their husky, rusty,
rasping leaves, a small garage with a tile roof, and behind it the
dark beginning of an orange or grapefruit grove. Then I spied the
man and the boy as they shot out from behind the garage and made
a moonlit dash for the grove.

The next thing I knew, I was following Poetry as fast as he could
go, right after them.

It was a silly thing to do, I suppose, but I kept on running behind
and then beside Poetry deeper and deeper into that grapefruit grove,
which was the kind of orchard it turned out to be.

I found that out when I stepped on something large and round
about the size of a croquet ball. I stumbled and fell sprawling onto
the dusty, cultivated ground. I also fell on several other grapefruit,
one of which broke and squished its juice out and up and into my
freckled face.

Poetry stooped, caught hold of me, and with a grunt got me to my
feet.

“We’re crazy to be doing this,” I said. “How do we know which
way they went? Besides we might get lost—oh!” I groaned as a
brand-new pain shot through my right foot, the one the grapefruit
had been under when I stepped on it.



But it’s never easy to stop Poetry from doing anything exciting he
has set his mind on doing. “I’ll bet they’re both illegals,” he said.
“Let’s �nd out where they go and report to the police.”

I was astonished to hear him say that. I knew from what Dad had
told me that there were thousands of illegal immigrants in the
United States helping harvest the oranges, grapefruit, lemons, sugar
beets, cabbage, lettuce, carrots, and stu�. Besides, I had also heard
Dad say, “That is a problem for the Mexican and United States
government to solve.” So even though I enjoyed a dangerous
mystery as well as Poetry did, I certainly didn’t like the idea of
doing anything to harm that little twenty-�ve-cent guy, who, in the
trunk of our car that afternoon, had looked as scared and lonesome
as a little stray dog that nobody wanted.

So I answered Poetry by saying, “It’s none of our business. Let’s go
back to the tent before we get lost”—which, after a one-sided
argument, we decided to do.

Poetry started back in one direction, and I started back in the
other. Each one of us got stopped by the other’s voice.

“The tent’s this way,” I exclaimed, surprised at his not knowing
which way to go.

“It isn’t, either. It’s this way.”
“It is not,” I argued back.
We stayed stopped and looked at each other’s worried moonlit

faces, and—well, there we were! Every direction we looked, there
were grapefruit trees, all of them the same size. Every direction
looked like every other direction. The moon was too straight
overhead for us to tell directions by it. Besides, when we left the
tent we had run in every direction there is, so it looked as if we
were really lost.

Anyway, Poetry was lost, and I didn’t know for sure which way to
go—not quite for sure anyway.

How long we might have stayed lost, I don’t know, but pretty
soon Poetry said, “Listen. I hear music. They’re singing in the tent



again.”
I listened and heard music myself. Somebody was singing a solo.

So we started in the direction of the music, glad we now knew
which way to go to get back to the gang before they missed us and
before two of our chaperons started worrying about us and
wondering, What on earth? and, Where?

I felt pretty good when my sense of hearing told me the music
was coming from the same direction as my mind had told me to go
in the �rst place.

“How come they moved the tent over on that side of the
orchard?” Poetry asked, hating to admit how right I had been or
maybe hating to admit how wrong he had been.

“Yeah, how come?” I said with a little mischievous sarcasm in my
voice.

We hurried on toward the music. I was puzzled, though, when
two or three minutes later the music told me we were almost there
but there wasn’t any tent or any electric light.

Poetry grabbed my arm and stopped me stock-still. “Sh!” he
whispered and pulled me behind a grapefruit tree.

The mystery in his voice and the way he was grasping my arm
scattered a shower of shivers all over me. We were within maybe
ten yards of the music, which I noticed, when we stopped, was a
man’s voice with a guitar accompaniment. It seemed the music was
coming from an old tin-roofed shed of some kind.

What on earth? I thought as the shower of shivers was still falling
on me. I realized that our adventure had come to life again. The tree
we were hiding behind was at the very edge of the grove. We had
either gone all the way through, or else we had come out on a
di�erent side from the one the tent was on.

The old shed, which sat in a little clearing, had a banana plant
growing on one side of its open door, and some kind of sweet-
smelling, �owering vine was sprawled all over a heart-shaped trellis



on the other side. For a second I was glad Dragon�y wasn’t there to
interrupt our silence with one of his fuzzy sneezes.

There wasn’t even a light in the old shed, so the door was a big,
black rectangular hole. At �rst I was sure the music was coming
from inside, but I soon found out that it wasn’t.

Right that second Poetry put his lips up close to my ear and
whispered, “There’s somebody hiding behind the trunk of that palm
tree.”

I looked toward the palm, which was about twenty feet from the
shed, and saw the shadow of a man there. I also saw a quick
rhythmic movement like the movement a person’s wrist makes when
he is strumming a guitar or a ukulele.

“What do you suppose is going on?” Poetry asked.
But I couldn’t even guess. That is, I couldn’t at �rst, but a moment

later I saw a light in the shed. Somebody had struck a match, and
quick as a �ash the whole inside of the room was alive with light
from what looked like a kerosene lamp just like the one we used in
our upstairs at home.

Why, the old shed wasn’t a shed at all, I thought. It was
somebody’s house—maybe the house of a Spanish American or even
an illegal’s house! The room I was looking into was about the size of
our living room at home.

Then an interesting thing happened. A woman with sparkling
jewels in her black hair lit another match, carried it over to the wall
across the room, and lit a candle, which was standing on a table.
The �ickering light from the candle lit up something that was
hanging on the wall. It looked like a—it was! It was a cruci�x as big
as a boy. A cruci�x, as you maybe know, is a �gure of the Savior
�xed to a cross.

Then I saw the woman drop down on her knees and look up to
the cruci�x for a while as if she was talking to it with her mind.
While she was doing that, the music outside stopped and everything
was very quiet. Then the woman with the jewels in her hair got up,
left the candle burning, and came and stood in the doorway. She



called in a low, musical voice something in both Spanish and
English, and the English was: “You sing very beautifully, Pedro.”

She came out then and walked over to a bench beside the palm
tree. The man with the guitar came from behind the tree trunk, and
they sat down on the long bench together, one on one end and the
other on the opposite end, and the man began to play and sing
again.

It looked as if even though our adventure had come to life, the
kind of life it had come to wasn’t any of two boys’ business, so I
whispered to Poetry, “Let’s get out of here.”

“Yeah,” he said in a disgusted tone of voice, “let’s. That’s probably
a Mexican singing for his sweetheart”—which Dad says is what
some Mexican senors do when they court their senoritas (a senor
being a man and a senorita being a lady of some age or other, who
for some reason isn’t married yet).

Pretty soon, between the senor’s verses, we heard some di�erent
music coming from farther away, and this time it was a lot of people
singing a hymn!

Poetry and I started out as fast as we could go, both of us in the
same direction this time, toward the new music, and we got back to
the tent just in time to see and hear the boy evangelist dismiss the
service. It was also in time to stop at least two of our chaperons
from starting to worry about us.

We had had a queer adventure, but I was disappointed because
we had lost our twenty-�ve-cent boy. If only we could �nd out
where he and his dad had gone—if he was his dad. I felt as bad as
Mom does sometimes when she loses her glasses and Dad and I have
to stop doing whatever we are doing and help her look for them
until she �nds them again, right where she had thought they were
in the �rst place.

But really, I needn’t have felt so bad about our adventure being a
�op, because it certainly wasn’t over yet. You see, when Poetry is
with us, he being the kind of boy he is, whenever there is anything
that even looks like it might have an adventure in it, he always



wants to investigate, and sometimes we run ker-smack into one
when there wouldn’t have been any at all.

As I said, I needn’t have worried, because we did see Dad’s
twenty-�ve-cent Mexican boy again.

If I can, I will get going on that very exciting part of this story for
you in the next chapter of this book.
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ext day we drove to Old Point Lighthouse at Port Isabel, but we
couldn’t get in because it had been closed for years and locked.

Then we went �shing o� the jetties in Laguna Madre in the Gulf of
Mexico near Padre Island. Some of the water in the Gulf, a few
drops of it anyway, used to be up in Sugar Creek, we decided, and
we had probably gone swimming in it. But I guess the �sh in the
Gulf didn’t know the di�erence.

Anyway, they didn’t want to bite. The wind was blowing hard,
and the waves were high, and it was the lonesomest-looking place
I’d ever been in. Not a one of us even got a bite except Big Jim, who
landed two anemic-looking cat�sh that weren’t any longer than
from his wrist to his elbow. About all we got out of that day was a
good launch ride; the name of the launch was Gulf Pirate.

Our guide for the day was the boy evangelist’s friendly father,
who drove us all around the country in his van. The boy evangelist
went along. It was very interesting to discover that he was also a
human being who enjoyed having fun as much as if he was an
ordinary boy or a member of the Sugar Creek Gang. He and his dad
had brought with them some gospel tracts and invitations to the tent
meetings, which they distributed everywhere we went.

It was a good idea, we thought, so at Port Isabel the gang
scattered itself all over the town, passing out tracts in all the stores
to nearly everybody we saw.

“Where’s that �sh as big as a boy you were bragging about?”
Poetry asked me that afternoon as he and I, side by side, went into
and out of stores in a town called Mercedes, handing out pamphlets
and invitations to the tent meetings.



“What �sh as big as what boy?” I said, defending myself with an
indi�erent tone of voice.

Saying it, I thought how much more fun it would have been
�shing with a dead bamboo pole and landing a six-inch-long chub
out of the ri�e just below our Sugar Creek swimming hole. At least
a guy could get a bite in Sugar Creek, anyhow.

Before we went back to the hotel where our chaperons would be
waiting for us to eat supper, we drove out to see a place called “The
Cat,” which was the absolutely most interesting and most sad-
looking place I ever saw. “The Cat” was about forty houses, made
out of sticks and pieces of tin and palm branches and woven
willows. The whole place was about as big as the three-acre plot
below the pignut trees on our farm.

A dozen bashful-acting, half-dressed Mexican boys and girls
stopped playing in their grassless yards and stared at us.

But I guess they must have known the boy evangelist and his dad,
because the minute his father stepped out of the car with a handful
of tracts rolled in red paper—making them look like a handful of
stick candy—the children came running from every direction. We
helped pass out maybe a hundred Spanish gospel tracts.

While driving on to the hotel, Poetry, who was seated beside me
in the middle seat of the van, said, “What’s that song you’re
whistling, Bill?”

“What song?” I asked and pulled my thoughts back from “The
Cat,” where they had been, and fastened them onto the tune that
had been galloping around in my mind when I didn’t even know it.
The song was “I Will Make You Fishers of Men.” I was surprised to
�nd out what it was, and for just a second I thought about what a
funny thing a boy’s mind is. He could be thinking about “The Cat”
and riding in a van and at the same time be whistling a song and
not even know that he was whistling it.

Well, the days �ew by too fast. Almost before we realized it, there
were only two days of vacation left. Our chaperons had been having
a wonderful time, they said, just sitting around in the sun in their



hotel patios, and the gang had been doing di�erent things that boys
like to do. We even borrowed and read some books from the public
library, which was in a basement room under the bandstand in the
park across from the hotel.

Our adventure would have to hurry up and come to life again, I
thought, or we would have to go back to Sugar Creek without
knowing how it would have ended. Since I didn’t have any �sh as
big as a boy to talk about, it would be hard to take all the kidding
that the people would give me.

Dad, who had been reading the news, found out that the coal
miners’ strike was over, so we didn’t have any excuse for not going
back home to the ten-below-zero weather they were having up there
and to the seventeen boy-battered desks in our one-room, red brick
school-house, which would have to have a roaring coal �re in its
Poetry-shaped iron stove. The kids who sat up close to the stove
would be smothering, and the ones in the back of the room would
be able to see the frost in the air every time they exhaled.

We’d soon all be su�ering our way through arithmetic and history
and also geography. I knew that every time I looked at a map of the
United States, my eyes would drop down to the bottom of it to the
Mexican border, and I would wish summer would hurry up and
come to Sugar Creek. I decided that I liked summer in the
summertime at Sugar Creek better than I liked summer in the winter
on the Mexican border.

Poetry and I were seated on the glider on our over-the-garage
apartment porch when all of a sudden he, who had been reading the
Rio Grande Valley News, gasped and said, “Hey, Bill, look, will you?”

First my eyes took in a wide circle all around our porch. I noticed
that not a one of the rest of the gang was there. They were down on
the lawn tossing a softball around and making a lot of boy noise.

Then I looked at the headline Poetry’s fore�nger was pointing to,
and it said:

Illegal Migration Costly in Lives and Money



“It’s a shame to let all that excitement go on without our gang
getting mixed up in it,” Poetry said.

“I don’t think it’s fair myself. Hey!” I exclaimed. “What—”
The softball Circus had just thrown to Little Jim down by the

palm tree struck the top of Little Jim’s glove, glanced o� and up,
and hit the side of my head, which I had been resting against the
screen. It startled me out of what few wits I had.

“Watch your step down there,” I yelled down to the gang, and
Circus called back, “That wasn’t a step—that was a softball hitting a
soft head,” which I didn’t think was very funny.

“Hey, you guys,” Big Jim called up to Poetry and me. “The van is
stopping out in front. We’re going on another drive!”

“Who wants to go on a dumb drive?” I called back.
What I really wanted to do was to �nd out where the illegal had

been killed last night and go and see the place myself. As I said, it
didn’t seem right for there to be so much adventurous excitement
going on so close by and the Sugar Creek Gang not having a chance
to get into the middle of it. It’s like when a whirlwind starts moving
across one of our �elds back home—I always stop whatever I am
doing and race out to it and try to run in the middle of it wherever
it goes.

I told Poetry what I thought, but he answered, “It’s too far—way
up the Rio Grande near a little town called Roma. Besides, you
might get your head bashed in.”

“It might be safer than staying around here,” I said, feeling the
side of my head where the ball had struck it.

Our four chaperons had gone to Brownsville that day, where two
of them were going to do some exciting shopping in some exciting
shops to get a lot of useless trinkets to stand on our mantels and
window ledges at home. Also they had promised a lot of other Sugar
Creek mothers they’d bring back something for them. So the boy
evangelist’s father was taking care of us—even though not a one of
us needed taking care of. He was going to drive us to a park where



we would cook our own supper in Indian style on a sandy beach
along the Rio Grande.

So far I had only seen the Rio Grande on a map and from a high
bridge while we were crossing it. Of course, I had seen some of its
brown water �owing through irrigation ditches, but today, our next
to the last day in the valley, we were going to see it close up.
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fter we had left the main highway, we drove for what seemed
miles and miles over dusty, narrow roads and through the dusty

brush, which I later found out was made up of prickly pear cactus,
bald cypress, horse chestnut, cottonwood poplar, ebony, burr oak,
huisache, and what is called honey mesquite. There were also a lot
of �erce-looking cacti called Spanish bayonet, but most of the cacti
were prickly pear cactus, which the Indians feed to their cattle after
they have cut o� all the prickly parts.

After quite a long while we came to a little clearing, and there in
front of our eyes was the wide, muddy river. It was bordered with
di�erent kinds of willows, which I found out later were mostly
sandbar and black and buttonbush willow. Some of the buttonbush
willows were growing in the water close to the shore.

For a while Circus seemed kind of glum. Even though there were
plenty of trees, they were all di�erent from the kinds that grew at
Sugar Creek. Hardly a one of us felt at home. In fact, I felt almost as
bashful in that park with all those strange trees standing around
staring at us as I do when we have company at our house. A lot of
the trees had thorns on them, which meant we couldn’t climb them
or play games in them. Besides, they were too dusty. We would get
our clothes all dirty if we did.

But we did have a lot of fun. We didn’t expect to be left alone all
to ourselves, but the boy evangelist’s father had to drive back to
town to do some shopping and to broadcast a special program
advertising the tent meetings. He planned to be back in time to have
supper with us and drive us all back to the tent.

Not a one of us thought about running into any danger, because,
after all, we were in what was called a public park. I say it was



called that. If it had been a Sugar Creek park, there would have
been dozens and dozens of people around and cars and picnic
baskets and a lot of kids yelling and playing, and you wouldn’t have
to make your own excitement to be having a good time.

“I should be back around six o’clock for supper, but don’t wait for
me if I’m a little late. I’ll be back in plenty of time to get you to the
meeting tonight,” the boy evangelist’s father said. “You have
everything you need, Big Jim?”

Our fuzzy-mustached leader nodded his head yes.
We did have everything we needed for a real Indian supper. There

wouldn’t be any danger of a brush�re, because we were going to
build our �re on the beach itself, where the only thing that could
burn would be what we ourselves carried there.

We had had Indian suppers before, especially when we were on
our camping trips in the summertime in the Far North of the United
States—but you know all about that if you have read our exciting
experiences in the book called Screams in the Night.

Right away we dug our eighteen-inch-square hole in the ground,
far enough up on the beach so that there wouldn’t be any Rio
Grande water seeping into the bottom of it. We lined it with stones
and then �lled it with kindling wood and sticks. We piled other
pieces of wood on top until the pile was about two feet high.

Then Big Jim started the �re. We let it burn for a whole hour,
feeding it with dry wood to keep a very hot �re all that time. At the
end of the hour we scooped out all the ashes and live coals, leaving
the lining of terribly hot stones. Then we lined the whole hot hole
with green leaves, mixing in a few lettuce leaves, which Big Jim had
brought along on purpose.

As quick then as Mom could have done it herself, Big Jim laid in a
big slice of steak apiece for each member of the gang and one for
the boy evangelist’s dad. He also put in some potatoes and corn on
the cob and carrots (which almost none of the gang liked but had to
eat to keep our parents happy; besides, carrots are supposed to be
good for us, and maybe they are).



On top of that we put on more leaves, piled more stones on top of
the leaves, and then spread on a couple of soaking wet burlap sacks.

It was enough to make a nice little mound like a small grave in a
cemetery.

After about two hours, our supper would be all cooked by the
terribly hot steam from the hot rocks and the wet burlap sacks.

While we were waiting, we played di�erent games and told
stories. It was fun imagining ourselves to be pirates who had sailed
in from the Gulf of Mexico and up the Rio Grande to bury our
treasure there.

We even played illegals and robbers, some of us �lling our
pockets with small stones representing money that we had earned in
the States picking grapefruit or pulling carrots and stu�. The rest of
the gang would hide in the willows down by the river to waylay us.
Somebody would yell, “OK, gang, it’s dark now! It’s time for the
illegals to come out of the brush and get their backs wet swimming
the river!”

Only, of course, we didn’t even get our feet wet. That river was
such a big, wide, unfriendly thing that any boy would be silly to
wade out into it. It certainly was di�erent from Sugar Creek, where
we knew every inch of the bottom for a mile each side of the spring.
We knew where every big rock was and every little ri�e and every
stepo�. We even knew the names of some of the big bass that hid
out in the deep water below the Sugar Creek bridge and nobody had
caught yet.

It gave me the creeps to imagine myself taking even a few steps
out into that big coldhearted Rio Grande. Besides, it certainly
wouldn’t be safe.

Well, time �ew by fast, yet hardly fast enough for me, because I
was hungry even before we buried our uncooked dinner in the
ground.

“OK, illegal,” Poetry said to me when he and I were alone and
close to the water’s edge. He quick stooped, scooped up a handful of



the Rio Grande, and splashed some of it on my shoulders. “Let’s go
hide in the brush up there on that hill.”

“Stop it,” I exclaimed. I swung around and grabbed up a handful
of water myself and made a “wetface” out of him.

But it was innocent fun and nobody let himself get mad, which is
silly for a boy to do when he is playing any kind of a game.

“Look,” all of a sudden Poetry said, “see that black log over there
across the river on the Mexican side?”

I looked across the unfriendly river toward the gray-and-brown
hills on the other side, and sure enough there was a big black log.
“What about it?” I said.

“It’s too black for a log. You know what that looks like?”
“No, what?”
“It looks like an in�ated rubber life raft. I’ll bet somebody uses it

for a boat. Somebody maybe gets paid for taking illegals back and
forth.”

I wished I had my binoculars, but of course I didn’t.
“Don’t tell Dragon�y it’s a rubber boat,” Poetry said

mischievously, “or he will be allergic to it and start sneezing.”
Right that second, from somewhere behind me, Dragon�y did

sneeze, but it was because a little whirlwind of dust had come
spiraling out of the brush and was heading across the beach toward
the river.

“Hey!” I yelled at the whirlwind, starting toward it on the run.
“Don’t you dare cross that river. You can’t carry all that dust across
into Mexico without permission.”

By the time I had said that, I was right in the center of the
whirling dust and leaves and stu� that the whirlwind was stealing
from Texas and was trying to take across into Mexico without
paying duty on it.

Pretty soon it would be time to take our steak supper out of our
hot-rock cooking utensil. The van still hadn’t come, but when six-



thirty came, Big Jim said, “OK, gang, come and get it.”
It took only a few minutes to get the sand o� the steaming burlap

sacks, the top layer of stones o� the leaves, and the leaves o� the
yummiest supper a boy ever cooked without a mother to worry
about all the dirt he might accidentally eat.

After supper, when it began to get dark and still no van came, we
started to look at each other’s half-worried faces and to wonder how
long we’d have to wait. It was about the lonesomest park I’d ever
seen. Not a single other human had showed up all afternoon, and
we’d not even heard the sound of a car.

The sun had already set, and even though the afterglow was a
very pretty pink and purple and gold, for some reason I didn’t seem
to enjoy it.

“Are there any wild animals down here?” Little Jim asked from
within two inches of me, where he sat crowded up close.

Not a one of us seemed to want to answer him, because the
answer would probably be yes, and we didn’t want to say out loud
what our thoughts were already screaming at our minds.

In what seemed a very short time it was dark, and it wasn’t any
nice, friendly dark, either, as it is up North along the creek. There
weren’t any bullfrogs bellowing bass solos in the ri�es, or any big
night herons crying, “Quok-quok!” as they �ew up the bayou, or any
splashing of a big bass feeding in the lily pads, or any husky, rusty
rustle of the blades of the corn. There wasn’t even the rasping of
palm tree leaves, because this wasn’t any civilized park but one with
only the native trees and bushes and shrubs of Texas growing in it.

“We’d better get a �re started,” Big Jim said, “so when he comes
for us, or if he sends somebody else after us, they will see the light
and know where we are.”

We brought it to a vote as to whether to try to follow one of the
many crisscrossing dusty roads back through the brush to the
highway—and thus run the risk of getting lost—or start a �re and
stay by the river and wait. The vote was six to nothing in favor of
staying where we were.



It certainly wasn’t comfortable feeling all alone in the lonely dark.
The river �owing through the buttonbush willows sounded like the
hissing of a snake, and when we did hear sounds in the brush
behind us, there wasn’t a single sound I knew. It seemed we were
not only at the bottom of Texas but also at the very end of the
world.
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he end of the world!
Of course, it wasn’t that, but when you are alone in a strange,

wild country where lawbreakers hang out, and it is night, and your
mind won’t quit imagining all kinds of things that might happen—
even when you’ve been wanting an exciting adventure, you wish that
whatever is going to happen will hurry up and do it, no matter how
dangerous it is. You also half hope it won’t.

I guess one reason I was worrying was because I �gured my folks
were doing it back at the hotel, if they were home yet from
Brownsville—or maybe by this time they were in the tent,
wondering why we weren’t there too.

“Maybe Mr. Mulder had a �at tire,” Big Jim said casually, and I
could tell he was trying to keep us calm by using a calm voice.
“That rocky road leading into this wilderness is enough to give any
tire a stone bruise or a blowout.”

Big Jim decided to start the �re right away because, as he said, “If
there are any wild animals around here, it will keep them away.”

“Wild animals!” Dragon�y exclaimed in a frightened voice.
“Where?”

“I said ‘if there are,’” Big Jim answered. But his tone of voice still
sounded as though he was trying to keep the youngest ones of us
from being even more scared than we were. Then he yawned the
way he does when he is trying to be indi�erent and started making
a little wigwam of wood, using that which we had left over from our
afternoon �re.

Just then Dragon�y said, “Psst! Listen! I hear something coming!”



I was used to hearing him hiss like that. It generally didn’t mean a
thing—nothing very important, anyway, although sometimes it did.
But when he hissed like that right in the middle of our tense huddle,
it made me feel nervous.

We strained our eyes and ears in di�erent directions. At �rst I
didn’t hear anything at all.

Then Circus said, “It’s somebody coming across the river.”
I looked quick out over the shimmering waves of the Rio Grande,

expecting to see somebody wading or swimming across. And
actually, honest-to-goodness-for-sure, somebody was coming! I could
see a long black shadow right out in the moonlit middle of the river.

“It’s the rubber life raft,” Poetry said.
I guess we all saw it at about the same time. And all the

frightening things I had ever heard or read about illegals and
trouble on the Mexican border—such as thirty-eight bodies being
found in the river, the new migration, and the murder at Roma only
yesterday—all those things came swarming into my mind like a
half-dozen bumblebees at Sugar Creek when I accidentally poke a
stick into their nest.

Big Jim quickly stopped starting a �re.
To move from where we were or not to move was the question.

We could scramble up the bank into the brush and hide, but who
wanted to get scratched up with cactus or mesquite or cat’s claw, or
run the risk of getting hurt by a wild animal or something? So we
hid ourselves as well as we could behind the nearby buttonbush
willows.

It seemed we were all so scared we couldn’t move, and all the
time, fast second after fast second, the black boat was coming nearer
to our beach. I could already hear the splashing of oars in the water.

“Anybody see how many there are in the boat?” Big Jim asked.
“Looks like only one,” Dragon�y said, and it did.
“’S’matter? You cold?” I asked Little Jim, who was shivering

against my shivering arm.



He didn’t answer for a second, but he did press a little closer.
Then he astonished me by having a sense of humor right in the
middle of that danger. He said, “I’m getting up close to you so you
won’t be s-scared!”

“If there’s only one in the boat,” Big Jim said, “then he isn’t
bringing any illegals over from Mexico. He’s coming over here to
take some back with him!”

Well, that sent another shower of scared shivers all over me.
Big Jim added, “That means that somewhere behind us in the

brush there is an immigrant or two or more hiding, waiting until the
boat gets here. Then they will dash down the bank, climb in, and be
rowed back.”

“See!” Poetry exclaimed. “He’s rowing straight for us!”
I might have guessed he would. Of course he would want the boat

to be protected from sight by some growth along the shore, and the
buttonbush willows we were hiding in would be just right.

Nearer and nearer the boat came and also—it seemed—faster and
faster.

Then a �ashlight in the boat went on and o� three times. A
second or two later, there was an answer—three fast, �eeting �ashes
from the bank up the shore.

Poetry, on the other side of me from Little Jim, whispered,
“Anybody want to play a game of illegals and robbers now?”

“It’s the wrong time to be funny,” Circus said.
And Big Jim cut in with a calm, low voice, “There isn’t anything

to be afraid of. We are getting a good education without having to
study. In a minute we will see acted out in real life the things we
have been reading about—immigrants being transported across the
Rio Grande. In years to come we can tell about it to our children
and our grandchildren.”

Dragon�y interrupted him by saying, “If we live that long.”
When the boat came to within twenty-�ve feet of the shore, all of

a sudden it stopped coming nearer, and the lone man in it began



rowing faster, up along the shore and around a little neck of land at
the end of our beach.

“Maybe he saw us,” Big Jim said.
We were all sitting there, wondering, What next? when all of a

sudden, right in front of our eyes, the boat was empty! The river’s
current had caught it and whirled it about, and it was �oating back
downstream with nobody in it. One minute the man had been in the
boat, and the next he wasn’t.

We hadn’t seen him climb out—or even fall out. And now, instead
of carrying the boat on past us downstream, it looked as if the
current was pushing it toward the beach again. Next thing I knew, it
had come to rest against the shore in a little cove not more than
twenty-�ve yards from the buttonbush willows we were hiding in.

My eyes started chasing up and down the river to see where on
earth whoever it was had gone.

“You think he fell out and drowned?” whispered Little Jim.
Poetry whispered back, “He might have seen or heard us and

thought we were o�cers and got scared and jumped out and swam
to shore—or maybe swam back toward the other shore, swimming
under the water.”

“But nobody saw him in the water,” I said. “And he would have to
come up for air sometime.”

“Maybe somebody up there in the brush shot him with a gun that
had a silencer on it,” Poetry said, “and he just tumbled out.”

It didn’t seem possible that, with our twelve eyes watching the
boat, not a one of us had seen what happened.

I turned the idea over in my mind. At the same time my mind
itself seemed to be turning over and over.

Well, a gang of inquisitive boys couldn’t be quiet too long, or they
would get the heebie-jeebies, so Poetry said, “Let’s send out a couple
of spies to the boat to see what happened”—which meant that he
was still halfway between playing a game and real life. Then he



added, “Maybe he did get shot and just fell into the bottom of the
boat, and that’s why we can’t see him.”

Big Jim didn’t like the idea of sending out spies. He said, “If
somebody shot him, then the very minute any of us stepped out into
the open, we’d probably get shot ourselves.”

Only a second after that, things really started to happen. Quicker
than a �ash, from up the bank came running steps. A man and a boy
darted out into the moonlight, dashed past our hiding place, and
raced on to the boat.

“Our adventure again,” Poetry hissed to me.
“Dad’s twenty-�ve-cent boy,” I said back to him.
Talk about brain-whirling excitement! Suddenly there were three

people beside the boat instead of two. The third one rose up from
behind the boat with an oar in his hands. With a fast, �erce
movement he raised the oar high and brought it down with a smash
on the head of the other man, who let out a wild yell, threw up his
arms, staggered backward, and slumped down into the sand at the
edge of the water.

Before I could get my muddled brain to thinking, Dad’s twenty-
�ve-cent boy and the third man were in a �erce, one-sided �ght,
and I could hear grunts and socks and clothes tearing. I could also
see the boy’s �sts �ying faster than mine did that time I had my
�erce �ght up North with Shorty Long.

Any minute I expected the boy to get knocked �at, which he
would have if the man’s �st ever hit him just right.

“Let’s rush out and help him,” Circus said, saying what most of us
probably thought.

But Big Jim stopped us, saying �rmly, “No, not yet. That might be
an arresting o�cer employed by the Mexican or the American
government, whose business it is to stop illegal immigrants.”

But then something else began to happen. There was the sound of
more quick running steps, and I saw the little guy running across the
sand straight toward our hideout. He got two-thirds of the way to us



before the man caught up with him, grabbed him, and slammed him
on his back to the ground. A second later the man was on top of
him, holding him down and saying a lot of angry-sounding Spanish
words!

Talk about anybody’s temper getting ready to explode! Mine was
like a lighted �recracker with a very short sputtering fuse. I wanted
to see the boy get away because I was not only sure the savage man
was a robber, but my sense of fair play made me want to see the
man get the living daylights knocked out of him. I also had a
lightning-�ash mental picture of that little guy down on his knees in
the tent, giving his heart to God.

Along with my ready-to-explode temper there was a warm love
for the little guy. It wasn’t any of my business whether he was an
illegal immigrant or not, but it was my business to do something to
help keep a human being from getting hurt by a big bully.

The man kept on yelling down into the boy’s face some terribly
fast Spanish words that sounded as if he was swearing at him.

Well, if there is anything that makes me sadder in my heart than
anything else, it’s to hear a person use the Savior’s name or the
heavenly Father’s name that way. I wondered quick what Little Jim
was thinking. I knew swearing not only made him feel sad, but it
also blew up his small temper till it was as big as a balloon at a
county fair.

As you maybe know, Big Jim understood a little Spanish, so when
he said to us, “He’s swearing,” that was too much for Little Jim.

And that’s how our whole gang got mixed up in the �ght. We had
to get into it—or let Little Jim get the living daylights knocked out
of him.

Almost the very second Big Jim told us the man was swearing,
Little Jim was gone from beside me. I saw a streak of moonlit curly-
haired boy shooting out from the shade of our willows across the
sand and making a �ying-tiger leap straight for the back of the
bully. He got there only about �ve seconds before �ve other boys
did.



What a scramble. That really was one. Our battle with that �erce-
�ghting wild man was something. I say wild because, when six boys
landed on him from about six di�erent directions at the same time,
he started acting like a man that had suddenly gone crazy or like a
chicken that has just had its head cut o�.

I didn’t know much of anything for a while—a boy doesn’t when
he is excited or mad and in a �ght. But I did sort of realize three
things: one was that our robber wasn’t an American, because he was
swearing in Spanish; also he was all wet, which meant he had
slipped out of the boat when it was still in the river and had swum
along behind it, pushing it to shore, making it look as if there wasn’t
anybody in it at all; and third, he was as strong as an ox.

If we hadn’t been a husky gang of boys, we could have all been
badly hurt. For a half second I even thought I was glad my parents
had made me hoe potatoes and do all kinds of other hard farm
work, because when I got my arm around the man’s wet leg, I shut
my eyes and gritted my teeth and held on like a bulldog. Circus had
a hold on his other leg; and Big Jim, Poetry, Little Jim, and
Dragon�y were doing other things to the rest of him. Also the
minute he could, Dad’s twenty-�ve-cent boy scrambled to his feet
and helped us hold the man down.

“Get me one of the gunnysacks, Bill,” Big Jim ordered me.
“Why?” I asked.
I could tell that already Big Jim was feeling �ne. He said

mischievously, “To put our �sh in. Didn’t you say you were going to
catch a �sh as big as a boy? Well, here’s one as big as a man.”

I was back in a whiz with the gunnysack.
“Now,” Big Jim said, panting and holding onto the man’s arm,

“get the �shing line out of my hip pocket.”
In only a minute or two we had the man’s feet shoved into the

gunnysack and Big Jim’s �shing line wrapped round and round his
ankles.



Almost the second we �nished tying his legs, a car swung onto the
shore above us, and a spotlight lit up the whole beach.

And then the most astonishing thing happened. The light hadn’t
any sooner focused on our tangled-up scramble than our little
Mexican boy took one frightened, eye-blinking look at it, jumped
like a scared rabbit, whirled around, and dashed for the river. He
plunged in and splashed his way out through the shallow water
until it was too deep for him to wade any farther. Then he began a
�erce, fast swim toward Mexico.
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razy things were really going on on the Mexican border that
night. The story the Sugar Creek Gang could tell to their

grandchildren was going to be very exciting as well as very
interesting. The only thing was, if we told it to our grandchildren at
night as a bedtime story, they wouldn’t want us to stop in the
middle but would cry for more. And if we kept on till we got to the
end, it’d be too late for the littlest ones to stay up.

I could very easily imagine myself being a grandfather with a
couple of wriggling, squirming grandchildren on my lap and maybe
one of them using my long, thick reddish whiskers for a pillow.

Well, there we were—six panting boys holding a wild man down
on his stomach on a sandy beach along the Rio Grande. A bright
spotlight from somebody’s car was shining on us. Another man with
a hurt head was lying up the beach from us, and the Mexican boy
we had tried to rescue was swimming like mad toward his native
land, crossing the Rio Grande alone.

That is, I thought he was going to have to cross it alone. For a
second the spotlight swung away from us and focused on the
swimming boy out in the river.

“Hey!” Poetry, whose eyes were looking where mine were,
exclaimed. “There’s another boat out there! He’s climbing into it!”

My half-light-blinded eyes looked quick toward the place where
the �rst boat had been, but it wasn’t there.

Also gone was the man who ten or more minutes before had
gotten his head socked with an oar and had been lying beside the
boat. That could mean only one thing, and that was that the boy’s



dad (if he was his dad) had regained consciousness (if he had lost it)
and still had strength enough to paddle the boat.

By the time my eyes could get back to the twenty-�ve-cent boy
again, he was already in the boat and was helping row back to the
other side.

All this time our prisoner was struggling �ercely, and we were
still holding on for dear life. We knew we didn’t dare let loose for a
second. If he had a knife, as some criminals do have, he’d probably
use it on us.

And then two men who had been in the car that had the spotlight
were hurrying down the bank to our battle�eld to take our prisoner
o� our hands.

In a minute the o�cers—which is what they were—were taking
charge and doing the di�erent things that arresting o�cers do, such
as putting handcu�s on our prisoner and asking us a lot of questions
and stu�.

They had us tell the whole story, which we did, using six di�erent
excited voices to do it. It turned out that we had caught one of the
worst criminals Mexico had ever had. He had broken out of a jail
named the Black Palace, in Mexico City. Both the United States
government and the Mexican government had been looking for him.
The only thing was, as soon as he gave up he didn’t act like a
vicious criminal at all. In fact, he didn’t even look like one. He had a
haircut and shave, and he answered questions in a polite voice.
Also, he could talk English almost as well as Spanish.

“It’s a wonder one of you boys didn’t get slashed to pieces,” the
tallest o�cer said to us.

“Which one?” Dragon�y asked.
The shorter o�cer, whose face I could see pretty well in the

moonlight, grinned and said to Dragon�y, “You, probably.” Then he
added, talking to our prisoner, “Well, Pedro, let’s get started. You’re
going back to live in the Palace again. They’ve been missing your
singing down there.”



Pedro! Singing! Poetry and I gasped at the same time, and my
imagination picked me up and carried me over the top of the
mesquite and cottonwood poplar and bald cypress and prickly pear
cactus to a grapefruit grove and a weather-scarred, tin-roofed house.
I was seeing a black-haired senorita lighting a candle before a boy-
sized cruci�x, and a man with a guitar singing behind a palm tree.

Boy oh boy! Poetry and I had been a whole lot closer to a live
adventure that night than we’d realized. Pedro had probably been
following the twenty-�ve-cent boy and his dad that very night,
trying to �nd out when they were going back to Mexico.

In the excitement of things, I had almost forgotten the boy and his
dad—if it was his dad. I had even forgotten my own dad and our
other three chaperons and the boy evangelist’s dad, who still hadn’t
come for us.

But a little later, while we were still on the beach, the van came
swinging down one of the park’s dusty roads to where we were. All
three dads were in it—the boy evangelist’s, Dragon�y’s, and mine.

It took only a little while for them to explain why nobody had
come sooner. The police had set up a roadblock at the park
entrance, and no cars except police cars had been allowed to enter.

“It’s this way,” one of the o�cers explained. “We discovered that
illegal immigrants were using rubber life rafts from army surplus
stores. An illegal would row across the river, tie the boat to shore,
and leave it for some other illegal to use for a return trip. Pedro, just
out of jail, found out about that and was cashing in on it, and—well,
you know the rest of what happened. Thanks to you boys, he tried it
once too often.”

And this has got to be the last part of this story, because nothing
else happened that was very important until we got back home to
Sugar Creek.

In the van on the way to town, Dragon�y, who was sitting beside
me in the middle seat, sneezed three times in fast succession—the
�rst time I’d heard him sneeze that many times that fast for an hour
or two.



“Don’t start that again!” I said to him. “You haven’t sneezed for
over an hour. How come?”

Dragon�y giggled and said, “I guess I forgot. I can sneeze anytime
I want to, though!”

“You cannot,” Poetry challenged him.
“I can too,” Dragon�y argued back.
“All right, then, let’s hear you do it.”
Dragon�y answered in a saucy voice, saying, “I’m sorry, but I

don’t happen to want to”—which was an old joke and was maybe a
little bit funny.

Well, we’d had a wonderful vacation, and especially a wonderful
next-to-the-last day, but I wasn’t satis�ed. Most every minute of the
way to town, it seemed that my mind’s eye was seeing the little
Mexican boy swimming like fury out to a rubber boat, climbing in,
and then helping the man row as fast as they could out across the
moonlit Rio Grande to their own country. I didn’t like the idea of
having him swim out of my life like that. I might never get to see
him again. He would probably never get to become a citizen of the
United States.

Little Jim helped me feel better about it when he said, “Maybe if
he and his dad were really saved in the tent that night, they’ll hunt
up a preacher in Mexico who knows how to be saved the way the
Bible says, and they’ll join his church.”

I could tell by the tone of voice Little Jim was using that he was
getting sleepy. He rested his head against my shoulder, sighed a
heavy sigh, and kept still, which made me feel pretty �ne. If there’s
anything a boy likes, it is to have a boy he likes like him back.

I felt �ne for another reason too. After another day we would be
leaving Texas and would be on our way back to Sugar Creek.

We hadn’t caught any �sh as big as a boy, but we had caught a
�erce criminal, and by doing that we had maybe helped keep a lot
of illegal immigrants from getting killed.



I was surprised when Poetry said from beside me, “What’s that
song you’re whistling, Bill?”

“What song?” I asked and listened to my thoughts. I was whistling
“I Won’t Have to Cross Jordan Alone.”

It was a good song. I knew I would never forget it as long as I
lived. And because I was a Christian, I would probably remember it
after I got through living. I might even sing it on my way to heaven.

During the week we had been in the Rio Grande Valley, we had
heard the quartet sing that song nearly every night. So when
somebody in the van started to sing it, the rest of us started to help
him.

Maybe some of us sounded a little like Mom’s hens singing in our
barnyard. Poetry’s changing voice actually did sound like the
snoring croak of a middle-sized bullfrog, and mine didn’t sound like
anything.

Only Circus’s was good, which it always is—maybe because he
practices more than the rest of us. Sometimes he does it from the
top branches of the elm sapling that grows along the bayou—right
where the old rail fence starts its lazy climb up Strawberry Hill, on
top of which is the abandoned cemetery, where Old Man Paddler’s
wife is buried, and where …

Hey! Did I ever tell you about the time the gang was coming
home one dark night from �shing for cat�sh just above the Sugar
Creek bridge, and on the way home we decided to pass close to the
cemetery to convince ourselves we weren’t afraid to—and just as we
got there, we saw a lantern and somebody digging a hole behind a
thicket of chokecherry shrubs?

I can’t seem to remember telling you about that. So maybe my
next story will be all about that mysterious adventure and the very
strange-acting person who was digging there, and why.
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